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Abstract 
 
There is an increasingly wide consensus of opinion in studies of childhood that children are 
competent social actors and their social relationships and cultures are worthy of study in their own 
right (Hutchby & Moran-Ellis, 1998; James & Prout, 1990). Children are seen as having the ability 
to manipulate material and cultural resources to participate actively and independently in 
meaningful social actions within given interactional contexts (Hutchby & Moran-Ellis, 1998). 
Therefore, many studies on children’s social competence have paid attention to peer interactions, 
viewing them as the ideal environment for children to construct their own culture. Fewer empirical 
works have focused on the demonstration of children as competent agents in their interaction with 
adults.  
This study analyses one aspect of adult-child interactions in Vietnamese contexts: situations 
in which children commit offences when they interact with other children and/or adults. Offences 
occur in conversation when the breakdown of behavioural rules causes annoyance or displeasure to 
related parties. When offences occur, social order is challenged and need to be reorganised. The 
topic of how offences made by children are managed is also understudied, especially in the 
Vietnamese context. The management of children’s offences in this study is approached from 
sequential contexts. Using the data collected from YouTube videos, this study adopts Conversation 
Analysis (CA) as the main methodology.  
 Offending situations provide children with an opportunity to act independently as competent 
agents. In this study, I argue that children’s social competence is displayed in either scenario where 
they use or avoid remedial work to redress the offences. Doing remedial work signals that children 
acknowledge they have violated certain rules in interactions. From the acknowledgement of 
offences, children are able to use remedial strategies properly to deal with them. They can self-
initiate remedial work or comply with remedial instructions from adults. In both cases, children 
show their agency in acting independently as social actors. They resolve their offences on the basis 
of understanding asymmetrical rights between adults and them. They steer the process of managing 
offences in a favourable direction for them. In cases in which children avoid remedial work, my 
suggestion is that children approach the incidents in question from a different point of view to 
adults. They simply do not treat the incidents as offences and make efforts to protect their 
viewpoints. On that basis, they develop strategies of resistance, including: continuing their actions; 
refusing to initiate remedial work; and making arguments to deny the offences.  
While offending situations provides a context in which children’s competence can be 
evaluated, they are also the environment for adults to exercise their rights as well as socialise 
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children with social rules. This study also focuses on the management of children’s offences from 
adults’ perspectives. In terms of evaluating children’s competence, there are two main scenarios 
employed by adults to frame and manage children’s offences. The first scenario is that adults 
acknowledge that children are competent social actors at managing offences. They build up their 
arguments based on the children’s understandings. They guide children to perform remedial actions. 
In contrast to the recognition of children’s competence, the second scenario is that adults deny 
children’s social competence. This suggests that adults do not treat children as competent social 
actors. They exercise their power and rights to impose their viewpoints and rules on children. 
Children’s competence is underestimated. This scenario is accomplished through some strategies, 
such as punishing, threatening, shaming. Those two ways are not separated but intertwined in each 
moment of talk, suggesting that adults sometimes assume and sometimes deny the competence of 
the child in each moment of talk (cf. Mackay, 1991). When offences are terminated, adults 
demonstrate that offences and the denial of children’s competence are temporary. They normalise 
interpersonal relationships with children and restore children’s status as social actors who have their 
own world and own values that must be recognised.  
The management of children’s offences also unveils some features of the hierarchical 
organisation of Vietnamese society (cf. Luong V.H., 1990) with principles, such as “Kính trên 
nhường dưới (respect superiors, yield to inferiors) or “Yêu cho roi cho vọt” (Spare the rod, spoil 
the child). Those principles impact on the process of identifying and dealing with offences in 
different ways.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Children’s social competence from adult-child interactions  
Social interactions between adults and children play an important role in children’s learning 
and development. Through the interactions with adults, children participate in different social 
activities and make sense of their social worlds. One of the aspects of adult-child interactions that 
have attracted much attention of researchers is how children show their competence in dealing with 
specific tasks and challenges emerging in the talks with adults. Consider the short exchange below 
drawn from my current data set. Lâm, a schoolboy, is spanked by his mother after he committed an 
offence: stealing his mother’s money. 
[1.1] 
109   Lâm         con xin lỗi 
   OSP apologise 
   I am sorry 
110   Mother      NẰM xuống úp  mặt vào đây  tao không nghe cái lỗi lầm của mày 
Lie down  fold face into here 1
st
PP   no   listen CL   offence  of  2
nd
PP 
LIE down here I don’t listen to what you said about your offence 1 
 
 
This exchange illustrates some important points about the interaction between children and 
adults in the Vietnamese context. The child (Lâm) acknowledges his offence and performs the 
remedial action. He apologises to his mother to remedy and avoid the upcoming punishment. From 
the mother’s side, she, however, does not accept the apology and neglects her son’s attempts in 
dealing with the offence (tao không nghe cái lỗi lầm của mày/ I don’t listen to what you said about 
your offence). She persists in carrying out her solution over her child: spanking Lâm. While they 
have not found a shared solution for this problem so far, their negotiation process has reason to be 
continued. On a broader context, this exchange indicates two issues relating to childhood studies: 
the issue of children’s socialisation and the issue of children’s social competence. 
Children and childhood studies have been once influenced by socialisation theory (Ochs, 
1988; Ochs & Schieffelin, 2001, Pontecorvo et al., 2001). Socialisation theory draws upon an 
assumption that children are immature, irrational and incompetent while adults are mature, rational 
and competent (Mackay, 1991). That is, children across different cultural communities are seen as 
novices of social behaviours (Duranti et al., 2011; Ochs & Schieffelin, 1984). This approach 
recognises that there is an asymmetry of knowledge and power between adults and children. 
Therefore, socialisation is a process that makes children become active, competent members of one 
                                                 
1
 Whilst the aim of the thesis is not to critique interactions or parental practices, some of the extracts occasionally 
contain strong language and violence towards children that some readers may find disturbing. 
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or more communities (Ochs, 1988). Through the process of socialisation, children reduce their gap 
of knowledge, skills, rules and experiences to progress to adulthood.  
While it is undeniable that socialisation is a necessary and inevitable process for children, a 
question here is what competencies children have at different stages of development, and what they 
lack. Research in the sociology of childhood has reached an important consensus on this question: 
children are competent practitioners in their world (Corsaro, 1985; Goodwin, 1990; Hutchby & 
Moran-Ellis, 1998; James & Prout, 1990; Mayall, 1994). They have the ability to manipulate 
material and cultural resources in order to participate actively and independently in meaningful 
social activities within given interactional contexts (Hutchby & Moran-Ellis, 1998). Therefore, 
studies on childhood need to view children not just as adults-to-be or developing adults. Rather, 
children deserve to be analysed in their own right as a group with their own network of 
relationships, their own beliefs and values (cf. Thomas, 2004).  
From that perspective, studies of children’s social competence have paid a special attention 
to peer interactions, viewing them as the ideal environment for children to create and maintain their 
own culture. In peer interactions, children are able to mobilise specific cultural practices to 
construct their own social worlds independently of adult intervention (Opie, 1993). Children’s 
social competence is shown through different situated activities from organising games to resolving 
disputes in a variety of settings from home to school, from medical appointments to playgrounds. In 
dispute scenarios, for example, children display their understanding of social situations and ability 
to arrange their social lives through applying interactional procedures in their talks (Danby & 
Theobald, 2012). They construct their disputes to resolve untoward events or transgressions relating 
to them (cf. Ceitake, 2012).  
As empirical studies on children focus on their social interactions, conversation analysis is 
made relevant as a suitable methodology. With its roots in ethnomethodology, conversation analysis 
(hereafter CA) is the study of talk-in-interaction in order to understand how participants structure 
and coordinate their actions, the actions of others and the actual situations (Sidnell, 2011). It focuses 
on the sense-making process of ordinary people in their everyday activities. CA is a primary method 
which helps to show how participants use language actively to create social organisation. CA sheds 
light on the issue of “how talk and other interactional activities represent resources through which 
children, as social participants or “members” can display their social competence, both in 
interaction among themselves and in dealing with adults in their lives” (Hutchby & Moran-Ellis, 
1998, p.13). Based on naturally occurring data, CA accounts for the processes where participants 
sequentially produce their verbal exchanges. Thus, it helps to uncover children’s competence 
through situated social interactions. 
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Management of offences as a practice for unveiling children’s competence 
This study aims to look at a specific practice of adult-child interactions in Vietnamese 
contexts: situations in which children break certain rules when they interact with other children 
and/or adults. Rule-breaking incidents or actions may emerge from situations where we accidentally 
bump into a stranger or break a vase of flowers belonging to another person. Also, a child may 
intentionally disobey an adult’s instruction or even steal his mother’s money (as shown in extract 
[1.1]). Such rule-breaking incidents are a prerequisite for the emergence of offences.  
According to Oxford Dictionaries online, an offence is defined as “a breach of a law or rule” 
or “an illegal act”1. Offence is thus first used in the field of law. If someone is charged with an 
offence, he/she may have to go to court. Nevertheless, not all offences need to be dealt with within 
the framework of law and court. Such institutions are only applied to criminal offences which cause 
significant damages or loss to property, dignity and even the life of somebody. Offences arising in 
everyday activities of ordinary people do not require the penal law to resolve. Again, penal law is 
not eligible to deal with offences in their everyday life.  
Offences in ordinary interactions frequently occur and may appear in any situation. As a 
breach of rule in everyday life, offences cause annoyance or displeasure to related parties and 
disrupt social order (Goffman, 1971). Offences damage the faces of both speaker and hearer (cf. 
Brown & Levinson, 1978; Deutchsmann, 2003). Therefore, this kind of offence is also needed to be 
managed. People pay attention to the management of offences in their everyday interactions 
because they are members of a larger community where each individual always has the obligations 
and responsibilities to maintain the social order (Buttny, 1993).  
Talk-in-interaction is an effective means to manage everyday offences. Through talk-in-
interaction, children and adults negotiate with each other to frame what an offence is, and also to 
seek a solution for it. For children, the process of management of offences through talk-in-
interaction provides them with an opportunity to act independently as competent agents. While 
offences emerge from a violation of rules, children engage in the process of negotiation with other 
participants to restore the disrupted social order. Whether children acknowledge or do not 
acknowledge their offences, they need to make their decisions about how to react properly in such 
situations. Children’s competence is shown through their abilities to deal with locally situated 
issues even when they are placed in challenging situations: they commit offences and their actions 
are supervised and controlled by adults. In contrast, rule-violation incidents are everyday 
circumstances for adults to instruct children about how to behave properly. Offending situations can 
                                                 
1
 http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/offence 
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be thus situated in a broader interactional context where children are socialised to social rules and 
appropriate behaviours by adults. In that process, a question that can be raised is whether adults 
acknowledge children’s competence and, if so, how they evaluate children’s competence.  
So far, the topic of managing offences in interactions has received a special attention from 
researchers in linguistics, primarily in works relating to speech acts (Deutschmann, 2003; 
Edmondson, 1981b; Holmes, 1990, 1995; Olshtain & Cohen 1983; Olshtain & Weinbach, 1993; 
Owen, 1983; Trosborg, 1987, 1995 among others). According to this approach, the management of 
offences is often connected to one particular act which is supposed to be a means of identifying and 
resolving offences, such as an apology or a complaint. It suggests that the management of offences 
has not been seen as a process in which adults and children work together to produce and maintain 
social order in sequential environments. From the sequential perspective, a number of previous 
works have also focused on children’s social activities, some of which relate to certain misconduct 
or transgressions. Their focus is, however, more on the dispute sequences arising from such 
offending events. Children’s misconduct often invokes the intervention of adults and consequently, 
disputes arise between adults and children. Disputes are seen as socialisation practices where adults 
and children mutually construct and negotiate the social order, and resolve problematic issues 
(Danby & Baker, 1998, 2000; Theobald & Danby, 2012).  
There is still little work focusing on the management of offences beyond the framework of 
single speech acts. In fact, the management of offences relates to a series of events and acts. It is not 
only the work of offenders or victims. Rather, it is the process in which related parties become 
involved together in order to resolve offences and restore social order. Approaching the 
management of offences from sequential environments will help to reveal the interactive aspects of 
this topic. The management of offences is also not restricted to a dispute sequence between 
participants. When offences committed by children occur, there are many scenarios that may 
happen next. For example, children, as offenders, might actively perform “remedial work” 
(Goffman, 1971) or adults might suggest children to the use of remedial actions when children 
could not do them. If the management of offences is placed as a research topic, it makes relevant a 
series of remedial scenarios and also provides insights into how children’s social competence is 
displayed and evaluated within their situated activities of managing offences. This is a new 
perspective in the field. 
The topic of children’s competence in offending situations is under-researched in 
Vietnamese literature. Studies on children’s interactions in Vietnamese contexts focus more on the 
socialisation aspect. In the language socialisation process, adults orient children to specific values 
of their cultural community such as respecting age and the hierarchical kin system, yielding to 
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younger and/or lower-ranking people (Nguyen T.B.T, 2002, Shohet, 2013). Children are socialised 
to different identities due to different ideologies and/or material conditions. For example, the male-
centered ideology results in the fact adults are usually stricter with girls than with boys (Rydstrøm, 
2003). As the agent of the socialisation process, children are shown to be active in demonstrating 
their own identities (Nguyen T.B.T., 2002). However, there has not been any study that draws on 
offending situations as a situated practice for revealing children’s social competence. Although 
some works in Vietnamese have focused on the issue of managing offences, they are deeply 
influenced by speech act theory. Specifically, some researchers have concentrated on the 
description of apology strategies as ritualistic means of remedying offences (Nguyen T.D., 2006; 
Nguyen V.L., 2005; Pham T.T., 1995) or complaint (Vu T.T.H., 2008), etc. The management of 
offences is isolated from the interactional perspective and is not related to children. Subsequently, it 
cannot be viewed as a practice for understanding children’s social competence.  
 
Goals and research questions  
In this study, the issue of children’s social competence is examined within the specific 
context of managing offences in Vietnamese contexts. Specifically, this study focuses on situations 
in which Vietnamese children, from about two to seven years old, manage their offences in their 
interactions with their peers and adults. The management of offences is approached as a process in 
which different participants make their own contributions to the progress of talks. Using the 
naturally occurring data collected from YouTube videos, this study adopts CA as the main 
methodology. While CA has been implemented in many different languages, this is among the first 
works to employ it in Vietnamese. By using CA, this study targets patterns of action occurring 
sequentially when offences emerge in interactions. Sequential environment helps to explore the 
progress of conversations with plenty of verbal and non-verbal phenomena. Through the process of 
identifying and dealing with offences, children and adults co-construct their social actions and make 
sense of their social worlds. The ways that they manage offending behaviours through the 
progression of conversation are examined in order to show how children’s social competence is 
revealed and evaluated through everyday interactions between children and adults in Vietnamese 
contexts.  
This thesis addresses three main goals: 
1. To examine the emergence and management of offences in the interactional perspective.   
2. To investigate the ways children display their social competence through communicative 
strategies when they commit offences.  
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3. To investigate the role of adults in the process of managing children’s offences and 
socialising children into their social worlds. 
To specify the goals of the thesis, three main research questions are investigated: 
 R1: How are offences realised in interactions? This question focuses on resources that 
can be used in this data to mark the emergence of an offence in interactions.  
 R2: How do children show their social competence in the process of managing offences? 
This question focuses on the strategies that children, as competent social actors, use to 
resolve their offences and other children’s offences.   
 R3: How do adults evaluate children’s competence when they manage children’s 
offences? This question focuses on the strategies that adults use to deal with children’s 
offences and socialise children into their worlds on the basis of assuming children’s 
competence or denying children’s competence. 
 
Significance of the thesis 
This is one of the first studies to approach the issue of children’s competence from adult-
child interactions in offending situations. In offending situations, the violation of social rules 
provides both children and adult with opportunities to work out what is counted as an offence and to 
mutually negotiate for an acceptable solution. Therefore, the process of managing children’s 
offences can be seen as a situated activity for unveiling children’s social competence.  
Research on the topic of children’s social competence commonly focuses on the context of 
peer culture (Bateman, 2012b; Danby & Baker, 1998, 2000; Corsaro, 1990; Goodwin, 1990 among 
others). Peer interactions provide insight into their social world since it helps to see the activeness 
of children in participating in and producing peer cultures. Children use complex resources of 
language and non-verbal interaction as they organise activities and build their own social worlds 
alongside those of adults (Danby, 2009). There are also a large body of studies concentrating on 
children’s competence demonstrated in adult-child interactions (Burdelski, 2010; Burnard et al., 2006; 
Carr, 2007; Filipi, 2009; Hedges, 2011; Maynard, Waters & Clements, 2013; Rogoff, 2003; Siraj-
Blatchford & Manni 2008; Stephen, 2010; Tobin, Hsueh & Karasawa, 2009 among others). However, 
there is little empirical work focusing on the demonstration of children as competent agents in their 
interaction with adults when children commit offences. Adult-child interactions in offending 
situations are promising contexts for the display of children’s social competence since children are 
engaged in the exchange with agents who are assumed to have asymmetrical rights over them (cf. 
Speier, 1976). They need to negotiate and maintain their social order meanwhile showing their 
recognition and respect to adults’ social order. By focusing on the adult-child interactions, rather 
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than peer interactions, this study offers an alternative approach to children’s interactions and their 
social competence 
From an adults’ perspective, dealing with offences is also the process by which they 
socialise children to their social worlds. This study concentrates on how adults evaluate children’s 
competence while they socialise children with social rules and norms in offending situations. This 
suggests that children’s competence is also appraised through adults’ viewpoints when adults 
engage in children’s activities. In other words, children’s social competence is also approached 
from the in situ management of adults towards children’s offences. It so doing, this research 
provides new knowledge to the understanding of children’s social competence as a situated 
phenomenon. In that sense, it contributes sociological understandings of childhood studies. 
Vietnamese society has rapidly changed over the past three decades under the impact of 
globalisation. Modern and traditional cultural values are mixed together (Horton, 2011). This 
influences and changes social relationships in both family and community (Le T.Q., 2013). For a 
long time, there existed some maxims relating to the issue of teaching children how to behave in 
Vietnam. Those maxims are mentioned in popular idioms and proverbs, such as the necessity to 
carry out education toward children right from their young age: “Dạy con từ thuở còn thơ” 
(Educating children from their adolescence) or the need to learn good manners “Học ăn, học nói, 
học gói, học mở” (learn how to eat, how to speak, and how to open and close conversation 
properly). Children are instructed to respect adults: “kính trên nhường dưới” (respect superiors, 
yield to inferiors), or not to contradict adults: “con cãi cha mẹ trăm đường con hư” (children who 
argue against parents are completely naughty). While focusing on everyday practices in the 
Vietnamese context, this study also pays attention to those features, which may affect the process of 
managing children’s offences. 
 
Thesis outline 
Apart from this introductory chapter, this thesis consists of six more chapters. 
Chapter 2 reviews the crucial issues relating to the current study in previous research. Three 
main themes are discussed. First, it reviews studies on adult-child interaction in the light of the 
“competence paradigm” (Hutchby & Moran-Ellis, 1998) and socialisation theory. Second, it 
investigates discussion of the concept of offence and the management of offences in interactions. 
Third, it summarises works relating to this topic conducted in the Vietnamese context. Those are the 
background topics for the findings of the study.  
Chapter 3 focuses on the data collection and the methodological approaches informing this 
study. The procedure of collecting data from the YouTube channel is detailed. Also, the resources 
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for identifying offences in the data set are described. Next, the chapter moves to a discussion of 
conversation analysis and the procedures for applying it in the current study. 
Chapters 4-6 are the three data analysis chapters of this thesis. Two perspectives of managing 
offences are examined in these three chapters: the perpective of children and the perspective of adults.  
Chapter 4 examines the management of offences from the children’s perspective. It 
concentrates on cases where children do remedial work. Through remedial strategies, children show 
their social competence in dealing with offences independently and actively.   
Chapter 5 continues the issue of management of offences from the children’s perspective. 
However, it focuses on cases where children do not do remedial work. Instead, children produce 
different strategies of resistance. This chapter argues that resistance is another signal showing 
children’s competence in building up their own social world, which is independent from the one of 
adults.  
Chapter 6 analyses the process where adults become involved in the offending situations of 
children. Adults’ roles can be as either victim or third party. They exercise their asymmetrical rights 
by using various strategies to identify and deal with children’s offence, and socialise them into 
proper behaviours. In this process, adults may acknowledge or deny children’s status as competent 
social actors. However, when adults decide to terminate offending situations, they also make efforts 
to retrieve children’s status as social actors.    
The final chapter, Chapter 7, summarises the findings of the thesis. Based on these findings, 
the chapter discusses the main contributions of the thesis from theoretical, methodological and 
applied aspects. Finally, the chapter sketches out some areas for future research.      
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CHAPTER 2: CHILDREN’S SOCIAL COMPETENCE AND OFFENCES 
 
2.1. Introduction   
Studies on children and childhood have been approached from various perspectives. Within 
this socialisation theory, there exists a dichotomy between adults, as experts, and children, as 
apprentices in attending social activities (cf. Hutchby & Moran-Ellis, 1998). Children are seen as 
innocent and lack understanding of social rules and norms. Thus, they need to be taught and 
socialised since they are still very young. Adults, on the other hands, are in charge of educating 
them and shaping their personalities. Meanwhile, approaches from sociology of childhood have 
paid more attention to agencies of children in shaping their identities through particular social 
activities. Children are viewed as active agents who are able to make sense of their social worlds in 
their interactions with peers and adults. 
In this study, the main focus is on the children’s competence in situations where they 
commit an offence. In order to have a comprehensive understanding of this topic, this chapter first 
reviews the issue of children’s social competence from the perspectives of developmental 
psychology, theory of socialisation and the sociology of childhood. It emphasises the importance of 
seeing children as competent members of society in the process of interacting with other children 
and with adults. Also, it points out that children’s competence is revealed through various situated 
activities in their everyday lives.  
On that basis, this chapter then discusses the particular activity of managing children’s 
offences. The emergence of children’s offences in interactions means that children have violated or 
broken certain social rules. The process of managing offences is normally associated with the 
participation of both children and adults in the sequential environment. They both engage in the 
work of negotiating to resolve offences. The process of managing offences is a chance for adults to 
teach children how to behave properly and socialise them into adult society. Meanwhile, from 
children’s side, this is the context by which they display their social competence in understanding 
the breakdown of social rules and norm, and resolving their offences.  
Concerning the issue of management of offences, this chapter discusses the concept of 
offence and the process of managing offences in interactions. On that basis, I clarify my approach to 
the topic of identifying and managing offences in this thesis. Particularly, offences and management 
of offences are investigated within the interactive perspective. Offences need to be realised through 
evidence in interactions. Finally, I also review those issues in the Vietnamese literature.  
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2.2.Approaches to children’s competence 
2.2.1. Children as pre-competent social actors: From developmental and socialisation perspectives 
Children’s competence has been studied from the perspective of developmental psychology, 
starting with the influential theories of Piaget (1952, 1959, 1972) and Kohlberg (1968, 1981). This 
was one of the first attempts to understand how children progress through cognitive 
development. According to the cognitive development model (Piaget, 1959), children develop along 
a predictable path, progressing through recognisable stages. Piaget proposed that children’s 
intellectual development goes through a set series of four major stages: sensorimotor, pre-
operational, concrete operational, and formal operational. These stages are in turn sub-divided into 
distinct sub-stages during which specific cognitive abilities emerge. Each stage is characterised by 
distinctive features.  
Children from two to seven years old, for instance, are said to be in the pre-operational 
stage/period. During this stage, children start to use language to communicate. Their memory and 
imagination also develop. Children’s knowledge is shown through language, mental imagery, and 
symbolic thought. Children’s thoughts and communications are typically egocentric. Egocentrism 
means that children are unable to perceive a situation from another person’s point of view. Piaget 
(1959) argued that the egocentric child cannot know that other people may have other views and 
perceptions. Besides, children just focus on one salient aspect of a situation and neglect others. In 
terms of moral development, Kohlberg (1981) referred this age range as the 
premoral/preconventional period, in which children follow the punishment-obedience orientation. 
They obey rules because they are established by more powerful individuals. “Wrong” behaviours 
are simply those that will be punished. As such, this approach portrays children as incomplete 
adults to be socialised into adults’ worlds. Children have not yet fully become competent as 
effectively as adults might. Adulthood is the goal of childhood (Mackay, 1991) and childhood is 
just a temporal passage or a rehearsal for adult life whereby children do their preparation to move 
into the mature world (Shildkrout, 1978).  
Studies of children and childhood are also approached from a socialisation perspective. The 
process of socialisation has the goal of making an individual become a competent member of 
her/his community. It is central in social life and occurs throughout the whole lifespan of any 
individual. Studies of socialisation emphasise that this phenomenon can be seen most clearly during 
childhood since childhood is the period that children start engaging in life, learning and 
accumulating knowledge and skills (cf. Ochs & Schieffelin, 1984). Children, through their 
interactions, often with more knowledgeable members, learn to use language, the cultural and 
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linguistic knowledge and practices which assist them to live (Nguyen T.B.T., 2002; Paugh, 2005). 
Hence, studies on socialisation are particularly interested in children in order to see how they 
acquire the knowledge, orientations, and practices that enable them to “participate effectively and 
appropriately in the social life of a particular community” (Garrett & Baquedano-Lopez 2002, 
p.339). The socialisation process covers a wide range of period from preverbal children where 
babies learn to talk (Bruner & Watson, 1983; Takada, 2012) to pre-school-aged children (Fivush, 
2008; Fung & Chen, 2001; Park & Cheah, 2005) and also later stages of childhood (Lamb et al., 
2009). Although modes of socialisation differ between different social and cultural settings 
(Schieffelin, 1990), they are based on a common assumption of developmental stages by which 
children progress to the adult social world through learning adult-defined rules and norms. Children 
are assumed to progress into a world that “contains preexisting meanings, rules, and expectations 
held by their parents and other representatives of the encompassing culture” (Kuczynski et al., 
1997, p.23). 
Both socialisation and developmental approaches have been criticised for not recognising 
the activeness of children in the process of carrying out social activities. Those approaches only 
emphasise the development of children toward an assumed direction of adults’ worlds. Childhood is 
believed to be a rehearsal for adult life. It is just a just temporary passage of their life. As noted by 
James & Prout (1997), children are frequently described as “laboratory rats”: 
“The child is portrayed, like the laboratory rat, as being at the mercy of external 
stimuli: passive and conforming. Lost in a social maze it is the adult who offers directions. 
The child, like the rat, responds accordingly and is finally rewarded by becoming ‘social’, by 
becoming adult.” 
(James & Prout, 1997; p.13) 
There are, however, signals suggesting that children and their childhood need to be taken 
seriously in the socialisation process. Children do not appear to be passive participants. Instead of 
internalising completely adults’ set of norms and values, children actively select and refine positive 
features from others to enrich their knowledge and skills. They are able to make their own 
contributions through challenging adults’ socialisation strategies. For example, in research on 
shaming practices of children, Lo & Fung (2012) suggests that Taiwanese children, by the age of 
four, are able to challenge their caregivers’ shaming if they think that it is unfair to them. 
Furthermore, they even shame their younger siblings, using the similar adults’ resources. 
Besides, children are also able to act as the agent, rather than just the recipient in the 
socialisation process. On the one hand, children, as the novices, are socialised by participating in 
different practices with the help of adults, who are supposedly seen as experts. On the other hand, 
adults also can learn from children and their roles might even be reversed in some cases: children 
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are experts while adults become novices. For example, Mead (1951) suggested that older 
generations are often at a loss in raising their children to handle modern innovations and that 
children may guide their elders through the thickets of a brave new world. In the context of 
immigration, children are more proficient than their parents in the language of the host country. 
Thus, the expert roles belong to them in their interaction with parents (Baquedano & Figuero, 
2012). Also, children can even socialise mutually through their peer group (Aronsson, 2012; Butler, 
2008; Goodwin, 1990). This indicates that children cannot be viewed as passive individuals in their 
social lives.  
Furthermore, the concept of apprenticeship can also be applied to both children and adults 
(Pontecorvo, Fasulo & Sterponi, 2001). On the interactive standpoint, both adults and children are 
able to mutually acquire different knowledge and experience. Socialisation must be seen as a 
bidirectional process rather than a unidirectional one (Emura, 2006). For example, Pontecorvo et al. 
(2001) argue that interactions at evening meals are the setting where “parents learn to be parents 
with their children, and children learn to be sons or daughters of their specific parents” (p.344). It is 
a process of mutual apprenticeship, in which both adults and children construe together a sense of 
social order. The concept of socialisation cannot be simply constrained within such notions as 
adaptation and internalisation. Rather, this is a complicated process in which the role of children as 
agents is unquestionable.    
 
2.2.2. Children as competent social actors: The sociology of childhood  
In reconsidering the role of children in social constructions, a more recent trend in 
examining children’s worlds known as the “sociology of childhood” has emerged (Corsaro, 1997). 
This approach adopts the conception of “competence paradigm” in social studies of childhood 
(Hutchby & Moran-Ellis, 1998; James & Prout, 1990). By focusing on children’s competence, this 
approach provides new ways of understanding the talk and interactions of children. It does not deny 
the viewpoint that children develop through different stages and are socialised in their lives. Rather, 
it challenges the implicit dichotomy between the “immature, irrational, incompetent, asocial” 
children and the “mature, rational, competent, social” adult (Mackay, 1973, p.28) as implied in both 
developmental and socialisation perspective. According to Jenks (1982, p.12), the social 
transformation from child to adult “does not follow directly from physical growth”. From a 
competence perspective, the sociology of childhood recognises the complex language interactions 
in which children engage with each other and with adults (James et al., 1998; Mayall, 1999; 
Waksler, 1991). Children become a part of adult culture, contributing to the reproduction of social 
organisations.  
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Proud & James (1990) point out some key features of competence paradigm. First, 
childhood is understood as socially constructed. This implies that children have different roles and 
engage in different activities within specific cultures. Second, childhood is a variable of social 
analysis.  It means that childhood does not exist independently of other variables such as class, 
gender or ethnicity. Third, children’s relationships and cultures are worthy of study in their own 
right. This feature stresses the fact that children must be considered as children rather than as 
apprentice adults. Children cannot be seen as immature adults since they are already competent 
(Mackay, 1991). They are “beings” rather than “becomings” (Lee, 2002; Qvortrup, 1994). Fourth, 
children are active social agents in the ways that are different from adults and independent of the 
perspective and concerns of adults. They produce their own world and their own culture. The 
attainment of full membership of society does not only accompany the attainment of adulthood. 
Within this model of sociology of childhood, children should be considered as active and creative 
social agents who produce their own cultures while contributing, at the same time, to the production 
of adult societies.  
 
2.2.3. Children’s competence within peer interactions 
Many studies on children’s competence pay attention to the topic of how children construct 
their social world when interacting with peers. These studies supply “a picture of childhood as a 
dynamic arena of social activity involving struggles for power, contested meanings and negotiated 
relationship” (Hutchby & Moran-Ellis, 2005; p.18). Children can organise and manage their 
activities through their own rules and their own culturally available resources which regulate their 
world. Those rules may be different from those imposed by adults. Observations relating to the 
construction of children’s worlds can be clearly seen in the interactions among peers (Church, 2009; 
Danby & Baker, 1998; Evaldsson & Corsaro, 1998; Goodwin, 1990; Witt, 2000). In peer 
interactions, children are able to be creative, innovative and autonomous in forming their own 
culture without the influence of adults. As noted by Corsaro (1985), children do not simply 
duplicate the adult world. Rather, they manipulate features of the adult world within their own 
world. They actively contribute to cultural production and change. Peer interactions thus contribute 
to the overall development of children’s social skills and knowledge. This is the environment for 
them to apply those skills and knowledge to manage their life-worlds (Corsaro, 1985) and socialise 
one another (Kyratzis, 2004). 
Children’s construction of their own world may occur in many arenas of social actions. 
Works on children’s competence strongly emphasise the role of ordinary activities. Corsaro (1985) 
argues that everyday activities are the context that enables children to develop socially, increasing 
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their knowledge of ways of interacting with peers. Through collaborative works with various 
members in the community, children accumulate their experience to be able to get socialised with 
any event in their lives. The competence that is achieved is the in situ one. Children are able to learn 
appropriate ways of interacting when they become involved in various situations in storytelling, 
play, and gossip etc. (Butler, 2008; Evaldsson, 2002; Goodwin, 1990; Opie, 1993; Stivers, 2008). 
For example, pretending play, which regularly happens in children’s games, is a promising 
environment where children are able to construct their social activities. To start a game, children 
mutually map the pretending roles that they would take (Butler, 2008). Once the roles are 
confirmed, children can speak in a character voice (e.g. the voice of the mother or teacher) to 
another peer (Goodwin, 1990; Butler, 2008). Through that process, children are mutually oriented 
to different roles of which they are in charge. Children are also able to make affiliations and 
exclusions to certain members in their everyday interactions (Butler, 2008; Killen & Rutland, 
2011). To do those tasks, they mobilise possessive pronouns and collective proterms to appoint 
individual roles in new social situations (Bateman, 2012b). They also use objects for making a bid 
for entry to peer interaction and gain an affiliation with other children (Cromdal, 2001).  
Among practices which help to unveil children’s competence, situations where deviant 
behaviours or actions emerging from peer interactions are also highlighted in previous research. As 
noted by Pontecorvo et al. (2001), deviant actions are “occasions to test and train children in 
normative competence” (p.352). Deviant actions may include insulting, criticising or mocking. 
Goodwin (2006), for example, notes that children are able to use forms of social aggression in order 
to show their power to their peer. After making a playful ritual insult to someone of a 
predominantly upper-middle-class, a working-class African American girl becomes the target of 
negative comments, portrayed as a degraded status, such as: working as a cleaning woman, unable 
to find a job when she grew up, needing to be on welfare, and having no friends. Meanwhile, 
Goodwin & Alim (2010) focus on the “transmodal stylisation” in insult sequences, where girls 
overtly mock an African American working-class girl. They use talk associated with wealthy white 
“Valley Girls,” while simultaneously producing stereotypical gestures (neck roll, suck teeth, and 
eyeball roll) which are associated with black “ghetto” girls.  
Children’s competence is also demonstrated clearly within dispute situations among them. 
Disputes are often preceded by untoward events or behaviours (Cetaike, 2012). Dispute situations 
are practices that “allow[s] realignment of the social order of the peer group” (Cekaite, 2012, p.68). 
In dispute sequences, children frequently “seek opportunities to display character and realign the 
social organisation of the moment through opposition” (Goodwin & Goodwin 1987; p.206). Thus, it 
can be said that disputes are used by children as an important point to enable a reposition in the 
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social order (Bateman, 2012b). To do it, children can apply adult norms and moral ideologies to re-
organise the social order within their peer group. For example, Corsaro (1997, p.18) argues that 
children “create and participate in their own unique peer cultures by taking of appropriate 
information from the adult world to address their own concerns”. They have clear conceptions of 
status as power and behave in a way that consistently fits their conception of status expectations. 
They are also able to develop or use pre-existing rules and social orders to control and prevail in 
conflicts and disputes relating to property (Cobb-Moore et al., 2009). For example, Evaldsson 
(2012) suggests that in order to realign and dismiss the opponent’s account, children make contrast 
descriptions about the problematic incident, confirming it as a blameworthy action and invoking the 
intervention of adults to solve the situation. Children can also deploy code-switching as a strategic 
resource in escalating or downgrading a dispute (Cromdal, 2004).  
 
2.2.4. Children’s competence within adult-child interactions 
The fact that children are competent social actors does not mean that children’s worlds are 
something independent from adults’ ones and children can manage everything independently in 
any situation. Instead, the adults’ presence plays a significant role in adjusting children’s social 
world. Furthermore, the intervention of adults in children’s interactions is inevitable.  
It can be clearly seen from the literature on socialisation and children’s competence that 
there is a link between children and adults in the process children organise their social worlds. Even 
in peer interactions, children draw on adult sense-making procedure to organise, maintain their 
activities and also accomplish their agenda (Sacks, 1972). They use existing adult-formulated rules 
to increase their own power and achieve authority (Cobb-Moore et al., 2005; Maynard, 1985). 
Specifically, Cobb-Moore et al. (2005) argue that children can draw on the teacher-established-rule 
of sharing to deal with conflict issue relating to toy ownership. The invocation of adult-formulated 
rule enables children to maintain their position of power. Adult-formulated rules also provide the 
basis for creating their pretending roles and actions in peer games, and constructing their local 
social order (Goodwin & Kyratzis, 2012). Some resources from adult life can be used by children 
when they cope with particular challenges in their lives. Loyd (2006, as cited in Goodwin &. 
Kyratzis, 2012), for instance, notes that children are able to use adult-like-expressions and enact 
“adult personas” when they engage in a conflict with peers.   
Besides, it is clear that adults may involve in children’s interactions under different roles 
from teacher to family members (Aronsson & Gottzén, 2011; Bateman, 2015; Ochs & Shohet, 
2006; Sterponi, 2003). While children do not necessarily see themselves as being socialised or 
developing (Thorne, 1993), adults, in certain cases, assign themselves the task of socialising 
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children. They have the position of “domination and conversion” (Goode, 1986) or even “a 
totalitarian regime of control” (James & Prout, 1993). Adults are often described as a “colonial 
administrator” (Speier, 1976). It means that like a process of colonisation, when the two cultures 
(adults and children) interacts with children’s culture, adults’ cultures have the status of 
administrative management. As a colonial administrator, adult “seeks to bring the native culture 
within the rationality of the ‘higher’ order, while recognising difference from that order” (Danby, 
1998b, p.177).  
In their relationships with children, adults tend to maintain their roles as the superiors since 
they are supposed to have more experience and knowledge and have the entitlement to make final 
decisions (cf. Bateman & Waters, 2013). They strive to manage and regulate children’s behaviours. 
This is normally referred to as “asymmetrical right” (Francis & Hester, 2004; Speier, 1976), which 
obviously impacts on the construction of social order between children and adults. This asymmetry 
enables adults to intervene in children’s incidents and control children’s behaviours. As noted by 
Theobald & Danby (2012), “the children’s social order co-exists alongside the adult’s social order 
but when there is a difference between social orders of adults and children, the children’s social 
orders are called to account” (p.225). Whether they are in the position of teacher or parent, adults 
tend to utilise the resources of their own culture to steer children on to their track of rules and 
behaviours since they have the right to “issue normative statements” (Maynard, 1985, p.216). This 
fact is clearly displayed when adults intervene into untoward situations in order to adjust 
misconduct behaviours at school (Danby & Baker, 1998; Kidwell, 2005; Stivers, 2008). For 
example, Busch (2012) emphasises the role of the mother in invoking the rule of sharing to manage 
her child’s behaviour and also manage the dispute. Also, the mother reinforces the rule through the 
repetition of directives and threats towards the child. Similarly, Danby & Baker (1998) note that as 
a “colonial administrator”, teacher, in a school setting, intervenes in a children’s dispute, defining 
the problem, searching for a confession and replacing children’s social order with her own version.  
A question here is whether adults recognise the competence of children once they are in the 
asymmetrical position. In fact, adults do not necessarily act in the role of a “colonial administrator”, 
who totally dominates the interaction with children. Rather, they may assist children in the process 
of socialisation and respect children’s perspectives. For instance, in the context of family 
mealtimes, Sterponi (2009) argues that the father offers an excuse or vicarious accounts for his 
daughter’s insolent behaviour when the daughter has not implemented the remedial work for it. 
Such vicarious accounts provide the way to remedy improper conduct. At the same time, they “set 
up constraints on children’s autonomy of action, neutralising more subversive and blameworthy 
interpretations of their problematic conduct” (p.454). Danby & Baker (1998) also suggest that the 
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teacher draws on children’s competence to act out her care and consolation. However, her 
intervention of the children’s dispute situation hints that children are still viewed as unable or 
incompetent in maintaining their social orders. In a similar attempt, Theobald & Danby (2012) also 
note that the teacher acknowledges children’s competence in following the rules of “no pushing”. 
However, the teacher also shows that they view children as incompetent agents in managing their 
peer-initiated games in the playground. This fact is often referred to the paradox in adult-child 
interactions where adults “simultaneously assume and interactionally den(y)” the competence of the 
child (Mackay, 1991; p.27).  
From the children’s perspective, they are restricted in some conversational rights when 
engaging in conversations with adults (Sacks, 1972). Speier (1976) identifies six features of 
children’s restricted rights while children interact with adults: (a) rights to enforce silence, (b) rights 
to intervene during the conversation, (c) right to require politeness, (d) right to terminate children’s 
talk, (e) dismissal rights, and (f) removal rights (Speier, 1976, pp.101-102). Both children and 
adults orient to this type of restricted speaking rights. However, children are still found to actively 
participate in interactions with adults in different ways. They are relatively independent with adults 
in building up and adjusting their social order. They display their autonomy in co-constructing their 
own social orders in childhood and also contribute to the organisation of adults’ worlds (Corsaro, 
1985, 1997). Clear evidence of this point is the fact that children can resist adult-imposed rules in a 
clinical setting (Silverman, 1987) or parent-teacher interviews (Silverman et al., 1998) or classroom 
clean-up time (Corsaro, 1985), or mealtime disputes (Kent, 2012), etc. They, for instance, can use 
silence or utterance disclaiming knowledge (I don’t know) to resist attempts by adults in framing 
and constraining their social competence (Silverman et al., 1998). This resistance can be seen as the 
evidence of children’s interactional competence. Besides, children also accomplish flexible 
strategies towards adults to deal with their troubles. For example, children can make the teacher get 
involved in a peer group conflict by directing the teacher’s attention to the situation. In doing so, 
they defend and promote their specific positions that they have achieved during the conflict 
(Maynard, 1985).  
It can be said that studies on adult-child interaction stress the competence of children in 
constructing their social worlds. Meanwhile, adults, from the perspective of “colonial 
administrator”, tend to employ adult-imposed rules to socialise children into their worlds. 
Nonetheless, previous research often analyses the issue of children’s competence within the peer 
interactions per se or the peer interaction with the intervention of adults. Moreover, practices for 
performing children’s competence and also children’s socialisation are not offensive situations.  
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In this thesis, the issue of children’s competence is embedded in the context where an 
offence made by children arises in Vietnamese contexts. Offending situations are promising 
environments for the demonstration of children’s competence and also the socialisation process. In 
offending situations, children cope with challenges from the disruption of social order emerging as 
a result of the offences. Children need to find ways to behave properly in order to step by step 
restore the social order and interpersonal relationships damaged by offences. The management of 
children’s offences is also associated with adults when they engage in the task of steering children 
back to the right track of behaviours. The participation of adults contributes to the success of the 
management of offences and more importantly, meaningful social interaction. The context of 
management of children’s offences has so far been little remarked within the sociology of 
childhood. The next section of this chapter discusses the concept of offences and the management 
of offences in previous works.   
 
2.3.Offences and the management of offences in interaction 
This section begins with a discussion about social order and rules, reviewing the concept of 
offence and the issue of managing offences in interaction. The management of offences in this study 
is a practice that contributes to the exploration of children’s social competence in their interaction 
with adults.  
 
2.3.1. Social order from interactive perspective 
 Microsociology is a branch of sociology concerning the nature of everyday human social 
interactions and agency on a small scale. It differs from other sociological approaches which situate 
social order within macro institutions such as politics, economics or class struggle. Microsociology 
highlights the fact that social order can be located within the arena of mundane life. Several authors 
strongly emphasise the small-scale social order, arising from the ordinary interactions in everyday 
life (Goffman 1959, 1967, 1971, 1981; Garfinkel, 1967; Sacks, 1995). As noted by Layder (1997, 
p.9), this approach brings our attention firmly back to the realm of everyday life.  
 Among those authors, Goffman develops the concept of interaction order in ordinary life as 
a specific part of the social order. According to Goffman, interaction between ordinary people in 
their everyday lives should be considered as the starting point for investigating social structure. 
Interaction is constrained in its narrow sense: face-to-face interaction or talk. Interaction occurs 
when “two or more individuals are physically in one another’s presence” (Goffman, 1983, p.2). It is 
defined as “reciprocal influence of individuals upon one another’s actions when in one another’s 
immediate physical presence” (Gofman, 1959, p.8). In that sense, order emerges from the 
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interactive perspectives and talk is an important institution that can help us see the operation of 
social order like other institutions, such as education, family or politics (Heritage & Clayman, 2010, 
p.9).  
In different works, Goffman (1967, 1971, 1983) has developed the concept of interaction 
order. Based on face-to-face interaction, he builds up a model of how social organisations are 
established and maintained. Goffman is concerned with the mechanism on which order operates. 
For him, the way that ordinary persons perform their behaviours through their interactions is similar 
to the way actors perform their actions in dramas. There are two different stages for an individual to 
perform their actions. First, the front stage is the place where both performer and audience appear. 
All the actions are visible to the audience and are part of the performance. An individual needs to 
act to create specific impressions in the minds of others. He/she sometimes hides his/her real 
emotions for a particular goal of the conversation. Conversely, the back-stage (or back region) is the 
place when there is no audience and this is the place for the real self to appear. His/her behaviour is 
different and he/she steps out of character (Goffman, 1959, p.70).  
The process of adjusting the self to new environments is described by Goffman as 
“impression management” (1959, p.70). People manage settings, clothing, words, and nonverbal 
actions in their everyday lives to “convey an impression to others” (1959, p.2) like actors on a stage. 
In communicating with others, persons all assume different roles and they act in a way that suits 
their incumbent roles. Behind that performance of the actors, it is necessary to have a “working 
consensus” (Goffman, 1959, p.4) or “commitment” between them. This consensus is formed 
according to invisible and unspoken norms and rules (such as greeting and thanking) that members 
of society follow.  
 Unlike Goffman, whose works focusing on the investigation of rituals and face-work as the 
means to maintain social order, Garfinkel (1967) concentrates on the methods that are used by 
society’s members to make sense of their social order. His work draws on a fundamental 
assumption that ordinary people must have some shared methods that they use to mutually set up 
the meaningful orderliness of social situations, what he termed “ethnomethodology”. All human 
action and human institutions are constructed on the fact that persons can “make shared sense of 
their circumstances and act on the shared sense they make” (Heritage & Clayman, 2011, p.49).  
Garfinkel views social settings as “self-organising with respect to the intelligible character 
of its own appearances as either representations of or as evidences-of-a-social-order” (1967; p.33). 
The orderliness of social life is produced through the moment-to-moment work of society’s 
members. The meaning of a situation arises locally from their interactions: it is a situated 
achievement. Therefore, social order is seen as “an accomplishment of interactive activity, and 
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therefore open to revision, settlement, disruption, and resettlement” (Danby & Baker, 2000, p.91). 
Social order is thus not given, not fixed, but something that participants work to achieve. It is a 
continuous process made by society’s members in which change and even misinterpretation occur 
regularly. In that sense, social order is participant produced, that is, a process to co-construct and 
understand mutual identities between members in their interactions (cf. Maynard, 1985).  
For ethnomethodology, social order is embedded in interactions from moment to moment in 
the process by which people make sense of their social worlds. It is constructed in the sequential 
turns through either verbal or physical actions (Bateman, 2012) or it is formed in and through the 
socially organised conduct of society’s members (Ten Have, 1990). Therefore, ethnomethodologists 
specifically focus on naturally occurring activities to uncover how order is produced through 
procedures that participants implement in their interactions. Generally, in each particular situation, 
individuals do not have ideas about meanings in advance. Rather they make sense of meanings as 
they take part in their interactions and mutually discover them from situations. Thus, social order is 
clearly observed through its disruption. In what is called as a “breaching experiment”, Garfinkel 
(1967) encouraged his graduate students to violate everyday rules by frequently asking for 
clarification during an ordinary conversation with a friend or family member. Situations that are 
seen to be ordinary are to be disrupted, to show how recipients respond. Garfinkel asserts that each 
member of society uses “background expectancies” to interpret and decide how to act in a social 
situation. Therefore, rule-violation is used as a technique for discovering social order. It is the 
members of society who would point out the rules breached in their interactions with others, 
through which they make visible their own social order. Rule-violation and the process of 
uncovering how social order is restored are also the concerns of this current study. 
In brief, from the perspective of microsociology, the issue of social order is located within 
the arena of everyday talks. Within face-to-face interaction, social order is created and changed 
continuously through the activities of individuals (Prout & James, 1997). To maintain social order 
is to “avoid collision” (Goffman, 1971, p.6) and preserve the desire for face of self and others. 
However, social order, especially in modern society, is inherently “fragile, impermanent, full of 
unexpected holes, and in constant need of repair” (Burns, 1992, p.26) since it is drawn upon rules 
and norms that are locally created by individuals in their interaction.  
 
2.3.2. Rules and norms in interactions 
As a social institution, interaction also operates under a system of rules. Rules are set of 
unwritten regulations or principles constructing and maintaining social order. As noted by Goffman 
(1967, 1971), rules in ordinary interactions are operated in a similar way to the system of traffic 
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rules used by pedestrians in busy streets. Rules thus are “a guide for action which is recommended 
not because it is pleasant, cheap, or effective, but because it is suitable or just” (Goffman, 1967, 
p.48). It means that rules function as a means to govern what communication behaviours are 
appropriate or inappropriate in a given situation.  
Rules are usually followed subconsciously by actors in social interactions. People apply 
those rules naturally in their lives, although they may not straightforwardly say what rules they are 
using at each moment in most of the cases. Consequently, these rules are either explicit or implicit 
in interactions. Nonetheless, there is no doubt that they are a salient factor in maintaining social 
order, the contiguity of conversations and relationships between participants. Members of society 
are expected to abide by rules of behaviour or codes which guarantee that everyone acts 
appropriately. According to Goffman (1971), rules constitute the grammar of interaction in the 
sense that persons learn how to make sense of any act or behaviour by noticing the reactions of 
others. Members of the society understand such rules and rituals, and there is a background 
expectation that those rules need to be followed. Through the use of rules, participants accomplish a 
number of actions and manage their interactions with each other. Those rules play an important role 
in the sense-making process between individuals. 
Rules are also context dependent (Heritage, 1978). It means that rules are always located 
and understood within particular practices. They are “cultural resources to which members orient in 
order to make sense of their social worlds” (Cobb-Moore et al., 2009). The meaning of rules is 
found within the situation and varies from situation to situation (Rhoads, 1990). People in their 
interactions with others create and apply different rules to make sense of their social activities and 
interpret other’s activities.  
Among social rules, social norms are particular types of rules that are widely recognised as a 
standard for people to respect (Hechter & Opp, 2001). It is “that kind of guide for action which is 
supported by social punishments, negative ones providing penalties for infraction, positive ones 
providing rewards for exemplary compliance” (Goffman, 1971, p.95). They gradually become 
habits or regularities which “prescribe certain behaviour, state of affairs, or way of thinking in a 
context” (Fraser, 1990, p.220). Norms “regulate public life, specifically the co-mingling of 
individuals, both acquainted and unacquainted” (Goffman, 1971, p.100). It means that one needs to 
follow them but is not forced to do so. For example, a typical social norm in most communities is 
“do not invade someone’s personal space”. However, some social norms are culturally-specific: the 
norm of respecting ancestral altars is associated with Vietnamese communities (Malarney, 2002), 
but not with western societies. 
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2.3.3. Offences in interactions 
In interaction, offences are defined as actions or behaviours that are “contrary to a social 
code of behavioural norms” (Olshtain & Weinbach, 1993). They arise when “the rules are not 
adhered to, or when no rules seem applicable” (Goffman, 1971, p.35). Offences have been 
investigated under many different terms. Offences also can be seen as “gaffes”, “faux pas” 
(Goffman, 1955) or “problematic situations” (Scott & Lyman, 1968, Buttny, 1993). They are also 
labelled as “blameworthy” (Blatz, 1972), “failure events” (Schönbach, 1980, McLaughlin, Cody & 
O’Hair, 1983), or “transgression” (Nucci & Nucci, 1982). Regardless of being called by different 
terms, offences are construed as the breach or violation of social rules, or accepted conventions or 
norms (cf. Holtgraves, 1989; Blatz, 1972).  
Those breaches of rules and norms arise in everyday interactions. They are commonly not 
serious enough for the application of criminal law. Even though some offences are supposed to be 
serious enough for criminal law, they, however, may be still brought back to talk-in-interactions. 
For example, the act of stealing your mother’s money as shown in exact [1.1] is just dealt with 
within the mother-son interaction. Nevertheless, offences cause negative effects in communication 
and social relationships. According to Goffman (1953), offences cause social disorder and 
simultaneously “the participants suffer personal disorganisation and anomie” (1953, p.35). They 
make “participants cease to know how to behave or what to expect from others” (Goffman, 1953; 
p.35). It means that offences cause certain disruptions in interpersonal relationships and social 
order.  
The emergence of offences in interaction is determined by participants themselves. It means 
that offences emergence as the result of the participants’ evaluation of the act or behaviour in 
question. As mentioned earlier, rules and norms are produced and applied in situ by participants. 
Therefore, each behaviour or act is interpreted differently in terms of whether it has conformed to 
the social rules or norms. Consequently, any behaviour or act may potentially be framed as a breach 
of certain rules by members of the conversation. Goffman (1971) emphasise the potentiality of them 
by suggesting the concept of “virtual offence”. According to him, virtual offence is the “worst 
possible reading” or “ugliest imaginable significance” (1971, p.108) that could be attached to act or 
behaviour. In fact, people may ascribe any act or behaviour in their everyday lives as something 
offensive. For example, even a ritual act such as thanking may be read as an intentional snub in 
some particular situations. However, such candidates of offence are not always realised to be a 
“real” offence.  
Offences connect to talk-in-interaction in two senses: (1) talk-in-interaction itself can be a 
source of offence and (2) talk-in-interaction is also an effective means to manage any kind of 
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offence. The first sense means that people can use their language to cause offence when they 
interact with others. Holmes (1990, 1995) categorises some phenomena such as interruption, slip of 
the tongue, talk too much, etc. as talk offences. Culpeper (2011) discusses the issue of impoliteness 
in language, stressing the role of language as a source of making offensive behaviours. 
Impoliteness, which may be called by different terms, such as rudeness (Beebe, 1995; Kienpointner, 
1997), or rude behaviour (Lakoff, 1989) is related to offences in the sense that impoliteness is a way 
of constituting “conflictive verbal face-threatening acts” (Bousfield, 2008, p.88). Thus, in terms of 
impoliteness, offences are formed by verbal tokens which are seen as rudeness towards others. In 
another attempt, Jay (1992) examines the phenomena of causing offence by the act of cursing. He 
places cursing in relation to an offending event which is considered as an environment to trigger 
such bad language. 
The second sense indicates that talk-in-interaction can be used as an important means to 
identify what constitutes an offence and how to resolve it. In order to identify an offence in 
interaction, it is necessary to consider interactional evidence made by related participants. Any act 
or behaviour can be interpreted as an offence as long as it is identified as a violation of a rule by at 
least one of the participants. It means that the interpretation of participants about the act or 
behaviour is the decisive factor in identifying offences. The emergence of offence relies on the 
subjective assessments and decisions of participants in each moment of their interactions. Offence 
or infraction is thus the label attached to an action or incident through a posthoc procedure, rather 
than something that is evaluated objectively (Pontecorvo et al., 2001).  
Works on offences from linguistic pragmatic perspectives have mostly paid attention to 
speech acts that are linked in some way to the identification of offences. Thus, the concept of 
offence is connected with specific speech acts. For example, the act of apology can be a signal of 
the presence of an offence. Goffman (1971) suggests that offenders often anticipate the worst 
interpretation of their act and actively produce an apology to deal with the offence. Thus, offences 
can also be referred to the incident or event which “merits the apology”, or an “object of regret” 
which motivates an apology (Coulmas, 1981). Offences can be recognised when preceded by a 
complaint (Ogiermann, 2009). In studies of account, offences arise when persons “diverge from 
expectation or act in unusual ways” (Buttny, 1993, p.24). Such acts may invoke the accounts to 
“reflect the common-sense understanding of local normative standards” (Buttny, 1993, p.24).  
In brief, offences are defined as the violation or breach of certain rules or norms in everyday 
life. More importantly, that violation is pointed out and managed locally by members of each 
specific situation. It means that offence is realised through the sense-making process of participants 
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in their interactions with others. The presence of offence disrupts the social order. As a result, 
management of offences needs to be deployed through to adjust and restore the social order.  
 
2.3.4. Participant structure of an offending situation 
 According to Goffman (1971), offending situations are structured by three non-linguistic 
components: the offence, the offender, and the victim. Offenders are people who commit an offence 
and/or take the main responsibility for the consequence of the offence. Olshtain & Blum-Kulka 
(1983) suggest that offenders cause the infraction. Goffman once labels them as “faulty persons” 
because they “bring offence and dysphoria to almost every interplay in which they participate, 
causing others to feel ill” (1953, p.260). The offender shows that there is “no control over his body, 
no reign on his intent” (Goffman, 1971, p.139). From a different angle, the offender is the person 
who feels responsible for an act which merits an apology (Deutschmann, 2003). As a result, they 
may be the subject of a complaint or criticism (Trosborg, 1987).  
 There are two main possibilities that may occur with offender after his/her offence is 
identified. The offender may not recognise him/her as guilty then may not feel the need to remedy. 
He/she may even choose the solution of denying his responsibility, or blaming someone else or 
even attacking the complainer (Trosborg, 1987). Among factors that are likely to influence the 
reaction, Olshtain & Cohen (1983) emphasise that one’s own perception of the degree of the 
severity of the offence is often decisive. Other influential factors are the age, familiarity, and social 
status of the two participants (cf. Olshtain & Cohen, 1983, p.21). When offenders refuse the 
accusation, they are referred to as complainee, but not apologiser (Trosborg, 1987). Trosborg points 
out that a complaint is not “always followed by an apology” (p.148) as there is a conflict between 
two opposite expectations of the offender: on one hand, he/she wants to placate the complainer in 
order to restore to social harmony. On the contrary, he/she also desires to preserve his social status. 
In such situations, the willingness of maintaining his/her social status is preferred over the 
willingness of mitigating the feelings of the victim. It prevents the offender from doing the remedial 
work. 
 Conversely, whenever the offender acknowledges their offence and is willing to remedy, 
he/she would initiate remedial work (Goffman, 1971). According to Edmondson & House (1981), if 
a speaker feels he/she has given offence and/or anticipates negative reactions, he/she may try to 
“soften his interlocutor’s feelings” by “getting in first” (p.153). An offender may also recognise 
his/her offence after receiving a negative reaction (e.g. complaining or criticising) from the 
offended or any other observer. An apologetic utterance is an effective verbal way for the offender 
to set things right (Edmondson, 1981b).  
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 The second indispensable element in an offending situation is the victim. The victim can be 
defined as the recipient of an offence. He/she suffers certain losses or consequences from an 
offending act (Deutschmann, 2003, p.44). Those losses or consequences can affect the victim in 
various ways. The victim, for instance, may suffer a physical hurt when he/she is beaten by the 
offender.In other cases, it is the victim who experiences a vulnerable feeling when receiving an 
impolite expression from others. Apart from suffering physical and/or emotional hurt directly, a 
victim can be negatively affected by the rule-violation. For example, when a child urinates on the 
floor, this event can be seen by his/her parents as an offence, since they, as the victims, have to 
suffer the unclean sanitary condition. In Trosborg’s taxonomy (1987), the victim may play the role 
of a complainer since they might be the first party to speak out in the problematic situation in case 
they do not receive a remedial signal from the offenders. The victim is the person who may make 
the first move in a remedial interchange that helps unaware offenders recognise the offence and 
simultaneously perform the attitude of dissatisfaction towards offences (Goffman, 1971; Owen, 
1983). Deustchmann (2003) also notes some situations in which victims seem to be surprised when 
someone initiates remedial work. In other cases, they do not pay any attention to remedial work 
from offenders. In contrast, there are also cases of victims who express an attitude of not accepting 
the remedy from offenders (Owen, 1983).  
 Another element that needs to be included in an offending situation is the observer or third 
party. In the definition of offence above, Blum-Kulka & Olshtain (1984) also refer to the observer 
as the third party. In fact, the third party may not be a vital part of the event, as they are not 
involved directly in offending situations. Hence, they are not always present. Nevertheless, their 
appearance in such circumstances (if any) plays a significant role in resolving trouble. They 
possibly join in the offending situation as an arbitrator to look for an appropriate solution.  
The third party often plays an important role in conversations where children are involved as 
they coordinate the children’s activities. They “may take a stance that collaborates with one of the 
protagonists” (Busch, 2012; p.50). They may become the instructor and the “neutral authoritative 
agent” (Cekaite, 2012; p.166) in the cases where children need them to resolve troubles. They are 
expected to act fairly and give to each party a reasonable hearing (Atkinson, 1992) in different 
settings, such as school and playground (Butler, 2008; Church, 2009) or family (Busch, 2012; 
Hester & Hester, 2010). For example, Busch (2012), while investigating a dispute during family 
mealtime, notes the role of the mother as an arbitrator. The mother actively joins her children’s 
dispute through directions, increasing physical proximity, topic shift, and physical intervention. She 
invokes the rule of sharing that needs to be followed by her children, and simultaneously, makes 
relevant a particular moral order. Meanwhile, when a problematic incident occurs within the school 
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setting, it is the teacher who intervenes in the situation as a third party (Cekaite, 2012; Danby & 
Baker, 1998). Through the use of open questions (“what happened?”), “why” and “yes/no” 
interrogative formats, the teacher sets up a multiparty interrogation and provides solutions for the 
restoration of social order (Cekaite, 2012).  
 
2.3.5. Management of offences in interaction 
In previous sections, this study pointed out that offences are the violation of rules or norms. 
The emergence of offences disrupts social order (Goffman, 1971). Therefore, management of 
offences needs to be deployed to seek a suitable solution to restore the disrupted social order. If 
offences are something serious that may be harmful or endanger property, health, safety, or moral 
welfare of people, they must be treated within the framework of criminal law in order to reassure 
the social and judicial orders. In those cases, the thing that decides whether or not it is an offence is 
a system of written documents, namely laws. As those laws are written and recognised and ratified 
both by authorities and people, all punishments are mandatory.  
For offences arising in face-to-face interactions, criminal law is not applicable. Instead, they 
are identified and resolved through the talk-in-interaction between related parties. Previous research 
often situates the management of offences within the framework of remedial work, a term coined by 
Goffman (1971). For Goffman, the function of remedial work is “to change the meaning that 
otherwise might be given to an act, transforming what could be seen as acceptable” (Goffman 1971, 
p.139). It is the method that ordinary people employ to rectify offences or mistakes and restore the 
social order. Goffman suggests that often two distinct processes happen in remedial work. One is 
ritualistic, in which the offender performs a ritual, noting that he/she acknowledges the social rules, 
norms that have been breached and restores that social order. The other is restitutive, in which the 
victim is compensated.  
Remedial work is realised in conversations by a means called remedial interchange. 
Goffman suggests that in such offending situations, remedial interchange would appear as a solution 
in response to an interactional offence. It is the process by which members confront each other 
without damaging their relationship to each other. Remedial interchange involves an offence, an 
offender and a victim or claimant. Remedial interchange in Goffman’s work includes the four 
following moves:  
remedy A: Can I use your phone to make a local call?  
 relief B: Sure, go ahead. 
 appreciation A: That’s very good of you 
 minimisation B: It’s okay.  
(Goffman 1971, p.177) 
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Goffman states that remedy is the first move in a remedial interchange. The “virtual” 
offender, who acknowledges the “worst possible reading” of the “virtual offence”, implements one 
of the three main acts or makes a combination of them: accounts, apologies and requests. While 
apologies and accounts typically occur after the offence, requests occur before the questionable 
event and function as a device for “asking license of a potentially offended person to engage in 
what could be considered a violation of his rights” (Goffman, 1971, p.114). For Goffman, the turn 
“Can I use your phone to make a local call?” in the above extract is a remedy since the speaker 
shows his/her awareness of the possible offensiveness of the proposed act and beg sufferance. The 
next moves in remedial interchanges lead participants to gradually restore the normal social order. 
Goffman also notes that a priming move may be prefaced when the victim anticipates that expected 
remedial work is not made. Therefore, the victim needs to “call attention to the work that needs to 
be done” through an “interrogative challenge” (Goffman, 1971; p.154), such as a query or 
complaint.  
 Owen (1983) develops Goffman’s remedial interchange approach further. Owen does not 
include “request” into the model of remedial interchanges as she claims that this will “widen the 
field to unmanageable proportions” (p.22). Thus, the remedy move just includes apology and 
account. At the same time, Owen does not bring the two categories (relief and appreciation) into 
her remedial cycle. Instead, she only calls the move after the main remedy move by a general term: 
response to primary remedial moves. Also, she includes the “priming move” before the remedial 
move, recognising it as the first move in remedial interchange. The model of remedial interchanges 
in Owen’s work is designed with three main moves as following: 
  speaker A   speaker B               speaker A  
   (victim)   (offender) 
  
 
        
 
(Owen 1983, p.50) 
  
The model of remedial interchange has had a great influence on subsequent studies on 
management of offences in interaction. From the perspective of speech act theory, most studies 
have examined speech acts associated with priming and primary remedial move moves separately. 
Each move is attached to a specific speech act. For example, complaint, which is a typical act in the 
slot of the priming move, is seen as a statement of trouble, indicating that the speaker has been 
offended. As a speech act, complaint is an expression of “disapproval, negative feelings” (Trosborg 
1995, pp.311-12) come by the offended party and a call for remedy. Complaint can be realised by a 
primary 
remedial move 
response priming 
move 
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set of strategies which distinguishes each other by the level of directness (cf. Leech 1983; Olshtain 
& Weinbach 1987; Trosborg 1995).  
The primary remedial move is packaged by the act of apology or account. Apology is a 
remedial act produced by offenders to mitigate offending behaviours. It arises whenever a social 
norm or rule is violated (Olshtain & Cohen, 1983). The main purpose of apology is to re-establish 
social harmony, which has been damaged by an offence (Fraser, 1981). Apology can be realised by 
different direct and indirect strategies. Another device in the primary remedial move is an account. 
Accounts are “statements made by social actors to relieve themselves of culpability for untoward or 
unanticipated acts" (Scott & Lyman, 1968, p.48) and can be used as “a method for managing failure 
events” (McLaughlin et al., 1983, p. 102). Account and apology are linked with each other strictly 
in the sense that they both function as a means to resolve the consequence of an offence or failure 
event. That is the reason most studies on the apology speech act have not considered account as a 
separate device, but categorise it as an indirect strategy of apology (Blum-Kulka & Olshtain, 1984; 
Olshtain & Cohen, 1983 among others).  
Remedial interchange is an attempt to approach the management of offences from the 
sequential environment.  Remedial interchange is designed with the inclusion of different acts. 
Nonetheless, it is still a predetermined model with fixed moves. It only occurs in cases where 
offenders are willing to remedy their offences and victims are willing to forgive them. In fact, the 
management of offences is a complicated phenomenon because it relates to different people and 
scenarios. As a result, this model of remedial interchange seems not to cover all possibilities when 
offences arise and cannot help to see the dynamics of conversation when participants manage 
offences.  
Remedial interchange only involves two parties: offender and victim. Meanwhile, the 
management of offences may relate to a third party as well (Blum-Kulka & Olshtain, 1984). As 
noted in section 2.3.4, although they are not an obligatory side, their presence in such situations (if 
any) plays a significant role in resolving the problematic incident especially when it relates to 
children (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987; Vuchinich, 1990). The third party can make the first move in 
remedial interchange by complaining or asking the offender to apologise. 
 Remedial interchange is established on the assumption that participants in any interaction 
have the willingness to set things right. Thus, it only occurs when offenders understand their 
responsibility and desire to resolve their offences. However, a number of other possibilities may 
also occur after the emergence of offences. For example, the model of account episode developed 
by Schönbach (1980, 1987) includes four different stages. After the appearance of the offence, 
namely, the failure event, the next three moves are: the reproach, the account, and the evaluation. 
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Participants may not recognise their wrongdoings or may not want to remedy their offences. If the 
victim speaks first after the initial offence, he/she may “blame” (Pomerantz, 1978), or “find fault” 
(Morris, 1998). If the offender speaks first, apart from remedy moves mentioned above, he/she 
may disclaim responsibility (Dersley & Wootton, 2000), blame someone else or even attack 
complainers (Trosborg, 1987). In such situations, a complaint sequence may arise and the 
conversation will be progressed to an antagonistic perspective. According to Dersley & Wootton 
(2000), the sequence after a complaint in antagonistic argument can be divided into two basic kinds 
of denial: “didn’t do it” and “not at fault”. While “didn’t do it” denials are performed overtly and 
without delay, “not at fault” denials are in the manner of dispreferred actions. The complaint 
sequence is continued to expand to third and fourth position following the initial replies from 
complainees. Offences or transgressions may also lead to a series of dispute sequences (Hester & 
Hester, 2012) or conflict talk (Grimshaw, 1990), where the members of society challenge each other 
through an adversarial stance.  
To sum up, offences in interactions are defined as a violation of certain rules or norms. This 
violation results in a disruption of social order. In order to examine the management of offences, 
works from a speech act perspective are often based on the model of remedial interchanges 
(Goffman, 1971, Owen, 1983). They focus on each or some particular acts that are connected with 
offences. Applying different types of data from artificial or semi-artificial sources to natural ones, 
those works have provided a detailed description of remedial strategies employed when offences 
occur. However, they only aim at each single speech act, examining them separately as a tool for 
remedying and restoring interpersonal relationship after the offences. They are not interested in how 
offences emerge and are controlled within the sequential environment. To put it differently, those 
works pay attention to the acts themselves, rather than their social significance. In addition, those 
models of management of offences are largely developed on the basis of artificial or experimental 
data. They are established as pre-existing models, rather than being rooted in reality. Thus, they 
may not reflect exactly and cover all the possibilities of real life.  
For works which relate to the sequential environment, a series of events which may occur as 
the result of offences has been investigated. However, management of offences are not seen as the 
main research focus of those studies. For instance, some works are concerned specifically about 
disputes emerging as a result of an offence (cf. Hester & Hester, 2012). However, once an offence 
occurs, it does not necessarily lead to a dispute. Dispute sequences, or complaint sequences, or 
apology sequences are among the specific possibilities followed by the emergence of offences. 
Therefore, it is just a part of the process of managing offences and cannot provide a full picture of 
the whole offending situations with various scenarios.  
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In the current study, offences, as the breakdown of social rules or norms, and the 
management of offences are the main research focus. Thus, one of the first and essential tasks of 
this study is to point out what is counted as an offence. Offences are actions or behaviours that do 
not conform to accepted norms and leave a consequence on at least one person in the situation. For 
example, the fact that a child disobeys his or her parents’ request can be ascribed as an offence 
since it contradicts the conventional norms and rituals in everyday life in Vietnam. Disobedience is 
the breach of social contract that impacts on the integrity of the parent as an authoritative figure. 
Nevertheless, the violation of social rules or norms is just the necessary condition of an offence. In 
case actions produce a negative effect on a person, but all the related parties do not treat them as 
rule-breaking incidents, then there is no evidence to affirm that an offence has occurred. For 
instance, in extract [2.1] a child has refused to return a camera to her mother, which can be 
construed as an act of disobedience. The mother here continues to persuade the child to give it back 
without flagging the behaviour as offensive to her (or anyone else) because she is not explicitly 
drawing attention to the adverse consequences of the action. 
 [2.1] Tuyền, a girl about four years old, is holding a camera to film 
08    Mother ((aims her hand towards Tuyền, who is holding the camera))  
09 Tuyền   ư: 
   No 
   no 
10 Mother     đưa [mẹ quay Tuyền n:ào, mẹ quay Tuyền n:ào ((smiling))hhứ 
   Give mum film  Tuyền PRT   mum film Tuyền  PRT              Ok 
Give me and I will record it, I record it, Tuyền 
   ((three unrelated lines omitted))  
13 Mother      nào đưa mẹ quay Tuyền nào 
   PRT give mum film Tuyền PRT  
   hey, give it to me for recording, Tuyền 
  
The sufficient condition for the emergence of offences must be that they are pointed out by 
the speaker only, by the hearer only, by both speaker and hearer, or by a third party as a breach of a 
social rule (cf. Blum-Kulka 1984). Offences in interactions need to be identified through particular 
verbal and non-verbal evidence, demonstrating that at least one party treats the incident in question 
as a violation of rules. In this thesis, I draw on resources used by participants in remedial 
interchanges to identify offences. Specifically, either offender or victim can realise an offence in 
interactions through the use of priming or remedial move. The detailed description of those 
resources is carried out in Chapter 3 when I discuss the process of collecting data.  
 
2.4.Offences and adult-child interactions in Vietnamese contexts 
As this study investigates adult-child interactions when offences occur in Vietnamese 
contexts, it is important to summarise what is known about Vietnamese pragmatics around 
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management of social order. Like the Western literature, studies of the management of offences in 
Vietnam also rely on speech act theory. Some studies in the Vietnamese context analyse specific 
speech acts that relate to remedial works, such as the speech act of apologising (Nguyen T.D., 2006; 
Nguyen V.L., 2005; Pham T.T., 1995); complaint (Vu T.T.H., 2008), and criticising behaviour 
(Hoang T.X.H., 2007). Through the data elicited from various sources, including Vietnamese 
literature or films, discourse completion test, those works sketch out a set of verbal strategies that 
are realised in Vietnamese in contrast to other languages. Those speech acts are considered as 
speech rituals that can appear in remedial contexts (Nguyen V.L., 2005; Pham T.T., 1995). Social 
variables, such as social power, social distance, and the age of participants are also found to have 
certain effects on the realisation of those speech acts. For example, Vu T.T.H. (2008), in her study 
about the similarities and differences in complaint act of Vietnamese native speakers and Chinese 
learners of Vietnamese, states that Vietnamese speakers tend to complain less than Chinese learners 
of Vietnamese when recipients are higher-ranking persons. In such cases, Vietnamese speakers also 
prefer using indirect ways of complaint and avoid displaying their offended attitude. Although those 
works have described in detail speech patterns used in remedial work in Vietnamese, they have not 
provided a comprehensive view of the management of offences. Rather, researchers just build up 
fixed patterns of speech acts from predetermined frameworks. Moreover, most of them do not use 
natural talk as data. Consequently, those analyses do not reflect what actually happens in everyday 
interactions. 
Several works also look at the practices of child socialisation in Vietnam (Nguyen T.B.T., 
2002; Rydstrøm, 2001, 2003, 2006; Shohet, 2013). For example, Nguyen T.B.T. (2002) examines 
the shared and differentiated patterns that children use in the process of becoming members of the 
community through the discursive practices of children in a village in the North of Vietnam. 
Drawing on different methods such as statistical analyses and ethnography, the study notes that the 
language socialisation of children is not only culturally specific, but also varies with different social 
factors such as interactants’ age, gender, socio-economic conditions, or the multifaceted interaction 
among these factors in actual contexts. In other words, despite reflecting a number of culturally 
salient features such as respecting age and/or hierarchical status, language socialisation practices 
suggested that children of the same community were socialised to different identities due to 
different ideologies and/or material conditions they were living in.  
Some works specifically focus on the gender differences in the process of socialising 
children. Accordingly, men and women seem to deploy different strategies of socialisation towards 
children. Rydstrøm (2001, 2006) suggests that men tend to intervene less often in adjusting child 
behaviour than women. When they intervene, then “they do it abruptly and loudly” (Rydstrøm, 
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2001, p.405). Fathers and grandfathers tend to use different kinds of violence from threatening 
horribly, to beating their boys when it is deemed necessary to instil discipline. Likewise, Nguyen T. 
B. (2013) also stresses the gender differences between fathers and mothers in family education. 
Fathers are responsible for maintaining family discipline. Therefore, fathers need to spend time on 
looking after children from when they are small. Meanwhile, mothers concentrate more on timely 
shaping behaviours by their tender and tactful attitude. This fact also reflects the view of 
Vietnamese people on gender difference. While boys are portrayed as hot and of uncontrollable 
temper, girls are often categorised as mild, gentle and enduring hardships (Luong, H.V., 2003). 
Also, girls are bounded with the Confucian precept of “tứ đức” (four virtues) consisting of 
domestic skills (công), beauty (dung), calm speech (ngôn), and virtuous character (hạnh). 
Consequently, expectations and the sanctions in the socialisation process between boys and girls are 
also different. It is easier for adults to forgive a disobedient boy who does not care about a request 
for housework than it is a disobedient girl (Rydstrøm, 2003).  
The socialisation process of children also unveils some social norms of Vietnamese 
community. In contrast, those norms are embedded in the process of child socialisation. Children, 
who live in a specifically cultural environment, are obviously absorbing the social norms of that 
community from the process of socialisation. Meanwhile, adults also draw on those norms to teach 
children. In a hierarchical and family-oriented society such as Vietnam, the concept of “lễ” is seen 
as a crucial element to adjust individual behaviours (cf. Tran N.T., 1997). This concept shapes 
social norms and order in Vietnamese community. Lễ is the concept, originally from Confucianism, 
which concerns the proper respect for the status of one’s interlocutors, mainly superiors to inferiors 
(Vu T.T.H., 1997). In interactions, lễ is specified by principles such as “Kính trên nhường dưới 
(respect superiors, yield to inferiors) and can be used as a moralised norm of social conduct to 
regulate behaviour (Rydstrøm, 2003; Shohet, 2013). For Vietnamese children, they show 
their respect and good morality to adults through “bắt chước” (imitating) “người tiêu biểu” (role-
models) and learn how to stimulate harmony within the family (Rydstrøm, 2003). Meanwhile, 
according to Shohet (2013), “kính trên nhường dưới” is linked with the concept of hy sinh 
(sacrifice), a virtue learned first in families’ daily lives. Hy sinh is socialised through routine 
linguistic and corporeal displays of respect to ancestors from toddler stage. The practices of hy sinh 
thus engage the child into inter-generationally continuing the moral world. 
It can be seen that in Vietnamese contexts, there have been few works examining the topic 
of management of offences. These studies, however, just focus on the description of the single act 
relating to the offences and do not pay attention to the sequential environment of talk. There has 
also been research on child socialisation in Vietnam, focusing on some practices in everyday life. 
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Those studies show that socio-cultural factors constrain the performances of speech events and are a 
crucial part in constructing and maintaining the social order. However, there is still no study which 
emphasises the practices of socialisation when a breach of rules or norms occurs in Vietnamese 
natural talk. Moreover, the role of children as competent social actors has not been highlighted. 
While offending situations are the practices for adults to teach children social rules and behaviours, 
they are also the context that unveils children’s competence when children and adults engage in the 
task of managing offences. This is the issue that is examined in this study. 
 
2.5.Chapter summary 
This chapter first reviews the topic of children’s competence. Children’s competence has 
emerged as an essential topic of the sociology of childhood. To uncover the children’s competence 
as social agents, many works have drawn on various practices in which children participate. Also, 
there have been a great number of studies focusing on peer interaction, where children are found to 
be competent in organising and making sense of their own activities by themselves. However, the 
management of children’s offences in interactions has not been investigated as a practice for 
unveiling children’s social competence. In this study, I approach the issue of children’s competence 
within offending situations. Children’s competence is unveiled through children’s contribution to 
the process of managing offences with adults and other children. Also, it is demonstrated through 
adults’ assessments when adults are involved in the process of dealing with children’s offences.  
In this thesis, offences are defined as a breach or violation of rules or norms in ordinary 
interactions. They are identified through a variety of evidence produced by participants themselves. 
In order to examine the management of offences, this chapter suggests that it is necessary to 
consider management of offences as a process, looking at the whole sequence of talk relating to 
different participants. From that perspective, it is possible to see how children and adults collaborate 
with each other in framing and treating offences, and restoring the disrupted social order. Here, 
social order is made visible through the way participants produce their turns-at-talk sequentially and 
make their contributions to the overall structure of the talk.  
Approaching the management of offences and children’s competence from sequential 
environment also makes relevant the methods and data adopted in this current study. Issues on 
methodology and data collection of this thesis are discussed in the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER 3: DATA AND METHODOLOGY  
 
3.1.Introduction  
This chapter focuses on the issue of data collection and the methodology for investigating 
adult-child interactions when children commit offences. It begins with a brief introduction about the 
YouTube videos as the third party data and the application of this kind of data in the thesis. Next, 
the chapter discusses the criteria for selecting the data to be analysed. In the procedure of collecting 
data, the thesis also examines resources that are used to uncover the offences in Vietnamese 
contexts. 
With regard to methodology, this chapter makes clear the rationale for using Conversation 
Analysis through a brief review of its principles and features, and its application to the work 
relating to children’s competence. On that basis, this chapter demonstrates the application of CA to 
investigate the issue of managing of offences and children’s competence in this current study.   
 
3.2.YouTube as the third party data 
For studies on social interactions, naturally occurring data is shown to be the most suitable 
for illustrating how participants engaging in everyday activities make sense of one another’s actions 
(cf. Goodwin, 1990; Hutchby & Moran-Ellis, 1998). Naturally occurring data is particularly useful 
since it minimises the interference of researchers (O’Reilly et al., 2013). This kind of data has been 
employed in many previous studies relating to interactions between adults and children and among 
children themselves. As the main aim of this study is to focus on the adult-child interaction within 
offending situations in Vietnamese contexts, the use of naturally occurring data to investigate the 
organisation of verbal and non-verbal interactions is particularly appealing.  
There are many ways to collect naturally occurring data. In studies relating to adult-child 
interactions, a naturally occurring corpus is commonly collected through a research project, where 
researchers focus on a fixed group of participants to observe and record. The common feature of 
this method is that researchers and/or their supporting team are more or less present in the context 
of recordings. If the “naturally occurring interaction” is defined as the interaction that “would have 
taken place without the researcher’s presence” (Theobald, 2009, p.77) then such recorded 
spontaneous talks are not completely “natural”. The question about whether the data is actually 
“natural” when it is recorded is raised by Labov (1972). Labov notes concerns about the issue of 
observers’ paradox. He states that while researchers are interested in how participants behave when 
they’re not being observed, the only way to find out how they behave is to observe them. There is a 
conflict between the willingness of researchers and the procedures that they are going to implement. 
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If people know their speech and gestures are being filmed and/or observed by a researcher of a 
research project, they a less likely to produce the kind of natural speech that the researcher expects 
to receive.  
To minimise this observers’ paradox, researchers have implemented a number of strategies 
in the process of recording natural talks. In the study of children’s interactions, Corsaro (1985), for 
example, downplays his status as a researcher when he collects the data. It means that he displays 
himself as a novice in understanding children’s worlds when being drawn into their interactions. In 
this way, the researcher takes a semi-participatory role (Hadley, 2007) when joining children’s 
interactions. While this method is believed to affect the ways children do and say (Danby, 1998), 
there have been other approaches to maximise the naturalness of the recorded interaction, one of 
which is that researchers take on the role of observers or bystanders, instead of participants (cf. 
Cobb-Moore, 2008; Danby, 1998). As such, researchers assume that children are less likely to 
recognise them as an authority figure (Cobb-Moore, 2008). However, all those techniques still fail 
to diminish the possible impact of the researcher on the actions of participants.  
In order to obtain the most natural data, it is thus crucial to avoid the impression that the 
subject is being recorded as part of a research project. This suggests that the data should be recorded 
from a non-research perspective. It should be created by ordinary people in their mundane lives. 
This kind of data is referred to as third-party data (Jones & Raymond, 2012; Laurier, 2013). In fact, 
some kinds of third-party recordings have been used so far as research data. For example, the idea 
of Conversation Analysis itself was initiated by the examination of third-party tape recordings of 
phone calls to a suicide prevention centre (Sacks, 1995).  
YouTube videos are among this kind of third-party data. YouTube 
(http://www.youtube.com) is a video sharing website where users can upload, view and share their 
video clips with community. Since its appearance, YouTube has been developing rapidly and 
become the most popular video-sharing website in the world. From YouTube, it has become easier 
and easier to explore any practice of ordinary life by searching with keywords. YouTube thus 
“provides us with a window into the home and the changes that are occurring in domestic life” 
(Stranglove, 2010; p.41). So far, there have been several studies employing YouTube videos to 
investigate the naturally occurring activities of ordinary people in their everyday lives, some of 
which focus on the practices of talk (Hall et al., 2012; Laurier, 2013; Reynolds, 2013; Reynords et 
al., 2012).  
YouTube videos contain a large amount of naturally occurring material that qualitative 
researchers can use in their studies. Apparently, there is a possibility that video-recording process 
may be prepared and set up in advance for overhearing purpose or testing reactions of someone in a 
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given situation. However, as third-party data, YouTube videos are mostly recorded by people who 
do not have the intention to record, use or upload them as research data. Therefore, YouTube videos 
do not primarily serve the purpose of any study. There are no researchers present during the 
recording of these videos. Thus, videos on YouTube represent a viable solution for the problem of 
the observer’s paradox.  
The data from YouTube are video recordings, which provide both audio and visual data 
about participants. Their non-verbal gestures and acts also play an important role in investigating 
the organisation of ordinary social activities and the intersubjectivity between participants. Also, 
YouTube videos are an abundant and excellent source to approach offending situations which are 
generally hard to observe within a research project. This fact has been noted in a variety of works 
relating to some speech acts such as apology or criticism (Cohen, 1996a; Holmes, 1990). For 
example, Cohen (1996a) claims that it is extremely time-consuming and not very productive to 
collect naturally occurring data about apology. In contrast, YouTube represents a good source to 
deal with this issue. As a huge source of videos posted online by many users, YouTube is a real 
reflection of society and social activities made by ordinary people in their mundane lives. It 
provides a reconfiguration of the private sphere (Laurier, 2013). Thus, they are a useful source for 
the analysis of management of children’s offences.  
 
3.3. Criteria for selecting videos 
3.3.1. Video content 
Because this study aims to investigate children’s social competence and the process of 
socialisation in offending situations, the primary criterion for selecting a video was that it must 
relate to a rule-breaking incident made by children, such as dropping a glass of water on the floor, 
stealing money from others, or disobeying adults’ requests etc. Through participants’ verbal and/or 
non-verbal actions, the offence is identified and managed. It means that the offences that are 
selected to analyse are those attended to as such by the participants. The full description of 
resources used for identifying offences is made in section 3.5. 
YouTube channel helped me collect many everyday activities relating children’s offences. 
However, that is not to say that YouTube videos are completely an ideal source of data. There are 
some limitations due to the fact that these videos are generally recorded spontaneously without any 
careful preparation. In fact, there is no guarantee that the whole offending situations are recorded. A 
series of possibilities exists: the videos may start from a moment which does not relate to the 
offending situations; they may start at the middle of the process of managing offences; they may be 
split by the users into different segments; they may be cut off or terminated at any moment in the 
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management of offences. As a result, completed situations are not always uploaded. Those 
possibilities prevented me from observing the whole required situation.  
In general, there were two kinds of video that were collected as data. In the first, the selected 
video covered the full offending situation. The video was filmed from the beginning of the offence 
until the end of the process of managing the offence. In this kind of video, the rule-breaking 
incident or act was recorded and observable. In the second, the selected video only covered a part of 
the process of managing the offence. In this kind of video, the rule-breaking incident was not filmed 
and the recording only captures events after the offence occurs.  
I chose both types of videos as the data in this current study. They both related to offending 
situations, where social order was disrupted and then remedied. Obviously, there were some 
limitations on “uncompleted” videos since I did not have access to the full sequence. However, 
“uncompleted” videos were also a part of reality, containing fully conversational features. For such 
videos, offending behaviours or actions could be retrieved through subsequent talks and information 
in the YouTube publicly available metadata (the description box). As long as evidence for an 
offence was found, the video was accepted to be the data.  
Since this study focused on the management of children’s offences, only situations in which 
children committed an offences were included in the data. Among children, this study only targeted 
on children aged from 2 to 7 years old. This is commonly called as the preoperational stage in the 
model of child development (Piaget, 1952). It is characterised by the fact that children are 
quite egocentric and self-oriented: namely, they are only able to consider things from their own 
viewpoint and imagine that everyone has the same view. It means that children have a subjective 
grasp of the world. They find it difficult take another person’s perspective. Regarding the moral 
development, this stage is called as “premoral period” or “preconventional period”. Kohlberg 
(1981) argues that during this stage, children have little respect for or awareness of socially defined 
rules. They just view any behaviour as morally wrong because they are punished. From the 
perspective of sociology of childhood, this study focuses on children at this range of ages in order to 
see how their social competence is demonstrated and assessed in particular practices.   
There are many ways to gain information about the children’s ages. Children’s appearance 
and language can be used as the first indicator to verify their ages. However, in order to know 
exactly the ages of children in those videos, it is necessary to rely on information retrieved from the 
videos. In some cases, I was able to locate this information in the title or the description box of the 
video. If this information was not available in the title and description box, it could be found when 
watching other videos of the same child. Their conversations and settings in other videos may help 
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to identify the child’s age. For example, in the case of the Chép and Cún siblings1, the ages of Cún 
(five years old) and Chép (four years old) were verified when I compared various videos of those 
two children. Specifically, Cún was preparing for the coming Year 1 in one video while Chép’s age 
was revealed by his uncle in another video. However, because it is impossible to know exactly the 
dates of birth of children in these videos, information about children’s ages was mentioned only in 
an approximate way in the data. For instance, Cún was said to be “about five years old” instead of 
“five years old”.     
Apart from ages of participants, the identification of participants’ relationships is obviously 
a challenging task in third-party videos. Such information could be available in pre-recorded 
research projects but it is not always available in YouTube videos. However, I retrieved this 
information by different procedures in most of the cases. Information about participants and their 
relationships was revealed through different turn-at-talk from different speakers and other 
contextual features of the talk. For example, the relationship between two speakers in a family 
could be detected through the terms that they used to address others. In Vietnamese, terms of 
address are substantial evidence to identify relationships between people. Children must call their 
parents as “bố” (dad) and “mẹ” (mum), thus, the conversations of children with their parents were 
easily identified. Besides, other kin terms also helped to figure out relationships between 
participants. For example, in the video “Chép và Cún đùa nghịch ở quê hè 2012” (Chép and Cún 
play in the hometown, 2012 summer), the kin terms “bác” (older uncle), “cháu” (nephew, niece), 
“chị” (older sister), em (younger sibling) could be indicators to articulate the relationships between 
the participants: 
 [3.1] 
06 Chép      Bác   Hùng ơi >[lúc  nãy<  
        Uncle  Hùng VOC  moment ago 
      Uncle Hùng, >a moment ago< 
07 Cún         [Xin lỗi em  
           Apology   YS 
         Sorry  
08 Chép      Lúc  nãy lúc nãy    chị Cún chọc cái gậy vào chân cháu  ạ 
     Moment ago moment ago OS   Cún stick CL stick in  leg  nephew PRT 
          A moment ago, Cún thrusts the stick into my legs 
  
 By calling Hùng “bác” (older uncle) and referring to himself as “cháu” (nephew) (line 6 
and 8), Chép used a standard pair of address terms, showing that he is the nephew, and Hùng is the 
uncle. I was also able to identify the sibling relationships between Cún and Chép. Cún is the older 
sister and Chép is the younger brother. The term “em” (younger brother) used in Cún’s apology in 
                                                 
1
 See URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lX7-8PXWAj4 
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line 7, was referred to Chép and the term “chị” (older sister) used by Chép was referred to Cún in 
line 8. In that relationship, it is clear that Hùng is also Cún’s older uncle. 
However, Vietnamese kin terms are also used for social relationships that are not 
biologically based (Bui T.M.Y., 2001; Luong H.V., 1990; Sidnell & Shohet, 2013). It means that 
the term “bác”, for example, can be used to call any person who is in the same generation with the 
speaker’s parents. Thus, the presence of address terms cannot guarantee a real relationship between 
participants. Although these terms are useful in identifying possible family relationships, they could 
equally not. Therefore, in some cases, other additional information needed to be obtained. That 
information could come from the video title or the description box. For example, the video title 
“Chép và Cún đùa nghịch ở quê hè 2012” revealed the names of the children (Chép and Cún). 
Their relationship was also found in the description box “Những ký ức tuổi thơ không bao giờ phai 
mờ trong tâm trí hai chị em Cún và Chép” (Adolescent memories will never fade in the minds of the 
two siblings Chép and Cún). Through this description, it was clear that Chép and Cún were siblings. 
It was also possible to make a reference to other conversations in the same videos or other videos 
uploaded by the same user. In many cases, participants, who appeared in the selected video, were 
also present in others. By comparing two or more two videos from the same YouTube users, I was 
able to find out or double-check information. 
 
3.3.2. Video quality 
In most YouTube videos, there is only one camera operating. The camera is commonly not 
set in a fixed place such as in a research project. Instead, the person who records the video often 
follows the movement of participants in the setting. Thus, some of the participants’ actions may be 
out of shot. However, it is also worth noting that an unfixed camera sometimes turns out to be an 
advantage since it follows strictly the ongoing events and may thus provide visible details of actions 
and gestures which may be missed with a fixed camera. 
Cameras are also variable in quality. Most of the videos are recorded from a camera of a 
mobile phone or a digital camera and are then uploaded to YouTube. Thus, the quality of a video 
depends strictly on the quality of the cameras. There are some videos on YouTube which are 
recorded in high definition (HD) while some others have a lower quality in both sound and image. 
Moreover, cameras tend to be moved continuously with the ongoing event, rather than being just 
established in a fixed place. As a result, there may be some unexpected vibrations and off-focus 
images which reduce the quality of the video.  
In this data, I excluded low-quality videos. Videos that were selected needed to have sound 
and images clear enough to figure out participants’ actions. 
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3.4.Procedure for selecting videos 
3.4.1. Searching for eligible videos 
The data collection work began by typing some keywords relating to the topic into the 
“search” box on YouTube page. Because this study aims at the practices where adult and children 
manage children’s offences occur in interactions, then some keywords relating to the topic of 
offences were used. Particularly, I used those following main keywords to search respectively: 
Table 3.1: Keywords for searching YouTube videos 
Number Keywords in Vietnamese Meaning in English 
1. Ăn vạ Cry and protest irrationally to obtain something  
2. Bắt nạt Bully 
3. Mắng Reprimand 
4. Hỗn Impolite or rude 
5. Hư Naughty 
6. Khóc nhè Crying 
7. Làm đổ Drop something 
8. Làm hỏng Damage 
9. Làm vỡ Break 
10.  Lỗi Offence or fault 
11.  Nghịch Playful or mischievous 
12.  Xin lỗi  Sorry  
 
Those keywords were respectively put in quotation marks to search for the exact phrases. 
The search process was also expanded by adding kin terms with those keywords. The main list of 
kin terms included: “ông” (grandfather), “bà” (grandmother), “bố” (father), mother (mother), anh 
(older brother), chị (older sister), em (younger sibling), con (offspring), cháu (grandchild, niece or 
nephew), bác (older uncle or aunt), cô (younger aunt). I combined those kin terms with the 
keywords in Table 3.1 to search for videos. Note that in Vietnamese, those kin terms are not only 
used to address relatives. Rather, they are pervasively used in the community regardless of whether 
the speaker and hearer are genealogical relatives or not (Luong, H.V., 1990, Thompson, 1965). 
According to Luong (1987), kin terms are used even more frequently than personal pronouns. 
Therefore, the presence of those kin terms in the search process did not mean that the videos were 
limited to interactions between relatives or family members. Figure 3.1 below presents a screenshot 
of YouTube videos that emerge from the search of the phrase “mẹ mắng” (mum reprimand): 
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Figure 3.1: YouTube screenshot for search 
 
Once the “search” order was carried out, a series of videos that related to the offending 
situation appeared. On this screenshot, the keyword “mẹ mắng” led to some other videos, such as 
“bé Ôxy bị mẹ mắng” (Baby Ôxy is reprimanded by mum), “Cô bé bị mẹ mắng vì cái tội lớp 4 đòi 
lập facebook” (girl in grade 4 is reprimanded because of her offence of asking for creating a 
facebook account); or “1 e poodle bị mẹ mắng” (a poodle is reprimanded by mum) etc. They are all 
candidates for the data set. However, looking at video titles and the video snapshot helped me filter 
out some unrelated videos (for example the video about the poodle). When any of the remaining 
videos were accessed, a list of “videos like this” also appeared on the adjacent sidebar, which 
helped me to expand the search network for required data (cf. Reynords, 2013). By viewing the 
videos suggested in the sidebar, I have a great number of options for more data candidates. The 
search process could also be altered by removing the quotation marks from the keywords.  
 
3.4.2. Identifying offences in videos 
Although video titles and short descriptions in the description box can tell us something 
about the scene and context, there is no guarantee that they are the appropriate videos for the current 
study. Thus, each candidate video was watched to check whether it was actually an offending 
situation. In the following section, I describe in detail the resources used to identify offences.  
In order to identify offences in videos, evidence was required which showed a violation of 
rules had occurred and had caused offence to participants.In that sense, offences are those that the 
participants orient to as “rule-breaking”. They were identified through verbal and non-verbal 
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resources in the videos. It means that offending actions were characterised by the responses and 
ongoing interactions of the participants. This study draws on the model of remedial interchanges 
developed by Goffman (1971) and Owen (1983). Offences are identified through the presence of 
priming moves (turns) or primary remedial moves (turns) in remedial interchanges. Priming moves 
occurred when a third party or victim realised that the expected remedial work was not forthcoming, 
or the offence had no signal to stop. Thus, they pointed out the offences and/or call for remedial 
work. Primary remedial moves occur when the offender acknowledges the offence and implements 
an apologetic act to remedy it.  
 
Priming move  
A priming move is the move undertaken by a victim or third party when they see that a 
violation of a rule occurs in interactions that may affect them in certain ways. A priming move is 
used to signal that violation and to elicit remedial work from the offender. For Goffman, prime 
moves are made in various guises (1971, p.191). This move can be identified by a “statement of 
trouble” (Owen, 1983, p.60) or a description of untoward or unacceptable actions. At the same time, 
the speaker sets an expectation that a remedial move from the hearer needs initiating subsequently. 
For example, in the following extract, an offence is identified by the uncle’s turn straight after a 
rule-breaking incident happens: 
 [3.2] Two two siblings: Linh (about three year old) and Tuấn (about two years old), are 
reading a picture book with their uncle.  
21 Uncle   >L’ ló cắn↑ úi giồi ôi ló cắn↑< 
    It bite oh  god  oh  it bite  
     >It bites oh god it bites<  
22    (0.2) 
23 Linh    Ló cắn  chết m:ẹ   mày đi 
    It bites die mother 2ndPP PRT  
    It bites you to f:ucking death 
24       (0.3) 
25 Uncle   LINH  nói bậy  
      Linh, say badly 
       LINH, you are swearing 
  
 While the uncle and his two children are reading a picture book, the uncle teases Tuấn, who 
is Linh’s little brother, by pointing at a picture of a pig and announcing that the pig may bite him 
(line 21). Linh also imitates his uncle’s tease in the next line. However, unlike the uncle’s tease, she 
reformulates his turn with a vulgar phrase (Ló cắn chết m:ẹ mày đi/ It bites you to fucking death). It 
is the presence of that vulgar phrase that makes the turn hearably unacceptable. The uncle reacts 
against it by stating the trouble (line 25). This turn not only makes clear the offence (nói bậy/ talk 
rubbish) but also gives the offender responsibility for acknowledging the offence and stopping it.  
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 Apart from the statement of trouble, a priming move may also be formed by a request for 
remedial action. By such a request, the speaker indicates that an offence has occurred and a remedy 
is elicited as a means to resolve it: 
 [3.3] Bào Ngư, a boy about three years old, is punished by the mother because he beat his 
younger brother. 
 
42 Mother    xin lỗi mẹ đi 
    Apologise mum PRT 
    Say sorry to mum!  
43         (0.4)  
44 Bào Ngư   ạ:: 
 
 In the previous talk, the mother has investigated the cases and also claimed that Bào Ngư 
has a habit of beating people. The mother prompts him to apologise to her (xin lỗi mẹ đi/say sorry to 
mum) (line 42). As such, the mother shows that she is treating Bào Ngư’s action as something 
offensive and an apology needs to be elicited.  
A priming move is not always accomplished by pointing out the offence or the expected 
remedial action. Victims or third parties may mark the offences and their offended attitude by 
punishing offenders. Punishment is a non-verbal action signalling that the punished has done 
something offensive which deserves to get punished. As the priming move, punishment sets an 
expectation that a remedial action must be implemented by the punished in order to resolve the 
offence. It has a great number of forms and it is often carried out by adults on children. Within this 
data, punishment can be found in various types from spanking children, locking children into the 
bathroom to hiding away from children or forcing children to turn their face to the wall, etc. One 
child can also punish another through beating or excluding him/her from a game or activity.  
[3.4] Khánh, a boy about six years old, sits on the stool to wrap the sticky-rice cake with the 
grandmother. His younger-brother is (Nghé) moves close to him. 
01 Nghé      cho mượn ghế ngồi 
        Lend      stool sit 
       Can I borrow your stool? 
02 Khánh      không 
no 
  No 
03 Grandma    tí tí  nữa [rồi ờ em lấy nhá 
Bit bit more then oh YS take PRT 
  A little bit later then you can take it 
04 Khánh           [Tí nữa Nghé mới ngồi được 
            Bit more Nghe just sit allow 
     Later then you can sit  
05 Grandma    >tí nữa rồi con< [làm tí nữa con làm 
  Bit more then OSP   do  bit more OSP do  
>Later then you< do later then you can do 
06 Khánh              [chẹp 
Uhm 
     Uhm  
07     (0.3) 
08 Nghé   ((hits his brother in his back))  
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In this situation, a problem arises when Nghé borrows Khánh’s stool and occupies his seat. 
However, both the grandmother and Khánh refuse Nghé’s requests (from line 2 to line 5). As Nghé 
cannot borrow the stool from Khánh, he reacts by hitting his brother with his hands (line 8). This 
physical action is a kind of punishment, suggesting that Nghé is treating Khánh’s refusal as a breach 
of a sharing rule.  
For children, when physical action cannot be implemented in the priming move, they can 
report the offences to an adult. Such report indicates that the speaker recognises the offence but still 
needs the support of others to deal with it. Thus, it is not to directly elicit a remedial move by the 
offender. Rather, the speaker tries to call for the intervention of a third party. In doing so, the 
speaker shifts the responsibility of resolving offences to another while still maintaining involvement 
in the situation (cf. Ladd & Kochenderfer, 1997). The report can be produced by either victim or 
third party. The following extract illustrates the case where the child, as the third party, reports the 
offence to the victim: 
[3.5] Pháo Xanh, a boy about three years old, jumps on the sofa while he is playing with his 
older sister: 
34 Pháo Xanh  ((jumps on the sofa)) 
35 Sister   bố  ơi em lại nhảy 
     Dad VOC YB again jump 
      Dad, he’s jumping again       
       
Pháo Xanh’s action of jumping on the chair has been pointed out as an offence by the father 
in the prior talk because the father claimed that it damages the sofa. After a while, the sister asks 
Pháo Xanh to join another game: sliding. However, Pháo Xanh resumes jumping on the sofa. The 
sister tells the father on Pháo Xanh (Bố ơi em lại nhảy/Dad, he’s jumping again). The reporting act 
is prefaced by a summons (bố ơi/hey dad). As such, the sister calls the attention of the father and 
nominates him as the recipient. A description of the offence is designed after the vocative 
expression. Through this description, the sister articulates her younger brother’s offence and expects 
an intervention of the father into the situation. 
Children may also initiate the remedial interchange through crying. Crying is a common 
occurrence within children interactions. As Sacks (1972) notes, crying is typically associated 
with babies and not adults. When children find it hard to cope with the offensive actions of others, 
crying can be chosen as the preferred solution. Crying indicates distress, discomfort and/or 
displeasure in a situation (Kidwell, 2012). Thus, crying, in some cases, can be used to identify 
others’ prior incident or action as an offence and to reflect an offended attitude by the speaker. 
Crying not only demonstrates an offensive attitude towards the prior incident but it also indicates an 
expectation that a remedy should be carried out. Also, crying often results in the intervention of 
other parties (Danby & Baker, 1998).  
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In the situation [3.6] below, Hằng, a schoolgirl, about six years old, is playing with some of 
her boy peers in the swimming pool when the rule-breaking incident occurs: 
 [3.6] 
28 An's mother     Đây cho Hằng chơi cái này 
      Here give Hằng play  CL this  
      Here, Hằng, I give you this to play 
29       (1.5) 
30 Hằng            đây rồi 
      Here already  
      Here 
31                 (0.5) 
32 An's mother     Hằng lấy cái này không 
      Hằng take CL  this no   
           Hằng, do you want to take it 
33 Hằng            ((nods)) 
34 Hùng            có  
      Yes   
      Yes 
35                 (0.7) 
36 An's mother     nào Hùng lui lui ra (.) để cô ném 
      PRT  Hùng back back out    to aunt throw  
      Ok, Hùng, move away then (.) I will throw it 
37                 (0.6) 
38 An's mother     tránh xa ra không ném vào mặt này 
      Avoid far out no   throw into face PRT   
                Move far away or I will throw to your face 
39                 (1.0) 
40 An's mother     ((throws the toy into water)) 
41                 (0.6) 
42 Hằng            cho t:ớ= 
      Give 2ndPP    
                Give me 
43 Hùng            =ớ 
              Oh 
44       (1.1) 
45 Hằng            cho t:ớ 
      Give 2ndPP    
                Give m:e 
46 Hùng            không 
   No 
   No 
47                 (0.3) 
48 Hằng           è è hứt(.hhh) hư hư (hhh) 
 
 In this situation, a group of children (including Hùng (boy); An (boy) and Hằng (girl)) are 
playing in the swimming pool while their parents are sitting on the ground to watch them. An’s 
mother holds a pink bucket, and she offers it to Hằng. Her turns in line 28 (Đây cho Hằng chơi cái 
này/ Here, Hằng, I give you this to play) and 32 (Hằng lấy cái này không/Hằng, do you want to take 
it?) suggest that she gives Hằng permission to play with the bucket. Hằng also accepts that offer in 
line 30 and 33. Although Hùng is not selected as the next speaker by An’s mother, he takes the floor 
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and also accepts the offer (line 34). This invites An’s mother’s next reaction. She asks Hùng to 
move away before she throws the bucket into the water (line 36) and also warns about the 
consequences (throw into your face) in line 38. By those turns, An’s mother rejects Hùng’s 
involvement in the incident.  
 When An’s mother throws the pink bucket into the water, it lands close to Hùng’s place. 
Hùng grabs it and moves away from Hằng’s place. Although Hằng insists that she reclaims it (line 
42, 45), Hùng refuses straightforwardly in line 46 (không/no). He releases the green bucket, which 
he is holding, to Hằng. He decides to take the pink bucket and exchange it for the green one. The 
unsuccessful attempt to reclaim the property evokes crying from Hằng (line 48). Hằng is treating 
Hùng’s act of taking her bucket as a breach of a rule. Also, crying signals that Hằng is not able to 
deal with the offence and thus, she invites intervention from adults. Her crying marks that moment 
where the rule-breaking incident is treated as an offence in interaction.  
 
Primary remedial move 
Primary remedial move is the sine qua non of the remedial interchange (Owen, 1983). This 
move is the only one which can stand alone in the structure of a remedial interchange. Also, it 
creates a slot for the remedial response. Unlike a priming move, which is produced by the victim 
and third party, a primary remedial move is an act produced by the offender. A remedial move is 
identified by the use of apology. The appearance of apology in conversation is evidence indicating 
that an offence has occurred (Holmes, 1995). For example, in the following situations, the apology, 
issued by the three year old boy Zi, marks the moment which he acknowledges the offence 
committed by him: 
 [3.7] Zi plays the crayon box of Bê, the neighbour girl (four years old) while she is using it. 
Then Zi puts his leg on the book that Bê is colouring. Bê informs the incident to Zi’s mother, who 
subsequently asks him to apologise Bê: 
42 Thuỷ  con quay ra xin lỗi chị Bê đi= 
   OSP turn out apologise OS Bê PRT 
   Turn around and say sorry to Bê  
43 Zi  =em xin lỗi chị B:ê 
         YS apologise OS  Bê   
    I am sorry, Bê 
 
For Zi, the apology indicates the very first moment in the situation where he acknowledges 
his action as an offence. By apologising, Zi admits that the incident is an offence which needs to be 
resolved. His apology shows the basic semantic formula of the apology in Vietnamese. Apology is 
commonly expressed through the verb “xin lỗi”. “Xin lỗi” literally means to beg someone to get 
back the offence or the fault. Additionally, Zi’s apology is realised with the appearance of an 
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address term indicating the apologiser (em/younger sibling) and the recipient of the apology (chị Bê/ 
older sister Bê). This turn design is commonly seen to be suitable when it is said by a child to an 
adult or a lower-status person to the higher-status one (cf. Bui T.M.Y., 2001; Luong H.V., 1990).  
 In the model of remedial interchange (Owen, 1983), the response to a primary remedial 
move is the final one. This move is dependent on the primary remedial move in the sense that it 
only occurs when a primary remedial move is previously produced. Response to a primary remedial 
move itself cannot be used separately to mark the emergence of offences. Thus, I did not use this 
move as a signal to identify offences.   
 
3.5.Transcribing and translating work  
Only videos that clearly met all the criteria were selected. Through the process of searching 
and refining data, the number of videos collected for this study was 110. Because there were some 
videos containing more than one offending situation, the number of offending cases reaches 123.  
Transcribing and translating was the next stage after the data collection. The transcribing 
work was based on the transcription convention developed by Jefferson (2004)
1
. As Vietnamese 
language uses the Roman alphabet for orthography, the writing system can be applied to 
transcription. Especially, in tonal languages, pitch variations (tones) are phonemic (Hepburn & 
Bolden, 2012). Thus, other prosodic features are also displayed through the diacritics system, which 
originally represents tones.  
There were two stages in the work of translation. In the first stage, I translated the original 
talk word-for-word with an English gloss. Also, grammatical information was provided in an 
abbreviated way (see Abbreviation table). This part was necessary since word order in Vietnamese 
does not match word order in English (Thompson, 1965). In the second part, I translated the 
original talk into idiomatic English. A typical turn is transcribed with three lines as following:  
 [3.8] 
2 Mother    >không cho  vào  mồm< 
         not  put  into  mouth 
                 >Don’t put it into your mouth<   
 
 
3.6.Conversation analysis: a method for studying talk-in-interaction 
Conversation analysis is rooted in the field of ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 1967). 
Garfinkel (1967) claimed that social order is constituted in the minds of social actors when they 
engage in social activities, rather than a pre-existing framework. On that basis, he developed a 
research program, focusing on the study of common-sense reasoning and practical theorising in 
                                                 
1
 For a detailed discussion, see. Jefferson (2004) 
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everyday activities. Those studies have provided an impetus for investigating the orderliness of 
everyday life. 
Inspired by those ideas, Sacks and his colleagues focus their research on everyday talks, 
arguing that talk is an activity through which speakers accomplish things in interaction. For Sacks, 
the detailed study of small phenomena in conversation can contribute to the understanding of the 
ways humans do things. CA is set of method to investigate the naturally occurring interactions of 
mundane members of societies (Sidnell, 2011). It is the study of talk-in-interaction with the aim of 
discovering phenomena of conversation and its organisation (Psathas, 1995). It highlights the way 
ordinary people organise their talk and make sense of social worlds. For conversation analysts, talk 
is action which uses language as the means to accomplish it. Their focus is on the set of techniques 
or methods that ordinary members of the community use to construct and interpret natural talk and 
achieve mutual understandings. By investigating the sequence organisations, turn-taking 
organisation and repair organisation in natural conversations, CA helps us answer the question of 
how talk-in-action makes things happen in everyday life and how social activities in interaction are 
organised.  
For CA, a crucial assumption is that ordinary conversation is an entirely ordered, 
structurally organised phenomenon, or has order at all points (Sacks, 1995). Order is not inherent or 
pre-existing in the interaction. It is not the conception of the researcher (Psathas, 1995). Rather, it is 
locally produced and occasioned through practices of the participants within their interactions with 
others and the surrounding environment. Participants themselves orient to the order and their 
behaviours in turn reflect that order. It means that each turn-at-talk is designed in connection with 
its previous turn and speakers display in the “next” turns an understanding of what the prior turn 
was about. Thus, conversation is an environment where social order is established and demonstrated 
through the contribution of participants. Participants of the conversation determine the orderliness 
within the talk in a discoverable way. The task of the researcher is to discover and describe the 
produced orderliness of the conversation.  
In any interaction, participants mutually cooperate to achieve orderly and meaningful 
communication. They perform intersubjectivity, namely, the agreement of related participants on a 
given set of meanings or a definition of the situation, through each turn-at-talks from moment to 
moment. For conversation analysts, talk and interaction are the sites where mutual understanding 
about intentions, state of knowledge, relation and stance towards the talked-about objects are 
created, maintained and negotiated (Heritage & Atkinson, 1984). When the first speaker has trouble 
understanding, he/she has an opportunity to verify this understanding in his or her subsequent talk 
(Schegloff, 1992). Non-verbal actions, like gazes, gestures, postures and others also contribute to 
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conveying the meaning of each turn-at-talk and maintain the intersubjectivity of interactions. Thus, 
CA focuses on the procedures by which speakers produce their own behaviour and interpret others’ 
behaviour in situ (Pomerantz & Fehr, 1997).  
As a method of analysing everyday practices of mundane people, CA insists on the use 
of naturally occurring talk as data. The data for CA are the detailed recorded conversations, rather 
than experimental or researcher-provoked ones. Artificial data is not accepted although CA has 
been recently expanded to include other data types, such as video-stimulated accounts or comment 
(cf. Pomerantz, 2005; Theobald, 2012).  This kind of natural data corresponds with the basic idea of 
CA: seeing talk-in-interaction as a situated achievement rather than as a product of personal 
intentions. CA is an effective method of approaching natural talk and vice versa: talks in interaction 
can be analysed clearly through CA.  
CA has been employed in a number of studies to investigate children’s peer talk and their 
institutional interactions (Hutchby, 2005). Within peer interactions, CA helps to display the role of 
interaction in shaping children’s worlds that exist to a large extent independently of adults 
(Thornborrow, 1998). In these settings, children demonstrate their communicative skills, showing 
their proficiency within their own worlds, rather than adults’ worlds. For example, Goodwin’s 
(1990) study on African-American adolescent street talk provides insights into the interactive 
processes through which children’s culture is created and maintained. She examines ways directives 
are produced in boys’ and girls’ task activities and in girls’ pretending, illustrating the issue of 
gender differences in interaction. Meanwhile, Cromdal (2001) adopts CA as a methodology to 
examine the ways children in a bilingual school join a peer group. In a sequential environment, it is 
clear to see that children implement a variety of interactive resources, including knowledge of rules 
of interaction to make sense of their activities. Church (2009) also employs CA to investigate the 
preference organisation occurring in the disputes among peers. Her study illustrates a fact that 
disputes are a highly ordered, rule-governed activity, providing important opportunities for 
children’s social, cognitive and moral development. Through the preference organisation in the 
disputes, children display their conversational skills to manage adversative discourse and their own 
culture. More recently, Bateman (2012) uses CA to analyse physical gestures which function to 
support children’s verbal actions. The study shows the role of non-verbal, embodied actions of 
children in maximising the intersubjectivity between them.  
CA has also been used as a methodology to study of children’s talk with adults in different 
institutional environments, such as school classrooms (Danby & Baker 1998; Evaldsson & Svahn, 
2012; Mayall, 1994), medical settings (Silverman, 1987), and families (Busch, 2012; Kent 2012; 
Vuchinich, 1990). CA also helps to reveal children’s competence as social actors in their 
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interactions with adults. Through the sequential environment of conversations, the issue of how 
children and adults interact with each other to deal with problems in everyday life is clearly 
highlighted. Many aspects of children’s competence can be uncovered within the adult-child 
interactions. For example, CA contributes to showing how children demonstrate their mutual 
understandings with others during talk through the sequential detail of interaction on a turn-by-turn 
basis. This topic is especially highlighted within the early stage on the development of children 
when they start engaging with social worlds (Forrester, 2010). Children, from their early stages of 
development, are aware of potential failures in understandings that may happen at any point. 
Additionally, they have the ability to fix misunderstandings in their interactions through the repair 
sequence (Laasko, 2010).  
Apart from the issue of maintaining intersubjectivity, CA helps to display the competence of 
children in acting independently in their own ways. For example, in clinical settings, the work of 
Gardner (1998) suggests that children who have a language disorder are not simply passive 
responders in the therapy dyad. Rather, they show their active role by using their developed 
interactional skills and their adaptability to manage the course of repair. That kind of agency is also 
displayed through practices by which children mobilise strategies to resist any imposition of adults 
on their behaviour (Cobb-Moore et al., 2009) or report about school bullying to the teacher 
(Evaldsson & Svahn, 2012). 
CA provides an analytical method to make clear the role of adults in instructing children to 
behave appropriately according to their moral values. Participants interact with each other through 
verbal and non-verbal resources to work out the accepted social order. For example, Busch (2012), 
in analysing the dispute sequences in family mealtimes, identifies the way in which the mother 
makes visible the moral order through her intervention in the ongoing situation. Intervention is done 
sequentially through directions, increasing physical proximity to the dispute, topic shift, and 
physical intervention in the dispute. Focusing on the organisation of directive sequence, Kent 
(2012) points out that parents see the immediate embodied compliance as the preferred response for 
directives. In case of outright resistance, parents often make an upgraded and more forceful 
directive, demonstrating their authority over children. Meanwhile, Hutchby & O'Reilly (2010) 
stress the relationship between turn-taking and the linguistic features of person deixis in disputes 
that emerge around children’s orientation to implicit accusations in the talk of other participants 
about them.  
3.7.Application of CA in the current study 
 This study focuses on analysing sequences of turns that arise in offending situations 
involving children. It is evidently compatible with the goal of CA: study the talk-in-interaction. 
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Through the CA approach, the management of offences can be scrutinised sequentially. Offending 
situations appear to be a promising environment for the emergence of various conversational 
phenomena, such as overlapping, pausing and stressing. Secondly, this study investigates children’s 
competence and their socialisation in offending situations. As mentioned in the previous section, 
CA helps to make visible the organised reasoning procedures children use to make sense of their 
social worlds both in interactions among themselves and with adults. Also, it highlights the 
processes by which adults intervene and deal with children’s offences and evaluate children’s 
competence. Thirdly, the data collected on YouTube is natural video talk recorded and uploaded by 
amateur users. This kind of data is appropriate for the application of CA.  
 Based on the research procedure in Conversation Analysis set by Hutchby & Wooffitt 
(1998), the data of this current study is processed through three stages. First is to locate a potentially 
interesting phenomenon in the data. Second is to describe occurrences in its sequential context. 
Third is to return to the data, marking any remarkable patterns and features until it becomes a 
generalised account. Below, I illustrate the procedure of applying those three stages in this the 
thesis. 
3.7.1. Identifying interesting phenomena 
The first step of the application of CA was to locate a potential interesting phenomenon in 
the data. In this study, my focus was on the children’s competence performed in offending 
situations in Vietnam. I collected extracts which contain evidence of offending behaviour made by 
children from YouTube videos through searching by keywords. There were series of incidents or 
events relating to such offending behaviours. They covered a large range of actions from damaging 
items to misbehaving with others or disobeying adults’ requests etc. This step had been 
accomplished through the process of collecting data. Accordingly, offending situations were 
identified, transcribed and translated.  
3.7.2. Building a formal description of patterns 
The second step was to build a formal description of patterns, concentrating in particular on 
the sequential environment, in order to clarify what the device or sequence-type was doing. This 
was the step of identifying what and how participants performed in their interactions. 
 In describing patterns in this data set, I first concentrated on the design of participants’ turns. 
For CA, the design of a turn is a rational task. What the speaker includes in each turn is not a 
random choice. Rather, a turn-at-talk needs to be contingent on the prior turn. At the same time, it 
also establishes the contingencies for the next turn. Thus, there are certain constraints in producing 
an utterance, which are known as “conditional relevance” (Schegloff, 1972). Turns-at-talk are also 
constructed in accordance with its recipients. This principle is often referred to as “recipient design” 
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(Garfinkel, 1967). It means that utterances are constructed according to what others in the 
communicative exchange know and believe. When communicating with each particular person, the 
speaker needs to design every utterance in a way that is understandable for this particular recipient, 
given the knowledge that the speaker presupposes the recipient to have. In this study, the 
phenomena of recipient design are clearly seen through adult-child interactions. When pointing out 
the offence committed by children, adults used the appropriate form to convey their offended 
attitude towards the offence.  
For example, the following situation occurs between the two children (Kem, the older 
brother, about four years old; and Kẹo, the younger sister, about two years old) and their mother. 
They are making a phone call to the father, who is not there at the moment. While they are talking, 
the mother takes the mobile phone back from Kẹo, and Kẹo bursts into tears. Her older brother 
(Kem) intervenes, asking Kẹo about the reason for this incident. He suggests to Kẹo that she should 
punish the mother by beating the mother’s buttock. This action is also supported by the father who 
prompts his two children to do that through the phone call. Kẹo then moves closer to the mother and 
hits her. After that, Kem also performs the same action. 
 [3.9] 
33 Kem       e é hè hè hè 
34 Kẹo    ((moves to mother and hits her)) 
35 Mother    này không phải đi ra  đây tét  đít tôi đâu  
      Hey   no   must  go out here flap butt 1stPP   PRT 
           Hey it’s not the right thing to come here to flap my butt  
36 Father    Kẹo bảo tét đít  mẹ chưa 
      Kẹo say slap butt mum yet 
      Have you said slapping your mum’s butt    
    ((five lines omitted)) 
41 Kẹo       [đét 
      Slap  
      Slap    
42 Kem       [đau  à  tưởng   hhi hhhi ((Kem hits the mother)) 
      Hurt  oh thought hhi hhii 
      It’s hurt oh I thought    
43 Mother    này Kem ơi  hư     đấy  
      Hey  Kem VOC  naughty  PRT 
      Hey Kem, that’s naughty       
 
The remarkable things here are the turns made by the mother towards her two children in 
response to the same actions of them, namely, hitting her. Both turns are produced right after the 
physical actions of the children towards her. Noting that Kẹo’s action is accomplished with the 
suggestion and encouragement of her brother and also her father, who is speaking via the phone. In 
line 35, the mother says to Kẹo “Này không phải đi ra đây tét đít tôi đâu” (hey, it’s not the right 
thing to come here and slap my butt). There are at least three spots that are highlighted in regard to 
the turn design. First, the turn-prefaced particle “này” (hey) attracts the attention of the recipient. It 
also implies a warning about the coming action of the recipient. Second, the phrase “tét đít” (slap 
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the buttock) indicates that the turn is exclusively designed for a child because “tét đít” is commonly 
seen as a spanking punishment by adults on children when some wrongdoing or offence happens. 
Moreover, both “tét” (slap) and “đít” (buttock) are just colloquialisms which are suitably used with 
children. This childish usage makes the turn hearable as something ironic and humorous. Third, the 
first personal pronoun “tôi” is a neutral one in Vietnamese, which is appropriately used in some 
formal situations and with non-intimate persons (Luong H.V., 1987). Here, the mother does not use 
the standard kin term for the mother – child relationship, namely, “mẹ” (mother) to identify herself. 
She does not address her daughter in the position of “mother”. Rather, she expands the social 
distance with her daughter by the use of “tôi”. The turn appears to be serious with the use of “tôi”. 
In alignment with the ironic phrase “tét đít”, the “non-standard” use of “tôi” towards the daughter 
makes the turn hearable as a seriocomic request. Based on the lexical resources, it can be seen that 
the turn is specifically designed for Kẹo. The mother, on the one hand, directs Kẹo to stop the 
untoward behaviour. She, on the other hands, indicates that she is treating Kẹo’s action as 
something jocular but not offensive.  
 In the meantime, Kem, who is Kẹo’s older brother, also performs the same action 
afterwards: beating the mother. He does it following Kẹo’s prior action and the encouragement of 
the father. In fact, Kem’s behaviour is just a teasing one: he keeps laughing while he performs the 
physical action on the mother. However, the mother does not treat it as such. As with the previous 
turn towards Kẹo, the mother prefaces her turn with the token “này”, indicating the implication of 
warning and prevention. The vocative expression “Kem ơi” articulates the recipient of the turn. 
Instead of using a kin term (such as “con”/offspring) to address Kem, the mother designs her turn 
with a proper name. This usage helps to avoid the possible confusion between the two children in 
terms of addressing since the mother can also call Kẹo as “con”. By name-calling, the mother 
selects Kem as the next speaker of her current turn. Next, she makes a complaint (hư đấy/ it’s 
naughty). This turn is oriented to Kem, who is articulated in the prior part of the turn. Unlike the 
previous turn in line 35, there is no evidence showing that the mother is seriocomic. Rather, she is 
treating Kem’s action as something serious. To put it another way, the mother treats the 
“punishment” from Kem to her as an offence. Her turn in line 43 is to convey the offensive attitude 
to Kem, and it is different from what has been said to Kẹo in line 35. So, the turn of the mother to 
Kem marks the moment the offence emerges in interaction and Kem is treated as the offender.  
In the sequential organisation, adjacency pairs are the basic unit on which sequences in 
conversation are built. An adjacency pair consists of a first part (FPP) and a second part (SPP) 
which possess the following features: (1) two utterance length, (2) adjacent positioning of 
component utterances, (3) different speakers producing each utterance (Ten Have, 2007). After 
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producing the first part of the pair, the first speaker immediately expects the second part of the pair 
to be uttered from his/her conversation partner. FPP, as a primary aspect of their production, makes 
a subsequent action relevant; it projects some second action as a relevant next action. This can be 
referred to relevance rules (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973) in which FPP creates a slot for some next 
action to occur in the SPP. In converse, SPP should be designed in a relevant way to its preceding 
FPP.  
Adjacency pairs are the crucial organisation in offending situations. The offence leads to 
subsequent acts of participants in an orderly way. In sequential environment, there are some typical 
pairs of actions relating to the process of management of offences. For example, in the following 
exchange between Lâm Anh, a girl about three years old and her mother, the apology – acceptance 
pair is to restore the social order after an offence: 
[3.10] 
50 Lâm Anh    xin nhỗi mẹ hh 
   Apologise   mum 
   I am sorry, mum 
51   (0.7) 
52 Lâm Anh    xin nhỗi mẹ 
Apologise mum 
   I am sorry, mum 
53    (0.8) 
54 Lâm Anh    m mẹ mẹ tha lỗi cho con  nhá mẹ nhá  
        Mum mum forgive  for  OSP  PRT  mum PRT 
   Please forgive me, mum  
55   (0.2) 
56 Mother     ừ  
       yes  
       Yes 
 
The apologies of Lâm Anh are issued three times (line 50, 52, and 54). The apology at the 
FPP position makes an acceptance or rejection conditionally relevant as the SPP. When the apology 
is not paired by a typical type of response, it is reformulated until the SPP is produced in line 56.  
Another phenomenon in interactional organisation relating to offending situations is repair. 
Repair is seen as an organised effort of dealing with problems in  “misarticulations, malapropisms, 
use of a ‘wrong’ word, unavailability of a word when needed, failure to hear or to be heard, trouble 
on the part of the recipient in understanding, incorrect understandings by recipients” (Schegloff, 
1987; p.210). Participants in conversation seek to correct the trouble source by initiating self repair 
and a preference for self repair, the speaker of the trouble source, over other repair (Schegloff, 
Jefferson, & Sacks 1977). Repair segments have different types depending on who initiates repair 
(self or other), who resolves the problem (self or other), and how it occurs within a turn or a 
sequence of turns. Repair is also a regular pattern in offending situations emerging to guarantee that 
“the interaction does not freeze in its place when trouble arises, that intersubjectivity is maintained 
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or restored, and that the turn and sequence and activity can progress to possible completion” 
(Schegloff, 2007; p.xiv). For example, the repair sequence in the following example is initiated by 
the grandmother followed by a repair of the granddaughter (Linh):  
[3.11] 
33 Grandma bà     dặn như thế nào 
   Grandma tell how 
how did I tell you? 
34   (0.9) 
35 Linh    okhông đổ nước rao 
   Not   pour water out 
   oDo not pour the water downo 
36             (0.5) 
37 Grandma ->  >HẢ< 
   what 
>WHAT< 
38   (0.7) 
39 Linh    ->  không đổ nước ra ạ 
   Not pour water out PRT 
Do not pour the water down 
In this extract, the repairable item arises in line 35 when Linh replies her grandmother’s 
question in a soft voice. In line 37, “hả” (what) can be seen as a typical other-initiated repair 
initiator, which is often used to prompt for a third turn repair in the next turn (cf. Dingemanse & 
Enfield, 2015). Linh produces an other-initiated repair in line 39, adding the particle “ạ” to 
demonstrate her respect to the older recipient of the turn, which has not been conveyed in her 
previous attempt.   
 
3.7.3. Refining the description  
 The third step was to return to the data to refine the description, mark any remarkable and 
recurring patterns and features until it becomes a generalised account. Descriptions of turn design 
and sequential organisation revealed remarkable features of offending situations between adults and 
children. For example, within the sequential organisation, it is not always the case where a standard 
adjacency pair is produced. For example, in the extract [3.10] above, the apology as FPP is not 
followed by an acceptance or refusal as SPP until the third attempt of the speaker. The absence of 
SPP is what Hutchby & Wooffitt (1998) refer to as “noticeable absence”, that is, an absence of 
something that has been expected. This is an accountable matter. Refining such noticeable absence 
of SPP contributed to explore the reasons why participants did not produce standard adjacency pairs 
in such contexts and the process they reconstructed the order of their conversation. Furthermore, it 
helped to see how participants competently organised their interaction in such offending situations 
in order to resolve offences. 
All the patterns and features were refined and grouped into different types. In this thesis, I 
used Nvivo, the specific software for qualitative research, to code those patterns and features. There 
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were two main types. The first type included patterns and features made by children in the process 
they managed their offences. The second type comprised patterns and features made by adults in the 
process adults managed children’s offences. On that basis, I examined the issue of children’s 
competence displayed in the process of managing offences from children and adults’ perspectives. 
 
3.8.Chapter summary 
 This chapter discusses the process of collecting data and the methodological issues in this 
study. With regard to the data, I collected naturally occurring talks in a Vietnamese context from 
videos on the YouTube channel. This is third-party data, which is not collected within a research 
project. While there are certain disadvantages, the benefits of using YouTube videos as the source 
of data are clear. This data eliminates the impact of researchers in the recording process, and thus, 
maximises the naturalness. Also, this kind of data helps to approach actual practices which are 
reportedly hard to record if the research team is present.  
 In this study, after clarifying two main criteria for collecting data, including content of the 
videos, and quality of the videos, I implemented a search procedure based on the keywords relating 
to children’s offence. Videos that meet all the criteria were selected. The relevant segments in those 
videos were transcribed and translated, and were used as the data of this study. 
 The application of CA as the methodology of this thesis is a defendable choice. This is a 
study concerning children’s social competence in the practices of managing children’s offences. 
The typical way for examining such issues is to situate them in the real, ordinary and everyday lives 
in order to observe how participants organise and make sense their social worlds. In that sense, CA, 
a method for studying social interaction, is an appropriate one since CA describes and explains 
procedures by which participants mutually engage in intelligible, socially organised interaction to 
deal with issues emerging in their social worlds (Heritage & Atkinson, 1984). Within this study, CA 
helps to visualise the ways children and adults interact to resolve offences in the sequential 
environment. More importantly, CA makes a contribution towards the unveiling of the process in 
which children display their competence in organising their social worlds (Hutchby & Moran-Ellis, 
1998), and also adults assess that kind of competence. Those issues are examined in detail in the 
next analytic chapters.     
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CHAPTER 4: WHEN CHILDREN DO REMEDIAL WORK 
 
4.1.Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter 2, offences are defined as a violation of rules in interaction and that 
violation is identified by at least one participant. For example, Lâm’s act of stealing his mother’s 
money in the extract [1.1] is the behaviour that breaks the normative conduct. That act is treated as 
an offence by his mother as she opens an investigation against Lâm and punishes him. The 
emergence of offences disrupts the progressivity of the ongoing activity and interpersonal 
relationships may be momentarily damaged.   
The emergence of offences in interactions makes relevant the process of resolving offences. 
This is the process in which participants do remedial work to restore the social order and 
interpersonal relationship after an offence is identified. This process provides children with an 
opportunity to act independently as competent agents who are able to know the violation of rules 
and also the ways to resolve it. Children’s competence is shown through practices in which they 
either do remedial work or avoid it. To examine the children’s competence, this chapter focuses on 
the scenarios where children do remedial work. 
The implementation of remedial work provides evidence that children understand there are 
social rules that they have violated. On the basis of that acknowledgement, children display their 
social competence in producing remedial strategies to manage their offences. The remedial work of 
children in this study is accomplished in two ways: children self-initiate remedial work or they 
comply with remedial instructions of adults. Self-initiating remedial work includes termination of 
the offending action, using apologising strategies, or seeking solutions to escape from negative 
consequences of offending actions such as punishment. Arguably, those remedial strategies are 
accomplished in situ based on children’s understandings of the progress of offending situations. 
Children independently select proper strategies to deal with offences without any suggestion from 
others. The second type constitutes situations that children comply with adults’ remedial 
instructions. Such cases demonstrate that children can recognise and respect that adults have the 
right to judge behaviour as offending, and have the right to dictate remedial actions. However, even 
then there is still evidence that children’s actions are guided by their own interpretation of the social 
rules, independent of adults’ perspective (cf. Hutchby & Moran-Ellis, 1998). This indicates that 
they still demonstrate their agency in producing remedial strategies while complying with what 
adults set up for them.   
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4.2.Children self-initiate remedial work 
This section focuses on cases in which children self-initiate remedial work. Children 
acknowledge that what they have done is offensive and implement remedial actions to deal with 
their offences. The remedial work can be categorised into three types: stop doing offensive actions; 
implement apologising strategies; and ask for forgiveness. Children’s social competence is not 
limited in the sense that they are capable of using remedial strategies to resolve their offences. What 
is notewothy here is that children can actively do remedial work when it is not directly requested or 
suggested by others. The social competence of children is shown through their activeness in 
understanding what others expect them to do and applying remedial strategies to deal with the 
offences. 
  
4.2.1. Terminating offending actions 
The first kind of evidence for children’s competence in dealing with offences is that they 
can stop their offending actions and/or redress them without prompt. Stopping the offending action 
is a prerequisite to remedy. In doing so, children show that they acknowledge that something wrong 
has happened and should not be continued. In the data set, the termination of offending behaviours 
or actions occurs right after they are pointed out by adults:  
[4.1]   Khánh Nguyên (a five year-old girl) moves close to the TV and blocks the vision of 
her grandmother, her mother and her younger brother, Minh Sơn (17 months old), who is sitting in 
the mother’s lap. The father who is sitting next to the TV films the situation. 
01           (0.5) 
02 Mother     Khánh Nguyên ơi con đứng trước     mặt  em như thế   à 
     Khánh Nguyên VOC OSP stand in front of face  YS  like so   PRT 
Khánh Nguyên, you are standing in front of your brother 
like  that, aren’t you? 
03 Khánh Nguyên    ((moves away from her current position)) 
04            (62.1)  
05 Nguyên     ((moves in front of the camera and introduces herself,  
saying that she is five years old and has graduated from 
the kindergarten. Then she gradually moves back to her 
first position and once again blocks the vision of all)) 
 
Figure 4.1 
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06 Mother     Khánh Nguyên con buồn cười   thế nhỉ  con cứ  
           Khánh Nguyên   OSP  ridiculous   so  PRT  OSP  keep 
        Khánh Nguyên, you’re so ridiculous. You keep standing. 
07        đứng  mẹ thấy mất trật tự quá 
                   stand mum see  disorder     so 
        I think it’s too annoying.    
08 Khánh Nguyên   ((moves near her mother and sits down)) 
 
When identifying the incident that affects all, the mother delivers a tag question (Khánh 
Nguyên ơi con đứng trước mặt em như thế à/ Khánh Nguyên, you are standing in front of your 
brother like that, aren’t you?) (line 2). Under the form of a question, the mother’s turn conveys a 
sense of “complaining, criticising, and blaming” (Bolden & Robinson, 2011, p.94). Thus, this turn 
can be seen as a priming move, invoking a rule which is violated by Khánh Nguyên in this specific 
context: one is not allowed to stand in front of another’s face. This turn is followed by the non-
verbal action of Khánh Nguyên when she moves away from her current position and does not block 
the view anymore. This is a remedial action because by doing it, Khánh Nguyên rectifies her action 
of blocking another’s view that is mentioned in her mother’s turn. The remedial action is performed 
regardless of the fact that it is not overtly elicited by the mother. Her action suggests that she has 
understood the implication of her mother’s, and she has acted to stop the behaviour. 
However, Khánh Nguyên repeats her action right after that. She gradually moves to her 
father’s position and says something about herself in front of the camera. Then, she gazes at the TV 
screen and step by step progresses to it. It seems that her focus on the TV screen makes her not 
recognise that she blocks others’ view again. The mother complains again about Khánh Nguyên’s 
action, considering it as something “buồn cười quá nhỉ” (so ridiculous). She also articulates that 
Khánh Nguyên’s action is “mất trật tự” (annoying/disorder). It means that Khánh Nguyên’s act is 
once again reaffirmed by the mother as an offence. Khánh Nguyên acknowledges her offence and 
remedies it by moving near the mother and sitting down. The offending situation ends promptly 
right after the remedial action occurs. There is no remarkable consequence that requires more effort 
to manage. All the participants engage in another topic of talk.  
If extract [4.1] illustrates the case that children may terminate an offending action when it is 
pointed out by adults, the following extract show a case of children stopping an offence during 
interactions between peers. The two children Kem and Khoai are playing in a barn. The rule of the 
game here is that Kem, a girl about four years old, picks rice from the floor and puts into the cup 
that her brother Khoai (a boy about five years old) is holding. The offence emerges when Kem 
decides to take away some rice from Khoai’s cup:  
[4.2] 
01 Khoai       Ơ LẤY MẤT CỦA ANH 
       Oh steal      of  OB     
        OH YOU STEAL MINE 
02     (0.8) 
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03 Kem   ((drops the rice back to the cup and takes a  
            new handful of rice)) 
04 Mother      cứ   gây sự với anh  thế  con 
  keep provoke with  OB   so  OSP 
     You keeps provoking with your older brother 
05   (0.4) 
06 Mother     anh nó hiền   cứ  bắt nạt anh nó thế= 
  OB   it gentle keep bully    OB   it so  
   He is so gentle then you keep bullying him like that 
   07 Khoai     =Đổ  đi  nào 
   Pour PRT PRT 
Pour it down 
 
Khoai’s accusations “Lấy mất của anh/you steal mine” (line 1) marks Kem’s offence and 
makes clear his status as the victim. Also, it conveys his expectation that the rice should be given 
back to him. It makes relevant the next action of Kem when she drops the rice back to the cup. This 
action indicates that she acknowledges the offence which is pointed out by Khoai. She immediately 
does a remedial action which meets the victim’s expectation. The management of offence occurs 
within the context of a peer interaction without the intervention of adults. 
The offending situation is resumed after the mother intervenes. She comments about Kem’s 
actions in line 4 and 6. She describes Kem’s action as “gây sự” (provoke) and “bắt nạt” (bully) 
while Khoai is portrayed as “hiền lành” (gentle). However, Kem does not respond to her turns. 
Both children are engaged in another activity: Kem takes a new handful of rice and Khoai asks her 
to put it into his cup. This suggests that they have moved on from the offending action. Even though 
the mother continues to treat Kem’s action as an offence toward Khoai, the children do not pay 
attention to what she says. It means that the children have resolved matters independently within 
their peer interaction and without the intervention of adults.   
The termination of an offending action may also occur after the victim reports it to a third 
party. Although the report is to invoke the involvement of a third party to the offending situation, 
the offender still remedy by stopping the current offence. The following extract is among the cases 
in this data set which illustrate this point. This is also the situation between Khoai and Kem when 
they are playing in the barn. A moment after the previous incident, a new potentially offending 
incident emerges when Kem takes the paper funnel from Khoai: 
[4.3] 
09 Khoai     Ơ  MẸ ƠI EM LẤY CỦA CON 
   Oh mum oh YB steal of   OSP 
   HEY MOMMY SHE STOLE IT FROM ME  
   (1.1) 
10 Kem   ((throws the funnel back to Khoai)) 
11 Mother    cái đấy  xấu  bỏ X:Ừ   ra 
 CL  that ugly extreme out 
   That thing is extremely ugly  
12     (0.3) 
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13 Mother    cái của Kem nó mới đẹp 
 CL  of   Kem  it just beautiful 
   Kem’s stuff is just beautiful 
 
This time, Khoai reports the incident to his mother (Ơ MẸ ƠI EM LẤY CỦA CON/ Oh mommy 
she stole it from me). By that act, Khoai invites the mother to intercede on his behalf. Here, Khoai 
does not direct Kem to perform remedial work or even complain about her action. Instead, an adult 
has been asked to intervene. In the next line, Kem throws the funnel back to Khoai. The offending 
action “steal” is terminated after the victim reports it to the third party. This non-verbal response 
indicates that Kem has acknowledged her offence and resolved it. The immediate termination of the 
offending action occurs within the context where the offence is set to have the involvement of an 
adult. In that sense, Kem’s action also appears to be a means to prevent the possibility that adults 
intervene in the situation.  
The extracts above are examples of the immediate termination of offences right after the 
offences are realised in interaction by victims or third parties. The termination indicates that 
offenders acknowledge that they have committed an offence. More importantly, the termination 
occurs when there is no request from the victim and/or third party to stop the offending actions. As 
soon as the action is identified by others to be offending, the offender ceases it. It suggests that 
children are able to understand the others’ expectation embedded in their turns. On that basis, they 
show their ability to make the choice to act appropriately. They actively use non-verbal remedial 
actions to end the offending situations. 
 
4.2.2. Apologising 
This section concentrates on cases in which verbal strategies are performed by children to 
deal with offences. As mentioned in Chapter 3, apology constitutes the remedial move in remedial 
interchanges (Owen, 1983). The offender acknowledges his/her offence and attempts to make it 
acceptable (Goffman, 1971; Owen, 1983). Once an apology is produced, it demonstrates that the 
speaker orients to the prior act and expresses a regretful attitude to the offence for which they take 
responsibility.  
In this section, I argue that children regularly use apologies as a means for resolving 
offences. Children’s competence is shown through the fact that they are able to self-initiate 
apologies at the right moment and with proper structures. Particularly, apologies are made without 
any elicitation from adults. Apologies may be used right after they stop their offending actions or in 
specific moments of interactions where offending situations escalate with the risk of punishment or 
compensation. Besides, the design of apologies in the Vietnamese context is also indicative of 
children’s competence. Apologies are designed in rational ways, demonstrating the asymmetrical 
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relationship between offender and victim, and the speaker’s evaluation of the seriousness of 
offences. 
The following extract shows the situation in which the offender offers an apology right after 
a problematic incident. This is the incident occurring between Cún (a school girl, about six years 
old) and Chép (Cún’s younger brother, who is about five years old). They are standing close to a 
fence. Each of them is holding a bamboo stick. When Chép turns back to move away from his 
position, Cún follows him. However, when she turns her body back, her bamboo stick hits his legs.   
 [4.4] 
01 Chép      a ((screaming)) 
02      (0.7) 
03 Cún       Xin lỗi nhá  
      Sorry    PRT   
                Sorry 
04     (1.2) 
05    Chép ((moves closely to the uncle, who is filming. Cún follows him)) 
06 Chép      Bác   Hùng ơi >[lúc  nãy<  
       Uncle Hùng VOC  moment ago 
      Uncle Hùng, >a moment ago< 
07 Cún        [Xin lỗi em  
          Apology   YS 
        Sorry brother 
08 Chép      Lúc  nãy   lúc  nãy  chị Cún chọc cái gậy vào chân cháu   ạ 
     Moment ago moment ago  OS  Cún  stick CL  stick in leg   nephew PRT 
          A moment ago, Cún thrusts the stick into my legs 
09 Cún       >cháu  xin lỗi em Chép  rồi     ạ< 
     Niece apologise  YS  Chép already PRT 
          I have just apologized Cún already 
10 Uncle     Không để xảy ra trường hợp đấy nữa nhá 
      No    let happen case      that more PRT 
        Do not let that case happen again 
11       (1.2) 
12 Uncle     Nghe   rõ  chưa  Chép= 
      Listen clear not yet Chép 
                Are you clear, Chép 
13 Chép      =vâng 
     Yes 
   Yes  
 
Right after the incident occurs and ends, Chép screams out and Cún apologises to him (line 
3). By apologising, Cún shows that she has recognised that her action hurts her brother and she 
warrants a remedial action right after that. Here, her apology is issued without any suggestion from 
the victim (Chép) or third party (the uncle).  
In terms of turn design, her apology is characterised by the absence of kin terms in the 
structure of the verb “xin lỗi” (apologise). In such contexts, the older Vietnamese speaker may 
choose to use the “subject” before the verb “apology” and the “object” after the verb, and the turn 
can be “Chị xin lỗi em”. “Chị” is primarily a kin term, meaning “older sister” and can also be used 
as a personal pronoun. However, Cún does not include the subject “chị” into her turn. Similarly, 
Cún also does not design her turn as “xin lỗi em” (sorry, younger brother) or “xin lỗi Chép” (sorry 
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Chép). Rather, there is only the main verb “xin lỗi” (apologise) to be used. The ending particle 
“nhá” is suitably used when the recipient is younger or has the same age as the speaker (Dao T.L., 
2009; Nguyen A.Q., 1988). The absence of address terms and the presence of the particle “nhá” 
increase the casualness of the apology because the apology is made impersonal. By not addressing 
any particular person in her apology, she also avoids making the two roles of offender and victim 
explicit. Also, this apology is not followed by additional strategies. Here, it can be said Cún has 
rationally designed her apology in a simple and impersonal structure. The design of this apology 
conveys an implication that Cún mitigates the seriousness of her offence while still acknowledging 
it. 
Chép, the victim, does not reply to Cún’s apology. He moves closer to the uncle, who is 
staying near there and filming the situation, and summons him with a vocative expression (Bác 
Hùng ơi). This summons is followed by a past time expression (lúc nãy/earlier). This incomplete 
turn suggests that Chép is planning to report the uncle about what has just happened to him.  
 Chép’s reaction presents different challenges for Cún. First, it shows that Chép does not 
accept Cún’s apology. Second, Chép is planning to bring the uncle into the situation. The offence 
has not been managed and has potentially escalated out of the peer interaction with the intervention 
of the third party (the uncle). Importantly, Cún is at risk of being investigated by the uncle since she 
is accused as an offender.  
Cún immediately interrupts Chép’s ongoing turn by apologising again to Chép (xin lỗi 
em/sorry, brother) (line 7). In doing so, Cún continues to pursue apology as a remedial action even 
though it was at first rejected by Chép. This apology is reformulated from the original attempt with 
the inclusion of the kinship term “em” (younger sibling) referring to Chép. It means that the 
apology is not impersonal like in line 3. This apology is designed within a context where Chép 
shows his lack of acknowledgement and acceptance of the apology. Also, Chép starts to bring an 
adult into the exchange. By apologising the second time at the very moment where Chép initiates 
his report to the uncle, Cún not only demonstrates her readiness to remedy her offence but it is her 
attempt to prevent Chép from telling on her.  
Regardless of Cún’s apologies, Chép persists in bringing the uncle into the interaction as an 
arbitrator. He accomplishes his report to the uncle in line 8 regardless of the overlap of Cún’s 
apology. Although Chép nominates the uncle as the next speaker, Cún takes the next turn. This 
time, she does not apologise to Chép. Instead, she states to the uncle that she has already apologised 
(line 8). This justification reinforces her acknowledgement of the offence and her attempt to remedy 
it. Also, Cún introduces herself as a competent social actor who can use appropriate resources to 
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deal with the offence on her own. It means that the offence has been managed within the peer 
interaction and the intervention of an adult is not expected.  
In this situation, Cún demonstrates her competence by manipulating her apologies in situ to 
remedy the offence and prevent the offending situation from being expanded. Here, Cún apologises 
without any suggestion from others. Her first apology is issued right after the problematic incident. 
In doing so, Cún shows that she acknowledges her offence and knows how to remedy it. Her second 
apology occurs when the victim does not accept it and there is a risk of an adult’s intervention 
followed by a report of the victim. Thus, this second apology consolidates the willingness to restore 
the social relationship with the victim. Also, it prevents a possible escalation of the offending 
situation. Her apologies are designed in different ways, showing her understanding of her 
relationship with the recipients and also her assessment of the progress of the offending situation. 
The turn in line 8 suggests that Cún takes account of apologies as a suitable resource to remedy the 
offence.  
As a means to remedy offences, apology demonstrates that the speaker takes responsibility 
for his/her offending acts. By apologising, the speaker admits that he/she is at fault. That is one 
reason people sometimes feel reluctant to apologise (Deutchsmann, 2003). In this data set, apology 
is not always realised right after the offending action. Rather, children use apologies more 
frequently when the offending situations are progressed with a threat of punishment. The apology 
is thus used as a means to deal with the risk of impending punishment.  
The extract below is the case where Lâm, a boy about seven years old is punished by his 
mother because he stole her money to buy candy at school. She requests Lâm to lie down on the 
bed: 
[4.5] 
93 Mother ((points the rod at the bed)) 
 
Figure 4.2 
94 Mother      NHANH nằm xuống 
Quick lie down 
QUICK lie down      
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95 Lâm         o<mẹ ơi con không lấy nữa>o 
Mum VOC OSP  no    take more 
o<Mum, I won’t steal it more>o 
96 Mother       nằm xuống 
Lie down 
Lie down 
97 Mother  ((points the rod at Lâm's face)) 
98 Lâm   ((folds the hands on the chest)) 
99 Mother       địt  mẹ  mày không ấy nữa bao nhiêu nần  rồi 
Fuck mum 2
nd
PP no     do more how many   time already 
Fuck off, you said you don’t steal many times already 
100 Lâm         o<con không lấy nữa>o 
OSP   no    take more 
o<I won’t steal anymore>o 
101 Mother      ở  nhà  mày nấy tiền của ông 
At home 2
nd
PP take money of grandpa 
At home you stole the money of grandpa 
102    (0.4) 
103 Mother      nên đây mày nấy tiền của tao (.) địt mẹ mày  nằm xuống 
Up here 2
nd
PP take money of 1
st
PP     fuck off 2
nd
PP lie down 
Here, you stole my money, fuck, lie down 
104   (0.3) 
105 Lâm         ocon xin lỗi từ   sau  con không thế  nữao ((folding his arms)) 
OSP apologise since after OSP  no    that more 
oI am sorry, since now I won’t do that moreo  
106 Mother  ((tries to force Lâm to lie down)) 
107 Mother      Mày  biết bao nần nần sau không thế nữa  nằm xuống đây 
2
nd
PP know  how time time after no  that more lie down  here 
You know, how many time you said you wouldn’t do that already, 
lie down 
108 Mother      nằm xuống nhanh lên địt mẹ mày nằm xuống 
Lie down quick up fuck mother 2
nd
PP lie down 
Lie down quick, fuck off, lie down 
  109 Lâm         con xin lỗi ((folding his arms)) 
OSP apologise 
I am sorry 
 
Although his offending action is not recorded in the video, it is still articulated by the 
mother in her interaction with Lâm. In the previous talk, the mother held a broom and ordered Lâm 
to lie down and be ready for a spanking. After pointing out the offence and cursing the son, she 
decided to change the broom for a wooden rod, which, she said, hurts Lâm more.  
To cope with the threatened spanking, Lâm promises that this offence will not happen again 
(line 95) and repeats this pattern in line 100 (con không lấy nữa/I won’t steal anymore). This 
pattern of promise is often categorised as an indirect strategy of apology: the strategy of promise of 
forbearance (Blum-Kulka & Olshtain, 1984; Trosborg, 1995). However, the mother does not 
accept Lâm’s efforts because she claims that Lâm has promised several times before but he still 
repeats the offence (line 99). She once again asks Lâm to lie down. It means that Lâm’s promise 
fails to remedy the offence and the mother still insists on punishing him.   
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To this point, Lâm finally decides to use another remedial strategy to the mother “con xin 
lỗi từ sau con không thế nữa” (I am sorry, since now I won’t do that more) (line 105). Instead of 
using a single apologising strategy, Lâm combines two strategies in his turn. The promise is 
prefaced by a direct apology. This combination of apologising strategies occurs when his promise 
in the previous turn is rejected by the mother and the risk of a spanking still exists. This pattern of 
apology can be seen as the next effort to mitigate the offence. With the elicitation of more 
strategies in an apology, it seems that the offence is now treated by Lâm as more serious (cf. 
Holmes, 1990).  
Unlike the apology of Cún in example [4.4] above, this apology is designed with the 
inclusion of the kin term “con” (offspring) in the subject position. The presence of “con” as the 
subject of the apology clarifies the asymmetrical relationship between “con” (offspring) and “mẹ” 
(mother). More importantly, it fits the norm of addressing when talking to adults (cf. Rydstrøm, 
2003).  In Vietnamese, the children’s use of address terms in their conversations with adults is 
expected. By contrast, the lack of address terms when talking with adults is often viewed as 
inappropriate and impolite (Nguyen T.B.T., 2000). The presence of address terms demonstrates the 
respect of the speaker toward the hearer (Bui, T.M.Y., 2001; Vu T.T.H., 1997). Thus, Lâm’s 
apology here is appropriately designed. At the same time, Lâm folds his arms in front of his chest. 
“Arm-folding” or “cross-arm” in Vietnamese culture is commonly seen as a gesture of “lễ phép” 
(respect) and submission of children to adults. Thus, this gesture also indicates his competence in 
understanding the asymmetrical relationship between the doer and the recipient. In this specific 
context, “arm-folding” gesture accords well with the apology, indicating Lâm’s respect and 
submission toward his mother’s authority of dealing with his offence.  
The mother repeats her denial of Lâm’s efforts, stressing they are worthless because Lâm 
has offended many times after apologising (line 107). She continues asking Lâm to lie down (line 
108). This request is followed by another apology “con xin lỗi” (I am sorry) (line 109). This time, 
his apology is not combined with the promise anymore. It is likely that when Lâm’s promises are 
continuously rejected by the mother, their existence in the structure of the apology is no longer 
necessary. Rather, a single direct apology is chosen as a remedy. Once again, Lâm appropriately 
includes the subject of the apology (con/offspring) in his apology and he folds his arms again when 
the apology is produced. This apology is another effort to mitigate the offence and to prevent the 
spanking from occurring. 
In this example, Lâm does not receive any request for an apology or to perform remedial 
work from the mother. Instead, it is Lâm who actively apologises when the spanking is imminent. 
Here, his apologies are reformulated in each of his turns, showing his acknowledgement with the 
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progress of the offending situations. Also, the arm-folding gesture displays respect and compliance 
to the right of the adult to deal with the offence. 
While extract [4.5] illustrates a case where the child self-initiate apology when facing a 
spanking, the two following extracts [4.6] and [4.7] show cases where children apologise after they 
are told to fold their arms. As mentioned above, for children in Vietnam, the arm-folding gesture 
generally embodies respect and contrition. Therefore, adults may also request an arm-folding 
action before investigating the offending cases. The request for arm-folding to children thus 
conveys an adults’ expectation that children need to show their compliance and respect to adults 
when the management of offences is undertaken. An apology followed by a request for arm-
folding suggests that children are able to understand what may happen next in offending situations 
and fit the expectation of the adults with an apology.  
In extract [4.6], Ni, a girl about two years old, tears the paper documents of her mother and 
is punished. 
[4.6] 
07 Mother     thế bây giờ khoanh tay vào nghe  mẹ  hỏi 
So   now      fold   arm  in  listen mum ask 
So, now fold your arms, listen to my questions 
08 Ni         ((folds the arms)) 
09 Ni         cun chin lỗi m:ẹ 
   OSP apologise  mum 
   I am sorry mum  
 
The mother initiates the process of managing the offence by asking Ni to fold her arms 
before asking her to listen to her questions. “Nghe mẹ hỏi” (listen to my questions) suggests that 
the mother is set to investigate Ni’s offence. The request for arm-folding is a way that the mother 
exercises her power in dealing with the offence. At the same time, it is to make sure that there will 
be a submission from the daughter for the coming phase of investigation. Although the mother 
does not ask Ni to apologise, Ni does that in the next line, following an arm-folding gesture. Like 
Lâm’s apology in the previous extract, her apology to the mother is designed with the presence of 
address terms in the subject and object positions.  
It is worth noting that Ni is just about two years old, a stage which is often called as 
“premoral period” (Kohlberg, 1968, 1981). In terms of moral development, her obedience to adults 
is seen as a way to avoid punishment. In this case, while it cannot be denied that Ni obeys adult’s 
instruction when there is a threat of punishment, I focus more on the activeness of the child in 
producing remedial strategies and rituals in her interaction with her mother. Specifically, Ni not 
only displays her compliance to the mother’s request but she does more than that. She is aware of 
an imminent punishment and the mother’s expectation about a submission and acknowledgement 
of offence. By apologising, Ni makes a proactive step to remedy her offence before receiving her 
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mother’s investigation. By initiating the remedial action, she tries to mitigate the negative aspect of 
the offence and thus presents herself as a rational and responsible member in the offending 
situation. This suggests that she has a certain understanding of the social and moral rules when she 
interacts with the adult. 
In extract [4.7], Linh (a girl about four years old) is punished by her grandmother because 
she has made the ancestral altar dirty by rubbing the slaked lime bucket that she drops on to the leg 
of the ancestral altar. The ancestral altar is the most sacred place in any Vietnamese family since it 
relates to religious custom of ancestor veneration (Malarney, 2002). There is a norm in Vietnamese 
culture that the altar place is inviolable and that people have a responsibility to keep it clean. In the 
previous talk, the grandmother holds a bamboo stick in her hands, giving Linh a moral lesson 
about respecting the ancestral altar. The grandmother then announces that Linh deserves to be 
spanked. She uses a wooden stick to spank Linh and warns her that the offence must not happen 
again. In reply to them, Linh shows her compliance by repeating the affirmative token “vâng ạ” 
(yes) after all grandmother’s turns.  
 [4.7] 
62 Grandma          bất kì cái gì ở  nhà cũng không được nghịch nhá= 
     Any     CL what at home also not    allow play   PRT 
       Do not play with anything in this house= 
63 Linh       =vâng ạ 
       Yes PRT        
        Yes 
64     (0.8) 
65 Grandma         ngồi lên trên giường nào khoanh tay lại 
       Sit   up  on    bad     PRT fold   arm again 
       Sit on the bed and fold your arms 
66     (0.5) 
67 Linh      ((sits up and folds her arm)) 
68 Linh      hh cháu xin lỗi không nghịch  nữa     ạ  
    GC   apologise not   playful anymore PRT 
       I am sorry, I won’t be mischievous anymore 
 
The extract [4.7] starts after the grandmother spanks Linh. She asks Linh to sit on the bed 
and to fold her arms (line 65). The request for “getting up” and sitting on the bed indicates that the 
mother will not spank Linh anymore. However, the request for “arm-folding” also signals that a 
new phase of investigation may arise. Like the example [4.6], this request reflects the speaker’s 
expectation of the hearer’s compliance and respect. In this situation, Linh complies with the 
request by folding her arms. At this very moment, she also apologises to her grandmother in turn 
68 (cháu xin lỗi không nghịch nữa ạ/I apologise I don’t play any more). Like the example [4.5], 
the combination between a direct apology and an additional strategy of a promise of forbearance is 
made. Also, the subject of the apology (cháu/grandchild) is added before the verb, showing Linh’s 
respect to the asymmetrical relationship with the grandmother. The apology once again is not 
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explicitly elicited by the adult. It can be said that the possibility of another phase of management 
signalled by the arm-folding request invokes Linh’s subsequent apology. In that sense, apology is 
not merely used as a means to remedy the offence but it is also used by the child to deal with the 
emergence of a new phase of managing the offence. With the apology, Linh shows her 
understanding about the possible scenarios that may happen to her and tries to prevent them from 
happening.  
 In brief, in using apologies, children show that they are agents of the remedial phase where 
they are cast as offenders. Here, children are not only able to use apologies as the resource for 
remedying (cf. Goffman, 1971) but they can also adjust them to fit the progress of the management 
of offences. In all the cases, apologies are not directly requested by the victim or a third party. 
Rather, they emerge within the situated contexts. Children draw on what has been said in the prior 
talk and what might happen next in the process of managing offences. On that basis, they make 
their own decisions which meet the expectations of others. Specifically, apologies may be used right 
after the offence without any suggestion from related party. However, within this data, children use 
apologies more frequently when there is a signal indicating that the offending situations may be 
escalated and they have to face with physical punishments. This suggests that apologies are used not 
only to remedy offences and restore the social relationship but also to avoid coming punishments.  
Besides, apologies are designed to be appropriate for recipients and offences. In this data 
set, children, from two years old, are able to apologise properly to adults. Specifically, apologies to 
adults are produced in the full form with address terms. The presence of address terms indicates that 
children recognise and respect the asymmetrical status of adults in interactions. Meanwhile, 
apologies to peers are designed more simply with the absence of address terms.  
  
4.2.3. Seeking adults’ forgiveness 
In the previous section, it has been seen that children show their competence in using 
apologies to remedy their offences. However, the management of offences may go beyond the use 
of a single remedial strategy. When adults are brought into offending situations, they may not 
accept the single attempt of children to remedy offences. Such offending contexts are chances for 
them to exercise their authority and to teach children correct behaviours. To do it, adults often 
punish children in different ways, from spanking to forcing children to stay in a fixed place. This 
leads to a process in which children engage in the task of persuading adults to forgive them and to 
escape from the punishment.  
  The focus of this section is on the practices where children seek the forgiveness from 
adults. Seeking forgiveness is first and foremost indicative of children’s acknowledgement of their 
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offences. Nevertheless, the more important thing is that in this process, children show that they can 
organise the talk based on their understanding and respect of adults’ rights in dealing with offences. 
They orient their persuasion to those rights in various ways.  
In this data set, there are three strategies of seeking forgiveness used by children: asking for 
forgiveness, fabricating reality, and normalising the relationship with adults. 
 
4.2.3.1.Asking for forgiveness 
Asking forgiveness is the remedial strategy used by children to induce adults to forgive their 
offences. By asking for forgiveness, children demonstrate the recognition of adults’ authority in 
determining the termination of punishment and they orient to that authority. In other words, they are 
aware of the asymmetrical rights between them and adults when they engage in the process of 
resolving their offences.  
The following situation is among examples showing how the children ask for forgiveness 
from adults. Lâm Anh, a girl about three years old, is punished by her mother because she dropped 
the milk on the floor. The mother requests Lâm Anh to stay on the bed until four p.m. (four 
o’clock). The video starts with the conversation between Lâm Anh and her mother while Lâm Anh 
is lying on the bed and the mother films her. In the extracts [4.8] and [4.9], Lâm Anh is persistent in 
organising her negotiation with recognition of her mother’s authority in dealing with her offence.  
 [4.8] 
11 Lâm Anh   mẹ ơi 
      Mum VOC  
      Hey mommy 
12      (1.9) 
13 Lâm Anh   mẹ 
      mum 
      mommy    
14      (1.7) 
15 Lâm Anh   mẹ ơ:i 
        Mum VOC 
       Hey mommy      
16      (1.4) 
17 Lâm Anh   mẹ (0.2) hhh hhh =  mẹ ơi ới 
      Mum VOC         mum voc 
      Mommy  
18      (0.6) 
19 Lâm Anh   tí nữa tí nữa mẹ phải xem mẹ tha lỗi cho con nhá mẹ nhá 
Later    later mum must see mum forgive  for OSP PRT mum PRT 
Later later you must to consider forgiving me, mommy please 
20      (1.7) 
21 Lâm Anh   m:ẹ 
      mum   
                mommy 
22 Mother    con cứ nằm đấy  chịu  phạt      đi đã mẹ đang phạt con cơ mà    
    OSP just lie here suffer punishment PRT PRT mum TM punish you PRT PRT   
    Just lie down here for the punishment because I am punishing you  
23     (0.8)   
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24 Lâm Anh   tí nữa bảo phải xin nhỗi mẹ tha thứ cho con nhá 
      Later   say must apologise mum forgive  for OSP PRT 
                Later I have to say sorry, then forgive me, mommy 
25 Mother    con chịu phạt      ngoan đi đã khi nào con chịu  phạt     xong  
      OSP suffer punishment good PRT PRT when    OSP suffer punishment finish  
                  You need to suffer the punishment seriously, whenever you finish the punishment 
26        thì mẹ    sẽ xem xét là có tha thứ cho con hay hông  
      then mum will consider be yes forgive for you or not  
         then I will consider if I can forgive you 
    
To initiate the sequence of asking for forgiveness, Lâm Anh uses vocative expressions (mẹ 
ơi/mommy), to attract her mother’s attention (from line 11 to line 17). Those summonses function 
as the preliminary to the business of the sequence. They are produced to invite the mother’s 
participation into the talk. The absence of an answer to those summonses suggests that the mother 
is not interested in Lâm Anh’s invitation. Consequently, Lâm Anh repeats her summonses to elicit 
her mother’s answer. This shows that Lâm Anh is trying to invoke the attention and collaboration 
of her mother. With those summonses repeated, it can be seen that Lâm Anh is cautious in 
engaging the mother into the conversation before persuading her. 
 After four consecutive summonses without receiving any reply, Lâm Anh initiates the 
request for forgiveness (mẹ ơi ới, tí nữa tí nữa mẹ phải xem mẹ tha thứ cho con nhá mẹ nhá/ 
mommy, later you must consider to forgive me, mommy). This turn is still prefaced by another 
summons, suggesting that Lâm Anh tries to invite the mother into her talk before implementing her 
request.  
Although the mother is not ready to take part in the conversation, Lâm Anh still implements 
it. In this turn, the phrase “mẹ phải xem” (you (mum) must to consider) stresses the mother’s right 
to decide the upshot of the offending situation. The phrase “tí nữa” (later) indicates that Lâm Anh 
does not argue the current punishment but just ask for future forgiveness.  
The silence of the mother provides grounds for the next prompting action of Lâm Anh when 
she calls the mother again (mẹ/mum) with an elongation in her word (line 21). Finally, the mother 
engages in the conversation by demanding that Lâm Anh remains lying there for the punishment. 
She also claims that Lâm Anh is still in the punishment period (line 22). This claim thus denies the 
inappropriateness of Lâm Anh’s request for forgiveness. For the mother, the punishment needs to 
be continued and thus, there is no room for negotiation.  
Lâm Anh does not follow the mother’s demand. A conditional request is produced in the 
next line (tí nữa bảo phải xin nhỗi mẹ tha thứ cho con nhá/ later, I must say sorry too you then you 
forgive me, ok) (line 24). In this turn, Lâm Anh repeats the phrase “tí nữa” (later). In so doing, she 
persists towards the goal of persuading for future forgiveness. By mentioning the apology, Lâm 
Anh shows that she acknowledges the apology as an appropriate remedial strategy and she is ready 
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to use it. It means that she once again admits her offence and the mother’s right in deciding the 
punishment.  
 The mother once again rejects her attempt. She keeps asking her daughter to complete the 
punishment before being considered for forgiveness (line 25 and 26). So far, the goal of 
terminating punishment has not been obtained. However, it is clear that Lâm Anh manages to 
persuade the mother to participate in the conversation. In the next lines, the mother asks Lâm Anh 
some questions about the offence and Lâm Anh answers all, admitting that she is naughty. After a 
gap of 7.6 seconds, the talk resumes: 
[4.9] 
58 Lâm Anh   mẹ có đánh con nữa kh:ông 
      Mum yes beat OSP anymore no  
                Will you spank me anymore? 
59      (1.2) 
60 Mother    không mẹ không đánh con nữa mẹ đang phạt con thôi 
No     mum not   beat OSP more mum TM  punish OSP only 
      No, I won’t, I am just punishing you   
61      (0.4) 
62 Mother    con nằm lên đấy chịu phạt đi 
      OSP lie up there suffer punishment PRT  
      Lie on there to comply with the punishment 
63      (1.0) 
64 Mother    ngoan   đừng  có nói  nhiều nữa 
       Obedient don’t yes speak many anymore  
      Be obedient, don’t talk much anymore 
65      (1.3) 
66 Lâm Anh   tí nữa hự hự 
           later  
      Later   
67      (1.2) 
68 Lâm Anh   tí nữa mẹ chơi với hu hư hư thì mẹ tha     tội   cho con nhá 
Later mum play  with          then mum forgive offence for OSP PRT  
      Later you play with me and then you forgive my offence, please 
69      (0.2) 
70 Mother    rồi 
      Already 
        Yes  
 
Lâm Anh actively re-connects the conversation with the mother by asking her about the 
future punishment (mẹ có đánh con nữa kh:ông/ do you still spank me anymore?). While 
demonstrating the less-knowledgeable status of the speaker on the issue of a spanking (cf. 
Heritage, 2012), this question also indicates that Lâm Anh recognises the mother’s right to impose 
the spanking and/or punishment on her. Thus, this question is to check whether there will be any 
spanking in the future. The mother once again denies that concern, guaranteeing that there is no 
spanking coming. She keeps requesting Lâm Anh not to talk anymore (line 62, 64).  
 Through asking for forgiveness, Lâm Anh has achieved two goals so far: she manages to 
persuade her mother to participate in the talk and she receives a confirmation that there is no more 
spanking to come. However, the goal of being forgiven has not been gained. Lâm Anh still has to 
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stay on the bed. Therefore, she continues the remedial work by reiterating the request for 
forgiveness (tí nữa mẹ chơi với hu hư hư thì mẹ tha tội cho con nhá/ Later you play with me and 
then you forgive my offence) (line 68). By this request, Lâm Anh once again does not follow the 
mother’s prior request of “not talking anymore”. When the goal of being forgiven has not been 
achieved, Lâm Anh continues to persuade.  
Also highlighted here is the word selection in her turns. If the previous request for 
forgiveness (line 19) is featured with the word “tha lỗi”, literally meaning “forgive for the fault or 
mistake”, the one in line 68 is highlighted by the word “tha tội” (forgive for the offence). 
Although “tha lỗi” and “tha tội” are synonyms in Vietnamese, the meaning of “lỗi” and “tội” 
makes those words a little different. While “lỗi” refers to tiny mistakes, fault or faux pas, “tội” is 
often used to describe more severe offences (criminal offence). The phrase “tha tội” suggests that 
Lâm Anh has shifted her offence from a normal to a much more sevene one. This turn occurs in the 
context where there have been some cooperative signals from the mother in forgiving her. By 
using “tội”, she upgrades the degree of seriousness of her offence and her responsibility as the 
offender. Thus, it demonstrates clearly her commitment in dealing with her offence.  
Those two extracts display the ways Lâm Anh persuades the mother to forgive her and 
terminate the punishment. Here, Lâm Anh shows that she actively tries to manage the trajectories 
of her talk. First, she puts efforts to engage her mother in the conversation with her through 
summonses. After that, Lâm Anh, as the offender and the punished, admits her offence and 
respects her mother’s authority in punishing her. She structures her persuasion on that basis. It is 
Lâm Anh who patiently and consistently asks for forgiveness. She even attempts to increase the 
seriousness of her offence following a commitment by the mother that there is no more spanking to 
come.  
As the “rule-enforcer” (Hester & Hester, 2012), the mother shows her perseverance in 
imposing and determining the punishment. In order to cope with Lâm Anh’s endless requests, the 
mother then announces she will extend the punishment. This new event places Lâm Anh in another 
challenge of restoring social order. The extract [4.10] below shows how Lâm Anh locally adjusts 
the talk to adapt the punishment extension: 
[4.10] 
99 Mother    hỏi thì nằm đấy đi đã sáng mai mẹ mới tha thứ 
      question then lie here PRT PRT tomorrow mum just forgive           
      You have questioned (me) so lie down there, next morning I  
       will forgive you 
100      (1.4) 
101 Lâm Anh   bây giờ mẹ tha thứ 
      Now      mum forgive   
        Now you forgive me 
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102      (1.8) 
103 Lâm Anh   đi ngụ m tha thứ nhá 
                Go sleep mum forgive PRT   
                Forgive me in the bedtime, ok 
104      (0.8) 
105 Mother    bây giờ chưa   tha thứ được 
       Now     not yet forgive  ok  
      It’s impossible to forgive you now 
106 Mother    con đang bị phạt  cơ mà   sao con cứ ra   điều kiện với  mẹ thế nhỉ 
      OSP  TM  PM punish PRT PRT  why OSP keep make condition with mum so PRT  
You are suffering the punishment why do you keep imposing the 
conditions on me like that?  
107      (0.3) 
108 Lâm Anh   Yên 
      Quiet 
                Hang on   
109      (0.6) 
110 Lâm Anh   đi ngụ  mẹ hh 
      Go sleep mum 
      When going to bed 
111       (0.7) 
112 Lâm Anh   đi ngụ mẹ 
      Go sleep mum 
      When going to bed 
113      (0.8) 
114 Lâm Anh   m mẹ mẹ tha lỗi cho con nhá mẹ nhá  
        Mum mum forgive for OSP PRT mum PRT  
      Mum, forgive me, please  
115      (0.2) 
116 Mother    ừ 
      yes   
    yes 
 
In line 99, the mother decides to extend the punishment to “sáng mai” (next morning) rather 
than just until “four o’clock” in response to Lâm Anh’s requests for forgiveness. The new time 
shows that the management of the offence is now deflected from the expected trajectory set by 
Lâm Anh.  
When the punishment is announced to be extended, Lâm Anh initiates a new sequence of 
negotiation to shorten it. She first mentions the period of “bây giờ” (now) (line 101), but then self-
repairs it as “Đi ngủ mẹ tha thứ nhé” (Please, forgive me in the bedtime, ok?) (line 103). She does 
not mention the “four o’clock” period anymore since that has been rejected by the mother. The 
new period “đi ngủ” (bedtime) is between four o’clock and next morning, indicating that Lâm Anh 
has been aware of the possibility that the punishment is extended to “sáng mai” (next morning). 
Lâm Anh has adjusted her request to fit the new change in the punishment. This fact implies that 
Lâm Anh maintains respect with the decision of the adult and organises her persuasion on that 
basis.  
However, this request is disallowed by the mother in line 105. In line 106, she articulates the 
rule that Lâm Anh is violating: You cannot set the condition to the punisher if you are punished. 
By articulating this rule, the mother once again denies her previous attempts. That leads to another 
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request for forgiveness in line 110-114, where the period of “đi ngủ” is mentioned again. It shows 
the persistence of Lâm Anh in pursuing the goals of being forgiven regardless of the fact that those 
attempts are not completely effective.  
Through asking for forgiveness, Lâm Anh shows that she is able to use resources in situ to 
pursue the goals of persuasion. Although her mother does not show her engagement to the talk, she 
patiently invokes her participation through different summonses. Moreover, when seeking 
forgiveness, Lâm Anh still shows that she acknowledges the seriousness of her offence and also 
acknowledges her mother’s role as the victim and the rule-enforcer. She admits her offence as 
something more serious to suit the progress of the talk.   
 
4.2.3.2.Fabricating reality 
In the process of seeking adults’ forgiveness, children’s competence can also be shown by 
the fact that they fabricate their own reality to support their arguments. In doing so, it can be said 
that children actively strive to master negotiation process. They put efforts to lead adults to their 
orientation. The extracts [4.11] and [4.12] illustrate this point. Extract [4.11] is another part of the 
conversation between Lâm Anh and her mother: 
[4.11] 
71 Lâm Anh    mẹ ơ:i 
       Mum VOC  
     mum   
72   (1.1) 
73 Lâm Anh    mẹ 
       Mum  
       mum 
74       (0.9) 
75 Mother    cái gì 
       what  
        what 
76       (3.0) 
77 Lâm Anh    mẹ ới 
       Mum VOC  
      mum 
78            (0.9) 
79 Mother     làm sao 
        Do how 
        What’s up 
80       (0.5) 
81 Lâm Anh    mẹ 
       Mum  
         mum 
82       (2.1) 
83 Lâm Anh    bây giờ mẹ có tha thứ h:ông 
        Now     mum yes forgive no   
       Now do you forgive me? 
84   (1.1) 
85 Mother     mẹ đã phạt con xong đâu 
       mum TM punish OSP finish where   
     I haven’t finished punishing you yet  
86   (4.2) 
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87 Lâm Anh    xong   rồi   mà 
       Finish already PRT   
       Already finished actually  
88   (0.6) 
89 Mother     hử 
       what 
     what 
90   (0.3) 
91 Lâm Anh    xong  r:ồi    mà bốn giờ rồi mà 
       Finish already PRT four hour already PRT  
     Already finished it’s four o’clock already actually 
92   (0.4) 
93  Mother     cái gì mà bốn giờ 
        What   PRT four hour  
        It can’t be four o’clock  
94   (1.3) 
95 Lâm Anh    chờ bốn giờ  rồi  rồi mẹ tha thứ nhá 
       Wait four hour then then mum forgive PRT  
                   When it’s four o’clock then forgive me, please mum  
  
Just as in the previous extract, a series of summonses is produced to attract the attention of 
the mother. Once again, those patterns show that Lâm Anh is willing to invite the mother to engage 
in the talk. After the mother replies to the summons (line 77), Lâm Anh asks her if the punishment 
is finished. Once again, the mother claims that punishment is still maintained. This time, Lâm Anh 
makes another argument in line 87, insisting that the punishment has terminated (xong rồi mà bốn 
giờ rồi mà/Already finished, it’s four o’clock already actually). Here, it is the offender who claims 
the termination of the punishment to the punisher. As the offender and the punished, Lâm Anh is 
not assumed to have the right to do so. Thus, this claim goes against Lâm Anh’s current status. 
This irrational argument is treated as a hearing problem. Consequently, in the next line, the mother 
produces an other-repair initiator (hả/what), which provides grounds for Lâm Anh’s next turn. 
Lâm Anh repeats her standpoint that the punishment is over. She also provides evidence that it is 
now four o’clock. The mother denies the correctness of the information (cái gì mà bốn giờ/It can’t 
be four o’clock), thus not accepting Lâm Anh’s argument. 
From the mother’s denial, it can be said that Lâm Anh has not mentioned the correct time. 
This fact may be because Lâm Anh does not know the time. Nevertheless, within this specific 
context, I argue that she just makes up the time for her specific goal of terminating the current 
punishment. Recall that four o’clock is the time for the punishment-ending previously set by the 
mother. Therefore, this claim can be understood as an attempt to end the punishment right away. 
Lâm Anh is trying to construct her own arguments based on the mother’s prior resource regardless 
of its irrationality. 
In extract [4.11], the fabrication of reality is used in an effort to terminate the current 
punishment. Extract [4.12] is a situation where the child fabricates the reality to prevent a possible 
punishment from the adult. Khế, a girl about two years old, wets the bed. After the incident, the 
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mother treats it as an offence by punishing Khế. She requests Khế to go to the wardrobe side and 
turn her face to the wardrobe. This is a common form of punishment set by adults in the 
Vietnamese context and is described as a disciplinary technique in the category of love withdrawal 
(Papps et al., 1995). Khế complies with the request and she also apologies when being requested to 
do so by the mother: 
 [4.12] 
   18 Mother    xin lỗi mẹ đi 
      sorry    mom PRT 
      Say sorry to mom! 
    (0.2) 
   19 Khế       xin lỗi mẹ  ạ 
      sorry    mom PRT 
      Sorry mom  
   20 Khế      ((folds the arm and bends down)) 
   21 Mother    lần sau  con không đái dầm    nữa   
      time next OSP  no    wet-betting anymore  
      Next time I will not wet the bed anymore 
   22           (0.5) 
   23 Khế       lừn sau tông dầm       nứa 
    time next no  wet-betting anymore 
    Next time I will not wet the bed anymore 
    ((5 urrelated lines omitted))  
28 Mother    Khế hư    thế có đáng  đánh  đòn không 
    Khế naughty so  yes deserve beat spank no 
     Khế you are naughty like that so do you deserve to be spanked?  
29       (0.5) 
30 Khế        tong 
      no 
          No 
31            (0.4) 
32 Mother    không á 
     No PRT? 
    No, isn’t it? 
33 Khế       đ::au 
     hurt 
        H::urt 
34 Mother    nào ai ai đánh mà đau  
    PRT who who beat but hurt 
     Hey no one spanks you, why can you say hurt? 
35           (2.3) 
36 Mother    Thế  Khế Khế Khế đái dầm 
    Then Khế  Khế wet the bed 
     Then Khế, you wet the bed 
    (0.2) 
37 Mother    Khế hư    thế có phải bị đánh đòn kh:ông 
    Khế naughty so yes must PM beat  spank no 
       Khế, you are naughty so, do you have to suffer a spank? 
38           (0.9) 
39 Mother    hả 
     PRT 
         hey 
40           (0.3) 
41 Khế       tau  quá 
     Hurt  too 
    so hurt 
42           (0.4) 
43 Mother    đau quá ai đã       đánh  mà đau quá 
                  Hurt so who PT Marker hit   PRT hurt too 
     So hurt, no one has beaten you, why can you say so hurt 
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44            (1.3) 
45 Khế        ôm  vào  chụ 
      Hug into wardrobe  
`      Hug the  wardrobe 
46            (0.8) 
47 Mother     ai đánh mà đau quá 
                 Who hit PRT hurt too 
           no one has beaten you, why can you say so hurt 
48            (0.5) 
49 Khế        đau wá 
                 Hurt so 
      So hurt   
 
Although Khế has apologised to her mother (line 19), the mother does not let the offending 
situation end. She expands the situation by interrogating Khế about the spanking (Khế hư thế có 
đáng đánh đòn không/ Khế you are naughty like that so do you deserve to be spanked?). Literally, 
this question can be understood as the mother questioning Khế to evaluate spanking for such 
behaviour. Since this question prefers a “yes” answer (Clayman & Heritage, 2002), it proffers a 
candidate answer to the recipient. In that sense, it can be also heard as a “pre-announcement” 
(Terasaki, 1976) for future punishment. Khế replies it with “không” (no) in line 30. In this way, 
she negates the preliminary for the possible announcement of punishment and indicates 
disagreement with the punishment by the mother. This answer is challenged by the mother when 
she puts another tag question (Không à/no, isn’t it?). 
 Khế does not reply to that question. She exclaims “đau” (hurt) (line 33). This word is often 
used to express the immediate feeling after being spanked and getting hurt. However, the mother 
denies that she has spanked Khế in her next line (nào ai ai đánh mà đau/ Hey no one spanks you 
why can you say hurt?). It means that there is no reason for Khế to scream “đau” at that very 
moment. Although the mother’s question in line 28 aims at the assessment of Khế’s misconduct, 
Khế does not align with this direction. She orients her answer to the negative feeling when the 
spanking occurs. The fabricated feeling is the way in which Khế diverts the pre-announcement for 
punishment to another direction. At the same time, she prevents such a spanking being applied in 
the future by stressing the bad feeling caused by a spanking.  
 The mother then re-issues another yes-no question to ask if Khế deserves to be spanked (line 
34). Khế’s hesitation for taking the floor is demonstrated through a 0.9-second gap. Thus, the 
interrogative particle “hả” is initiated as a means to prompt Khế to answer and retain the 
contingencies of the conversation.  
 After the prompting act, Khế replies by saying “tau quá” (so hurt) in line 411. Like Ni in 
extract [4.6], her pronunciation in this turn is still not accurate and articulated. This turn is similar 
to the prior one in line 33, but the presence of the intensifier “quá” (so, too) is remarkable. “Tau 
                                                 
1
 Khế pronounces “tau”. The correct pronunciation of the word is “đau” (hurt).   
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quá” (“So hurt”) presupposes that the speaker has experienced that feeling “đau” (hurt) (cf. Cao 
X.H., 2004). However, Khế, in fact, has not been spanked by the mother in this very situation as 
confirmed by the mother (line 34). Thus, she does not have such experience to say “đau quá” in 
this situation. Consequently, this usage of “đau quá” is once again challenged by the mother in 
line 42 (đau quá ai đã đánh mà đau quá/ No one beats you, so why can you say it is so hurt) and 
line 47 (ai đánh mà đau quá/ no one has beaten you, why can you say so hurt).  
Despite the challenges from the mother, Khế keeps making the same expression “đau quá” 
in line 49. Thus, it can be argued that Khế is consistently fabricating this feeling on purpose. She 
steers the negotiation to her own trajectory. “Đau quá” can be understood that Khế tries to speak 
out the bad feeling whenever she is spanked. In this way, she demonstrates that she acknowledges 
the consequence of such punishment to her. Therefore, she does not expect to experience a similar 
one this time. This remedial strategy is implemented in situ right after the mother mentions the 
topic of “spanking”. In that sense, “đau quá” can be seen as a pre-emptive action by which Khế 
actively defends herself from possible spanking. Note that, Khế is just about two years old, 
namely, the first year of the premoral period. In fact, Khế is aware of the coporal punishment as a 
consequence of her offence as noted in the developmental psychology (cf. Kohlberg, 1981). 
However, the remarkable thing here is that she actively seeks adult forgiveness through 
consistently making up her feelings.      
 
4.2.3.3.Normalising relationship with adults 
Apart from fabricating reality, children also seek forgiveness through the remedial strategy 
of normalising relationships with adults. While the management of offences and the offences 
themselves may result in the breakdown of interpersonal relationships, children are able to act 
competently in harmonising them. Since adults perform their authority on the punishment, 
normalisation of relationships with adults is the strategy used with an expectation that it may 
facilitate the later negotiation process. In doing so, children show that they are aware of the 
importance of maintaining a good relationship with adults and they organise the talk to achieve it. 
The two extracts below are among examples of how children normalise relationships with 
adults in the process of negotiation in this current data set. The normalisation is achieved in two 
ways: avoiding the offending topic and expressing affection.  
Extract [4.13] illustrates the work of avoiding the offending topic. It means that children 
actively shift the talk to a new topic which does not relate to the offending one. This is the 
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conversation between Lâm Anh and her mother, occurring after the punishment is announced to be 
extended until next morning
1
: 
 [4.13] 
117 Lâm Anh   mẹ ơi 
      Mum VOC 
                mum 
118             (0.2) 
119 Mother    cái gì 
      what  
                what 
120          (2.6) 
121 Lâm Anh   mẹ ơi 
                  Mum VOC 
      mum  
122           (1.0) 
123 Lâm Anh   mẹ  ơi  ai dán đ:ây ((pointing at the sticker on the bed)) 
      Mum VOC who stick here 
    Hey mum, who stuck h:ere? 
124      (1.0) 
125 Mother    dán cái gì 
      Stick what 
                Stuck what? 
126           (0.6) 
127 Lâm Anh   dán cái này trên đây này 
      Stick CL this on here this 
                Stick this one on this  
128      (1.9) 
129 Mother    mẹ dán 
      Mum stick 
                  I stuck 
130      (2.1) 
131 Lâm Anh   mẹ dán 
       Mum stick 
      You stuck 
132      (0.5) 
133 Lâm Anh   đ:ây ((pointing at the sticker on the other end of the bed)) 
      here  
      h:ere 
134     (0.6) 
135 Mother    hả 
      what 
           what 
136           (1.1) 
137 Mother    cái đấy của con dán 
      CL that  of OSP stick   
      That’s one, you stuck it 
138           (3.7) 
139 Lâm Anh   >nhưng mình dán  ở đây  để làm g:ì< 
      But     body stick at here for do what   
    But why did we stick it here?  
140      (1.7) 
141 Mother    mẹ dán nó cho đẹp 
        Mum stick it for beauty  
               To make it beautiful 
142           (4.0) 
143 Lâm Anh   để trang trí  à 
            For decoration PRT 
      For decoration, right? 
144      (0.4) 
                                                 
1
 See also extract [4.10] 
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145 Mother    ừ 
      yes 
      Yes 
146      (3.8) 
147 Lâm Anh   Con cũng trang trí chỗ này 
                OSP also  decorate  place this 
      I also decorated this place 
148           (1.3) 
149 Lâm Anh   đ:ây 
      here 
                here  
150          (0.6) 
151 Mother    ừ 
                yes   
                yep 
152          (0.2) 
153 Lâm Anh   thích trang trí nứa hông 
                Like decorate more no 
        (Do you) Like decorating more? 
154      (1.6) 
155  Lâm Anh   bây giờ mẹ phạt  xong chưa 
       Now     mum punish finish not yet 
       Have you finished punishing?   
156      (0.4) 
157  Mother    chưa  được  
                 Not yet ok     
                 Not yet  
 
 In this extract, Lâm Anh defers mentioning the offence, leading the mother to the topic of 
the sticker decoration. This sequence lasts for several turns before Lâm Anh returns to the topic of 
punishment. It can be argued that the sticker decoration is a neutral and trivial topic, which is used 
to mediate the two parties. Here, Lâm Anh asks some questions which she already knew the 
answers. Specifically, Lâm Anh even points at a sticker on the bed that she stuck there before and 
questions about the person who stuck the sticker (line 133). In line 139, she asks about the purpose 
of such activity that she did (nhưng mình dán ở đây để làm g:ì/But why did we stick it here?). Also 
note that by using the inclusive pronoun “mình” (we), she includes the mother into her side and 
establishes an alignment with her in co-constructing the story (cf. Theobald & Danby, 2012). Apart 
from questions, Lâm Anh also claims that “Con cũng trang trí chỗ này” (I also decorated this 
place) in line 147. This turn is the other evidence showing that Lâm Anh constructs her talk to seek 
affiliation with her mother.  
The sequence about the sticker decoration functions as a means to re-establish the 
relationship between herself and her mother. In the end, Lâm Anh is successful in inviting the 
mother to co-participate in the talk about the sticker as if there is no offence happening. The 
mother has answered all Lâm Anh’s questions. In that sense, those questions are designed to elicit 
the collaboration of the recipient through the answers. Lâm Anh actively builds up and 
consolidates the normal relationship with the mother by leading her to a non-sensitive topic where 
they can have shared points. In such ways, she invokes the full participation of her mother in co-
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constructing the talk and building up the alignment with her mother. This signals an improvement 
in the interpersonal relationship between the two parties. On that basis, Lâm Anh shifts back to the 
topic of managing offences by a request for information (bây giờ mẹ phạt xong chưa/ Have you 
finished punishing?) (line 155). However, the mother is still determined to continue her 
punishment regardless of Lâm Anh’s efforts. It means that the remedial strategy which was applied 
before still fails in persuading the mother.  
Apart from avoiding the topic of managing offences, the normalisation of relationships with 
adults is also accomplished through expressing the sentiment to the adult. Mun, a girl about three 
years old, is punished because she bit her older brother. In the previous talk, the mother made an 
investigation about the offence and spanked Mun. Mun admitted that she committed an offence and 
apologised after being asked to do so by the mother. However, forgiveness has not been granted: 
[4.14] 
56 Mother     Đi ra kia  đứng, đi ra cái cửa đứng sát  vào  cái cửa 
  Go out there stand go out CL gate stand close into CL  gate 
  Go there, stand close to the gate 
57 Mun  ông m:ẹ a (hhh) a [a a a a (.hhh) a ((crying)) 
  No  mum  
  No m:um 
58 Mother              [Đứng sát  vào cái cửa   
     Stand close into CL gate 
     Stand close to the gate    
59    (0.6)  
60 Mun   m:ẹ m:ẹ a a a ((kneeing down)) 
  Mum mum  
  M:um m:um 
61 Mun   me mẹ ơi ((moving close to the mother and hugs her)) 
  Mum mum  
  Mum mum 
62 Mother Đứng d:ậy 
63   Stand wake 
64   Stand u:p 
65   (0.9) 
66 Mun    Con yêu mẹ ((standing up)) 
  OSP love mum  
  I love you  
67 Mother Có yêu  mẹ không 
  Yes love mum no 
  Do you love me? 
68 Mun  C:ó 
  Yes 
  Y:es 
69     (0.2) 
70 Mother Dạ có   ạ 
  Yes yes PRT 
  yes 
71 Mun   Dạ [có ạ] 
  Yes yes PRT 
  yes 
72 Mother     [yêu như] thế nào 
     Love  how 
     How do you love me?       
73 Mun  nhất trên đời 
  Best  on life 
  The best in the life 
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74 Mother  nhất trên đời đúng không, thế mẹ nói  có  nghe không 
  Best  on   life correct no    so mum said yes listen no 
The best in the life, right? So, will you listen to my talk?  
75 Mun:  c:ó 
  Yes 
  y:es  
 
The mother initiates another punishment phase by asking Mun to stand next to the door (line 
56). It indicates that the mother has not forgiven Mun’s offence. Mun starts her negotiation for the 
punishment by crying and saying “ông m:ẹ” (no, mum), indicating her disagreement with the 
mother’s requests. However, the mother repeats the request again in line 58, insisting on the 
punishment. In response to it, Mum kneels down and moves close to the mother to hug her. This 
affectionate gesture is performed when another punishment is going to be implemented. The hug 
demonstrates Mun’s willingness to harmonise the relationship with his mother. She starts adjusting 
the interaction into a non-offensive perspective for seeking forgiveness. In alignment with the hug, 
Mun also verbalises affection with the mother by her turn in line 66 (Con yêu mẹ/ I love you). As 
such, it can be said that the child is striving to normalise the relationship with the mother using the 
tool of topic change. The talk is shifted out of the topic of punishment. Like extract [4.13], the adult 
is engaged in the orientation set by the child. Here, the mother’s question in line 67 (có yêu mẹ 
không/do you love me?) signals that she starts following Mun’s orientation. This topic is continued 
in the next several lines after both Mun and her mother collaborate to work out the concept of “love 
mum” and the mother forgives Mun right after that. As such, the normalisation of the relationship in 
the persuasion process has contributed to the termination of the offending situation. 
 
4.2.4. Summary 
Section 4.2 highlights children’s competence in self-initiating remedial work when they 
cope with the emergence of offences in interactions. Whether they stop their current offensive 
actions or use verbal strategies to remedy offences and escape punishment, their decisions are made 
on their own. They are not elicited directly by adults. This fact suggests that children are capable of 
acting independently as competent social actors. They draw on the progress of the offending 
situations and the immediate reactions of participants in order to produce their acts. In such ways, 
children actively steer the trajectories of the process of managing offences. Also, in producing 
remedial strategies, children display that they acknowledge the adults’ status and authority in 
dealing with their offences. The remedial strategies are constructed on that basis, showing the 
respect of children to the asymmetrical right between them and adults.  
Within 123 cases of this data set, there are only two cases where children self-initiate 
remedial work right after their offending action. By contrast, children commonly self-initiate 
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remedial work in contexts where they receive certain reactions from victims or third parties. In such 
cases, children show their acknowledgement that they have violated certain rules and they need to 
impose a remedy. Children choose to either stop doing their offending actions or apologise to the 
victims. Remedial work is also initiated frequently when a threat of punishment emerges. Children 
often apologise or persuade adults to avoid and/or escape punishment. Regardless of the fact their 
efforts are not always successful in changing adults’ mind, children are still persistent in pursuing 
their own ways to deal with offences. From those observations, it can be argued that children 
perform remedial work in a rational way. Remedial work is realised as the occasioned and situated 
activity (Speier, 1982). Through the use of remedial work, children strive to resolve offences and 
simultaneously to intercept negative impacts on both offenders and victims. This practice indicates 
their competence in assessing offences and their impacts on them and others. It also supports the 
viewpoint that children’s competence is constructed through their engagement and contribution in 
particular social activities to make sense of the social world (Goodwin, 1990; Hutchby & Moran-
Ellis, 1998). 
 
4.3. Children comply with adults’ remedial instructions 
If the previous section highlights the fact that children self-initiate their remedial actions, the 
focus of this section is on the cases in which children comply with remedial instructions of adults. 
By issuing the instructions, adults create the expectation for children not only to remedy offences 
but also to respect adults’ authority in dealing with offences. Compliance with adults’ remedial 
instructions means that children understand that they have done something wrong and make efforts 
to mitigate their offences. The compliance also indicates that children acknowledge the authority of 
adults in managing their offences and accept adults’ instructions. In other words, children “support 
and confirm the directive speaker’s entitlement to tell them what to do and to control their actions” 
(Kent, 2012, p.65) 
However, what I argue in this section is that even when compliance occurs, there is still 
evidence that children are relatively independent of adults’ worlds. Compliance does not simply 
mean that children passively follow what adults ask them to do. Rather, children show that they are 
able to do things beyond the instructions of adults. This section examines two possibilities for this. 
First, children may apply remedial strategies that are not elicited by adults. Nevertheless, those 
strategies are aligned with adults’ prior remedial instructions, indicating their understanding of 
adults’ expectations and also their strong commitment to resolve the offences. Second, children, in 
some cases, may undertake strategies to defer compliance, indicating their disagreement with adults 
in dealing with offences.  
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4.3.1. Applying additional remedial strategies 
 In this data set, evidence for children’s competence in complying with remedial instructions 
of adults can be found in the fact that children are able to implement remedial actions which are 
beyond adults’ instructions. It means that they can produce additional remedial actions which are 
not directly elicited by adults. However, those additional actions are still aligned with prior remedial 
instructions. The additional actions can be verbal or non-verbal ones. 
[4.15] Bi, a boy about four years old, is punished by his mother because he is insolent and 
naughty: 
14 Mother   đứng lên zòng tay  xin l:ỗi 
Stand up round  hand apologise 
Stand up, fold your arms and say sorry  
15    (0.3) 
16 Bi  ((stands up and folds his hands)) 
17 Bi   xin lỗi  Bi không có  dám nữa 
Apologise Bi  no   have dare more 
Sorry, I don’t dare to do it more  
 
In this video, the mother punishes her son (Bi) by requesting him to kneel down in the 
corner of the room and repeat the chant “Nam mô a di đà Phật” (Namo Amitabha Buddha), a 
popular quote among Buddhists, meaning “homage to the Amitabha Buddha”. Bi complies with 
this directive by repeating “Nam mô a di đà Phật” in tears. After a while, the mother makes another 
request. In her request, she mentions three different acts “đứng lên” (stand up), “zòng tay” (fold 
arms) and “xin lỗi” (say sorry). Since Bi is kneeling down, the request for “standing up” signals 
that the mother is planning to terminate the current punishment. Bi complies strictly with this 
directive in his next line. He stands up, folds his arms and apologises. However, Bi also adds a 
promise not to do it again in his apology although this act is not elicited by the mother. His apology 
with the combination of a direct expression of apology and a promise is the common pattern of 
children’s apologies in this data set1. The presence of the promise in the structure of his apology 
shows that Bi not only acknowledges his offence but he shows his understanding of the need for not 
letting the offence re-occur. By adding the promise into the structure of the apology, Bi organises 
his remedial work in a thorough way. He is doing more than what the mother expects him to do in 
her prior request.  
  Apart from the verbal remedial action, children can also implement non-verbal actions. 
Non-verbal actions align with verbal strategies, contributing to the compliance of children with 
adults’ instructions. As noted in section 4.2.2, the action of arm-folding is elicited together with the 
apology by adults as a gesture for compliance and respect. In the cases where adults just ask 
                                                 
1
 See also extracts [4.5] and [4.7] 
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children to apologise, children are still able to deploy such gestures when they initiate remedial 
actions. Consider again the situation where Khế is punished by the mother when she wets the bed:  
[4.16] 
20 Mother     xin lỗi mẹ đi 
   Apologise mum PRT 
   Say sorry to mum 
21   (0.2) 
22 Khế        xin lỗi mẹ ạ ((folding the arms and bending down)) 
   Apologise mum PRT 
   Sorry mum   
 
When Khế receives a request for apology from the mother, she immediately does it. 
Remarkably, she also folds her arms and bends down when apologising. Her gestures coincide with 
her apology, signalling her obedience and respect to adults. In this context, Khế has applied those 
gestures in situ when she apologises. Those gestures are not instructed by the mother. However, 
they align with the mother’s request in the sense that they imply Khế’s acknowledgement of the 
mother’s authority to control the offending situation. 
In complying with adults’ instructions, children show their ability to produce appropriate 
remedial actions which are expected by adults. In fact, adults do not always give explicit remedial 
instructions. Nevertheless, children are still able to do remedial actions that are not 
straightforwardly elicited. The two extracts [4.17] and [4.18] below illustrate this point. In extract 
[4.17], the mother’s remedial instruction to her son (Hiệp, about three years old) is made in the form 
of a question. However, Hiệp still performs an appropriate remedial action: 
[4.17] Hiệp plays in the kindergarten ground after his school. The mother asks him to stop 
playing and go back home, but he neglects her requests. Thus, the mother punishes him by hiding 
herself in a corner of the building. When Hiệp finds his mother, she points out the offence that Hiệp 
has committed.  
49 Mother   thế  xin lỗi   mẹ chưa 
           Then  apology   mum not yet 
  Then have you apologised me?   
50 Hiệp  ((folds the arms in front of his chest)) 
51 Hiệp     con xin lỗi mẹ 
OSP apologise mum 
I am sorry mum 
 
In this situation, the mother knows clearly that Hiệp has not apologised yet. Thus, the yes-no 
question in line 49 (thế xin lỗi mẹ chưa/ Then have you apologised me) understandable as a 
suggestion about an apology from Hiệp. Hiệp shows that he acknowledges the turn in question form 
as a request for an apology, rather than a request for information. He apologises to his mother in the 
next line (line 51). At the same time, he also folds his hands in front of his chest. The apology and 
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the arm-folding gesture suggest that Hiệp not only complies with the adult’s instruction but he is 
able to acknowledge the expectation of the adult conveyed through the question form.  
In extract [4.18], the adult’s request does not mention any particular remedial means for the 
offence. Nevertheless, the offender is still able to perform it with an apology and an arm-folding 
gesture: 
[4.18] Be (a girl, about four years old) is punished because she stuck the pen on Bơ, her 
older sister (about five years old), making Bơ bled. The father intervenes inb the situation, asking 
Be and Bơ to stand next to each other: 
06 Father     Em nói gì  với  chị đi  
   YS say  what with OS  PRT 
  Say something with your sister 
07    (0.6) 
08 Be         oừ (hhh) ừo ((crying)) 
09    (0.5) 
08 Be         Em hh xin hhh l:ỗi hh chị hh Ạ hh ((folding her arms)) 
   YS        aplogise       OS    PRT 
   I am s:orry, sister 
 
In the role of an arbitrator, the father just asks Be to “nói gì” (say something) with Bơ (line 
6). There is no suggestion of any particular remedial solution from the father, though. Be is 
authorised to decide the content of her next turn toward her sister. In this specific context of an 
offending situation where the father is an arbitrator or rule-enforcer, there is, however, an 
expectation that a remedial action will be issued by Be. Be’s apology and her arm-folding gesture 
towards Bơ in the next line shows that she complies with the father’s directive. Also, she takes the 
floor proffered to her by the father to remedy her offence. The compliance here goes beyond the 
issue of accomplishing the act of “saying something”: it is the issue of “say something suitably”, 
namely, conforming to the orientation set in the directive content. Her apology and the gesture 
display her understanding of the expectation of other participants embedded in the prior turn.  
 
4.3.2. Displaying hesitation 
In contrast to the use of additional strategies to perform the strong commitment with the 
remedial work, some other cases exist in which children comply with adults’ instructions with 
certain hesitation. This possibility often occurs in cases where children see that their compliance 
with adults’ request may bring disadvantages or be unfair for them. The fact that they keep 
complying with adults’ instructions indicates that they respect and understand adults’ authority in 
managing offences. However, their hesitation suggests that they are not completely passive in 
following adults’ instructions. Instead, children show that they remain wary of adults’ actions and 
try to seek ways to delay their compliance. Such cases are also the evidence signalling that 
children are struggling with performing their autonomy while still recognising adults’ authority.  
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The following extract is among typical examples in this data set where children delays 
compliance through their hesitation in carrying out adults’ instructions. This is another extract 
from the interaction between Linh and her grandmother
1
: 
[4.19] The grandmother punishes her granddaughter, Linh, who made the altar dirty: 
01 Grandma     nằm sấp xuống 
   Lie prone down 
   Lie face down 
02 Linh  ((adjusts the mat)) 
03   (3.1) 
04    Grandma     nằm sấp xuống 
   Lie prone down 
   Lie face down 
05 Linh   ((slowly changes her position from standing to lying with one  
the two legs outstretched and the two hands lean on the mat)) 
06    (0.3)  
07 Grandma     cháu      biết tội   chưa    lui ra đây 
   Grandchild know offence not yet move out here  
   have you acknowledged your offence, move here 
08 Linh        ((crawls from one end of the mat to its middle)) 
09    (0.2) 
10 Grandma     nằm lùi ra 
   Lie back out 
   Move out there 
11    (0.4)  
12    Linh   ((keeps moving)) 
13 Grandma     nằm sấp xuống 
   Lie prone down 
   Lie face down  
14 (1.6)  
15    Linh  ((stops moving and lies on her stomach while her elbow leans 
on the mat and her face turns to her grandmother)) 
 
Figure 4.3 
 
16 Grandma     Linh nằm sấp  hẳn   xuống không được nhìn bà 
   Linh lie prone clearly down  no    allow  see  grandma 
Linh,lie face down completely, you are not permitted to look 
at me 
17  (0.3)  
18   Linh      ((lowers her elbows a bit while keeping gazing at the wooden 
stick))  
19 Grandma     nằm sấp xuống  
   Lie prone down 
   Lie face down 
20 (1.2)  
21    Linh        ((nearly stays still, gazing at the wooden stick))  
                                                 
1
 See also extract [4.7] 
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22 Grandma     nằm sấp xuống 
   Lie prone down 
Lie face down  
23 Grandma  ((beats the rod in Linh's bottom))  
24 Grandma     nằm sấp xuống 
Lie prone down 
   Lie face down  
25    Linh   ((bends down the head)) 
           
In this situation, Linh stands in front of a mat, which is not rolled out neatly on the floor 
while the grandmother is holding a wooden stick in her hands. The grandmother requests Linh to lie 
face down (line 1). In the next 3.1 seconds, Linh adjusts the mat, instead of lying down 
immediately. The action of mat adjustment creates the precondition for the compliance of the 
request “lying face down”. However, this can also be seen as a strategy where Linh delays her 
compliance in a rational way. This delay results in another request of the grandmother in line 4 
(nằm sấp xuống/ Lie face down). In response to this request, Linh slowly lies down while her two 
hands are still leaning on the mat and her eyes still aim at the stick (line 5). Although this body 
movement does not entirely fit the request of “lying face down”, the grandmother does not show 
that she pays attention to that. Instead, she keeps adjusting Linh’s position by asking her to move to 
the middle of the mat (line 7). Linh performs an “embodied compliance” (Kent, 2012) with this 
request. In line 13-16, the grandmother asks Linh to perform a full “prone position” and she forbids 
Linh to gaze at her. Linh complies with those requests but it is clearly seen that she is performing a 
dispreferred response (Schegloff, 2007). She just lowers her hands a bit while turning her face in the 
direction of the wooden stick (line 18). This makes relevant two more attempts of the grandmother 
to adjust Linh’s position (line 19 and 22). Linh still follows the instructions slowly while her gaze 
stays on the stick. Linh’s hesitation in adjusting her body movement makes relevant the 
grandmother’s next move. She uses the stick to beat on Linh’s buttock while asking her to lie face 
down one more time (line 24). This time, Linh completely complies with the directive. She lowers 
her arms and her face onto the mat (line 25).  
Although compliance is finally attained, it is clear that Linh undertakes her series of actions 
in a grudging way. She uses many ways to delay doing the instructions while still maintaining 
compliance. Her gaze on the wooden stick suggests that she is wary of the spanking. Thus, she 
keeps following the grandmother’s moves with the stick. Here, both grandmother and Linh engage 
in a process of building up and maintaining the intersubjectivity on the basis of their turns’ 
structure. Compliance is achieved locally through the slow adjustment of Linh toward each 
directive of the grandmother. The “lying face down” action is only fully achieved after a physical 
action to Linh occurs. This corresponds with the punishment-obedience orientation of children 
during their premoral stage (Kohlberg, 1968, 1981). 
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Extract [4.20] reflects another aspect of compliance. This is the situation where Lâm (a boy 
about four years old) is punished by both his grandmother and father because he cursed the 
grandmother to die. After the grandmother uses a thong to spank Lâm, the father asks him to go to 
stand next to the tree and beat himself with the thong. Unlike the previous example where the child 
displays hesitation in complying with the adults’ instructions, the child in the following extract 
complies completely with the adults’ instructions. However, the way he performs his embodied 
compliance suggests that it is something reluctant: 
 [4.20] 
19 Dad        cầm dép xốp ra gốc cây đánh tiếp 
Hold thongs out root tree beat continue 
Hold the thongs to the tree and keep spanking 
20   (1.2) 
21 Lâm        ((takes the thongs to the tree and beats himself)) 
22   (0.4) 
23 Dad        đánh mạnh vào 
Beat strong in 
Beat (yourself) strongly 
24 Lâm  ((beats himself by the thongs))  
25 Dad        mạnh hơn 
Strong more 
Stronger 
26 Grandma    đánh mạnh  nữa vào đánh HỜ  như vậy  à  vụt  thật mạnh  vào mông cơ Mà 
Beat strong more PRT beat light like that PRT spank really strong into butt PRT 
Beat yourself more strongly, why are you spanking so softly, 
you need to spank strongly on your buttock  
27     (0.9) 
28 Grandma    nữa 
more 
more 
 
When the father asks Lâm to punish himself, Lâm complies with this. In line 23, the father 
requests that Lâm needs to spank himself strongly (đánh mạnh vào/beat (yourself) strongly). 
Although Lâm continues to beat himself, the father and the grandmother seem not to be satisfied 
with his action. Three more attempts are made (line 25, 26, 28) to adjust Lâm’s self-spanking 
action. They reflect the expectation of adults that Lâm needs to perform the punishment seriously 
and forcefully. The adjustment of adults also suggests that although Lâm complies with the adults’ 
instructions, his actions still have not met the adults’ expectations. This may relate to the method of 
punishment here since the child is asked to spank himself. When one is authorised to spank 
themselves, it is unlikely that they will implement it in a genuine way to hurt themselves. Here, 
Lâm does not passively comply with the adults’ instructions. Rather, he locally adjusts his actions 
from moment to moment after receiving the adults’ instructions. The adjustment indicates that Lâm 
still tries to maintain the intersubjectivity and the cooperation with the adults, but he simultaneously 
applies them in an independent way. Thus, it is indicative of his agency in managing his offence. 
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4.3.3. Summary 
  This section analyses the cases in which children comply with adults’ instructions. While 
compliance implies the acknowledgement of children with their offences and with adults’ authority 
in dealing offences (cf. Kent 2012), there also exists evidence showing children’s agency. In the 
above extracts, adults’ remedial instructions are still followed. However, children apply some 
additional remedial actions that are not elicited by adults. In so doing, they have done more than 
what is expected by adults. This practice not only shows that children know how the remedial work 
can be organised in interaction, but it also indicates that children engage themselves independently 
in the process of dealing with their offences.  
Children, in some cases, also demonstrate hesitation in undertaking those instructions 
through their hesitation in implementing adults’ remedial instructions. This fact unfolds another 
aspect of children’s competence. Extract [4.19] is highlighted by the fact that Linh slowly follows 
her grandmother’s instructions of “lying face down” while still moving her gaze toward the wooden 
stick. Extract [4.20] features the case that Lâm complies with the adults’ requests of self-spanking 
in his own way. Both extracts relate to spanking scenarios, where children suffer punishment for 
their offences. Here, the hesitation of children is associated in situ with spanking instructions. There 
is a conflict between the compliance with adults’ instructions and the avoidance of punishment. 
While the asymmetrical relationships with adults restrict children from resisting adults’ requests, 
the compliance in such cases results in the disadvantages for children, namely, they are spanked. 
Therefore, this is the struggle of children to show their autonomy over the adults’ authority when 
the situations become unfavourable for them. This fact corresponds with the findings of Cobb-
Moore et al. (2009), in which children may develop a sense of shared injustice and even resistance 
if they find rules or practices are unfair. In this data set, children often use strategies to defer 
compliance and indicate their disagreement with adults while still recognising adults’ right to 
control their actions. In doing so, children introduce themselves as independent agents who make 
their own contribution to the process of dealing with their offences and maintaining their own social 
order. 
4.4. Chapter summary 
This chapter highlights the practices where children implement a number of strategies to 
remedy their offences. In offending situations, the implementation of remedial work is something 
expected by participants since this is the way to restore the social order which is disrupted by 
offences. The use of remedial strategies suggests that children acknowledge they have violated one 
or some social rules in interactions. This is indicative of children’s competence in understanding the 
rules that they have violated.  
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Also highlighted are the ways children perform remedial work. There are two main 
perspectives where children implement remedial work. The first one is the case where children self-
initiate remedial work. It means that their remedial work is undertaken without any direct elicitation 
from others. It is children who make their decisions of remedying their offences. The remedial work 
can cover a range of acts from apologies, or termination of the offending actions to negotiations for 
forgiveness. Their presence in interaction is the evidence showing that children are competent in 
managing offences because it demonstrates that they understand what needs to happen to remedy an 
offence. These strategies are accomplished locally in a rational way based on the understanding of 
children about the possibility that they are likely to be effective.  
The second one is the cases where children comply with remedial instructions from adults. 
However, compliance does not mean that children completely obey what adults ask them to do. 
Rather, children are capable of modifying their remedial work on the basis of what adults instruct 
them and their acknowledgement of the offences they committed. They show their willingness to 
resolve offences and restore normal relationships with adults by using additional strategies. When 
adults’ instructions relate to unfavourable scenarios, such as punishment, children display their 
hesitation in their own ways, while still remaining compliant. In both perspectives, children’s 
competence is shown through the fact that they are able to determine the process of managing 
offences. Regardless of being instructed by adults and being constrained by the asymmetrical right 
in interaction with adults, they still act independently from adults’ perspective.  
From developmental perspective, children from two to seven years old are in the pre-
operational stage (Piaget, 1952). One of the most important characteristics of this stage is the 
children’s egocentrism. It means that they tend to view the world from their own perspective and 
assume that other people see, hear, and feel exactly the same as they do. Thus, they are believed to 
be unable to recognise that others may have different points of view (Piaget, 1952; Shaffer & Kipp, 
2007). In terms of moral development, children of this range of ages go through the premoral stage 
(Kohlberg, 1968, 1981). They have not yet adopted social conventions regarding what is right or 
wrong. They are said to acknowledge wrong behaviours on the basis of the punishment. If they are 
punished, it means that they did violate rules. Consequently, children obey adult authority to 
avoid punishment. However, the examination of the situated practices of children in managing 
offences provides another picture about children’s development. In this data set, it can be argued that 
children are competent social actors of their social worlds. They are capable of dealing with 
challenges emerging from their offences. As described by Corsaro (1985), children attempt to gain 
control of their lives. They make their own choices within the concrete social contexts on the basis of 
acknowledging the social rules that are violated and what other members expect. They persist in the 
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process of negotiating social orders with adults regardless of the fact that their attempts may be 
rejected or ineffective. Children’s competence is displayed as a practical achievement, where they 
“manage their social surroundings, to engage in meaningful social action within given interactional 
contexts” (Hutchby & Moran-Ellis, 1998, p.16).  
Other cases exist in this data set, where children refuse to perform remedial work and 
develop strategies of resistance. In such cases, a question that can be raised is whether children are 
aware or understand the social rules or norms that are violated. If they have no sense about social 
rules, are they treated as competent agents or to what extent are they competent? Those cases are 
analysed in the next chapter.  
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CHAPTER 5: WHEN CHILDREN AVOID REMEDIAL WORK 
 
 
5.1.Introduction 
 In Chapter 4, children’s competence is displayed through the fact that they acknowledge 
their offences and manage them through remedial work. They can self-initiate the remedial work 
or comply with remedial instructions made by adults. In both cases, children show that they are 
competent social actors who perform their acts independently without the direct elicitation of 
adults.  
This chapter concentrates on cases where children do not perform remedial work even when 
they are treated as offenders and are explicitly asked to do so. In contrast to the previous chapter 
where children show their acknowledgement of their offences through using remedial work, the 
avoidance of remedial work may imply a limit to, or unreliability of, their social competence. In 
particular, these cases raise questions of whether the absence of remedial work signals a lack of 
competence in understanding the social rules violated or understanding the ways of resolving 
offences. 
In this chapter, I, however, argue that the failure to use remedial strategies is neither a sign 
of ignorance about social rules nor a lack of understanding about the role of remedial work in 
restoring social order. I show that even in these cases, young children in Vietnamese contexts still 
have a sense that rules have been broken and ways that this is managed. However, they just do not 
view offending behaviour as adults do. When they do not accept an incident as an offence, it is 
understandable that they do not accept to do remedial work. Instead, children put efforts to defend 
their viewpoint by performing strategies of resistance when they discern that the rules invoked to 
them are arbitrary and unfair (cf. Busch, 2012; Cobb-Moore et al., 2009). 
There are three main strategies of resistance that are used in this data set: children may keep 
doing the offending actions, children may refuse to perform remedial work, and children may 
argue against adults’ social rules. What is noticeable here is that children consistently pursue their 
own rules and try to resist the adult’s authority. The strategies of resistance can be seen as the in 
situ achievements when children engage in interactions with adults and other peers (cf. Danby & 
Baker, 1998; Hutchby, 2007). They vary according to each specific context of talk. The emergence 
of strategies of resistance suggests that children organise their social worlds independently from 
adults and strive to challenge adult’s authority in imposing rules and standpoints on them. This is 
indicative of another dimension of children’s competence in their interactions with adults. 
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5.2. Children keep doing offending actions 
The first strategy of resistance that children perform in this data set is that they keep 
maintaining their offences and neglect others’ reactions. Offending actions are not stopped after 
being identified by victims or third parties. This may suggest that children do not acknowledge that 
they are doing something offensive. Two extracts illustrating this strategy are discussed below. 
In Extract [5.1] two brothers are playing together on their bed. At the beginning of the 
video, the younger one (Em – about five years old) is using his legs to lock his elder brother’s legs 
tightly. Meanwhile, the elder brother (Anh – about six years old) seems to be weaker and in the 
“down” position (Macklem, 2003).Thus, he gets furious and offended by Em’s action: 
[5.1] 
01 Em   ơ ơ ơ ơ   
02 Anh  A (hhh) A A A (hhhh)   
03  Em ((uses his hands to hold his brother’s arms)) 
04 Anh   A (hhh) A (.hhh) A A (hhh) okhông thích(h) đâu  nữao ((crying)) 
                          
No    like  where more   
   A A A A I odon’t like anymoreo 
05 Mother >Con đừng có  trêu< ạ 
    OSP don’t yes tease PRT  
   >Don’t tease him<  
06 Anh   A (hhh) A (.hhh) A (hhh) ((crying while Em keeps holding his arms)) 
07 Mother con đừng  trêu anh THẾ anh không thích thì thôi 
OSP  don’t tease OB   so  OB   not   like  then stop 
Don’t tease him like that; you need to stop if he doesn’t like 
08 Em  oday dày day dày dayo ((singing and using the legs to  hold  
tightly his brother’s hip)) 
09 Anh   A (hhh) A A (hhh) A A (.hhh) A A (hhh) 
    
 
Figure 5.1 
10   (0.3) 
11 Mother E:M 
   YB 
   YOUNGER BROTHER 
12   (0.8) 
13 Anh   A A (hhh)A A A A (.hhh) ((shouting and crying)) 
14   (0.5) 
15 Mother chân con kìa 
   Leg  OSP PRT 
   Your legs, look 
16 Em  Te te te 
17 Mother Kẹp vào zz anh anh đau 
   Hold into    OB OB   hurt  
   You make him hurt if you lock him like that 
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18 Em  oTe te teo ((keeping holding Anh’s hip tightly and sings)) 
19 Mother Th:ôi không trêu anh nữa 
   Stop   not   tease OB anymore 
   St:op, do not tease him  
20 Em  Tí ti ti ti 
21 Mother Lát nữa anh í vùng dậy anh í đấm  cho một phát bây giờ đấy 
   Later    he      get up   he    punch for one time  now      PRT 
In a little while, when he gets up, he will punch you immediately 
22 Em  tư tư tư tư tư ((keeping touching and hitting Anh)) 
23 Anh  A A(h) A A(h) A(h) ((hittting back)) 
24 Mother TH:ÔI CON CỨ ĐỂ CHO ANH C:ÁU NHỂ 
   Stop OSP keep let for OB  angry PRT 
   ST:OP, YOU JUST KEEP MAKING HIM ANGR:Y 
 
While Em shows his excitement with the tease by whispering a melody, it is likely that Anh 
does not want to continue this activity. He bursts into tears and screams (line 2), followed by a 
declaration of displeasure (không thích đâu nữa/ I don’t like (it) anymore) (line 04). Those 
reactions can be seen as the priming move in the remedial interchange (Goffman, 1971; Owen, 
1983) since they conveys Anh’s expectation that a remedy needs to be carried out. It means that 
Anh is treating Em’s action as an offence. This framing appears to be supported by the mother who 
also asks Em to stop, describing Em’s action as “trêu” (tease) (line 05).  
Em, however, does not stop. He continues to hold Anh’s arms. Consequently, the mother 
repeats her framing of the activity as “teasing” with Anh as the victim and Em as the offender. 
She also instructs Em to stop his behaviour, invoking a rule in children’s games that Em is 
violating: if a participant does not want to join in the activity, it needs to be stopped.  (con đừng 
trêu anh THẾ anh không thích thì thôi/ don’t tease him like THAT, you need to stop if he does not 
like that) (line 07).  
Nonetheless, Em continues to provoke his brother. He uses his legs to hold Anh’s hip 
tightly (line 08). This leads to a series of acts from the mother to stop his action. She shouts loudly 
at Em (line 11) and then reminds him of the consequences that may make Anh “đau” (hurt) (line 
17). However, Em continues doing his activity and Anh keeps crying. Consequently, the mother 
repeats the request to stop the tease (Th:ôi không trêu anh nữa/Stop, do not tease him) (line 19), 
followed by another warning in line 21 (Lát nữa anh í vùng dậy anh í đấm cho một phát bây giờ 
đấy/In a little while, when he gets up, he will punch you immediately). This time, she no longer 
mentions the consequences which the victim (Anh) has to suffer. Instead, she alerts him to the 
consequences that he may suffer in case Anh mounts a counter-attack (line 21). This is realised 
when Anh tries to hit Em back as a reaction to Em’s actions. The retaliation coincides with the 
mother’s turn in line 24 (THÔI CON CỨ ĐỂ CHO ANH CÁU NHỂ/ STOP, YOU JUST ALWAYS 
MAKE HIM ANGRY). Nonetheless, Em still does not pay attention to those reactions and alerts. He 
keeps concentrating on his wrestling act with his brother. 
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If extract [5.1] relates to a physical tease, extract [5.2] is a verbal tease. This is the situation 
in which, Bống, a girl about three years old is teased by her brother. The brother (about seven 
years old) starts claiming “sending her to the kindergarten” if she does not drink milk properly. 
Although Bống treats this tease as something offensive to her, her brother keeps going ahead: 
 [5.2] 
01 Bống       e eh= 
02 Brother    =mai    Bống đi học  mẫu hhe he giáo nhá hh nhá hhh hư hư he  
Tomorrow Bống go learn kindergarten     PRT      PRT,  
Tomorrow Bống need to go the kindergarten, ok ok 
03   mai Bống đi học mẫu giáo[ nhá 
Tomorrow Bống go learn kindergarten PRT  
tomorrow you need to go to kindergarten, ok 
04 Brother    học a bê xê bờ cơ nhá Bống nhá không ở  nhà  Bống lười ăn lắm  
learn alphabet      PRT Bống PRT no   stay home Bống lazy eat very 
Learning alphabet ok Bống. Or you are lazy eating at home 
05 Bống        A (hhh) [A (.hhh) (hhh) ((crying and screaming out)) 
06 Brother            [ối trời Bống nhưng mà mai vẫn [cần phải đi học chứ  
      Oh sky Bống but tomorrow still need go learn PRT 
  Oh god Bống, whatever you still need to go to    
  kindergarten tomorrow 
07 Grandma             [bà bà sẽ pha sữa cho con 
                             Grandma will make milk for OSP 
  I will make milk for you 
08 Brother   Mai Bống [đi học 
      Tomorrow Bống go learn  
Tomorrow Bống need to go to kindergarten 
09 Bống                 [Á = 
10 Grandma    =ối trêu 
   Oh tease    
   Oh you are teasing 
11   (1.7) 
12 Brother    thì mai     Bống vẫn phải đi học   cơ mà 
   Then tomorrow Bống still must go learn PRT PRT 
   Then Bống, you still have to go to kindergarten tomorrow 
13   (0.6) 
14 Bống       không 
   No 
No 
15   (0.6) 
16 Brother    Bống ở   nhà làm cái g:ì= 
   Bống stay home do  what 
You stay at home for what 
17 Bống       =KH:ỐNG↑ 
   No 
NO 
18    (0.3) 
19 Brother    Bống ở   nhà Bống lười ăn đ:ấy 
   Bống stay home Bống lazy eat PRT 
Bống you are lazy eating at home 
20   (0.6) 
21 Bống       KH:ÔNG↑ 
   no 
N:O 
22   (0.2) 
23 Grandma    >im    im<  
   Silence silence 
>Shut up, shut up< 
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The tease in this extract is constructed on an assumption that staying at home is more 
comfortable than going to the kindergarten. Because Bống does not drink her milk properly, 
sending her to the kindergarten is framed as a punishment. Here, the brother suggests that Bống 
should go to kindergarten (mai Bống đi học mẫu hhe he giáo nhá hh nhá hhh hư hư he mai Bống đi 
học mẫu giáo nhá/ Tomorrow Bống need to go the kindergarten, ok ok tomorrow you need to go to 
kindergarten, ok) (line 2). He also suggests that Bống is lazy at eating (line 4), implying that the 
kindergarten might be an ideal place for improving Bống’s eating habits. The teasing implication is 
realised through his laughing voice (line 2). However, Bống treats the tease as something offensive: 
she starts crying and screaming out (line 5). In so doing, Bống shows her expectation for a remedial 
move from her brother or an intervention of her grandmother. 
The brother, however, does not stop the tease, despite Bong’s reaction. He insists on the 
need to go to the kindergarten under any circumstances (ối trời Bống nhưng mà mai vẫn cần phải đi 
học chứ/ Oh god Bống, but whatever, you still need to go to kindergarten tomorrow) (line 6). His 
turn is prefaced by the expression “Ối trời Bống” (oh God, Bống), conveying his acknowledgement 
of something unexpected (Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 2006). This suggests that the brother has 
recognised the offended attitude of his younger sister. However, the word “nhưng” (but) 
emphasises a contrast to what has come before (Ford, 2000) and thus projects a negative issue on 
what is upcoming (Sterponi, 2003). It means that despite acknowledging Bống’s offended attitude, 
the brother continues his tease. He insists that tomorrow Bống will go to kindergarten (Mai Bống đi 
học/Tomorrow Bống (you) need to go to kindergarten) (line 8). Bống reacts to the teasing by a 
scream again, indicating her offended attitude towards the brother’s tease.   
Just as in the previous extract, the offender does not pay attention to the victim’s reaction. 
The protest of both grandmother and Bống cannot prevent him from continuing his tease. In line 12, 
the brother once again teases Bống by another claim (thì mai Bống vẫn phải đi học cơ mà/Then 
Bống, you still have to go to kindergarten tomorrow). As the victim, Bống reacts right away with a 
direct denial (KHÔNG/NO) (line 14). Nevertheless, Bống’s turn cannot prevent the tease from 
going forward. In line 16, the brother poses a rhetorical question “Bống ở nhà làm cái gì” (You stay 
at home for what). In Vietnamese, this kind of rhetorical question does not serve to elicit an answer 
(cf. Cao X.H., 2004; Hoang T.P., 1980). Rather, it stresses the uselessness of staying at home 
instead of going to kindergarten. In line 19, he switches the tease to another issue of “lazy eating at 
home”. In this sense, the option of “going to the kindergarten” can be interpreted as the treatment 
and punishment for the lazy eating habit. After any turn of her brother, Bống protests it immediately 
and straightforwardly by screaming (line 14, 17, 21).  
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In both extracts, the offenders continue their offending activities regardless of the protests of 
the victims. The teasing situations are not stopped although they are treated by at least one 
participant as offences. Thus, children seem to lack competence in realising that they are violating 
certain kinds of social rules in interaction or they may not know how to perform remedial work. 
From the perspective of developmental psychology, those cases could be interpreted in the sense 
that children in their preoperational stage, are still egocentric, that is, they are unable to take the 
point of view of other and just approach the incident from their own viewpoint (Piaget & Inhelder, 
1967). However, I argue that if children do not stop offensive behaviours, it does not necessarily 
mean that they do not know about the violation of rules in interactions.  
Offending behaviours in the above cases occur within child interactions where adults are 
just observers. It is the two sibling children who hold the two main roles in the participant structure 
of offending situations: the offender and the victim. Thus, my suggestion in such cases is that when 
being identified as offenders, Em in extract [5.1] and the older brother in extract [5.2] do not view 
their actions as serious. In other words, the incidents are not framed as offensive by the “virtual 
offenders” (Goffman, 1971). Instead, they seem to situate the incidents in question within the 
framework of child interactions. In this sense, they view their actions as something jocular. Within 
teasing contexts, they deliberately provoke their peers in a playful way. Their priority in both cases 
is to make fun of their peers and they are consistent with that goal from the beginning of their talks. 
Even making the victim angry and offended is also a goal of the tease (cf. Schieffelin, 1986). Also, 
as noted by Macklem (2003), the tease becomes a power play when it is done by a bigger child 
toward a smaller child. Therefore, it can be argued that these children are strategically maintaining 
their offensive stance rather than not understanding the rule-violation. While the victims and third 
parties take the incidents seriously and view them as offences, the offenders approach them from 
another perspective. They just focus on the humorous aspects of their acts. In doing so, children 
show that they are able to act independently and control the trajectory of the incidents. They 
organise their tease in their own ways and persist with the goal of their interactions.  
It is also worth noting that in both cases, adults, as the third party, do not show their strong 
engagement in the process of resolving offences although they treat those behaviours as something 
unacceptable. In extract [5.1], the mother neither threatens to punish Em nor directly intercedes into 
the situation. She leaves it up to Anh to take action. Similarly, in extract [5.2], the grandmother 
seems to focus more on soothing Bống and persuading her to drink milk, rather than dealing with 
the tease. No retribution is issued and no remedial action is requested even when the offending 
actions are maintained. Therefore, it can be said that even adults do not place strong efforts in 
resolving the offences. Adults do not exercise their authority on the process of arbitrating the 
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situations. Rather, they give the children the chance to control the incidents. This reduced 
engagement in managing offences from adults gives more room for children to exercise their 
agency in resisting adults’ requests. Thus, this may lead to the offending child being less inclined to 
accept that he or she has offended or to stop the behaviours.  
 
5.3.Children reject remedial work 
In this data set, there are also cases in which the offending behaviour or action is stopped. 
However, the remedial work is not carried out even after being asked by the participants. For such 
cases, instead of interpreting this rejection as a signal of lacking competence in understanding social 
rules and their violation, I argue that children are not viewing the incidents in question as offences. 
Consequently, they perform another strategy of resistance by rejecting remedial work. Through the 
rejection of carrying out remedial instructions, children make their own choices in managing 
offences. This is a signal showing that children do not entirely and passively follow what adults are 
imposing on them. Children consistently seek their own ways to deal with their own incidents, 
although that may not align with what adults expect. This strategy is illustrated in two following 
extracts.  
Extract [5.3] is the case where Kem, a girl, about three years old is punished by her father 
because of she drops a cup of water into Chíp’s dress. Chíp is her older sister. In the video, Kem has 
to sit in the corner of the room for a while before the father asks her to apologise. 
 [5.3]  
06 Father Xin lỗi đ:i 
Apologise PRT 
Say s:orry! 
07             (1.0)         
08 Father Xin lỗi chị Chíp đi 
Apologise OS Chip PRT 
Say sorry to Chip 
09 Kem         ((slightly shakes her head, while moves her legs back)) 
10    (1.3) 
11 Father ạ chị Chíp đi 
PRT older sister Chip PRT 
Greet Chip! 
   11 Kem   ((slightly shakes her head)) 
 
In the previous talk, the father announces that he would punish Kem for a while by 
isolating her in a corner of the room. After a while, he asks Kem to apologise in line 06 (Xin lỗi 
đ:i/ Say sorry). However, Kem does not answer this. After 1.0 seconds, the father once against 
instigates another directive to Kem (Xin lỗi chị Chíp đi/ Say sorry to Chip). This time, he clarifies 
the recipient of the directive (chị Chíp/older sister Chip). Kem replies to the request by keeping 
silent and slightly shaking her head, suggesting that she rejects it. As a result, the father suggests 
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another solution for Kem. Instead of an apology, he asks Kem to say “ạ” to Chip (line 11). In this 
context, “ạ” can be understood as a form of greeting, often used by young children to express 
respect and honour to the recipients in Vietnamese. It means that the father has downgraded the 
solution for managing the offence, from “apology”, which is a typical tool for solving offences, to 
“greeting”, which is a typical tool for expressing the respect of kids to adults. However, Kem 
keeps silent and shakes her head one more time. 
In spite of being instructed to perform remedial work, Kem rejects all those efforts. There is 
no remedial action to be implemented by Kem although it is suggested by the adult. Her silence 
after each turn of the father can be treated as a form of interactive work in which a child may avoid 
the way adults control his/her actions (Silverman et al., 1998). In fact, Kem also consistently makes 
the gesture of shaking her head slightly after each directive of the father. This gesture indicates that 
she understands what the father is expecting her to do, but just declines to carry it out. Instead of 
viewing this resistance as a lack of competence in understanding and following the instruction of 
adults, I approach the issue of children’s competence in such situations by the question of whether 
the child acknowledges that she has violated the rule. 
Here, the offence is committed by a sibling on another sibling. Just as in two previous 
extracts ([5.1] and [5.2]), the intervention of adults into children’s incidents does not help to restore 
the social order. The rejection of doing remedial work indicates that Kem does not frame her action 
to her older sister as a violation of rules. It means that the rule and social order that Kem is 
constructing do not correspond with those of the father (cf. Cobb-Moore et al., 2005). As a result, 
Kem does not agree with the adult’s remedial solutions since an apology is not expected in a case 
where there is no offence committed. Saying sorry would mean that she admits her offence toward 
Chíp. 
The rejection of doing remedial work also means that she is challenging the adult’s authority 
in judging her offence. Note that Kem is forced to sit in the corner of the room by the father and she 
has complied with this punishment. In doing so, she recognises and accepts the authority of her 
father in setting up the punishment. Resistance only occurs when the father asks her to perform 
remedial action to her sister. It means that Kem is merely resisting the fact that she is treated as an 
offender. Also, it is likely that the resistance of the child stems from the unfair situation of 
punishment that the father is imposing on her (cf. Kent, 2012). When being punished, Kem resists 
requests for remedying and challenges the father’s authority over her actions.  
While Kem rejects performing remedial work, there is no upgraded version of requests to be 
produced. Instead, the downgraded solution in line 11 indicates that the father does not treat that 
non-submission as something serious. Rather, he seeks the way to compromise with her by not 
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mentioning the remedial action anymore. Even though he merely asks Kem to pay respect to Chip, 
Kem still does not comply with this instruction. As a result, there is no point in performing remedial 
work in this context. Also, her resistance indicates that the offence should be locally managed 
within the peer interaction, and the intervention and imposition of an adult on child-related incident 
is neglected. 
If extract [5.3] illustrates when an adult punishes a child when instructing remedial actions, 
extract [5.4] shows a case where offence emerges in a game and the child is not punished: 
[5.4] An, a boy about six years old, uses the plastic pink scoop to splash water on the face of 
Hùng (another boy about six years old) when they are playing at the swimming pool. In the 
swimming pool, there are some other kids while their parents are sitting by there. 
14 Hùng        màu hồng của con gái    
CL here of CL girl  
   This one belongs to girls 
15    (0.2) 
16 An          của con gái à: 
Of CL girl PRT 
This belongs to girls, right? ((splashing the water in the 
scoop to Hùng’s face)) 
17     (0.5) 
18 Hùng  mát quá 
Cool so 
So cool 
19 An          mát quá 
Cool so  
So cool 
20 An's mum    An ơi không được ấy vào mặt  bạn   nghe  chưa con, xin lỗi   bạn đi 
An VOC not  ok  do into face friend listen  yet OSP, apologise friend PRT 
An, do not do that into his face, ok, say sorry to him 
21 An          okhôngo 
no 
onoo  
22 An's mum    An 
23    (1.6) 
24 Hùng        [(                 )   
25 An's mum    [con ấy bạn  như thế là không được] vào mặt bạn thì ướt  bạn   thì sao 
OSP that friend like that is no    ok   into face friend then wet friend then how 
What you did with him is improper. Water makes his face wet  
 
The conflict is initiated after Hùng claims that the pink scoop that An is holding belongs to a 
girl. This claim is treated by An as a provocative action since it signals that An is a “girl”. In the 
next line, he challenges it by a tag question (của con gái à/This belongs to girls, right) and retaliates 
at Hùng by splashing water on Hùng’s face. 
After the incident happens, both An and Hùng claim “mát quá” (so cool) in line 18 and 19. 
By this turn, it can be said that neither of them views An’s action as an offence. Meanwhile, An’s 
mother frames An’s action as an offence, which needs a remedy. She requests that An apologises 
Hùng (line 20). An rejects her request for apology by responding her “không” (no) (line 21). This 
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resistance consolidates the fact that An places his action in the framework of a children’s incident. 
For An, his action can be understood as a retaliatory move in the child’s conflict in which he is 
participating with his peers. Specifically, his action is to respond to the prior provocative action of 
Hùng when he implied An was a “girl”. Moreover, it is clear that even Hùng, the “virtual” victim, 
does not view An’s action as offensive. In that sense, resistance is a rational choice. It suggests that 
An does not accept the viewpoint that the adult attempts to impose on him. He maintains his own 
stance on the incident and approaches this from the peer perspective.  
The rejection is also a challenge to the authority of the mother in controlling her child’s 
behaviour. In this situation, she points out that An’s behaviour is “không được” (improper) and also 
articulates its consequences (makes his face wet). This turn, thus, conveys a complaining 
implication. However, the mother does not mention any request for other remedial action anymore. 
Once again, there is no upgraded version of request to be used here. The mother’s turns (line 22 and 
25) do not directly constrain the child to undertake any remedial action. This suggests that she does 
not quite engage in resolving the offence, even when her authority is challenged. As in example 
[5.3], the lack of determination and persistence from the adult in dealing with the offence provides a 
chance for the children to perform their agency. Here, An does not reply to the mother. The 
offending situation ends right away when the children engage in another activity in the pool while 
the mother does not mention the incident anymore.  
Rejecting remedial work is a strategy of resistance used by children when coping with the 
offending situations in which they are identified as offenders. It indicates that children do not admit 
that they have committed offences. They determinedly deny efforts from adults to impose rules on 
them. As claimed by Corsaro & Schwarz (1999), such resistance represents children’s desire to gain 
control over their own lives. In this data set, situations where children refuse to perform remedial 
work only happen when both offenders and victims are children, and adults just intervene in s as a 
third party. This suggests that children can act independently in cases relating to their social worlds. 
They have their own viewpoint on rules and rule-violations, and make efforts to maintain that 
viewpoint.  
5.4.Children deny offences through arguments 
Apart from refusing to perform remedial work or not stopping current offences, the 
perspective of avoiding remedial work in this data set is also shown through cases in which 
children argue about their not-guilty status. Children engage in the process of disputing the concept 
of offences with adults. They attempt to deny that they committed an offence, through which the 
necessity to do remedial work is rejected. In order to defend their own viewpoint, children’s 
arguments are organised consistently from a different perspective from that of adults. There exist 
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some acts that seem to be poorly chosen with regard to the defined social norms. However, it is the 
way that children manage their offences and resist adult-imposed rules.  
The following case highlights an incident where Cua, a boy about three years old, tries to 
deny all the accusations and viewpoints of the mother by making oppositional arguments. In the 
situation, the offence occurs when Cua urinates on the floor. As the victim of Cua’s offence, the 
mother punishes him. The video starts from the moment where Cua lies on the bed while his 
mother holds a ruler. The father films this incident and Cua’s older sister (Bống) is also present in 
the scene. Due to the extra length of the extract, it is split into two parts and some unrelated lines 
are omitted. Below is the first part of the conversation: 
 [5.5]  
 
57 Mother      đứa nào đái ra đây 
   Guy which pee out here 
Who peed here? 
58   (0.3) 
59 Cua         là cun ư ư 
   Be OSP 
It’s me 
60   (0.8) 
61 Mother      đái n   thế là đúng hay sai  
   Pee like that is right or wrong 
   Peeing like that is right or wrong? 
62   (1.1) 
63 Mother      đúng hay sai 
right or wrong 
right or wrong 
64   (0.8) 
65 Cua         đúng 
   right 
   right 
66 Mother      sai chứ 
   Wrong PRT 
   It must be wrong 
67   (0.3) 
68 Cua         đúng 
   right 
   right 
69   (0.4) 
70 Mother      đúng hay sai 
   right or wrong 
   right or wrong 
71   (0.6) 
72 Cua         con đúng ư ư ư=  
   OSP correct 
I am right 
73 Mother     =>ĐÚNG HAY SAI< 
   right or wrong 
   >RIGHT OR WRONG< 
74    (0.6) 
75 Cua         e e (hhh) e 
76 Mother      sai nhá 
   Wrong PRT 
It is wrong, ok? 
77   (0.9) 
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78 Mother      nhớ chưa 
   Remember not yet 
   Remember 
79 Cua         đúng 
   right 
   Right 
80 Mother      con biết tè [ra nhà thế này là bẩn nhà không 
   OSP know pee out house that this be dirty house not 
   Do you know that peeing to the house makes it dirty? 
81 Cua                     [ocon khôngo đúng đúng↑ 
      OSP no right right 
      oI’m noto, right right  
82   (0.4) 
83 Mother      hả 
   what 
   What 
84 Cua         obẩn nhào 
   Dirty house 
oMake the house dirtyo 
85   (0.2) 
86 Mother      có  biết tè  ra   nhà  bẩn  nhà không ((pointing at the urine puddle)) 
   Yes know pee out house dirty house not 
   Do you know that peeing to the house makes it dirty? 
87   (1.2) 
88 Mother      [có bẩn không con nhìn xem có bẩn không 
   Yes dirty no    OSP look see yes dirty no  
   is it dirty, look, see if it dirty? 
89 Cua         [ư ư (hhh) ư ư 
90        (1.1) 
91 Cua         KH:ÔNG chem ư ư (hhh)  
   Not     look 
   N:O looking 
92    (0.3) 
93 Mother      Hả 
   what 
   What 
94    (0.2) 
95 Cua         Không chem 
Not    look 
No looking 
96    (0.5) 
97 Mother      không xem cái gì, tè ra nhà bẩn hay là sạch 
   Not    see what     pee out house clean or dirty 
   Why don’t you look, peeing to the house is dirty or clean? 
98   (0.5) 
99 Cua        chạch 
   Clean 
   Clean 
100   (0.3) 
101 Mother      Bẩn 
   Dirty 
   Dirty 
102    (0.2) 
103 Cua        [chạch 
   Clean 
Clean 
104 Daughter   [hi hi hi 
105 Mother      Bẩn 
   Dirty 
        Dirty 
106    (0.3) 
107 Cua         ư ư chạch ư ư (hhh) 
   Clean 
   Clean 
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108 Mother      bẩn ((using the rule to hit Cua)) 
   dirty 
   Dirty 
109   (0.3) 
110 Cua         CHẠCH 
   Clean 
   CLEAN 
111 Mother      nhớ chưa 
   Remember not yet 
Have you remembered 
112   (0.2) 
113 Cua         a a (hhh) a a  
114   (1.1) 
115 Mother      con nhìn xem bẩn hay sạch 
   OSP look see dirty or clean 
   Have a look, dirty or clean? 
116   (1.2) 
117 Cua         hhh chạch ư ư ư ư  
       Clean 
    Clean 
118   (0.9) 
119 Mother      hư     QÚA 
   Naughty too 
So naughty 
120   (1.2) 
121 Cua         [CHẠCH 
   Clean 
   CLEAN 
122 Mother      [sạch 
   Clean  
Clean 
123   (0.5) 
124 Mother      Bố Tiến bế  thằng  con thằng Cua thả xuống bãi nước đái của nó 
Dad Tien hold straight OSP guy  Cua drop down puddle water pee of it 
Daddy Tien, hold Cua and drop him into his pee, 
125     (.)cho nó ngồi vào bãi   nước đái(.)sạch thì cho nó ngồi vào= 
   for it sit   into puddle water pee   clean then for it sit into 
let him sit on his pee puddle, he said “clean” then let him sit on it  
126 Cua         =ư (.hhh)ư ư ư ((crying)) 
127   (0.3) 
128 Father      thế cho con Bống Bống Bống bế vậy 
   So   let CL  Bống Bống Bống hold PRT  
   So let Bống hold him 
129   (0.4) 
130 Mother      Bống bế thằng Cua thả thả vào bãi nước đái của nó 
   Bống hold guy Cua drop drop into puddle water pee of it 
   Bống, hold Cua and drop him to his pee puddle 
131   (0.3) 
132 Daughter    [Nào 
   PRT 
   Let’s go 
133 Mother      [bẩn hay sạch 
   Dirty or clean 
Dirty or clean? 
134   (0.2) 
135 Cua         a a (.hhh) a a a ch:ạch 
          clean 
          clean 
136   (0.3) 
137 Cua     ư (.hhh)ư ư 
138   (0.5) 
139 Cua         bẩn ư  
   dirty 
dirty 
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140   (0.2) 
141 Cua         ư ư (hhh)ư ư 
142 Mother      bẩn hay sạch 
   Dirty or clean 
Dirty or clean? 
143   (1.0) 
144 Cua         bẩn 
   Dirty 
   Dirty 
145   (0.2) 
146 Father      Bẩn hay sạch 
   Dirty or clean  
   Dirty or clean? 
147   (0.2) 
148 Mother      bẩn   nhớ    nhá= 
   Dirty remember PRT 
Dirty, you should remember 
149 Cua         =A (hhh) A A 
150   (1.2) 
151 Mother      Bẩn   nhớ    nhá 
   Dirty remember PRT 
Dirty, you should remember 
151   (2.3) 
152 Mother      Ngồi lên mẹ [bảo 
   Sit    up mum say 
Get up, I want to say to you something 
153 Cua                     [A A (hhh) A A (.hhh) 
154   (0.4) 
155 Mother      Cua  
156   (0.2) 
157 Daughter    hi hi hi = 
158 Mother      =con nhớ chưa 
   OSP remember not yet 
   Do you remember? 
 
In the previous talk, the mother held a stick and ordered him to lie down on the bed. As in 
the situation between Linh and her grandmother in extract [4.19], this was the signal of an 
imminent spanking. The mother stresses the fact that she has reminded Cua three times before that 
he must tell her when he is going to urinate. However, Cua, in fact, fails to comply with this 
request.  
In this extract, Cua admits that he did urinate on the floor (line 59) when being asked by the 
mother. This is the basis for the ask Cua about the morality of peeing in the house (đái n thế là 
đúng hay sai/peeing like that is right or wrong?). The mother puts forward two options and Cua 
can choose either. As the rule-enforcer, she is checking if he already knows the rule of “peeing on 
the floor is wrong”. In doing so, she gives him an opportunity to demonstrate that he potentially 
has the social competence, even if he did not behave well in this case. She evidently orients Cua to 
the admission of his wrongdoing. In that sense, this question is to elicit the answer “sai” (wrong) 
from Cua.  
For Cua, the option “wrong” means that he acknowledges his offence and admits to being 
the offender with a responsibility to resolve it. On the contrary, the option “right” may go against 
the mother’s expectation and the normative moral order. This perspective appears to be the reason 
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for Cua’s hesitation through a gap of silence lasting in 1.1 seconds (line 62). Only after the mother 
reformulates her question (đúng hay sai) (line 63) does Cua decide to choose the option “đúng” 
(right) (line 65). This answer is consistent with the stance that he takes from the beginning of the 
conversation, namely, not admitting that he has committed an offence and not collaborating with 
his mother in dealing with his offence.  
Cua’s answer “đúng” (right) is a challenge against the normative rule invoked by the 
mother. Also, he challenges the mother’s authority since he does not follow her orientation. 
Therefore, the mother immediately realigns Cua’s answer (sai chứ/It must be wrong) (line 66). Cua 
maintains his viewpoint in line 66 and 72, resulting in two other closed-ended questions to 
challenge him (line 70 and 73). Although the mother upgrades her question with a loud voice 
(ĐÚNG HAY SAI/ RIGHT OR WRONG), Cua is consistent in maintaining his oppositional stance 
by not replying and continuing to moan (line 75).  
In line 76, the mother attempts to teach Cua the rule (sai nhá/ it is wrong, ok) and asks him 
to acknowledge it (line 78), rather than orienting him to it.. However, this imposition does not 
make Cua’s stance change. In line 79, he asserts that it is “đúng” (“right”) to do it and maintains 
an oppositional stance with the mother. This leads to a series of questions from line 80 to line 88 to 
re-orient Cua’s answers. Her question in line 80 (con biết tè [ra nhà thế này là bẩn nhà không/ Do 
you know that peeing to the house makes it dirty?) and also in line 86 are produced to check Cua’s 
understanding of the normative rule of “urinating”.  
Despite being oriented to that rule, Cua still persists in his stance that peeing on the floor is 
the right thing to do. This might be because Cua lacks understanding of this rule if this incident is 
approached from developmental psychology. Specifically, children, at the age of three like Cua, 
have little understanding about defined social rules. They are not aware that other people may have 
different viewpoint with them (Piaget, 1952). However, the exchange between Cua and his mother 
so far suggests another aspect of children’s development. In line 88, the mother asks Cua to look at 
his urine puddle in order to check if it is dirty or not. Cua refuses to do it, explicitly telling her 
twice that he is not going to engage in the talk (không chem/not looking) (line 91 and 95). Thus, it 
can be argued that Cua is deliberately opposing any effort by his mother to make him confront the 
source action of the offence, rather than a failure to understand the rule. 
In line 97, the mother asks a question that seems designed to elicit whether Cua 
understands the implications of urinating on the floor (tè ra nhà bẩn hay là sạch/ peeing on the 
house is dirty or clean?). This time, she does not mention the moral dimension, but just the 
hygienic implications of the action. Cua replies “chạch” (clean) (line 99), disaligning with the 
mother’s expectation. Thus, in the next few lines, the mother re-orients Cua to the normative rule 
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by articulating the other option (bẩn/dirty). This opposition is maintained when Cua denies any 
accusation imposed to him even when his mother imposes a physical punishment on him and 
criticises him (hư quá/so naughty) (line 119). 
Although the mother attempts different ways to make Cua recognise his offence, he 
maintains his stance steadily. Since opposition still exists, the verbal dispute keeps going forward 
(Maynard, 1985). The mother makes another effort to let Cua acknowledge his wrongdoing. In line 
124 and 125, she invites the involvement of the father (Tiến) into the situation by asking him to 
dunk Cua into the urine puddle. This threat is based on Cua's previous assessment about his action, 
in which he insists that the puddle is clean.  
After the father switches the punishment right to Bống (Cua’s older sister) (line 128, 130), 
the mother restarts the investigation with Cua before implementing physical actions (line 133). It 
can be seen that the mother offers Cua the last chance to comply with her remedial instruction if he 
does not want to be punished. Regardless of the additional pressure from the mother, Cua persists 
with his original stance: not accepting to frame the incident as an offence. In line 135, Cua keeps 
crying, followed by a claim “sach/clean”. 
Nonetheless, after about 1 second from his last turn, Cua suddenly changes his stance 
completely. For the first time in the current conversation, he admits that his action is “bẩn” (dirty) 
(line 139). It means that he aligns with the expectation set by the mother. This is a compromise by 
Cua with his mother after repeated pressures on him. It can be seen as a turning point in the 
offending situation in the sense that the oppositional stance has ended. Also, the fact that he cries 
after the threat to dunk him in the puddle suggests he does understand that it is dirty. 
As Cua utters his turn in tears, his voice seems not to be clear enough. After the mother 
questions him again, Cua confirms his changed stance again (bẩn/dirty) (line 144) but his turn is 
produced in a dispreferred format with a long pause prefaced (Pomerantz, 1984). However, it is 
once again the evidence showing that Cua is not totally lacking understanding of the rule that is 
oriented to him. Cua must understand the dirtiness of his urine and thus, does not expect to be “put 
into the pee puddle”. The sudden change of his stance is locally achieved following a series of 
threats of punishment from the parents. This suddenness also leads a series of questions and 
requests from the parents afterwards to make sure that Cua has actually admitted his action as a 
violation of rule. Cua, however, just cries and avoids answering any question. This indicates that 
Cua appears to be reluctant to admit the inappropriateness of his action. 
It can be said that Cua is determined to preserve the status of a non-guilty person and does 
not perform remedial work although he has grudgingly has changed from clean to dirty in response 
to the threat of being punished. Thus, the process of managing the offence has the reasons to be 
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continued since the offender has not actually acknowledged his rule-violation so far. The second 
part of the conversation is as following: 
[5.6] 
160 Mother      =đái ra nhà  là ngoan hay hư 
   Pee  out house be good  or naughty  
   Peeing to the house is good or naughty 
161   (1.4) 
162 Cua         ư (hhh) (.hhh) ((crying)) 
163   (0.2) 
164 Mother      hư  ngoan  hay không ngoan hay hư 
   good naughty or  not    good  or naughty   
   good or naughty good or naughty good or naughty 
165   (1.4) 
166 Cua         ư ư ư 
167 Mother      mẹ h:ỏi 
   Mum ask  
   I am asking you 
168   (0.3) 
169 Cua         a a (hhh)a a ngoan 
                Good 
 Good  
170 Mother      con đái ra nhà   là ngoan hay hư 
   OSP  pee out house is good   or naughty 
You peed to the house, it is good or naughty 
171   (0.3) 
172 Mother      Hư 
   naughty 
Naughty 
173   (0.2) 
174 Cua         Ngoan ư ư ư 
   good 
Good 
175 Mother      h:ư 
   naughty 
naughty 
176 Cua         ngoan ư ư 
   good 
   Good 
177 Mother      Để đấy 
   Put there 
Let’s see 
178   (0.9) 
179 Mother      để đấy (.) để đây để tao    thả xuống bãi nước đái của nó 
Put there   put here for 1
st
 PP drop down puddle water pee of it 
Let’s see, let’s see I will drop him to his pee 
180    (0.5) 
181 Mother      Nào bẩn hay sạch 
   PRT dirty or clean 
Now, dirty or clean? 
182 Daughter    ha ha 
183   (0.6) 
184 Cua         ư ư (hhh) ư chạch 
                  clean 
            Clean 
185   (0.4) 
186 Mother      nào sạch tao thả  mày  xuống bãi nước đái bẩn hay sạch 
PRT clean 1
st
PP drop 2
nd
PP down puddle water pee dirty or clean 
Now, if it’s clean, I will drop you to the pee, dirty or clean 
187   (0.5) 
188 Cua         c:ó không bận 
   Yes  no dirty 
   Yes not dirty 
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189   (0.3) 
190 Mother      ờ   đúng chưa  
   Yes right not yet 
Yes, right? 
191   (0.3) 
192 Mother      thế tè ra nhà  là ngoan hay hư 
   So pee out house be good   or naughty 
Then, peeing to the house is good or naughty 
193 Daughter    ha (hhh)ha hh ((laughing))  
194   (1.1) 
195 Cua         ngoan (hhh) 
   good  
   Good 
196   (0.6) 
197 Mother      ngoan hay hư 
   Good or naughty 
   good or naughty? 
198   (0.2) 
199 Cua         A A A   
200 Mother      bỏ  ra mẹ  thả nó xuống bãi nước đái của nó cho nó ngồi  
   put out mum drop it down puddle water pee of it  for it  sit 
   Hang on, I will drop him to his pee then let him sit on his pee puddle 
201    vào  bãi  nước  đái (.) không yêu nữa 
into puddle water pee       not  love anymore 
I don’t love him anymore 
202 Cua         A A A(hhh) A A (.hhh) A  
203 Mother      ngoan hay hư 
   Good   or naughty 
good or naughty? 
204   (1.2) 
205 Cua         Ngoan ư ư  
   good 
good  
206 Mother      h:ư 
   Naughty 
   naughty  
207   (0.2) 
208 Cua         ư ư (hhh) ư 
209 Mother      hư     nhớ nhá 
   Naughty remember PRT 
Naughty, remember!  
 
This time, the mother returns to the issue that has been stated at the beginning of the 
conversation: Cua’s evaluation of his behaviour. She asks Cua again to assess the moral aspect of 
the urine on the floor (=đái ra nhà là ngoan hay hư/Peeing to the house is good or naughty?). Two 
opposite options are offered in the A-not-A question for Cua to choose: “ngoan” (good) or “hư” 
(naughty). One again, in accordance with the moral expectation, this question is preferred with the 
“hư” (naughty) option as the answer. However, the perspective of “hư” (naughty) is dispreferred 
by Cua, since he will be positioned into a negative category of naughty child (cf. Cobb-Moore, 
2012). Consequently, the selected answerer just cries softly and does not take his turn, leading to 
the reformulation of the question from the mother (line 164, 167). 
Cua makes his choice “ngoan” (good) in line 169, which is compatible with his stance 
from the beginning of the conversation and most of his prior turns. As such, he basically retains an 
oppositional stance to the mother. He refuses to admit the offence by confirming that his action fits 
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the moral expectation, namely “ngoan” (good). This pattern occurs one more time when the 
mother gives him another chance in line 170 by asking again that question (con đái ra nhà là 
ngoan hay hư/ You peed to the house, it is good or naughty). Cua steadily insists on his stance, 
which leads to a dispute between the two parties in the next several lines. While the mother orients 
him to “ngoan” (good) option, Cua insists on the opposite one “hư” (naughty). 
When offence has not been dealt with because of the consistency in the stance of the 
offender, the mother once again threatens Cua with physical punishment “drop him to the pee 
puddle” (line 179). She repeats the threat in line 186 and 200. She also announces that she does not 
love him anymore (line 201). However, all her efforts cannot make Cua change his stance. Cua 
firmly persists in his opinion on that peeing to the floor is “ngoan” (good). It means that Cua has 
not changed his main viewpoint on the offence. He keeps resisting his mother’s attempts to impose 
her viewpoints on him.  
In those two extracts, it can be seen that the mother uses a series of questions and gives the 
floor to Cua to make the right assessment of the action: urinating to the floor is dirty and wrong. 
Although there are some moments in the talk where Cua aligns with the mother’s orientation, his 
admission is not consistent. Rather, it emerges in the very moments where physical threats are 
issued. In general, Cua performs his resistance through claiming things that are opposite to the 
mother’s expectation.  
Instead of seeing Cua as an incompetent agent in understanding the social rule, I argue that 
Cua is trying to avoid admitting that he has committed an offence through maintaining the 
opposition with his mother. Here, the two social orders of children and adults are different and the 
social orders of children “are called to account” (Theobald & Danby, 2012; p.225). The mother 
tries to make him acknowledge his offence and recognise social rules and moral.  Meanwhile, Cua 
does not frame his act as an offending one. On that basis, he has also adopted a strategy of 
resistance by developing oppositional arguments. His priority here is to maintain the status of 
being “non-guilty”. From the beginning to the end of the extract, Cua persists in maintaining this 
stance. Despite being instructed to certain objective facts and moral expectations, Cua shows that 
he does not easily accept the predisposition imposed on him by the adult. When identifying the risk 
of punishment emerging from the parents’ threats, Cua temporarily makes concessions with the 
orientation set by the adult. He adjusts his stance to avoid punishment in a reluctant way. However, 
he retrieves his oppositional stance and continues to challenge the adult’s authority when adults 
have not applied the threatened punishment. The resistance can be thus seen as a practice 
“involved in the moment-by-moment accomplishment of local social order” (Maynard, 1985, 
p.24).  
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The resistance may also be argued as a way the child makes efforts to avoid punishment. 
Indeed, offences often result in certain punishment or threat of punishment by adults of children. 
Punishment is a way to enforce children’s conformity (Sauders & Goddard, 2005). Recall that in 
previous chapter, children actively do remedial work when there is a threat of punishment. By 
contrast, the child in this case is against what adults teach him, rather than doing remedial work. 
As such, children do not always follow the punishment-obedience orientation as described by 
Kohlberg (1968) from the developmental perspective. In this situation, the resistance through 
oppositional arguments indicates that Cua puts efforts to preserve his non-guilty status and thus 
avoid punishment. However, it can be seen that the resistance also enables a risk of punishment 
since the offence is not acknowledged and the authority of adults over children is challenged. Here, 
Cua consistently rejects his offence and rejects doing remedial work instead of complying with 
what adults impose on him.  
Apart from developing oppositional arguments, the denial of committing offences can be 
accomplished in cases where the rules that adults apply are not the same as the children’s. Children 
resist by invoking their own rules while adults approach the incidents from other rules.  
The following case illustrates a situation in my data set where the child organises the 
arguments on the basis of different rules from the adults. As described in the description box of the 
video, Bim, a girl about three years old, keeps asking his father to buy new slippers for her. Her 
father refuses that demand because Bim has had 21 pairs of slippers. After a series of demands, the 
father decides to punish Bim by locking her in the bathroom. He sets up a camera on the bathroom 
window to record Bim’s behaviours and then he moves out of the bathroom with Bim’s 
grandmother. As noted in Chapter 3, the punishment is a priming move, indicating that the father is 
treating Bim’s act as an offence and expecting her remedy. Bim complies with the punishment by 
accepting to be locked alone in the bathroom, folding her arms. However, her arguments 
afterwards provide another aspect of her obedience.  
 [5.7] 
1 Bim   Đi ở   với  mẹ l:uôn 
  go stay with mum immediately  
I will go to stay with mommy right away 
2  (1.9) 
3 Bim   cho bố ở    nhà  này  một m:ình  
  Let dad stay house this alone  
      Let you stay in this house alone 
4  (4.5) 
5 Bim   cho bố biết lỗi    của bố lào đi 
  Let dad know offence of  dad how PRT 
6  To let you know how is your offence 
7  (0.7) 
8 Bim   suốt ngày đánh con thôi 
  All   day   beat OSP only 
      You beat me all day 
9  (5.6) 
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10 Bim   đẻ ra   con để làm cái gì 
      Born out OSP  to do  CL what 
Why did you give birth to me? 
11  (0.5) 
12 Bim   >suốt ngày đánh con< thôi 
  All  day    beat OSP only 
  Always beat me  
13  (29.0) 
14 Bim   ợ   với  bố  bố gớm chết bố ghê 
      Live with dad dad terrible dad terrible 
Living with daddy is terrible 
15  (5.2) 
16 Bim ợ   với  mẹ  dẫn lên con đi mua  d::ép 
  Stay with mum lead up  OSP  go buy slippers 
      Staying with mommy,(she) takes me to buy slippers 
17  (1.2) 
18 Bim   cái dép hôm mua đấy sinh nhật bị rách hồi 
           CL slippers day buy that birthday PM rag already 
The slippers bought on the birthday eve are broken  
19  (4.1) 
20 Bim   ở với bố chả có sướng gì cả 
      Live with dad no yes happy what  
Living with daddy is no way happy 
21  (4.7) 
22 Bim   ở   với  bố đẻ   ra con cũng không ơ ơ đánh con con biết nhè khóc ra  
  Live with dad born out OSP also  no         beat OSP OSP  know cry      out 
Living with you who gave birth to me is not uhm you just beat me 
till I cry out  
 
The first part of the extract starts from line 1 to line 22, where Bim, who is locked alone in 
the bathroom, verbally criticises her father. Bim threatens to let the father alone (line 3) (cho bố ở 
nhà này một m:ình/ (I) let you stay in this house alone) because she “đi ở với mẹ l:uôn” (go to stay 
with mommy right away) (line 1). Due to the asymmetrical relationship between her and her father, 
she is not supposed to have the authority of delivering a threat. Moreover, Cua is not the punisher 
in this specific context. According to Cobb-Moore (2008), threats are generally associated with the 
parents and adults, who possess rights to exercise authority over their children. By this threat, Bim 
has drawn upon an adult’s resource to make a verbal counter-attack on her father. She accuses him 
of being an offender because he punishes her. The threat to "let dad home alone" (line 2) can be 
heard as the punishment measurement towards her father. As such, Bim authorises herself to be a 
punisher in relation with her father. Here, it is worth noting that Bim also mentions mother as an 
opposite side from the father (line 1). By threatening that she is going to stay with her mother, Bim 
assumes that the mother will align with her in the process of isolating the father. In the next line, 
Bim explicitly claims the offence of the father (cho bố biết lỗi của bố lào đi/ To let you know how 
your offence is) and thus, portrays the father as an offender while she is a victim. Bim has reversed 
the asymmetrical roles between her and the father in order to argue the punishment of the father. 
The father is now downgraded to the position of an offender from the position of victim and 
punisher while Bim promotes herself as a victim and punisher from the position of an offender. 
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In the role of a punisher, Bim demonstrates the authority to initiate a series of criticisms 
from line 8 to line 22. She repeats the punishment that the father gave her three times “đánh con” 
(beat me) in line 8, 12 and 22, making her “crying”. Here, Bim does not mention this particular 
punishment but generalises it to be a regular practice (suốt ngày – all day/always). In doing so, 
Bim is depicting the identities of her father with negative characteristics. On that basis, Bim poses 
a rhetorical question (đẻ ra con để làm cái gì/ Why did you gave birth to me?). By this question, 
she challenges the fatherhood of her father. A “good father” needs to be characterised with 
activities and moral obligations to ensure the welfare of his child (White & Wastell, 2011). If these 
obligations are not accomplished, then the fatherhood can be challenged. Thus, this argument 
makes accountable for some descriptors “gớm chết” (terrible) (line 14) and “chả có sướng gì cả” 
(no way happy) (line 20) to articulate the current relationship between them. In line 18, Bim makes 
an excuse for demanding new slippers (cái dép hôm mua đấy sinh nhật rách rồi/the slippers 
bought on the birthday eve are broken). She links her demand to the parents’ moral obligation and 
contrasts it with the mother’s behaviour (ợ với mẹ dẫn lên con đi mua d::ép/ Staying with mommy, 
(she) takes me to buy slippers). Another contrast is also invoked in another claim in line 22, 
namely, the expected moral obligation of the father and the reality (ở với bố đẻ ra con cũng không 
ơ ơ đánh con con biết nhè khóc ra/Living with you who gave birth to me is not you just beat me till 
I cry out). 
In this extract, Bim resists the punishment of the father through ascribing her father to be 
an offender and her as a victim. In so doing, she reverses the asymmetrical roles between herself 
and her father. While denying the offence, Bim draws upon moral rules to set up the portrait of her 
father who does not act properly as a “father”. In particular, Bim challenges the act of rejecting 
her demands and punishing her. She treats it as something unacceptable regarding the obligation 
and duty that a father needs to have. A “good father” needs to love his child and satisfy her 
requirements. Meanwhile, from her viewpoint, it is her father who is engaging in immoral actions 
by not buying her new slippers. In this regard, she does not see her action as offensive to the father. 
Rather, it is framed as accountable and a reasonable one. Thus, this is evidence showing that 
children do not always passively comply with the punishment. They make arguments to challenge 
adult rules and also their punishment (cf. Mayall, 1994).  
It can be seen that the incident of “demand for new slippers” is approached from different 
perspectives. Bim approaches the incident with the rule of “parents love and satisfy the welfare of 
children”. She thus builds up a series of arguments, portraying her father as a “bad father” in the 
efforts of making her demands acceptable. By contrast, the father does not apply that rule. Instead, 
he places Bim’s demands for new slippers within the economic circumstances of the family and 
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the excessive number of slippers that Bim has. The father treats Bim’s act as an offence since she 
is not able to apply correctly social rules and morals in particular contexts. Therefore, the 
punishment is set to re-align the child to the right track of defined social behaviours and norms. 
This scenario in adult-child interaction is articulated by Sacks (1995; p.492): “You applied rule X 
here, but rule X doesn’t apply here, rule Y applies here”. The difference in assessing the incident 
leads to conflict between the child and adults. However, the arguments which Bim has made show 
that she has her own viewpoints on this incident. She does not completely and passively accept the 
punishment. Rather, she resists the adults’ imposition on her. The punishment becomes the chance 
for her to articulate her viewpoint and challenge the adult-imposed rules. When adults try to orient 
her to their rules, Bim insists on her approach. She competently organises her arguments based on 
her rules. Bim has interpreted the incident in her own way and made efforts to defend her 
viewpoint. It is indicative of her social competence in independently organising her social 
activities and making sense of her social world (cf. Busch, 2012; Maynard, 1985). Bim is also 
shown to be a moral agent who shows the capacity to evaluate the acceptability of her actions and 
also the actions of adults (cf. Mayall, 2002).  
In this data set, the cases of not performing remedial work occur more regularly in cases 
where the victims are children than in cases where the victims are adults. When the victims are 
adults, there are 53.3% cases where children do not implement remedial work. Meanwhile, when 
the victims are children, the corresponding figure reaches the proportion of 70.6%. This suggests 
that when offences occur within peer culture and there is an intervention of adults as the third party, 
children do not always treat what they have done as something offensive. The intervention of adults 
into the situation does not help much in instructing children to recognise their offences. In such 
cases, children tend to act more independently by avoiding the imposition of adults on their social 
world. They commonly situate the incidents within their peer culture, build up their rules and make 
their own decisions, which may be different from adults’ perspective. In contrast, children are more 
ready to admit their offences when the victims are adults. It is indicative of their recognition of 
adults’ asymmetrical right and their respect for adults in the process of dealing with their offences.  
 
5.5.Chapter summary 
This chapter analyses the process in which children do not do remedial work. Instead of 
viewing children as incompetent in those cases signal that they do not admit what they have done 
as offences. Children approach the problematic incident from a different point of view from adults. 
They just do not frame the problematic incidents as offensive and strive to protect their viewpoints. 
On that basis, they develop strategies of resistance, rather than doing remedial work. In other 
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words, children “deny, reframe and counter the accusation” (Cekaite, 2012, p.174). The resistance 
is carried out and achieved in particular circumstances where children and adults engage in the 
process of managing offences. This fact seems to be different from Kohlberg viewpoint (1981) 
when he noted that children, during the premoral stage, have no real understanding of values, and 
they must obey adults’ instructions and rules, and accept adults’ authority.  
Investigating the ways children manage their offences consolidates the idea of viewing 
childhood as a “dynamic arena of social activity involving struggles for power, contested meanings 
and negotiated relationships” (Hutchby & Moran-Ellis, 1998, p.10). Here, children use their own 
resources of talk and interaction to make sense of their social world and shape their identities.  
Even when being protested, punished and threatened by adults, children do not change their 
viewpoints. They approach the offending situations from their own view and try to maintain and 
defend their views. The disagreement and resistance enables children to “build and display 
themselves as agents in the constitution of their social order” (Goodwin et al., 2002). When victims 
are their peers, children often do not stop their offending actions or reject doing remedial work 
despite being requested to do so. When victims are adults, children avoid remedial work through 
developing oppositional arguments with adults or invoking their own rules. Such practices suggest 
that children’s social orders are not always compatible with adults’social orders (cf. Theobald & 
Danby, 2012). Children do not construct adults’ social worlds and also do not belong to adults’ 
social worlds. They are competent social actors in their own right and within their social worlds 
which may not be similar to those of adults.  
Offending situations are also an empirical circumstance where adults socialise children to 
behave properly in social activities and progress to the adult’s social world. A question that can be 
raised is how adults evaluate children’s competence when they participate with children in the 
process of dealing with offences. This is the main content of the next analytic chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6: WHEN ADULTS MANAGE CHILDREN’S OFFENCES 
 
6.1.Introduction 
In the two previous chapters, the management of offences was examined from the children’s 
perspective. Children demonstrate that they are competent actors at dealing with their offences. 
Whether they do or avoid remedial work, they are still able to act independently in various ways. 
However, the involvement of adults in the process of managing children’s offences is also 
important. With the participation of adults, offending situations may not be just limited to a process 
of identifying and resolving consequences. Rather, they become practices for adults to socialise 
children into their social world. 
This chapter focuses on the practices adults manage children’s offences. The management of 
offences includes the process of identifying and resolving them in interactions. While offending 
situations are one of the practices for children to display their competence, they are also the context 
for adults to socialise children. In the relationship with children, adults are mature, competent and 
social (Mackay, 1991). Also, they are also supposed to have asymmetrical rights in intervening in 
situations and deciding the outcome (cf. Cekaite, 2012; Speier, 1976). Therefore, adults take 
advantage of offending situations to teach children about normative social rules and behaviours.  
While adults socialise children through offending situations, there is a question of whether 
they acknowledge the role of children as competent social actors in dealing with offences. This 
issue is the focus of this chapter. It means that competence is now apporoached from an insider 
view (cf. Theobald, 2016). Particularly, children’s social competence is determined in terms of how 
their process of managing offences are assessed by related adults as competent works.   
In this data set, there are two main scenarios employed by adults in the process of managing 
children’s offences. The first scenario is that adults acknowledge that children are competent actors. 
This scenario means that adults assume children’s abilities to understand social rules and ways to 
remedy their offences. In contrast to the acknowledgement of children’s competence, the second 
scenario is that adults deny children’s social competence. It means that adults do not treat children 
as competent social members. They underestimate children’s abilities to know the rules and how to 
implement remedial work. They exercise their rights to impose their viewpoints and rules on 
children, giving them no chance to negotiate. Either of those two perspectives may be applied in 
each separate offending situation. However, they may also be intertwined in each moment of a 
single case, suggesting that adults can both assume and deny children’s competence in certain tasks 
(Mackay, 1991; p.27). 
In this chapter, those two scenarios are examined in both processes of identifying offences 
and resolving with offences. Identifying offences relates to the process in which adults frame what 
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can be counted as offences. Resolving offences relates to the process in which adults implement the 
necessary measures to deal with offences. This chapter also examines the termination of offending 
situations, arguing that this is the context for adults to restore social order and show their 
acknowledgement of children’s competence and their social worlds.    
 
6.2. Adults identify children’s offences in interactions 
The focus of this section is on the process where adults identify children’s offences. As 
mentioned in section 2.3.3, offences in interactions are formed by the violation of certain rules. 
However, the most important thing is that the violation must be identified by at least one 
participant. The concept of offences is the in situ achievement when participants interact with each 
other in particular contexts.  
In the process of identifying offences, the role of adults is displayed through deciding 
whether an action or behaviour is an offence or not. By framing what is counted as an offence and 
what is not, adults point out the violated rules and also expectations for children to comply with. At 
the same time, the identification of offences also marks the participation of adults in the process of 
managing offences and socialising children to behave appropriately according to social rules. In that 
process, adults can acknowledge or deny children’s social competence. In the following sections, 
two scenarios of acknowledging and denying children’s competence are examined.  
 
6.2.1.  Identifying offences: acknowledging children’s competence  
In identifying offences, the acknowledgement of children’s competence means that adults 
assume children as social actors who have an ability to understand that they did something wrong. 
On that basis, adults instruct children and lead them to the rule that they violated. Offences are not 
unilaterally framed. Rather, adults let children participate in the process of framing what offences 
are. Based on the resources used by children, they adjust the conversation to make children 
understand the violation of rules and the expectation towards them. Children are treated as 
contributors to the process of making sense of their social activities.  
The acknowledgement of children’s competence in identifying offences can be 
accomplished through different verbal resources, among which questions are one of the most 
common ones. By questioning children about problematic incidents, adults make children involved 
in the process of identifying the violation of social rules. At the same time, the questions also enact 
children’s competence in framing and acknowledging their offences.  
The following extract is among exchanges where an adult uses various forms of questions as 
a means to build up the sense of rules for children. Hiệp, a boy around three years old, plays in the 
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kindergarten ground after his school. His mother asks him to stop playing and go back home, but he 
neglects his mother’s request. The mother treats that behaviour as an offence by punishing Hiệp. 
She hides herself in a corner of the building. When Hiệp does not see his mother for a while, he 
runs to the parking area and stands next to his mother’s motorbike. The mother starts filming the 
situation from that moment as she gradually moves to her motorbike. The concept of offence is 
constructed step-by-step with the contribution of both Hiệp and the mother: 
 [6.1]  
01    ((The mother goes to the parking side. When Hiệp sees his  
mother, he runs towards her)) 
02 Hiệp      M:Ẹ 
           Mum 
   Mum      
03           (0.8) 
04 Hiệp      A: 
05            (0.6) 
06 Hiệp      mẹ mẹ  ơi M:Ẹ 
Mum mum VOC mum 
Mum mum mum  
07             (0.3) 
08 Hiệp      mẹ ơi  mẹ  hồi con bé   nhá mẹ 
Mum VOC mum time OSP small PRT mum 
Mum, when I was small, mum  
09   (0.6) 
10 Hiệp      mẹ (0.5)  hướng dẫn con nếu con trông khi mà mà không không  
Mum        instruct  OSP if   OSP   see   when when    not  not  
You instructed me that if I didn’t see you 
11    thấy mẹ thì  ra xe      mẹ luôn 
see  mum then out vehicle mum immediately 
then just go to your motorbike to wait for you there 
12   (0.5) 
13 Hiệp      ừ đằng nào  mẹ  cũng ra đấy 
Hm definitely mum also out there 
You then surely will go there 
14   (0.9) 
15 Mother     đúng rồi thế thì hôm nay làm sao 
Correct already so then today how 
That’s right, then how about today? 
16     (1.3) 
17 Hiệp      cũng th:ế 
Also  so 
I also did like th:at 
18   (0.3) 
19 Mother hôm nay con đang đang chơi ở đâu 
      Today     OSP TM    TM   play  where 
   Today, where are you playing?   
20 Hiệp      đang chơi cầu trượt 
TM   play  slide 
Playing slide 
21        (0.4) 
22 Mother     thì làm sao 
Then  how 
Then what’s wrong  
23    (0.9) 
24 Hiệp      thì không thấy mẹ 
Then  not    see  mum 
Then I didn’t see you   
25    (0.3) 
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26 Mother     thế l:à 
Then  
And then 
27       (0.6)   
28 Hiệp      thế là con con chạy ra xe      xe     mẹ có còn  ở   đấy không 
Then be OSP OSP  run  out vehicle vehicle mum yes still at there  no 
Then I ran to your motorbike to see if it is still there 
29 Mother     thế à  thế con   có thấy xe    mẹ không  
Really  then OSP  yes see  vehicle mum no 
Really then have you seen my motorbike? 
30 Hiệp   ((nods)) 
31 Hiệp      có 
Yes 
Yes 
32 Mother     thế là con a lo lắng hay con yên tâm= 
Then    OSP     worry  or   OSP  secure 
Then do you feel worried or secure? 
33 Hiệp      =yên tâm 
Secure  
secure  
34 Mother     Thế à thế khi mà không nhìn thấy mẹ đâu   thì con  có lo lắng kh:ông 
       Really  then when not  see    mum where then OSP yes worry no 
Really, then when not seeing me, do you feel worr:ied? 
35    (0.9) 
36 Hiệp     c:ó 
Yes 
y:es 
(0.5) 
37 Mother     có  à  con  sợ mẹ bỏ con lại ở à ừ con sợ mẹ bỏ con lại ở trường à 
yes PRT OSP scare mum leave OSP back at OSP scare mum leave OSP back at school PRT 
Yes, right? You are afraid that I will leave you at school, right? 
38     (0.2) 
39 Hiệp      vâ[ng 
Yes 
Yes   
40 Mother        [vì sao mẹ bỏ   con lại ở trường nhở 
   Why  mum leave OSP  back at school  PRT 
   Why do I leave you at school? 
41    (0.6) 
42 Hiệp      ovìo 
Because 
oBecauseo 
43    (1.4) 
44 Hiệp      vì    >con không   thấy mẹ đâu< 
Because OSP  not     see  mum where 
Because >I can’t see mum anywhere< 
45         (0.7) 
46 Mother     vì   đứa nào hư  không nghe lời mẹ mẹ bảo về lại cứ cố chạy đi chơi  
Because guy which naughty not obey     mum mum say back again keep try run go play 
Because which guy doesn’t obey mum’s instruction? When mum 
asks for going back home, he keeps trying to play?  
47 Hiệp        ((holds the cap with his hands and smiles)) 
 
        
After approaching the mother, Hiệp tells his mother about what she had asked him to do 
(line 8-13). That is the rule set between the mother and Hiệp that whenever he gets lost from his 
mother at school, he needs to find his mother’s motorbike and wait for her there. By invoking this 
parental rule, Hiệp portrays himself as a rule-follower, not a deviant (Hester & Hester, 2012). Also, 
this fact suggests that Hiệp merely views the incident as a “getting-lost” one. 
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Instead of immediately pointing out the non-application of the rule, the mother expresses 
that she agrees with what Hiệp says (đúng rồi/ that’s right) (line 15). In so doing, she acknowledges 
the parental rule in the “getting lost” scenario that Hiệp has applied. On that basis, she goes into 
detail by asking him about the application of that rule in the specific incident today (thế thì hôm nay 
làm sao/ then how about today?). Hiệp replies “cũng thế” (I also did like that), implying that he has 
correctly applied the rule when he gets lost.  
The mother keeps orienting Hiệp to his offence by making a deeper enquiry about the 
current situation. To elicit Hiệp’s answers, she employs different kinds of questions. The question 
“thì làm sao” (then what’s wrong/what happens?) in line 22 is another marked invitation to speak 
(Psathas, 1995). It means that the mother authorises her son to retell the incident. The token “thế 
l:à” (and then) (line 26) functions as a go-ahead marker, prompting the recipient to continue the 
ongoing story. By using those patterns, the mother gives Hiệp the chance to complete retelling the 
incident. Her questions enable her son to retell the whole incident from his viewpoint. Here, the 
mother does not overtly orient Hiệp to any rule or norm. Also, there is still no accusation from the 
mother to Hiệp. Rather, she acknowledges the rule that her son invokes and works together with 
him in recalling the incident. As such, it can be said that the mother is assuming her child as a 
competent agent. Of course, it is also clearly seen that the mother is still controlling the trajectory of 
the talk. Retelling the incident makes clear the rules that the child is applying. On that basis, the 
mother leads him in her expected direction.  
The mother starts invoking the rule that she expects him to follow by a series of questions. 
She asks Hiệp about how he feels when coping with such a predicament (thế là con a lo lắng hay 
con yên tâm/ Then do you feel worried or secure?). After Hiệp admits his worry (line 37), the 
mother clarifies Hiệp’s worry by another tag question (Con sợ mẹ bỏ con lại ở à ừ con sợ mẹ bỏ con 
lại ở trường à/ You are afraid that I will leave you at school, right?). With the ending particle “à”, 
this tag question conveys that the mother expects her child to confirm the content of her question 
(cf. Le D., 1996; Nguyen M.T. & Nguyen V.H., 1998). In that sense, this question is typically to 
seek recipient’s agreement (Theobald & Danby, 2012). Hiệp’s confirmation in the next line shows 
his acknowledgement to the mother’s expectation set in her previous question. Here, by asking her 
child, the mother continues to give Hiệp the chance to participate in the process of assessing the 
incident. However, the tag questions also constrain the recipient to two given options set in advance 
by the questioner. In this way, the mother maintains control of the orientation of the exchange and 
step-by-step brings her son to her social orders. 
After Hiệp confesses that he is worried about her disappearance, the mother asks him about 
the reason she leaves him at school (line 41). By this why-type interrogative, the mother starts 
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framing the incident as “she leaves Hiệp at school intentionally” rather than “Hiệp gets lost from 
the mother” as he framed it before. This type of “why” question positions the child as responsible 
for the reported problematic incident (Cekaite, 2012). Also, the “why” question indicates that the 
mother assumes that Hiệp is able to account for her intentional disappearance. His hesitation in the 
next line suggests that he finds it difficult to account for his situation.  
To this moment, the mother self-selects to answer her question, accusing Hiệp of “hư” 
(naughty), “không nghe lời” (disobey) (line 47). As such, she clarifies the offence that Hiệp has 
committed: not obeying his mother’s requests. At the same time, she also rejects the rule that Hiệp 
wrongly invoked before. However, the mother just mentions the offender by a format of another 
question: “đứa nào” (which guy). In so doing, the mother does not explicitly ascribe Hiệp as the 
offender but lets him identify the offence himself. This suggests that the mother, in designing her 
turn and organising her talk, still offers her son the chance to act as a competent agent. Hiệp shows 
that he acknowledges her implication by displaying some shy gestures: holding the cap with his 
hands and smiling (line 48). Thus, it can be said the mother leads Hiệp to be gradually aware of his 
offence.  
This extract shows one particular practice where adults guide children to learn and comply 
with social rules. Note that it is the child who actively invokes a parental rule and sees himself as a 
“rule-follower” (Hester & Hester, 2012). In the position of a victim and also a rule-enforcer, the 
mother displays her right in figuring out the offending situation and leading the offender to her 
expected orientations. The mother does not unilaterally construct the concept of offence. Rather, she 
let her child engage in the process of identifying the offence. Instead of imposing rules on her son, 
the mother first acknowledges the rules that Hiệp applies. On that basis, she lets her son participate 
in the process of framing his offence. By using different kinds of questions, the mother assumes that 
her son has the ability to understand the rule that is broken. In other words, those questions are 
evidence indicating that the mother is treating her son as a social actor in acknowledging rule-
violation.  
Even in the case where there is no rule invoked from the child, and adults totally control the 
process of making offences, they also use questions to engage children in the process of identifying 
the offence. Together with questions, adult also articulate rules that are violated by the child 
through a series of accounts. The following extract illustrates this point. It is another extract from 
the situation where Linh is punished by the grandmother because she makes the altar dirty. The 
video starts at the moment where the grandmother holds a bamboo stick on her hands and requests 
Linh to lie down for a spanking
1
: 
                                                 
1
 See also extract [4.19] 
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 [6.2]  
28 Grandma Cháu      biết tội    chưa= 
   Grandchild know offence not yet 
   Have you acknowledged your offence 
29 Linh    =chưa ạ 
   Not yet PRT 
   Not yet 
30   (0.3) 
31 Grandma     sớm mai      bà     vừa mới dội xong   bà     dặn như thế nào 
   Early morning grandma just     wash finish grandma say how 
In the early morning, I have just washed it, then how did I tell you 
32   (0.9) 
33 Grandma bà     dặn như thế nào 
   Grandma tell how 
how did I tell you? 
34   (0.9) 
35 Linh    okhông đổ nước rao 
   Not   pour water out 
   oDo not pour the water downo 
36             (0.5) 
37 Grandma     >HẢ< 
   what 
WHAT 
38   (0.7) 
39 Linh    không đổ nước ra ạ 
   Not pour water out PRT 
Do not pour the water down 
40   (1.7) 
41 Grandma     cái lọ vôi     hôm qua   cháu   đổ hết xuống nền nhà mớitoe 
   CL bucket slaked lime yesterday grandchild pour all  down   floor house  new very  
Yesterday, you poured the slaked lime bucket to the clean floor 
42   (0.4) 
43 Grandma     hôm nay cháu   đem  tất cả chỗ  vôi xuống cháu    bôi  
Today grandchild bring all    place lime down grandchild rub  
Today you brought all the slaked lime down here then  
44   lên trên kí kí chân bàn thờ nó ướt sượt 
on up    CL CL  foot altar    it wet full      
you rub it on altar’s legs making them wet  
45 Grandma     lần này thì nhớ nhá ((spanking Linh)) 
   Time this then remember PRT 
   This time you need to remember 
46 Linh    vâng ạ  
   Yes PRT 
yes 
47 Grandma     nằm xuống 
   Lie down  
   Lie down 
48   (5.6) 
49 Grandma     bàn thờ là cái nơi linh thiêng thờ tổ tiên ông bà 
   Altar is CL place sacred worship ancestor grandparents 
Altar is a sacred place to worship the ancestors. 
50   (0.5) 
51 Grandma     cháu biết sao không cái bàn thờ nãy cháu vẽ bà ông bà mua bao nhiêu tiền 
Grandchild know how no CL altar before grandchild drew grandparents buy how much money  
the altar that you have drawn, you know, it cost me much to buy it 
52   (0.3) 
53 Grandma     mua rất nhiều tiền mà đã sơn  như thế này cho đẹp thế  
Buy very much  money but TM paint like so this for beauty 
It cost much to buy and the coat of paint is so beautiful. 
54   NAY MAI     CHÁU      LẤY CÁI VÔI CHÁU     BÔI lên đấy  
Now tomorrow grandchild take CL lime grandchild rub up there 
BUT NOW YOU TAKE SLAKED LIME TO RUB ON IT like that,   
55   như thế này có được không 
like so this yes ok no 
so is it acceptable? 
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If the previous extract between Hiệp and his mother is highlighted by the fact that the 
mother draws upon the rule that Hiệp invoked to re-orient him to her expected rule, this situation is 
organised in another way. It is the adult (grandmother) who orients her granddaughter to the rules. 
In particular, the grandmother uses the yes-no question to check if Linh acknowledges her offence 
(Cháu biết tội chưa/ Have you acknowledged your offence?) (line 28). Here, she uses the word 
“tội”, (offence or crime) which is more serious than “lỗi” (fault)1. In so doing, the grandmother 
treats the offence as something severe. More importantly, this question gives Linh a chance to 
acknowledge the severeness of her offence. However, Linh replies that she does still not know 
about the offence (line 23). This leads to another question from the grandmother in line 31 (Sớm 
mai bà vừa mới dội xong bà dặn như thế nào/In the early morning, I have just washed it, then how 
did I tell you?). Once again, the grandmother does not explain all the offending things to her 
granddaughter. Instead, she tries to guide Linh gradually along the way of acknowledging the 
offence. Her question presupposes that she has told her about the rule before and Linh has not 
complied with this. Thus, it creates a slot for the child to recall the rules.  
The adult-imposed rule of “not pour the water down” is then made clear by Linh (line 35 
and 39). For the grandmother, it is, however, not the rule that is violated in this situation. When the 
child is not able to identify the rule-violation, this is the moment where she points out the offence 
through recounting the incident of making the ancestral altar dirty by rubbing slaked lime on it (line 
41 and 43). In this description, the grandmother makes clear the incident of “pour the slaked lime 
bucket”, but not “pour the water” as being said by Linh. The contrast between “hôm qua” 
(yesterday) and “hôm nay” (today) suggests that the grandmother is framing the offence as a 
sequence of unacceptable actions. This is the basis for her to make further assessment about Linh’s 
offence (line 49). The offence turns out not just to relate to the rule of keeping things clean. Rather, 
it is connected to the moral rule of respecting ancestors and ancestral altar. In Vietnam, ancestor 
worship is viewed as an important indigenous religion (Phan N., 1998; Toan A., 2001). The altar is 
always the most important place in any house (Tick, 2007). Here, the grandmother also announces 
that the altar is a beautiful, high-value and sacred place (line 51). So, it is oriented to as an 
inviolable site.  
Although the grandmother claims that the child has offended, she gives the child the 
opportunity to demonstrate the recognition that she understands the nature of the rule she has 
broken (như thế này có được không/ So is it acceptable?). It means that the grandmother sets a 
series of rules and expectations for her grandaughter in this particular situation. However, she also 
respects the child’s perspective in framing the offence. By asking questions, the grandmother 
                                                 
1
 See also section 4.2.3.1. 
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demonstrates that she treats Linh as an agent who is able to assess the incident and make her own 
decision based on the prior analysis of the grandmother. The offence is not determined by the 
grandmother only. She allows Linh to join in with the process of framing the offence.  
In previous extracts, it can be clearly seen that through various kinds of questions, adults 
provide a chance for children be involved in the process of identifying offences. The process where 
offences are framed is progressed through the turn-by-turn interaction of children and adults. Adults 
lead children to reach agreement with the rule that is violated and children follow this orientation 
without resistance. When children maintain their own stance and still do not acknowledge the 
offence, adults may draw on the children’s arguments to give detailed account of what the offence 
is.  
Extract [6.3] below is one part of the situation where Bim is punished by the father because 
she asks her father to buy her new slippers
1
. After Bim is locked in the bathroom for a while, the 
grandmother enters the bathroom: 
[6.3] 
24 Grandma    con mà con hư     quá hư    không 
OSP PRT OSP naughty too naughty no 
   It’s you, you are so naughty   
25   (1.0) 
26 Grandma    dép    đây dép    mừ mừ làm gì có nhiều tiền mà mua dép  thế 
Slippers here slippers PRT PRT do what have many  money PRT buy slippers so 
The slippers are here, how do we afford money to buy slippers? 
27    (0.7) 
28 Grandma    mưa gió  mẹ có làm cái gì ăn  được đâu  mà= 
       Rain wind mum yes do  CL what eat PM where PRT       
Because of the rain, your mum can’t do anything with her work 
29 Bim        =con bảo mỗi  đôi dép      mà bố  không cho 
        OSP  say only  pair slippers but dad not    give 
 I just ask for only one pair of slippers but daddy didn’t agree 
30 Grandma   cái g:ì 
what 
       What 
31 Bim        một đôi dép     nữa thôi mà bố không ch:o 
One pair slippers more only but dad not give 
       Just one pair of slippers but daddy didn’t agree 
32 Grandma    thế hả:  
Really  
       Really  
33    (0.8) 
34 Grandma    nhưng mà bố nghĩ  con có nhiều  dép     rồi    con ạ  
But      dad think OSP have many slippers already OSP PRT  
But daddy thinks that you have already had many slippers at 
35    ở  nhà  bây giờ b mẹ không làm ra  tiền đâu con 
at house now    parent  not   work out money where OSP 
home, now your parents can’t earn money, darling 
36   (0.4) 
37 Grandma    trời mưa trời gió chẳng ai làm ra tiền  đâu  con mà làm  thì  
Sky  rain sky wind  no   who  work out money where OSP but work then  
The rain makes no one earn money and even if working, it’s a 
 
 
                                                 
1
 See also extract [5.7] 
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38    lỗ  chẳng làm được cái gì đâu 
lost not work   PM   CL what where 
loss, we can’t do anything 
   (0.4) 
39 Grandma   mẹ không có   tiền bố không [có tiền 
       Mum not   have money dad not have money 
Mum doesn’t have money and neither is dad 
 
In line 24, the grandmother claims that Bim is “hư quá” (so naughty). In doing so, the 
grandmother indicates that she is aligning with the father in treating the action “asking for new 
slippers” as something untoward. Recall that the father also treats Bim’s demand as an offence and 
he is punishing her by locking her in the bathroom. The naughtiness is specified by two more 
accounts by the grandmother (line 26 and 28), clarifying Bim’s demands as unreasonable under the 
current condition of the family. By using those accounts, the grandmother holds Bim accountable 
for the moral rule that she is mentioning.  
As analysed in the previous chapter, Bim is approaching the incident from her viewpoint. 
She tries to justify her action as a reasonable one rather than an offensive one by an excuse (con 
bảo mỗi đôi dép mà bố không cho/ I just ask for only one pair of slippers but daddy didn’t agree). 
“Mỗi” (only/just) stresses on the small amount of her demand which makes the demand hearably 
as something reasonable. 
The grandmother’s reply “Thế hả” (really) (line 32) indicates that she acknowledges Bim’s 
account. From that acknowledgement, the turn in line 34, prefaced by the counter-factual “nhưng 
mà” (but), indicates “current speakers expectation have not been met” (Sterponi, 2003, p.85). 
Also, it projects an opposite viewpoint with her granddaughter prior turn. Her two arguments 
packaged in this turn are built on the basis of Bim’s previous turns. Specifically, the demand for 
new slippers is challenged by two arguments: “con có nhiều dép rồi” (you have already had many 
slippers at home) and “bây giờ bố mẹ không làm ra tiền đâu” (now your parents can’t earn 
money). Once again, the grandmother places Bim into the position of competent agent who is 
capable of acknowledging the rules and moral implications. The subsequent account (line 37, 38 
and 39) also focuses on the financial condition of the family framing Bim’s demand as 
unreasonable. Here, the grandmother invokes the moral responsibility of Bim as a member of the 
family. By stating the working and financial circumstance of Bim’s parents, she orients Bim to a 
moral rule of not demanding too much, especially when the economic condition of the family is in 
trouble. As such, she is positioning Bim as a moral agent who is able to be aware of those morals 
(cf. Steporni, 2003). The demand for new slippers by Bim is inappropriate conduct in terms of 
morality. Here, while Bim does not consider her demand for new slippers as something offensive, 
the grandmother engages her in the process of framing it as an offence. Like previous examples, 
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the concept of offence is constructed in situ, namely, on the basis of the continuous contribution 
from the adult and the child.  
In the process of identifying offences, the acknowledgement of children’s competence is 
also displayed in cases where adults are cast as third parties but not the victim. When receiving a 
report from children about an offence, adults also intervene in the situation and collaborate with 
related parties to frame offences. In the role of arbitrator, adults control the talk and lead children to 
acknowledge the rules that are violated.  
 The extract [6.4] below illustrates the cases where the adult, as a third party, evaluates and 
ratifies the offences after a process of constructing rules with children. Bê, a girl about four years 
old, is playing with her neighbour friend Zi (a boy about three years old) in Zi’s house. The video is 
recorded from the moment where Bê tells on Zi’s offence to Thuỷ, Zi’s mother: 
   [6.4]  
01 Bê         Cô Thủy  ơi  khi lúc cháu đang tô màu em Zi còn nghịch hộp  
Aunt Thuy VOC when when niece TM   color   YB Zi still play  box  
  Hey Aunt Thuỷ, when I was colouring, Zi played with my pen box 
02    bút của cháu lại gác chân lên sách của cháu 
pen  of niece  also put foot  on  book of niece  
also put his feet on my book 
03    (2.9)   
04 Zi   ((moves close to Thuỷ))   
05 Thuỷ        con nói gì 
OSP say what 
What are you going to say? 
06    (0.6) 
07 Zi      ư ư ư à chị Bê hư 
   OS  Bê naughty 
Bê is naughty  
08    (0.6) 
09 Thuỷ        tại sao chị Bê hư 
Why      OS  Bê naughty 
Why is Bê naughty  
10 Bê         >không phải <(0.5) không phải đâu ạ (0.5) đúng là em Zi hư   
not   right          not right  where PRT    correct is YB Zi naughty 
  Not right not right, the right thing is that Zi is naughty 
11    mới đúng vì là em Zi nhá 
just correct Bêcause YB Zi PRT 
    because Zi= 
12 Zi      =Chị Bê HƯ 
YS Bê naughty 
Bê is NAUGHTY  
13    (0.5) 
14 Bê         Em Zi còn nghịch hộp tô màu của cháu vì    cháu đang tô  lại 
YB Zi still play    box colour of niece because niece TM colour also 
Zi played my pen box while I was colouring. He also put his 
15    còn gác  chân lên mẫu    của cháu chứ 
still put foot  on  pattern of  niece PRT 
feet on my patterns 
16    (0.5)   
17 Bê         để cháu nhìn nữa chứ ạ (0.3) em Zi như vậy là hư 
Let niece watch more PRT PRT    YB Zi like that be naughty 
I couldn’t see my pattern, so, it means that Zi is naughty   
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18 Thuỷ        vì sao con bảo chị Bê hư 
Why     OSP say  OS  Bê naughty 
Why do you say that Bê is naughty? 
19    (1.1) 
20 Zi       chị B:ê hư 
OS   Bê  naughty 
She is naughy 
   (0.2) 
21 Thuỷ        vì sao 
Why 
Why 
22    (0.5) 
23 Zi      chị Bê hư      mẹ ạ 
OS   Bê naughty mum PRT 
Bê is naughty, mum 
24   (0.2) 
25 Thuỷ        nhưng mà vì sao 
But       why 
But why 
26 Zi      đây  mặt gì đã ((Zi is holding the rubic)) 
   This face what PRT 
But what side is this 
(0.7) 
27 Thuỷ        vì sao vì sao con trả lời mẹ đi đã vì sao chị Bê hư 
Why     why     OSP  answer mum PRT PRT why    OS  Bê naughty 
Why why answer my question first why Bê is naughty?  
28    (1.1) 
29 Zi       vì là  chị Bê không cho em bé   mượn  hộp bút 
   Because OS  Bê  not   let  YB small borrow box pen 
  Because Bê does not allow me to borrow the pen box 
30    (0.5)  
31 Bê         không phải là cháu không cho mà là khi nghịch hộp bút của 
Not   right be niece not    let but be when play    pen box of  
I didn’t refuse his request, but when you play adult’s  
32    người lớn là phải xin phép    người lớn cho nghịch mới ạ 
adult      be must ask permission adult     allow play just PRT 
pen box, it is necessary to ask for permission from adults 
33    (1.4) 
34 Thuỷ        thế con đã xin phép     chị chưa 
So   OSP TM ask permission OS not yet  
So, have you asked for permission to her? 
35    (0.5) 
36 Bê         chưa   ạ 
Not yet PRT 
Not yet 
37    (0.6) 
38 Thuỷ        con chưa     xin phép      mà  con đã nghịch thì đương nhiên là ch  
OPS  not yet ask permission but OSP TM play  then of course  be  
You played it without asking for permission, then obviously 
39    con mới là người  hư     rồi 
OSP just  be person naughty already  
you are naughty 
 
In this situation, Zi’s mother (Thuỷ) receives a report from Bê, claiming two offences that Zi 
was committed: play with the pen box without asking her permission and stepping on her drawing 
paper (line 1). As such, Thuỷ is invited to be the arbitrator of the offending situation. Instead of 
pointing out the offence, Thuỷ questions her son (Con nói gì/what are you going to say?). This 
question functions as an invitation to retell the story from his side. She offers Zi the opportunity to 
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defend himself against Bê’s accusations. In reply, Zi claims that Bê is naughty (line 7). As such, Zi 
rejects the charge and even sees Bê as the offender instead.  
Evidently, Zi makes his claim without any further account. Thus, Thuỷ keeps asking Zi to 
explain his claim by a “why” question (tại sao chị Bê hư/Why is Bê naughty) (line 17). Like in 
extract [6.1], this kind of question indicates that the mother presumes her son to be able to give 
accounts for his actions. It entitles the accused child to make clear and justify the issue in question. 
Nonetheless, it is Bê who takes the next turn when she defends her viewpoint by invoking rules that 
Zi has broken (line 14 and 15) before concluding that Zi is naughty. As the rule-enforcer, Thuỷ 
keeps persistently seeking the account from her son instead of framing the offence by three 
consecutive “why” questions (line 20, 25 and 27) after Zi fails to give any further account.  
When Zi clarifies the rules that Bê violated in line 29, his account is immediately rejected by 
Bê in the next line. Here, Bê invokes the rule of asking for permission before using other’s 
properties (line 31, 32). Thuỷ’s next question (thế con đã xin phép chị chưa/ So, have you asked for 
permission to her?) suggests that she aligns with Bê and just checks if her son has complied with it 
(line 34). After Zi admits that he does not follow it (line 34), Thuỷ makes clear the offence of her 
son (con chưa xin phép mà con đã nghịch thì đương nhiên là ch con mới là người hư rồi/ You 
played it without asking for permission, then obviously you are naughty). It means that Thuỷ agrees 
with Bê’s accusations and simultaneously denies Zi’s accounts. The use of “đương nhiên” 
(obviously, evidently) shows that the mother frames Zi’s offence as something indisputable after a 
long process of interaction.  
Being appointed as the rule-enforcer, Zi’s mother still displays her asymmetrical right to 
intervene in the situation and orient her son to the social rule that is invoked by his neighbour friend 
(cf. Speier, 1976). Here, Thuỷ does not identify the offence right after Bê’s report. Rather, she 
works with the two children to come up with definite conclusions about the offence and the 
offender. She gives both children the floor to show their viewpoints while still leading them to 
invoke their rules. Her questions give her son the chance to act as a competent social actor, who can 
make his actions accountable. However, the final decision to point out the offence is still in the 
adult’s hands.  
In brief, this section highlights cases where offences are identified as a result of the co-
participation of related parties in their interactions. Offences are not independently and unilaterally 
pointed out by adults. Rather, both adults and children make their own contributions to construct the 
concept of offence. In that process, adults play an important role since they become a moral 
authority who leads children to the rules that are violated (Danby & Baker, 1998). While displaying 
their right control situations, adults enable children to contribute to the process of framing offences. 
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They do it through questioning children or making arguments based on what children have said. 
With such actions, they are assuming children to be competent in understanding rules and the 
violation of rules. They prompt children to “participate in the negotiation of norms and rules, 
socialising children into discursively accomplished moral reasoning” (Cekaike, 2012; p.167).  
 
6.2.2.  Identifying offences: denying children’s competence 
In the previous section, it can be seen that adults may acknowledge children’s competence 
in the process of identifying offences. However, there also exist cases in this data set where adults 
show that they deny children’s competence. Denying children’s competence means that adults do 
not assume that children have the ability to know the rules and the violation of rules. In other words, 
adults underestimate the role of children as competent individuals in understanding what can be 
counted as offending behaviour. Thus, cases of denying children’s competence might be featured by 
the contexts in which adults identify offences without the participation of children. However, the 
exclusion of children from the process of identifying offences does not necessarily signal that adults 
deny children’s competence in identifying offences.  
Consider the following extract, which is among the cases in this data set where adults do not 
let children participate in the process of framing offences. Tôm (a girl about six years old) is doing 
her physical exercise. When she spins her hip, she bumps into her younger sister (Nhi-about two 
years old). Nhi falls down and cries. 
 [6.5] 
07 Nhi         =hư hư (hhh) i hư (.hhh) ((crying)) 
08 Father   ((lifts Nhi up)) 
09 Father      Tôm huých em nhá 
   Tom  push  YS PRT 
   Tom, you pushed her 
10 Mother      hi hi hi hi 
11 Nhi         wa (hhh) wa [wa WA (.hhh) WA (hhh) WA((crying louder) 
12 Father  ((holds Nhi up, stands up and moves away)) 
13 Mother                  [Tôm huých em nhá Tôm huých mông  vào em nhá  
 Tom  push   YS  PRT, Tom  push buttocks into   YS PRT 
  Tom, you pushed her, you pushed your buttocks into her  
14    em ấy   ngã củng đầu lăn nhá 
         YS that fall bump head roll PRT 
then make her fall with her head bumped and she rolled  
 
The offence is pointed out after Nhi fell down and cried but her sister (Tôm) does not show 
any sign that she acknowledges that she has committed an offence. Consequently, it is adults who 
decide to realise the offence in interaction. After lifting Nhi up, the father accuses Tôm of making 
her younger sister fall down (Tôm huých em nhá/ Tôm, you pushed her) (line 9). The mother also 
aligns with this accusation when she elaborates the offence, stressing its consequence of “making 
her fall with her head bumped and she rolled”. As such, both parents share their contribution in the 
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process of identifying the offence and expecting Tôm to have a remedy. The process of identifying 
the offence is accomplished through articulating the incident and its consequence. Those actions 
occur right after the incident which harms the other kid. By this way, adults initiate the offending 
situation and the process of managing offences. 
In this situation, it is clear that adults do not give the child any chance to participate in the 
process of framing offences. Rather, the offence is totally determined by adults based on the in situ 
progress of the interaction. Tôm does not make any contribution in framing the offence. This may 
be indicative of the fact that adults are not treating children as a competent member of society since 
they do not let children perform their active role in framing the offence. However, my suggestion in 
this case is that the choice of realising offence without the involvement of children here may be 
constrained by certain contextual factors. In this situation, the incident occurs and ends promptly 
and the consequence is clear for everyone: the victim (Nhi) falls down and cries. Meanwhile, there 
is no remedial action from the offender (Tôm). The need to immediately comfort the victim may be 
the factor that makes adults point out the offence right away, rather than calling for the participation 
of the child. This is also the common scenario in offending situations relating to children in this data 
set. The exclusion of children from the process of identifying offences is thus not enough for a 
claim about the denial to children’s competence. Evidence for the claim that adults do not 
acknowledge children’s competence needs to be sought in the particular ways adults frame the 
offence. Specifically, while showing their right to determine what can be counted as offences or 
what cannot be, adults underestimate children’s ability to understand social rules or do the right 
things. For example:  
 [6.6] The granddaughter (about three years old) is holding a pork sausage to eat. She puts 
a big piece into her mouth but then pushes it out.     
24 GF    này kh:ổ     con nuốt   đi  nuốt   con nuốt   con nhai nuốt 
Hey miserably OSP swallow PRT swallow OSP swallow  OSP chew swallow 
Hey terr:ible, swallow swallow chew and swallow  
25    ((The granddaughter pushes the food out of her mouth, the   
grandfather catches the food)) 
26 GF   khổ      cứ  giét hết thế này không biết ăn gì cả 
Miserably keep put  all  so this  no    know eat what all 
Terrible, you always stuff all the food like that, you don’t know 
how to eat at all 
27    (1.2) 
28 GD  ((pushes another piece into her mouth)) 
29 GF    không ăn nữa  lại  giét v:ào 
No    eat more again stuff into 
Don’t eat anymore, you stuff it again 
30   (0.4) 
31 GF   không biết ăn nhở 
No     know eat PRT 
You don’t know how to eat  
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In line 26, the grandfather points out the offence right after the granddaughter pushes the 
food out of her mouth and he, as the victim, has to catch it in his palms. He initiates the turn with 
the word “kh:ổ” (miserably/terribly), indicating that the incident is something untoward. The 
phrase “cứ giét hết thế này” (you always stuff all the food like that) unveils the rule that the 
granddaughter has violated: “Don’t put much food in the mouth”. More generally, it is the rule of 
eating properly. Right after that, the grandfather also emphasises that his granddaughter does not 
know how to eat (không biết ăn gì cả/ you don’t know how to eat at all). This pattern is repeated in 
line 31 (không biết ăn nhở/ You don’t know how to eat) after the granddaughter still puts another big 
piece of pork sausage into her mouth. While pointing out the offence by himself, the grandfather 
does not give the granddaughter a chance to justify it. By claiming that the granddaughter does not 
know to eat properly, the grandfather shows that he is treating his granddaughter as a novice in 
understanding the rule of eating properly.  
The denial of children’s competence emerges in specific moment of the process of 
identifying offences. In fact, adults’ viewpoint in framing offences may continuously change. They 
may acknowledge children’s competence in a certain moment but may also deny it afterwards. 
Therefore, the denial of children competence is locally achieved. Extract [6.7] illustrates this point. 
This is another moment of talk between Bim and her grandmother around the topic of buying new 
slippers. In the previous talk, the grandmother relied on what Bim argued to clarify the offence that 
Bim committed. She pointed out that Bim’s demand for new slippers is framed as an offence since 
it is not appropriate to the current financial situation of the family. Since Bim continues to ask for 
the slippers and to cry, the grandmother changes her standpoint: 
[6.7]    
62 Bim        ư ư (hhh) (.hhh) ((crying softly)) 
63 Father     vẫn  còn muốn khóc một chiếc dép nữa đây 
       Still     want  cry  one  CL slippers more here 
You still want to cry for another pair of slippers 
64 Grandma    Đấy con chả hiểu   cái gì cả  đấy trời như thế này thì mẹ làm thế nào được  
That OSP no understand CL what all that sky like that this then mum do how      PM 
See, you don’t understand anything; your mum can’t work in such weather. 
 
After the father points out that Bim still “cries for the new slippers”, the grandmother once 
again intervenes in the situation. She stresses that “Đấy con chả hiểu cái gì cả” (you don’t 
understand anything) (line 63). “Đấy” (that) is a demonstrative, that can also function as an 
anaphoric marker (cf. Nguyen P.P., 1992). In this context, “đấy” refers to the previous turn of the 
father, suggesting a support for his claim. By saying “Con chả hiểu gì cả” (you don’t understand 
anything), the mother places Bim in a position of a non-knowledgeable person about social rules. 
This leads her to commit the offence of “crying for the new slippers”.  
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The denial of children’s competence in the process of framing offences can also be seen in 
cases where adults are invited to arbitrate children’s incidents. Adults they do not accept children’s 
efforts in framing offences.  Furthermore, they treat that report as an offence. It means that adults 
are not only indifferent to what children frame as an offence but also they invoke another violation 
of rule from children’s turns at talk itself. Consider the following extract: 
 [6.8] 
1 Chép ((pokes the stick to the tree on the ground)) 
2    (0.4) 
3 Cún      ơ bác   ơi Chép làm hỏng cây của bà Hiểu ạ= 
Oh uncle VOC Chép damage   tree of  Mrs Hieu PRT  
Oh, uncle, Chép is damaging Mrs Hieu’s tree 
4 Uncle    =MÀY cái gì mày cũng mách  mày lép bép  cái mồm 
2
nd
PP what   2
nd
PP also tattle 2
nd
PP talkative CL mouth  
YOU, you are tattling all the things, you are gossiper 
 
This is another situation between the two children Chép and Cún
1
. This time, Cún treats the 
action that Chép is doing at that moment as wrongdoing. By reporting, Cún accuses Chép as a rule-
breaker and she needs the intervention of a rule-enforcer to set things right. She nominates the uncle 
to report Cún’s behaviour. Note that neither Cún nor the uncle is the victim of the incident. The 
victim is articulated by Cún in line 10 "bà Hiểu" (Mrs Hiểu), who is not present in the situation.  
The uncle, who is also filming the situation, immediately takes part in the situation after 
being informed. He does not verify or even mention anything about the incident that Cún tells him. 
Instead, he describes her report as “mách” (tattling) and calls Cún by the second personal pronoun 
(mày), but not a kin term. This second personal pronoun in Vietnamese displays a “lack of 
deference to the referent” and also “the negation of solidary stability and the breakdown of 
formality” (Luong V.H., 1987, p.52). The informal way of addressing the niece and the loud voice 
(MÀY/YOU) suggests that he is offended with Cún’s report. Also, the structure "cái gì cũng" (all 
the things) means the uncle is generalising this specific case to become regular behaviour by Cún. 
In particular, he portrays Cún as a person who tattles all others’ activities. On that basis, he also 
accuses her of gossip (mày lép bép cái mồm/ you are gossiper). It can be seen that the uncle not 
only neglects her efforts to report an offence to him but he also treats that report as a source of 
offence. By contrast, Chép’s action is not framed by the uncle as an offence. It is Cún’s report that 
makes him offended. From the role of a third party, Cún is then treated as an offender.   
 
6.2.3.  Summary 
Section 6.2 analyses the role of adults in deciding the emergence of children’s offences in 
interactions. As the victims and/or third parties in the offending situations, adults also join in the 
                                                 
1
 See also extract [4.4] 
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process of identifying children’s offences. The concept of offence is a dynamic one, namely, it is 
constructed and altered locally and continously according to viewpoints of the adults and children in 
each particular moment of talk. However, the most important thing here is that by identifying 
offences, adults exercise their right to teach children social rules and values.  
While showing their right to identify offences, adults may acknowledge or ignore children’s 
competence. The acknowledgement of children’s competence is shown through the fact that they 
include children in the process of framing offences. The offence is not unilaterally framed by adults. 
Rather, adults provide children with chances to take part in the process of constructing the concept 
of offence with them. Though questions and accounts, adults assume that children must have an 
understanding of rules and the violation of rules. The concept of offence is achieved in the 
collaboration between adults and children although adults still control the direction of the talk. In 
contrast, there are also cases where adults show that they do not treat children as competent actors 
in the process of identifying offences. They frame offences by themselves and point out that 
children lack knowledge in understanding and applying properly rules in the specific contexts of 
talk. Additionally, the concept of offences framed by children is underestimated. Adults do not pay 
attention to what children say. Rather, it is also treated as a source of offence.  
Also highlighted from the practices of identifying offences is the presence of cultural 
features of Vietnamese society. Particularly, this process is associated with the principle of “kính 
trên nhường dưới” (cf. Shohet, 2013; Vu T.T.H., 1997). “Kính trên nhường dưới” literally means 
“respect superiors, yield to subordinates”. This principle highlights the hierarchical organisation of 
Vietnamese society. Accordingly, adults are supposed to be the “superior” in the relationship with 
children. The status of “superior” allows them to receive respect from “subordinates”. When 
identifying offences, adults employ that principle to control children’s actions. They organise 
arguments and lead children to their expected directions. It is the adults who make the final 
decisions of what can be framed as an offence or not. In the relationship with adults, children are 
expected to respect adults’ decisions although they can make their own arguments during the 
process of framing offences. Also, disrespect to “superiors” can be framed as offensive behaviour. 
In previous examples, disobedience to the mother’s request or encroachment on sacred places for 
ancestors etc. are all treated by adults as offences.  
When offences are pointed out, this is the basis for adults to start taking part in the process 
of instructing children how to deal with offences. The process of resolving offences from adults’ 
perspective is examined in the next section of this chapter. 
 
6.3.Adults resolve children’s offences in interactions  
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This section focuses on how adults resolve children’s offences after offences are identified. 
Similar to the process of identifying offences, two main perspectives of resolving offences in the 
data set are examined. First, it is the scenario in which adults acknowledge children’s competence 
in resolving their offences. Acknowledging children’s competence means that adults assume that 
children can deal with offences. On that basis, adults support them in performing remedial work. 
Second, it is the scenario in which adults do not acknowledge children as social agents in resolving 
offences. Adults just focus on imposing their viewpoints and rules on children through various 
strategies, such as punishing, threatening or humiliating children.  
 
6.3.1. Resolving offences: acknowledging children’s competence  
This section focuses on the strategies that adults use to resolve children’s offences on the 
basis of acknowledging children’s competence. While making efforts to display their authority in 
managing offences, adults show that they are treating children as social agents who have their own 
values that deserve to be recognised. They understand what children need and lack and assist 
children in doing remedial work and restore social order. There are two main strategies from this 
scenario: instructing children to use remedial actions, and reconciling. 
6.3.1.1. Instructing children to use remedial actions 
Instructing children to use remedial actions is the strategy in which adults guide children to 
remedy the offences. This is the way in which adults socialise children to behave properly in such 
offending situations. It conveys adults’ expectation towards children when the violation of rules 
occurs. Instructing children to use remedial actions indicates that adults situate them in the position 
of competent agents who are able to understand how an offence can be resolved.  
In this data set, instructing children to use remedial actions is the common strategy used by 
adults. It creates a slot for children to do remedial actions. Adults’ instructions can be performed 
under the form of questions or directives. Consider the two following extracts: 
[6.9], Khế, a girl about two years old, wets the bed1 
20 Mother    xin lỗi  mẹ đi 
   Apologise mum PRT 
   Say sorry to mum 
21   (0.2) 
22 Khế       xin lỗi  mẹ ạ ((folding the arm and bending down)) 
   Apologise mum PRT 
  Sorry mum   
 
[6.10] Hiệp plays in the kindergarten ground after his school. The mother asks him to stop 
playing and go back home, but he neglects her requests. Thus, the mother punishes him by hiding 
                                                 
1
 See also extract [4.12] 
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herself in a corner of the building. When Hiệp finds his mother, she points out the offence that Hiệp 
has committed
1
. 
50 Mother    thế xin lỗi mẹ chưa 
           Then apology mum not yet 
   Then have you apologised me?   
51 Hiệp  ((folds the hands in front of his chest)) 
52 Hiệp      >con xin lỗi mẹ< 
>OSP apologise mum< 
I am sorry mum 
 
In extract [6.9], the mother asks her daughter (Khế) to say sorry with a directive (xin lỗi mẹ 
đi/ Say sorry to mum). Meanwhile, extract [6.10] illustrates the case where the adult’s instruction is 
done under the form of a yes-no question (thế xin lỗi mẹ chưa/ Then have you apologised me?). 
Both turns are designed to control the next action of the recipient, namely, get them to apologise. 
More importantly, instructing children to apologise indicates that adults assume children’s 
competence in acknowledging the ways of resolving offences. Thus, they give the chance for 
children to act as competent actors in remedying their offences. In both extracts, recipients show 
their understanding and their compliance with the suggestions by apologising right after that. 
In case compliance does not occur, indicating a resistance against adults’ authority to control 
their actions (Kent, 2012), a new version of the directive may be issued to get children’s 
compliance. The two extracts [6.11] and [6.12] illustrate this point: 
 [6.11] Kem, a girl about three years old, is punished by her father because of she drops a 
cup of water into Chip’s dress. Chip is her older sister2: 
08 Father Xin lỗi chị Chíp đi 
Apologise OS  Chip PRT 
Say sorry to Chip 
09 Kem      ((slightly shakes her head, while moves her legs back))  
10    (1.3) 
11 Father ạ chị Chíp đi 
PRT OS Chip PRT 
Greet Chip! 
      12 Kem   ((slightly shakes her head)) 
 
 
   [6.12] Cua, a boy about four years old, is punished for peeing on the floor. He is lying on 
the bed and crying
3
. 
168 Mother      xin lỗi  mẹ  đi 
    Apologise mum PRT 
Say sorry to me 
    (0.5) 
169 Cua         A A (hhh) A  
 
                                                 
1
 See also extract [4.17] 
2
 See also extract [5.3] 
3
 See also extract [5.5] 
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170 Mother      ạ     mẹ đi mẹ tha 
    Greet mum PRT mum forgive  
    Greet me then I will forgive 
 
 It can be seen that both extracts are sequentially structured by similar patterns. The adults 
suggest an apology as a means of remedy and children do not do it. While Kem slightly shakes her 
head, Cua shouts with a loud voice, indicating a rejection. In response, the adults make another 
remedial suggestion. They both ask children to “ạ”, rather than apologising. As mentioned in the 
previous chapter (see section 5.3), “ạ” can be understood as a casual form of greeting, often used 
by young children to express respect and honour to the recipients in Vietnamese. It means that 
adults have applied a downgraded solution for managing offences, from “apology”, which is a 
typical tool for solving offences, to “greeting”, which is a typical tool for expressing the respect of 
kids to adults. This point does not correspond with what Craven & Potter (2010) and Kent (2012) 
found in their works. Accordingly, non-compliance with directives leads to an upgraded repeat for 
one, but not a downgraded request like in those cases. 
My suggestion in such cases is that adults acknowledge children’s perspective in dealing 
with offences. Adults recognise children’s stance of consistently refusing to do remedial work. 
Thus, the downgraded version can be seen as a step of compromising with children. When children 
show their agency in determining not to do remedial work, it is adults who actively make 
concessions in the process of seeking the shared voices. It can be said that adults locally adjust 
their negotiation to meet children’s social orders and maintain the intersubjectivity of the 
conversations.  
Together with apology, adults commonly elicit children’s commitment to not letting 
offences re-occur. In doing so, adults set an important expectation in such offending situations 
related to children: the management of offences is not only to let children acknowledge their and 
remedy their offences but it is necessary to make sure that such violation of rules is not recurrent in 
the future. This elicitation is often asked after children apologise.  
[6.13] Bi, a four years old boy, is punished by his mother because he is insolent and naughty 
18 Mother   đứng lên zòng tay xin l:ỗi 
Stand up round hand apologise 
Stand up, fold your arms and say so:rry  
19    (0.3) 
20 Bi  ((stands up and folds his hands)) 
21 Bi   xin lỗi  Bi không có  dám  n:ữa 
Apologise Bi  no    have dare more 
Sorry, I don’t dare to do it  
(0.4) 
05 Mother   mai  mốt không được  hỗn     đâu   nghe  không= 
  Next time no     allow insolent where listen  no 
  Next time, don’t be insolent, is it ok? 
06 Bi       =dạ 
  Yes  
  yes            
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Bi’s apology in line 04 comprises an expression of apology and a promise for not let the 
bad things happen again. The mother, however, keeps suggesting a remedial instruction, asking Bi 
not to be insolent in the future (mai mốt không được hỗn đâu nghe không/ Next time, don’t be 
insolent, is it ok?) (line 5). She designs her turn under the format of a tag question in order to seek 
agreement from the recipient. In doing so, the mother clarifies her expectation to her son and leads 
him to the commitment of being obedient in the future.  
In this data set, adults also use “how” questions (như thế nào) to lead recipients to use 
remedial work. In such ways, they make children involved in the process of resolving offences. 
The remedial work is locally achieved through the instructions of adults and the compliance of 
children. The following extract exemplifies the way in which instructions for not letting the 
offence reoccur is accomplished through a series of “how” questions. 
 [6.14] Shin, a girl about five years old, is punished because she refuses to attend in the dancing class.  
35 Shin    con xin lỗi m:ẹ ((folding the arms)) 
  OSP apologise mum 
I am sorry, mum 
36             (0.9) 
37 Mother      con xin lỗi  mẹ như thế n:ào 
  OSP apologise mum how 
  How do you apologise?   
38             (0.7) 
39 Shin    con xin lỗi con không làm như thế  nữa  ơ 
            OSP apologise OSP no     do  like that more PRT 
  I am sorry I don’t do like that anymore 
40    (0.2) 
41 Mother      không làm như thế n:ào 
No   do how 
How is “don’t do”?  
42             (1.5) 
43 Shin    con sẽ  đi h:ọc 
OSP will go learn 
I will go to sch:ool            
44    (0.7) 
45 Mother      Đi học  như thế nào 
Go learn how 
How is “go to school”  
46             (1.8) 
47 Shin    ư ư phải đi học  ngoan 
    must  go learn good 
Must go to school properly 
 
After Shin apologises, the mother asks her “con xin lỗi mẹ như thế n:ào” (How do you 
apologise?) (line 37). It means that the single apology is not enough for remedying the offence and 
the offence is continuing to be managed. The “how” question here shows that the mother is 
expecting a further account of the remedial work. It also invites Shin to join in the process of 
resolving the offence and reconstructing the social order as an active moral agent (Mayall, 2002; 
Sterponi, 2003). More importantly, it presupposes that Shin must know about the detailed form of 
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apology and is able to apply it in such offending situation. In fact, Shin adds more details in her 
revised apology with a commitment of not letting the incident happen again (con xin lỗi con không 
làm như thế nữa ơ/ I am sorry I don’t do like that anymore) (line 39). When the child does not 
articulate her offence in her turn, the mother keeps eliciting remedial contents through other “how” 
questions in line 41 and 45. After three attempts of questioning, the mother finally receives Shin’s 
promise of “going to school properly”. As such, the full remedial move has been sequentially 
achieved with the mother’s elicitations through each turns. By using those “how” questions, the 
mother places Shin as competent social actor, who is able to understand others’ expectation and 
offer suitable remedial actions. 
 
6.3.1.2.Reconciling  
Reconciling is the strategy in which adults seek a solution that presumably satisfies all the 
related parties in the offending situations. They make efforts to placate the seriousness of the 
offences and minimise differences in the viewpoint of the offences between children and them. This 
strategy shows adults are willing to include children in the process of managing offences. Also, 
adults acknowledge children’s competence in framing offences and make efforts to come up with a 
fair solution for the offences.  
The following extract shows how reconciliation is made between adults with children when 
the offence occurs. This is the situation where Bim asks for the slippers and is locked in the 
bathroom. In the previous extract
1, it can be seen that her offence is framed on the basis of adults’ 
recognition of the child’s social competence. The grandmother strives to point out the rule and norm 
that Bim has violated through collaborating with her in that process. When seeking a solution to 
deal with the offence, the father keeps demonstrating that he acknowledges and respects Bim’s 
viewpoints on the incident: 
  [6.15] 
116 Father     thế còn   thích mua nữa không 
So  still  like buy anymore no 
So are you still interested in buying it 
117    (0.2) 
118 Bim        kh:ông 
no 
No 
119    (1.6) 
120 Father     sao lại không thích con 
Why again not   like  OSP 
Why aren’t you interested in 
121    (2.5) 
122 Bim        tại vì bây giờ con nghĩ xấu r:ồi 
Because now     OSP think bad already 
Because now I think that is bad 
                                                 
1
 See extract [5.7] 
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123    (0.7) 
124 Grandma    ừ 
  yes 
yes 
125    (0.3) 
126 Bim        nhưng xấu 
But   bad 
But bad 
127    (0.3) 
128 Grandma    ừ 
yes 
yes 
129    (1.5) 
130 Father      con vẫn thích nhưng mà hết     tiền rồi    thì con không  
OSP still like  but    run out of money already then OSP not 
  You still like it but now we run out of money then you 
131    mua nữa chứ khi nào có  tiền  mới mua chứ  
buy else PRT whenever have money just buy PRT 
should stop buying, we only buy it whenever we have money 
132    (1.2) 
133 Father     được [không 
Ok no 
Ok 
134 Bim             [nhưng x:ấu 
But    bad 
 But b:ad 
135    (0.4) 
136 Grandma    ừ  
yes 
yes 
137    (0.7) 
138 Father    Nếu như có tiền  thì bố  mua cho nghe chưa 
If like have money then dad buy for listen not yet 
If I had money then I would buy them, ok  
139    (0.3) 
140 Bim        k không mua 
No buy 
No buying it 
 
After both grandmother and father lead Bim to sort out her offence and the expectation that 
they set toward her, the father issues a yes-no question check if Bim sincerely wants to stop asking 
for the new slippers “thế còn thích mua nữa không” (So are you still interested in buying it?) (line 
116). By this question, the father provides an opportunity for Bim to reaffirm her 
acknowledgement of her offence. After receiving the “no” answer from Bim, which suggests that 
Bim has stopped her demand, the father still treats that turn as something that needs to be further 
verified. He asks Bim further about the reasons that she does not want to buy them anymore (sao 
lại không thích con/ Why aren’t you interested in). Bim articulates her viewpoint that her request 
of buying new slippers is a bad thing (line 122 and 126). It means that she has acknowledged her 
offence. However, the father still suggests a solution in line 130 and 131 (con vẫn thích nhưng mà 
hết tiền rồi thì con không mua nữa chứ khi nào có tiền mới mua chứ/ You still like it but now we 
run out of money then you should stop buying, we only can buy it whenever we have money). In 
this turn, the father recognises Bim’s wish of having new slippers and he does not protest it. Like 
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the grandmother, he also insists on the financial circumstance of the family before assuring to buy 
them when the family has enough money. This reconciliation suggests that the father does not treat 
her demand as something absolutely irrational. Rather, he respects her demand and it is the 
financial problem that prevents him from buying the slippers. The turn is then ended by the phrase 
“được không” (ok?), which gives the floor to Bim to make the decision on this. It means that Bim 
is still treated as a competent member who has her own agency in determining the issue relating to her. 
Bim replies to her father in line 134 (nhưng x:ấu/ but b:ad). Once again, Bim reaffirms that 
she acknowledges that her demand is “bad”. However, it seems that the father is interpreting that 
Bim refers “xấu” (bad) to the slippers, that is, she does not accept the moral rules oriented to her 
by both the grandmother and the father. This interpretation leads to another reconciliation from the 
father in subsequent line (Nếu như có tiền thì bố mua cho nghe chưa/If I had money then I would 
buy them, ok). In doing so, the father is persistent in recognising his daughter’s willingness. 
However, he simultaneously insists on his solutions and keeps making Bim aware of the rule that 
he and the grandmother use to frame the offence from the beginning of the talk. The goal of  
making sure that Bim is following the right track of behaviour is gained after Bim once again 
claims that she will not buy them (không mua/no buying) (line 140).  
The reconciliation strategy also occurs when adults are the third party of offending 
situations. In the role of rule-enforcer, adults may take a stance that aligns with one of the party 
(Maynard, 1986). This data set shows that the younger child prevails in such a process. Adults 
regularly give younger child the priority in the process of arbitrating offences. This also relates to 
the principle in Vietnamese culture that has been mentioned in the previous section: the principle 
of “Kính trên nhường dưới” (respect superiors, yield to subordinates). When siding with the 
younger party (subordinates), adults also socialise children into the rule of “nhường dưới”, 
namely, yeild to the younger sibling at any circumstance. This rule, in some cases, governs the 
situation and becomes the primary one to be invoked in resolving offences. However, adults also 
show that they acknowledge and put effort into maintaining equity and the rights of other children 
in the situations. For example, in the following extract, the conflict happens between Hà (the older 
sister, about five years old) and Bình (her younger brother about three years old). Bình snatches the 
Lego toy from Hà, making her cry: 
 [6.16] Hà holds lego toy and sings. Bình moves towards Hà and raises hands 
01 Bình  đưa đ:ây=   
Give here 
Give me 
02 Hà     ((runs away))  
03 Hà      A A (hhh) A (.hhh)  của CH:Ị= ((crying)) 
                       Of   OS 
           IT’S MINE 
04 Bình   ((chases after Ha)) 
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05 Bình    =đưa đây a 
Give here 
Give me  
06    (0.3) 
07 Bình   ((snatches the toy from Ha)) 
08 Hà  A (hhh) A A (.hhh) A TỦA CHỊ 
                        Of  OS 
      IT’S MINE 
09 Hà     CỦA CHỊ À HẠ CỦA CHỊ (hhh) Ạ CỦA CH::Ị CỦA CH:Ị CỦA CH:::::::Ị 
Of   OS        of OS             of OS      of OS     of OS  
IT’S MINE IT’S MINE IT’S MINE IT’S MINE IT’S MINE 
10 Hà     ((starts crying when Bình tries to grab it)) 
11 Mum    thôi nhường em con nhường em nhé  
Stop yield    YS OSP yield   YS PRT 
Anyway, just yield to him, yield to him, ok? 
12 Bình   ((occupies the toy succesfully)) 
13     (0.3) 
14 Mum    chị đang hát mà con lại  giằng của chị th:ế 
OS  TM   sing but OSP again snatch of  OS   so 
You snatch things from her while she is singing like that  
15    (0.9) 
16 Bình   ti tì ti ((sings while Hà tries to approach the toy)) 
17      (0.2) 
18 Mother    Để cho em hát  >th:ôi thôi< để  em hát để em hát 
Let for YS sing   stop stop   let YS sing let YS sing 
19    Let him sing, >ok:ey ok:ey< let him sing 
20      (1.2) 
21 Mother   em hư nhỉ đấy 
YS naughty that PRT 
he is so naughty, right, look 
 
Hà’s cry indicates that she is offended by Bình’s action and she also claims her right to the 
toy (line 3). This is the priming moves in the remedial interchange, setting an expectation that 
Bình’s offending act must be stopped. The cry of the child brings the adult to the situation (cf. 
Danby & Baker, 1998). In seeking a solution for the incident, the mother suggests Hà give priority 
to her brother right after Hà fails in keeping the toy from Bình (thôi nhường em con nhường em 
nhé/ Anyway, just yield to him, yield to him, ok?). The presence of the ending particle “nhé” makes 
the turn hearable as a suggestion rather than an order (cf. Dao T.L., 2009; Nguyen A.Q., 1988). It 
means that the mother is persuading her daughter to behave properly with her brother. Within this 
relationship, Hà is expected by the mother to comply with the rule “nhường dưới” (yield to 
inferiors). Here, the mother invokes this rule to resolve the offence. This fact also suggests that the 
parents draw on the hierarchical order in the family to treat the children (Luong V.H., 1990). Within 
the hierarchical order, the priority belongs to the younger one. The mother expects Hà to act and 
behave suitably with her status of “older sister”.   
Bình finally gets the toy with a physical action regardless of Hà’s protest. Hà keeps crying, 
demonstrating her offended attitude toward Bình’s action. In the next line, the mother complains 
about his action (chị đang hát mà con lại giằng của chị thế/ You snatch things from her while she is 
singing like that!). This turn shows that the mother starts treating Bình as the offender and his sister 
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as the victim. The rule of “not snatch stuff from others” is invoked locally together with the rule of 
“yield to inferiors”. Here, the turn can be seen as an acknowledgement of the mother that Hà is the 
true victim of the offence. Also, Bình’s action is regarded as an offence although the mother still 
lets him continue the offending action.  
When Hà makes some physical attempts to take the toy back, the mother intervenes in the 
situation by requesting Hà to stop "Để cho em hát thôi thôi để em hát để em hát" (Let him sing, 
okay okay let him sing) (line 26). This time, the mother stands by Bình’s side to deal with the 
consequences of the offending situation. She disaligns with Hà’s act. This shows that the stance of 
the adult in an offending situation has locally and continuously changed. Here, the mother once 
again defends Bình in maintaining his right to play with the toy and opposes Hà’s reclaim. It means 
that between the two rules invoked here, the rule of “yield to inferiors” dominates the rule of “not 
snatch stuff from other”. In the next line, she, however, continues claiming that Bình is “hư" 
(naughty) by a rhetorical question (em hư nhỉ đấy/he is so naughty, right, look). This question 
implies a complaint toward Bình and an expectation that he needs to acknowledge his action as 
offensive. At the same time, it suggests a tacit affiliation between the mother and Hà. The mother 
seems to seek sympathy from Hà after she offers a favourable solution to Bình regardless of his 
offence. As such, it is a way to placate the victim. 
In this situation, reconciliation between the victim and offence is accomplished under the 
guidance of the mother to her children. In the role of the rule-enforcer, the mother makes efforts to 
harmonise the two parties. The rules and norms are evoked from an in situ context and can be seen 
as the result of the situated accomplishment of daily talk (Jayyusi, 1984). The mother invokes two 
different rules in the talk. She applies the rule of “not snatch stuff from other” in order to identify 
the offence. Meanwhile, the rule of “nhường dưới” (yield to inferiors) is invoked to resolve the 
offence. Children are oriented to those rules in different ways. While framing Bình’s action as an 
offence, she still lets him keep doing his offensive action. While Hà is recognised as the victim, she 
is not allowed to implement preventative actions. Through reconciling the offence, the mother 
shows her different expectations of understanding social rules towards her two children. While the 
older is assumed to recognise the rule of “nhường dưới” in the relationship with the younger one, 
that rule is not held accountable for the younger one. However, the younger is also expected to be 
aware of respecting others’ property. Such scenario can be also observed in many other cases in this 
data set. Adults commonly expect older children to acknowledge and comply with the rule “nhường 
dưới” (yield to inferiors). Thus, they often stand by younger children when resolving offences, 
regardless of the fact that younger children are offenders. The rule of “nhường dưới” is commonly 
the first one to be invoked. This reflects a fact that adults treat children as competent agents in 
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specific tasks and rules (Mackay, 1991) according to their ages and their relationship. This also 
highlighs a fact that “kính trên nhường dưới” appears to be a crucial principle in Vietnamese 
society that governs the relationships between members of the community.  
 
6.3.2. Resolving offences: Denying children’s competence  
In the previous section, the management of offences is implemented on the basis of adults’ 
respect to children’s competence. However, there are also cases where adults resolve offences 
without acknowledging children as competent social actors. In other words, adults deny children’s 
status as social actors. They impose their stance on the children and do not accept any compromise 
set by the children. They simply intercept any attempt to resist and neglect efforts to resolve the 
offence of children. Children are not treated as children in their own right. Rather, they are even 
seen as asocial and immature human beings. 
In this data set, the denial of children’s competence in the process of resolving offences can 
be accomplished through different strategies, including threatening, shaming and punishment. 
 
6.3.2.1.Threatening  
In this current data set, adults’ threats are defensive ones, namely, they are issued by a 
person who “seeks to defend himself or herself against the offensive actions of the other party” 
(Church & Hester, 2012, p.255). Threats can occur throughout the process of managing offences. 
They do not only aim at the behavioural change but they are also used as a resource to perform the 
speaker’s authority. In other words, threats show that the speaker “has the power to, and is willing 
to, effect the negative upshot” (Hepburn & Potter, 2011b; p.17).   
To display authority and domination, adults overwhelmingly construct their threats with 
certain exaggeration in their content. The content of the threats is unrealistic. This fact is different 
from other studies on threats where the threat-makers are able to follow through with the threatened 
actions (Hepburn & Potter, 2011b).   
With regard to children’s competence, the exaggeration in the threats of adults indicates that 
adults are not treating children as competent and rational human beings. It means that adults use 
resources to construct their threats to any bad and unrealistic extent. In doing so, adults assume that 
children lack understanding of the irrational contents embedded in the threats. Also, adults 
demonstrate their role as dominant parties and give children no choice but to submit.  
Consider the exchange below between the mother and her daughter (Shin)
1
. In resolving 
Shin’s offence, the mother’s threat relates to the expulsion of the offender out of the house and 
                                                 
1
 See also extract [6.14] 
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changes Shin into a beggar. This is hearable as an unlikely action, but it is the way that the mother 
chooses to deal with Shin’s offence. This following extract occurs after Shin acknowledges her 
offence through her apologies and a promise to not let such an incident happen again:  
 [6.17] 
54 Mother      không được khóc đòi  về   như hôm nay nhá 
No  PM   cry solicit back like today   PRT 
You’re not allowed to cry and ask for going back home like 
today, ok 
55     (0.3) 
56 Shin    vâng ạ 
Yes PRT 
yes 
57 Mother      Nếu như mẹ thấy con khóc đòi về  mẹ  vẫn để cái a cái bị kia 
   If  like mum see OSP  cry  ask  back mum still put CL  sack  there 
If I see you cry and ask for going back, I leave the sack there  
58    (0.6)    
59 Mother      cái gậy kia  nghe chưa  
CL stick there listen not yet 
The stick there ok 
60    (1.1) 
61 Mother      mẹ đuổi con ra khỏi nhà nhá ((pointing the finger at Shin’s face)) 
mum expel OSP out to house PRT 
I will expel you out of home 
 
Figure 6.1  
62    (0.6) 
63 Mother      con đừng bao giờ gọi mẹ là mẹ nữa nhá 
OSP don’t when    call mum be mum anymore PRT 
Don’t call me as mum anymore 
64    (1.0) 
65 Mother      CÚT     đi ngay 
Go away PRT immediately 
GO away immediately 
 
Recall that the offence emerges after her daughter does not want to attend the dancing class 
and she persistently asks the mother to quit it. When they go back home, the mother retrieves this 
incident and record the video from here. Regardless of receiving the apologies and the submission 
of Shin, the mother does not accept it. The management of offence is developed. In line 54, she 
requests her daughter not to “cry and ask for going back home like today”. The daughter replies 
“vâng” (yes), showing compliance with the mother. However, that compliance does not result in 
the termination of the offending situation. The mother threatens to force her daughter to leave home 
in case she keeps doing the bad behaviour in her dancing class (line 57-61). In her threat, “bị” 
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(sack) and “gậy” (stick) are two typical things for beggars in Vietnam. So, by “offering” the sack and bag, 
the mother sketches out a negative perspective to the daughter, namely, she is going to become a beggar. 
Evidently, this is an unrealistic possibility but it demonstrates the mother’s domination over her child in 
this specific situation. This threat also implies that the mother is going to reject the status of a “mother” 
and she also revokes the status of “daughter” from Shin. This perspective is clarified in the next line when 
the mother officially threatens her daughter of “not calling her as the mother” and a straightforward 
directive (CÚT đi ngay/ GO away immediately) (line 65).  
When adults design their threats, they use their knowledge and experience as mature beings 
to bring children to nonsensical possibilities that children may not know whether they would 
happen to them. Through different resources in their threats, they lead the children into a matrix of 
scare and worry. The offence and its consequences are inflated in the negative direction. By this 
method, adults show their domination over children. In extract [6.17], the mother exercises her 
control over her daughter by threatening to exclude her from family membership. In the following 
situation, the threats even go further with a series of negative perspectives. The man (Đương) 
detains two neighbourhood boys (Boy 1 and Boy 2, both of whom are about seven years old) after 
they burned his toilet. He captures both of them. He then draws a circle on the outdoor ground and 
demands that they stay within the circle. In front of a number of observers, Đương starts filming the 
situation. Although the children both apologise him in the prior talk, Đương keeps managing the 
offence through issuing threats: 
[6.18] 
33 Đương       tao nói với chúng mày í đáng nhẽ tao vứt chúng mày vào đấy 
1
st
PP say with 2
nd
PP     PRT should  1
st
PP throw 2
nd
PP     into that  
I must say to you guys, I should have thrown you guys into 
34    cho cháy cả một thể rồi 
for burn all one time already  
there so that you are burnt all 
35   (0.4) 
36 Đương       nhưng mà thấy chúng mày còn nho nhỏ một tí thôi   để  nuôi đ:ã 
But       see   2
nd
PP      still small   a   bit anyway let raise PRT 
But I see that you guys are still small, then just keep you to raise 
(0.6) 
37 Đương       xong bắt đầu là thịt chúng mày sau 
Then start     be meat 2
nd
PP       later 
Later I will slaughter you  
38    (1.6) 
39 Đương       Đ::ấy 
That  
Th:at 
40   (0.4) 
41 Đương       nghe chưa 
Listen not yet 
Have you listened?  
42     (2.1) 
43 Đương       hai thằng này 
Two guys this 
These two guys 
44   (0.8) 
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45 Đương       tao  gửi cái này tao tung lên mạng nhá 
1
st
PP send CL this 1
st
PP throw up  net  PRT 
If I upload this to the Internet  
46   (0.6) 
47 Đương       tao  NÓI với chúng mày không tù  từ  T:ÁM đến mười năm không 
   1
st
PP say with 2
nd
PP       not prison from eight to ten   year no  
I must SAY to you that you have to be in jail from E:IGHT to 
48    không:::: phải là chuyện vừa nhá= 
no right be story normal PRT 
ten years, not just a normal incident 
49 Đương       =tám đến mười năm mày  biết bao nhiêu không 
Eight to  ten  year 2
nd
PP know  how many   no 
From eight to ten year, do you know how long it is? 
50   (0.2) 
51 Đương       lúc đấy chúng mày phải học đến tầm lớp 12    rồi 
Time that 2
nd
PP     must learn to around class 12 already 
That time, you must be in grade 12. 
52   (0.5) 
53 Đương       tự nhiên chúng mày không được học nữa chúng mày đi tù 
Naturally 2
nd
PP       no   permit learn more 2
nd
PP    go jail 
But you guys are not permitted to go to schoo, you guys will 
go to jail 
54 crowd     ha ha ha ha ((laughing)) 
55   (0.8) 
56 Đương       mà  mày đi tù  không phải tù riêng chúng mày 
But 2
nd
PP go jail not   must jail only  2
nd
PP 
But it’s not only you guys to be put in jail 
57    (0.3) 
58 Đương       cả   BỐ cả   mẹ chúng mày đi tù  theo 
Both dad both mum 2
nd
PP      go jail follow 
  Both your FATHER and mother also go to jail 
59 crowd      ha ha (hhh) ha ha ((laughing)) 
60 Đương       không phải hai thằng này đi tù đâu  
Not   right two   guy this  go jail where 
it’s not only you two guys to be put in jail 
61   (1.4) 
62 Đương       bố mẹ  mày cũng phải đi tù 
Parent 2
nd
PP also must go jail 
Your parents also have to go to jail 
63   (1.6) 
64 Đương       mà không á tao  đến  tao đánh cả  nhà chúng mày luôn 
But no  PRT 1
st
PP come 1
st
PP beat all house 2
nd
PP    immediately 
Otherwise I will come to beat your whole family 
 
In this exchange, Đương’s threat is initiated with a claim that could have been previously 
done: the two boys are put into the fire. Note that the two boys are accused of burning the toilet, so 
“being put into the fire” is hearably correlated. On this basis, Đương temporarily delays the 
punishment because, as he said, they are still small and need to be raised (line 36). It means that the 
children are not only accused as the offenders but they also owe the victim a “favour”. 
Nevertheless, Đương also threatens that he will “thịt” (slaughter) them in the future (line 38). The 
resources that he mentions in his threats, such as “nuôi/raise”, “thịt/slaughter”, “cháy/burn” can 
be construed that he is downgrading the two boys to the status of animals, not human beings.  
Đương keeps controlling the process of managing the offence by issuing another threat: 
uploading the current video on the Internet and consequently, the two boys may get 8-10 years in 
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jail (line 46-48). This “imprison” perspective is made clear in the next line when Đương specifies 
the period in prison as “must be in grade 12”. In doing so, Đương treats their offence as a criminal 
one. Đương himself acts as a juror while the two boys are positioned as culprits. This threat also 
pushes the offenders into a risk of breaking off their study (line 54). Furthermore, Đương develops 
his threat by including their parents in prison (cả BỐ cả mẹ chúng mày đi tù theo/ Both your father 
and mother also go to jail). Those threatened actions are obviously unrealistic and exaggerative. 
Nevertheless, they reflect a fact that Đương does not position the children as rational and competent 
social actors. He totally dominates the management of offences and intimidates the two boys to 
comply with his decisions.  
After a series of threats with exaggeration, Đương makes another threat (line 65) which is 
constructed under the if-then format. Particularly, Đương threatens to come to beat their whole 
family if those solutions are not applicable. The threats are moved from an unrealistic possibility to 
a more realistic one. This shows that adults manipulate their resources in order to fully control the 
offending situations as well as offenders. They act as “superiors” who determine the actions of 
their “inferiors”. They bring children into fear and worry with exaggerated threats and do not give 
them any chance to resist or argue. In this manner, it can be said that adults are not treating children 
as agentic individuals who have their own values and are able to resolve an offence.  
 
6.3.2.2. Verbally shaming children 
The fact that adults do not acknowledge children’s competence in resolving offences is also 
displayed through the strategy of shaming children. In some communities, shaming is a common 
socialisation strategy to gain compliance of children (Lo & Fung, 2012). By shaming, adults 
manifest their disrespect of children, not considering them as fully competent members of society. 
Shaming children is also a way in which adults exercise their supposed authority to overpower 
children and orient them to adult’s imposed rules and norms.  
Like threatening, shaming is another socialisation strategy used by adults in this data set to 
resolve children’s offences. In this data set, adults may organise their shaming sequences to children 
by bringing up personal and sensitive topics. Consider again the situation where Đương punishes 
the two boys after they burn his toilet. In this extract, Đương, who is the victim of the offence, 
drives the two offenders to a mockery relating to the solution of the offence. 
[6.19] 
69 Đương       Thế bây giờ í (0.3) thế bây giờ tình chỗ tình cảm í 
So  now      PRT       so now           place sentiment PRT 
So now, so now, since we have close affection 
70   (0.4) 
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71 Đương       Th::ì cháu a:: cháu khuyên bác một một điều nà bác  ỉa đâu 
Then nephew    nephew advice uncle one one thing be uncle poo where 
  Then you can you recommend me where I can poo 
72 crowd     hi hi hi 
73   (0.2) 
74 Boy1       ỉa vẫn   ỉa chỗ đấy 
Poo still poo place that 
You still can poo at that place  
75 crowd     ha ha ha ha 
76 Đương       hả bác ỉa đâu 
PRT  uncle poo where 
What? Where can I poo? 
77 Boy1       ochỗ đấyo 
Place that 
oThat placeo   
78    (0.3) 
79 Đương       ỉa  chỗ  đấy  á 
Poo place that PRT 
Poo at that place right? 
80   (0.4) 
81 Đương       a:i nợp  mái cho bác  ỉa 
Who cover roof for uncle poo 
Wh:o makes the roof for me to poo? 
82   (0.6) 
83 Đương      m:ưa nó ướt người thì sao hả 
Rain it wet  body  then how PRT 
How does it work when it rains and makes the body wet  
84   (1.6) 
85 Đương       ai nợp mái nên cho bác ỉa 
Who cover roof up for uncle poo 
Who cover the roof for me to poo? 
86   (0.7) 
87 Đương       bác hỏi bác hỏi    chân tình  đấy chỗ bác cháu bác hỏi chân tình đấy 
Uncle ask uncle ask sincerely PRT place   uncle nephew uncle ask sincerely   PRT 
I am asking you sincerely. As we I am like your uncle then I’m 
asking you sincerely  
88   (0.5) 
89 Đương       Bác  ỈA  CHỖ NÀO 
Uncle poo place where 
WHERE CAN I POO? 
90    (0.3) 
91 Boy1       Ư ư cháu không cần ư ư dưới đấy 
         Nephew not need     under that 
I don’t care… down there 
 
92 Đương       Hả bác bác     ỉa vào nhà cháu nhá 
PRT uncle uncle poo in house nephew PRT 
What, I will poo into your house, ok? 
93   (0.6) 
94 Boy1       không được 
Not   permit 
It’s not allowed 
95 Đương       không được ỉa vào  nhà  cháu  chứ gì 
Not   allow poo into house nephew PRT what 
Not allowed to poo into your house, right? 
96   (0.4) 
97 Đương       thế thì gọi bố mẹ cháu  xuống đây [để nàm 
So then call parents nephew down here for do 
Then call your parents to go here to make  
98 Boy1                [không đâu ư ư]  
No where 
No no 
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99 Đương       để nàm hố xí khác cho bác ỉa nhá 
for do toilet other for uncle poo PRT 
To make another one for me to poo 
 
In the previous talk, the two boys apologised to Đương, showing their acknowledgement to 
the offence. Đương does not accept the apologies and thus the management of the offence keeps 
moving forward. Here, Đương organises the talk as if it is an “affectionate talk”, as he mentioned. 
He uses “chỗ tình cảm” (close affection) (line 69), “chân tình” (sincerely) and “chỗ bác cháu” (as 
I am like your uncle) (line 87) to build trust in the children. Unlike the previous talk, where personal 
pronouns are used, this talk is featured by the presence of kin terms, which convey the solidarity 
between the speaker and the addressee (Luong V.H., 1990; Sidnell & Shohet., 2013). The word 
“khuyên” (recommend or consult) implies Đương positions the two boys in a higher status of 
knowledge and experience. Also, it is hearable that Đương gives the children a chance to determine 
the solution for their offence.  
After trying to hedge the talk with “affectionate” words, Đương steers it to the confusion 
with the core question regarding the solution for the offence (“bác ỉa ở đâu”/ where can I poo?) 
(line 71). Since the two boys are the offenders, they must deal with that solution. Such resources 
may be indicative of adults’ acknowledgement to children’s worlds because children are invited to 
join in the process of resolving their offence. However, if we take a deeper look at the talk, that is 
indeed not the case of acknowledging children’s competence. Instead, all those resources are indeed 
used to mock the children. 
The topic of “where can I poo” is a private and sensitive one. When such a topic is 
introduced in front of the crowd, it appears to be a way to embarrass the recipients deliberately. 
Also, the word “ỉa” (poo) is widely used in Vietnam as a colloquialism, implying an impolite 
sense. In fact, the crowd shows an affiliation with the jocular implication of Đương through the 
laughter when his question is issued. When Boy 1 answers Đương’s question (chỗ đấy/that place) 
(line 74, 77), Đương keeps challenging him by the question “ai lợp mái cho bác ỉa” (who cover the 
roof for me to poo?). Once again, the private and sensitive topic is developed, which steers the 
offenders to confusion and embarrassment. Although Boy 1 demonstrates his unwillingness to 
pursue this topic (line 91), Đương continues with this topic by offering a sarcastic “solution”: “bác 
bác ỉa vào nhà cháu nhá” (I will poo into your house, ok?”). After Boy 1 rejects it, Đương repeats 
the previous solution: their parents need to make compensation.  
In the next extract, Đương keeps shaming the two boys by making assessments based on 
their offence. What is noticeable from this extract is that Đương portrays the offenders with 
negative identities. This suggests that he is not only treating the children as incompetent individuals 
but also asocial ones who are not able to acknowledge and follow rules:   
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 [6.20] 
105 Đương    mà:y ờ hai thằng mày 
2
nd
PP yes two guy this 
You two guys  
106   (0.5) 
107 Đương    Hai thằng mày nưu manh 
Two  guy   2
nd
PP larrikin 
You guys are larrikins 
108   (0.2) 
109 crownd   hi hi hi ((laughing)) 
110 Đương    tập  đốt  từ  hố xí đốt đến nhà 
Train burn from toilet burn to house 
You practise to burn toilet first and then burn houses 
111   (0.4) 
112 Đương    xong đốt đến ủy ban (0.3) nhá 
 Then burn to committee      PRT    
Then burn the people’s committee headquarter 
113   (0.5) 
114 Đương   xong đốt chợ 
Then burn market 
Then burn markets 
115   (0.3) 
116 Đương    đốt trường học nà chúng mày đốt hết 
Burn school      be 2
nd
PP burn all 
Burn schools then you guys burn all  
117    (0.3) 
118 Đương    Đúng H:ÔNG 
Correct no 
RIGHT? 
119   (0.2) 
120 Boy1     không ạ 
No PRT 
No 
121 Đương    không cái:(.) không không không không cái mặt chúng mày 
 No     CL         no   no     no     no    CL face  2
nd
PP 
what the hell are you saying “no”, look at your face 
122   (0.3) 
123 Đương    tao nhìn cái mặt chúng mày mặt  đốt nhà   r:ồi 
1
st
PP see  CL face  2
nd
PP       face burn house already 
I see your faces. I know that they are faces of house-burning 
criminals 
124 crowd    ha ha ha ((laughing)) 
125 Đương    cái mặt đốt nhà   tao nhìn biết ngay 
CL face burn house 1
st
PP see  know immediately 
I can recognise the faces of house-burning criminals right 
away  
126   (0.7) 
127 Đương   nhá 
PRT 
 ok 
128   (0.8) 
129 Đương   cái mặt bọn đốt nhà   tao nhìn biết ngay 
CL  face guy burn house 1
st
PP see  know  immediately 
I can recognise the faces of house-burning criminals right 
away  
130   (0.7) 
131 Đương   tao nhìn cái mặt 
    1stPP see CL face 
I see the face 
132 Đương   đấy thấy chưa 
That see not yet 
Look, you see 
133   (0.2) 
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134 Đương   mày thấy đông  người như thế này xem chúng mày chúng mày sướng chưa 
  2
nd
PP see crowd person like so this see 2
nd
PP      2
nd
PP happy not yet 
A crowd like this is watching you, are you guys happy?  
 
In this extract, the two children continue to be portrayed as “lưu manh” (larrikin) (line 105). 
Based on that negative description, Đương mentions the future identities of the children. The 
children are accused of burning everything from the house, school, to the market and the people’s 
committee headquarters
1
 (line 110 to 116). In that way, he is portraying them as true criminals, 
rather than just incompetent members of society. Although Boy 1 rejects those accusations (không 
ạ/no) (line 120) after being asked to confirm them, Đương continues to rebuke them. He derides 
Boy 1’s attempts and delivers the arguments for his accusations: “tao nhìn cái mặt chúng mày mặt 
đốt nhà rồi” (I see your faces. I know that they are faces of house-burning criminals) (line 123) and 
“cái mặt đốt nhà tao nhìn biết ngay” (I can recognise the faces of house-burning criminals right 
away). His arguments are irrational and sarcastic because they are just based on the physical 
appearance of the offender. This awkward and ludicrous idea makes the crowd burst into laughter 
once again (line 124). The humiliation is continued when Đương poses another satirical question 
(mày thấy đông người như thế này xem chúng mày chúng mày sướng chưa/ A crowd like this is 
watching you, are you guys happy?). Through his turns, Đương controls the orientation of the talk 
and gives the two offenders no chance to resist. More importantly, the two offenders are described 
as incompetent individuals, who could do asocial things like burning everything.  
In offending situations, cursing can also be used as resources to shame children. Cursing is 
defined as “the utterance of emotionally powerful, offensive words (e.g., fuck, shit) or emotionally 
harmful expressions (e.g., kiss my ass, piss off, up yours)” (Jay 1999, p.9). Cursing has the goals of 
disgracing the cursed person and making the curser’s anger notable. Cursing is, thus, commonly 
regarded as an antisocial norm (Jay, 1999). As a socio-cultural and language phenomenon, cursing 
has been developed fruitfully regardless of being prohibited and restricted in Vietnam (Nguyen 
T.T.N., 1993).  
When adults are offended by children’s offences, cursing is a way to express the outrage and 
the disrespect of the speaker towards the recipients. In this data set, adults’ cursing sequence 
towards children is found in 4 cases out of 123, and all of them relate to situations where adults are 
victims of children’s offences. This suggests that adults use curses when the offences directly affect 
them. The following extract illustrates a cursing sequence made by adults. This is the exchange 
between Lâm and his mother after Lâm steals some of her money to buy candy at school. The 
                                                 
1
 In Vietnam, People’s Committee is the executive body, which is responsible for formulating and implementing policy 
in local provinces, districts or communes. 
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mother punishes Lâm by spanking and displaying her outrage through various expressions of 
cursing
1
: 
 [6.21] 
147 Mother     địt mẹ  mày 
Fuck mum 2
nd
PP 
Fuck off  
148 Lâm      A (hhh) A A A (.hhh) ((crying loudly)) 
149 Mother mất dạy 
Uneducated  
Uneducated    
150     (0.6)  
151 Lâm         A A Ơ Ơ  
152 Mother     nói nó tránh xa  mẹ thằng mất dậy 
Say it  keep out of mum guy uneducated 
Keep out of me, uneducated boy       
153 Woman1     thôi 
stop 
stop 
154   (0.7) 
155 Lâm        ư ư (hhh) ư ư (.hhh) 
156 Mother     mất dạy   mất dạy 
Uneducated uneducated 
Uneducated uneducated boy              
157    (0.4) 
158 Mother      địt  mẹ  mày mất dạy 
Fuck mum 2
nd
PP uneducated 
Fuck off uneducated boy 
159 Lâm         ư ư ư (.hhh) ư ư (hhh) 
160 Mother      tổ sư     bố mày mẹ mày 
Ancestral dad 2
nd
PP mum 2
nd
PP 
You bastard, fuck off 
161     (0.8) 
162 Mother      địt mẹ  mày 
Fuck mum 2
nd
PP 
Fuck off 
163 Lâm         ((cries)) 
164 Mother      mày trêu tao à mẹ mày bao nhiêu nần 
2
nd
PP tease 1
st
PP PRT mum 2
nd
PP how many time 
Are you kidding me, fuck, how many time  
165 Mother      tiền  bố mày  để đâu  mày  mon men   mắt mày na niếm mày nhìn 
Money dad 2
nd
PP put where 2
nd
PP come around eye 2
nd
PP glance 2
nd
PP look 
Wherever I put my money away, you approach and glance at this  
166   Mother       mày để   giống ăn cắp ăn trộm từ bé mai kia mày nớn nên mày  nàm tướng cướp à 
2
nd
PP put same thelf   buglar from small future 2
nd
PP grow up 2
nd
PP do bandit PRT 
You steal things since you are small, when you grow up, you 
become a bandit, right? 
167 Mother      mẹ mày  nó nhốt mày nó nhốt mày vào tù  có phải không hả 
Mum 2
nd
PP it put  2
nd
PP it put 2
nd
PP into jail yes be no PRT 
Fuck, they will put you in jail, is that right? 
168 Mother      nó nhốt mày vào tù   đấy con ạ 
It  put 2
nd
PP into jail that OSP PRT 
They will put you in jail son 
169 Mother      mẹ mẹ  mày  mày  trộm cắp à ăn trộm cắp nó quen đi 
Mum mum 2
nd
PP 2
nd
PP theft           steal    it familiar PRT 
Fuck fuck, you are accustomed to stealing   
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1
 See also extract [4.5] 
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170 Mother      mẹ  mày bé   như mày mày đã trộm cắp tiền rồi  thì  mày hỏi  
mum  2
nd
PP small like 2
nd
PP 2
nd
PP  TM  steal     money already then 2
nd
PP ask   
Fuck, you’re still young, but you did steal. Just ask the 
cả trường xem có đứa nào như  mày không 
all school see yes guy which like 2
nd
PP no 
whole school to see if there is anyone like you   
171 Mother      hả hả trộm cắp tiền hả thằng trộm cắp tiền trộm cắp tiền 
PRT PRT steal   money PRT guy   steal      money steal   money 
You guy, the money thief 
 
The cursing sequence lasts from line 147 to line 162 with a variety of cursing forms in 
Vietnamese from “địt mẹ” (fuck off) to “tổ sư bố” (literally means paternal ancestor). It conveys 
the mother’s furious attitude toward her son’s behaviour. Also, it indicates that Lâm is not being 
treated as a child in his own right. Rather, the mother disgraces him with various bad words and 
expressions. In addition, the mother also makes a series of strong criticisms, portraying Lâm in 
different negative identities: from “thằng mất dạy” (uneducated person), “thằng trộm cắp tiền” 
(money thief) to a “tướng cướp” (bandit). It means that the mother temporarily does not treat Lâm 
as a child, but a thief who does things in an asocial way. As in the “burning toilet” incident above, 
the current offence is viewed as a signal for the more serious offences in the future. By shaming the 
child through cursing expressions, the mother exercises her power as “superior” to humiliate Lâm, 
and Lâm has no choice but to submit to her.  
6.3.2.3.Punishment  
Apart from verbal actions, non-verbal actions may also be used as a means of resolving 
offences in this data set. When an offence made by children occurs, adults can mobilise different 
punishment techniques to deal with it. Regardless of its controversy, punishment is still common 
(cf. O’Reilly, 2008). It is a kind of violence which adults use to control children’s misconduct and 
exercise their authority toward them. Punishment shows an asymmetric relationship between adults 
and children. Adults impose their power over children and coerce children to follow their rules and 
norms. Thus, punishment signals that adults are overvaluing pain and simultaneously undervaluing 
children (cf. Orentlicher, 1998). 
In Vietnamese culture, there is a common conception of spanking that “yêu cho roi cho vọt, 
ghét cho ngọt cho bùi”. This saying literally means that if you love children, you spank them, and if 
you hate children, you give them sweet speeches. In other words, Vietnamese people also widely 
believe in the principle of “spare the rod, spoil the child” (Hoang & Yeoh, 2014). Punishment in 
general and spanking in particular are considered as effective tools to educate children.  
In this data set, punishment are implemented by various strategies, from facing the wall or 
wardrobe, locking in the bathroom, on the bed, to spanking etc. There are also some special forms 
of punishment such as requesting the offender to repeat the chant “Nam mô a di đà Phật” (Namo 
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Amitabha Buddha)
1
. Adults implement the punishment together with other verbal actions to resolve 
children’s offences. Among them, spanking is the most popular disciplinary technique, featuring in 
11 out of 123 cases.  
The following extract is among cases where adults apply corporal punishment towards 
children. This case has also been examined before in extract [4.20]. The child (Lâm) displays 
signals of his competence in complying with adults’ requests. From adults’ side, the remarkable 
thing here is the way adults implement their punishment toward the child.  
 [6.22] Lâm, a boy about four years old, is punished by his grandmother and father because 
he hit and cursed his grandmother 
01 Grandma    đây  quay lại  hướng này 
Here turn again direction this 
Here turn back this way 
02 Grandma    đây được rồi   đấy thế đứng tại đấy 
Here ok already that then stand at there 
Here ok, stand there 
03 Grandma  (0.4) ((beats the slippers into Lâm's buttock))  
04 Grandma    đáng   đánh  bảo bà chết này đáng đánh bảo bà chết này đáng  
deserve spank say grandma die  here deserve spank say grandma die  here deserve 
you deserve to be spanked because you curse that I die  
05    đánh bảo bà chết này 
    spank say grandma die here 
you deserve to be spanked because you curse that I die  
06 Lâm        ((smiling)) 
07 Grandma    cười à 
Laugh PRT 
Laugh, right? 
08    (0.7) 
09 Grandma    cười đánh thêm hai cái nữa đấy thôi được rồi 
Laugh beat more two  CL  more that stop ok already 
If you laugh, I will beat you two more times, anyway   
10 Lâm        ((raises the hands to prevent the slippers)) 
11    (1.5) 
12 Lâm        ((hugs grandma)) 
13     Dad        tự ra cầm ra gốc cây đánh tiếp 
Self out hold out foot tree spank continue 
    Go to the foot of the tree, continue spanking yourself 
14     (0.4) 
15 Dad        khẩn trương 
Hurry up 
Hurry up   
16    (0.4) 
17 Dad        cầm dép      xốp   ra gốc  cây đánh tiếp 
Hold slippers spongy out tree foot beat continue 
Bring the spongy slippers out the foot of the tree, keep spanking  
18     (1.2) 
19 Lâm        ((takes the slippers to the tree and beats himself)) 
20    (0.4) 
21 Dad        đánh mạnh vào 
Hit  strong in 
Hit strongly 
22 Lâm   ((hits himself with the slippers)) (2.0)   
23 Dad        mạnh hơn 
Strong more 
stronger  
                                                 
1
 See extract [4.15] 
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24    (0.2) 
25 Grandma    đánh mạnh nữa vào đánh HỜ như vậy à vụt thật  mạnh  vào mông cơ mà 
hit strong more in hit light like so PRT spank actual strong into buttock PRT PRT 
spank more strongly, why are you spank so weak, spank strongly 
to your buttock 
26 Lâm  ((spanks himself with the slippers)) (0.9) 
27 Grandma    nữa 
More 
more 
28    (1.4) 
29 Grandma    vụt   cho què chân đi 
Spank for limp foot PRT 
Spank till your feet are limped 
30    (2.2) 
31 Grandma    vì cái tội đánh bà bảo bà chết đi 
Because CL offence hit grandma say grandma die PRT 
Because of the offence of hitting grandma and cursing grandma die  
The spanking situation is first characterised by the punisher’s instruction in order to adjust 
the position of the punished. Here, the grandmother asks Lâm to change to a suitable position before 
spanking (line 1, 2). She starts spanking her grandson, using thongs. At the same time, she also 
clarifies the reason for the spanking by repeating her turn three times (line 5 and 6). In doing so, she 
makes her physical punishment accountable. It is not a violent or abusing action because Lâm 
“đáng đánh” (deserve to be spanked) after committing the offence of “bảo bà chết đi” (cursing his 
grandma to die). This is invoked by the grandmother as a violation of the principle of “kính trên” 
(respect superiors). While Lâm smiles, indicating that he does not take the offence seriously, the 
mother threatens to upgrade the spank (cười đánh thêm hai cái nữa đấy/ If you laugh, I will beat 
you two more times).  
Regardless of avoiding the punishment through hugging her grandmothers, Lâm does not 
make his father and his grandmother change their minds. The adults persist in their method of 
punishment and do not give the child a chance to negotiate. The father even issues another way of 
spanking. He orders Lâm to punish himself (tự ra cầm ra gốc cây đánh tiếp/Go to the foot of the 
tree, continue spanking yourself). It appears that the father authorises Lâm to decide the level of 
punishment. However, this authorisation does not mean that adults give children the authority to 
resolve offences. Rather, the request of doing the self-spanking is a way to humiliate them. When 
Lâm starts spanking himself with the thongs, both the grandmother and father still supervise strictly 
his moves. They continue ordering Lâm to “hit more strongly” (line 22, 24, 26, 28). As the victim, 
the grandmother even requests him to “vụt cho què chân đi” (spank till your feet are limped) (line 
30). It means that adults, through their punishment, control totally the offending situations and lead 
children to their expectations. Children are not given chances to take part in the process of 
negotiating their offences. In this way, adults show that they devalue the position of children as 
competent actors in resolving offences. 
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This data set also shows that adults rarely accept the remedial solutions that children suggest 
while they are punishing children. Rather, they neglect or reject children’s efforts to deal with 
offences. The neglect and rejection suggest that adults do not pay attention to what children think 
and act in the given contexts. Adults focus on their works and depreciate children’s contribution as 
agentic and competent participants. Therefore, this is also an indication of a lack of 
acknowledgement of children’s competence.   
Consider again the situation where Lâm
1
 is punished by his mother after stealing her money. 
With the stick in her hands, the mother orders her son to lie down, preparing for a spanking: 
[6.23] 
89 Mother      nằm xuống 
   lie down 
   Lie down     
90   (0.7) 
91 Mother   ((points the stick at the bed)) 
92 Mother      NHANH 
   Quick 
   QUICK  
93 Woman1      thôi cô       x:in 
   Stop younger aunt beg 
   Stop please  
94 Mother      Nằm xuống 
   Lie  down 
   Lie down 
95 Lâm         o<mẹ ơi con không lấy nữa>o ((Lâm still sits on the bed)) 
   
Mum VOC OSP  no    take anymore 
   o<Mum, I won’t steal anymore>o 
96 Mother      nằm xuống 
   Lie down 
   Lie down 
97 Mother    ((points the rod at Lâm's face)) 
98 Lâm       ((folds the arms on the chest)) 
99 Mother      địt mẹ   mày không ấy nữa   bao nhiêu nần rồi 
   Fuck mum 2ndPP no    do anymore how many  time already 
   Fuck off, you promised not to do it a plenty of times 
100 Lâm         o<con không lấy nữa>o 
   OSP    no   take more 
   o<I won’t steal anymore>o 
101 Mother      ở  nhà  mày  nấy tiền của ông 
   At house 2ndPP take money of grandpa 
   At home you steal grandpa’s money 
102    (0.4)  
103 Mother      nên đây mày  nấy tiền của tao (.) địt  mẹ  mày nằm xuống 
   Up  here 2ndPP take money of 1stPP fuck mum 2ndPP lie down 
When you go here, you steal my money, fuck your mother, lie 
down 
104    (0.3) 
105 Lâm         con xin lỗi từ sau con không thế nữa 
   OSP apologise since after OSP no so more 
   I am sorry, I won’t do it anymore since now. 
106 Mother      ((tries to force Lâm to lie down and hits him)) 
107 Mother      Mày biết bao nần      nần sau  không thế nữa nằm xuống đây       
You know  how many time since now not     so more lie down here 
You know that you have said “since now” many times, 
 
                                                 
1
 Not to be confused with Lâm in extract [6.22]. They have the same name.  
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108    nằm xuống nhanh lên địt mẹ mày nằm xuống 
lie down   quick  up fuck mum 2
nd
PP lie down 
lie down, hurry up, fuck off, lie down 
109   Lâm         con xin lỗi 
   OSP apologise 
   I am sorry 
110   Mother      NẰM xuống úp  mặt vào đây tao không nghe cái lỗi lầm của mày 
Lie down  fold face into here 1
st
PP no listen CL  offence   of 2
nd
 PP 
LIE down here I don’t listen to what you said about your offence
  
In this extract, the mother orders Lâm to lie down several times for the spanking. Although 
Woman 1, who is the mother’s friend, requests her to stop the spanking (line 93), the mother still 
insists on the punishment.  
Instead of an “embodied compliance” (Kent, 2012) following the mother’s directive, Lâm 
promises not to steal again (line 96). His attempt does not receive any reply from the mother. The 
mother keeps demanding that the son lies down for the spanking (line 96). When Lâm folds his 
arms on the chest, indicating his respect and submission to the mother, she claims that Lâm has 
promised many times before (line 99). It means that this is not the first time Lâm has committed this 
kind of offence and the promise is thus invalidated. After Lâm promises again, confirming his 
commitment to remedy his offence (line 100), his attempt is also rejected. The mother keeps 
insisting on the repetition of the act of “stealing” (line 101, 103), followed by another order for 
Lâm to lie down. Even when Lâm apologises (con xin lỗi từ sau con không thế nữa/ I am sorry, I 
won’t do it anymore since now), the mother remains persistent. She starts beating him (line 106) 
and claims again about the repetition of that offence. Although Lâm keeps apologising, she claims 
that she does not listen to how Lâm deals with his offence in line 110 (NẰM xuống úp mặt vào đây 
tao không nghe cái lỗi lầm của mày/ LIE down here I don’t listen to (what you say about) your 
offence). This suggests that the mother rebuffs remedial work by her son, underrating his efforts to 
remedying his offence. She persistently does not entitle Lâm to join in the negotiation process.  
This extract shows that while being persistent in the application of punishment towards the 
child, the mother does not treat him as a competent social actor. She exercises her asymmetrical 
right in imposing the punishment. Lâm is given no entitlement to stop or reduce the punishment. 
The mother neglects and denies all efforts to manage the offence of Lâm. She is resolute in applying 
the punishment on Lâm as an effective way to resolve offences. This is a common scenario in this 
data set. Specifically, adults, in general, are determined to maintain the punishment against children 
and deny children’s attempts for remedying and reducing punishment. 
 
6.3.3. Summary 
Section 6.3 examines the role of adults in resolving children’s offences. When offences are 
pointed out in interaction, adults use different strategies to resolve them. They control the process of 
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managing offences and lead children to the right tracks of behaviours. With regard to children’s 
competence, there are two scenarios that adults employ when they deal with offences: 
acknowledgement or denial. Acknowledgement of children’s competence means that they assume 
that children have an ability to understand and resolve their offences through doing remedial 
actions. Thus, adults instruct them to perform remedial work or to seek reconciliation among related 
parties. In contrast, denial of children’s competence means that adults do not see children as 
competent actors in resolving offences. Thus, adults dominate offending situations and exclude 
children from the process of managing offences through threatening, shaming or punishing children. 
Children’s efforts to deal with offences are ignored. 
The two scenarios of acknowledging and denying children’s competence may be either 
separated or intertwined in each moment of one single offending situation, including both the 
process of identifying and resolving offences. Cases where adults completely show their 
acknowledgement of children’s competence occupy the greater proportion with a percentage of 
66%. Meanwhile, there are only 11% cases where adults completely deny children’s competence. 
The number of cases in which adults approach offending situations with a combination of 
acknowledging and denying children’s competence is 23%. Those figures suggest that adults in 
Vietnam frequently acknowledge children’s competence when they take part in the process of 
dealing with children’s offences.  
Within this data set, those scenarios also appear to be impacted by whether victims are 
children or adults. The scenario where adults completely acknowledge children’s competence 
occurs more often when the victims are children (85.7%), compared with cases where the victims 
are adults (58.3%). In contrast, within the scenario of denying children’s competence, the cases 
where victims are adults are more frequent at 11.7%, compared with 4% when victims are children. 
A similar trend is also found in the scenario where adults both acknowledge and deny children’s 
competence within a single case. Accordingly, this scenario occurs more in cases where the victims 
are adults (30%) and less in cases where victims are children (10.3%). Those figures consolidate the 
fact that adults in Vietnam, in general, acknowledge children’s competence in managing offences, 
especially when offences occur within peer interactions. While intervening in offending situations 
where victims are also children, adults often provide children more chances to act independently 
and negotiate the social order. Adults commonly underestimate and deny children’s competence 
more when they become victims of the offences. This suggests that adults seem to interpret offences 
relating to them as somehow more serious. Also, adults view children as less competent in dealing 
with offences relating to adults. In such cases, offending situations are not still situated within 
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children’s world anymore. This is the environment for adults to exercise their power and socialise 
children into adults’ social worlds. 
 
6.4.When adults terminate offending situations 
Whether children’s offences are solved or not solved, offending situations must come to an 
end in certain moments of talk. This is the moment where social order and interpersonal relationship 
are restored. Offending situations are simply ended by a shift to a new topic or activity. No 
participants mention the offence after this point.  
Consider again the exchange between Linh and her grandmother around the topic of “makes 
the altar dirty”:  
[6.24] 
68 Linh  (hhh) cháu xin lỗi không nghịch  nữa ạ  
         OSP apologise  not mischievous more PRT 
          I apology I will not be mischievous anymore 
69 Grandma  KHÔNG KHÓC 
   Not cry 
Do not cry 
70   (2.4) 
71 Grandma     NÍN        CHƯA 
   Stop crying not yet 
HAVE YOU STOPPED CRYING? 
72    (0.6) 
73    Linh   ((nods her head)) 
74 Grandma  đem cái roi vào trong bếp 
   Bring CL rod into in kitchen   
Bring the rod to the kitchen 
 
In the previous talk, the grandmother conducts an investigation into Linh’s offence, issuing 
moral lessons. After spanking, she asks Linh to sit up and fold arms. Linh apologises and promises 
not to let it re-occur (line 68). The grandmother does not reply to the apology. Rather, she asks Linh 
to stop crying (line 69). As the crying happens as the result of the previous spanking, her requests 
can be understood as wanting Linh to resume normal status. This is a signal indicating that the 
offence is on the way to be ended. In line 74, the grandmother does not mention the offence 
anymore. She asks Linh to put the wooden rod away in the kitchen. Since the rod is used for the 
punishment, that request suggests that the grandmother decides to terminate the process of 
managing offences.  
The termination of offending situations is determined in situ by the participants themselves 
and the role of adults is crucial. With their asymmetrical rights, adults control the upshot of 
offending situations. This means that when adults are involved in offending situations, they decide 
when they stop mentioning offences. In other words, the termination of offending situations needs 
be ratified by adults. In the above extract, the offending situation ends after the offence is 
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acknowledged and well-resolved. The grandmother finds no need to expand the situation. However, 
an offence is not necessarily well-solved before social order is restored. Since offences in everyday 
interactions are the result of intersubjective evaluations about social actions of ordinary people, they 
can locally emerge and diminish within the sequence of talk without coming up with a solution. 
Even in the case where children show non-compliance with adults’ efforts to manage offences, 
offending situations may still end when participants engage in another activity. 
 [6.25] A group of children are playing in the pool, while their parents stay on the ground. 
An, a schoolboy, splashes a scoop of water into Hùng (Tuti), another school boy.  
09 An's mother      An ơi không được ấy vào mặt  bạn    nghe chưa con xin lỗi   bạn  đi 
An VOC not allow PRT into face friend listen yet OSP apologise friend PRT  
   An, do not do it into his face, have you heard, say sorry to him 
10 An               okhôngo 
   no 
no 
11 An's mother      An 
12     (1.6) 
13 Hùng             (                 ) 
14     (1.1) 
15 An's mother      con ấy bạn như thế là không được vào mặt bạn thì ướt bạn thì sao 
OSP PRT friend like so be not ok into face friend then wet friend then how 
What you did with him is unacceptable. What’s wrong if 
water makes his face wet. 
   16 An     ((keeps playing with the children and does not reply)) 
 
It can be seen that An rejects straightforwardly the request for apology from the mother (line 
10). Consequently, the mother rephrases her turn in line 12, clarifying that his behaviour is “không 
được” (unacceptable). Also, she warns about the consequences if An repeats the action (vào mặt 
bạn thì ướt bạn thì sao/ What wrong if the water makes his face wet). So far, An has not shown 
acknowledgement of his offence, pointed out by his mother. However, the offence is left behind 
when the children get involved in another activity in the pool. Despite An’s resistance to admission 
of committing an offence, his mother also makes no further move to develop the offending 
situation. When the adult, who presumably takes on the responsibility for controlling the offensive 
behaviour, retreats from the management process and the offensive action does not occur 
repeatedly, the offending situation can be terminated. 
The termination of offending situations is also associated with the process of normalising 
interpersonal relationships between adults and children. As examined in the previous sections, 
adults use different strategies to bring children to the right track of behaviours. While adults treat 
children as the offenders and they are the third party and/or victims, they may produce a number of 
acts that harm the interpersonal relationships between adults and children. Consequently, 
normalisation of interpersonal relationships with children is a way for adults to show that offending 
situations and their denial of children’s competence are something temporary. With the 
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normalisation, adults indicate that they are ready to treat children as children, but not offenders or 
any other negative identities. Given that adults recover the normal status of the children, the 
normalisation is thus indicative of adults’ acknowledgement of children as social actors in their own 
right.  
In this data set, adults restore the relationship with children after offending situations 
through acts that demonstrate their affectionate feelings towards children. Consider again the 
situation where Hiệp neglects the mother’s requests to go back home1. The offending situation 
comes to an end when the mother asks him to give her a hug: 
[6.26] 
52 Mother     thế  bây gi:ờ  ôm   cổ  mẹ đi 
Then  now       hug  neck mum PRT 
Th:en hug my neck now! 
53 Hiệp   ((hugs his mother)) 
54 Mother     hi hi hi (hhh) 
 
The hug offer of the mother to Hiệp signals that the offending situation is coming to an end. 
It also expresses her expectation to re-establish the affectionate relationship with her son after his 
offence is over. Through this offer, the mother demonstrates that the offending situation and her 
offended attitude are just temporary. When the offence is resolved, the close relationship between 
mother and son needs to be reinstated and consolidated. Hiệp is not treated as an offender anymore. 
Rather, the mother demonstrates that she is now treating Hiệp as her dear son. Hiệp replies to the 
offer by an embodied compliance: hugging and kissing his mother. The restoration of the 
relationship between the mother and Hiệp is achieved through a physical action.  
The process of terminating the offending situation and restoring a relationship with children 
may be accomplished by the intervention of a third party. While both offender and victim are still 
resolving the offence, it is the third party who intervenes in the situation and makes the final 
decision for the offending situation. Consider the following extract where Thảo, a girl about four 
years old, is spanked by her mother for her disobedience. While the mother keeps rebuking Thảo for 
her offence, the grandfather goes downstairs: 
  [6.27] 
12 Grandpa    LÀM SAO 
Do  how  
WHAT’S WRONG? 
13           (0.4) 
14 Thảo       hư (.hhh) hư hu (hhh) ((crying))  
15 Grandpa    LÀM SAO ẦM   ẦM   LÊN LÀM SAO 
Do  how noisy noisy do how 
WHAT’S WRONG? WHAT’S NOISY?  
16           (1.0) 
                                                 
1
 See also extract [6.1] 
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17 Grandpa    >làm sao làm sao< con 
  Do  how  do how OSP 
          >What’s wrong< with you  
18    (0.6) 
19 Grandpa    mẹ đánh hả 
Mum beat PRT 
Mum spanks you, right?   
20           (0.7) 
21 Grandpa    KHÔNG ĐÁNH NÓ NỮA= 
No beat it anymore 
DON’T SPANK HER ANYMORE 
22           (1.4) 
23 Grandpa    =MÀY  CÓ ĐÁNH NỮA KHÔNG, KHÔNG AI ĐƯỢC ĐÁNH NỮA  
 2
nd
PP yes beat more no      no   who allow beat more 
DO YOU SPANK HER ANYMORE? NO ONE IS ALLOWED TO SPANK  
24           (0.4) 
25 Grandpa    thế có ngoan không 
So  yes good  no 
So are you obedient? 
26           (0.5) 
27    ((Thảo keeps crying)) 
28 Grandpa    ừ thế con có ngoan không không còn không đánh nó nữa mẹ Hằng  
Yes so OSP yes good   no    no    still no    beat it more mum Hằng  
Yes so you’re obedient, don’t spank her anymore Hằng, don’t 
29    không đánh nó nữa 
no beat it more 
beat her anymore 
30           (0.5) 
31 Grandpa    [tao lại  vụt  cho  mẹ mày  một trận bây giờ 
1
st
PP again spank for mum 2
nd
PP one stroke now 
I may spank you now mum  
32 Thảo       [hư (hhh) hư hư (hhh) ((crying)) 
33 Grandpa    thôi con nín đi (.) con nín đi 
Stop OSP stop PRT     OSP stop PRT 
Anyway, stop crying,(.)stop crying  
34 Mother     đi ra đây với  mẹ  đi ra đây ui khoe ông đi 
Go out here with mum go out here oh show grandpa PRT 
Go here with me go here to show him 
35 Thảo   ((just stays on the bed and shows the grandfather her buttock  
while the grandfather comes next to her)) 
36 Grandpa    à >xem nào< xem nào ông   yêu   nào  
Oh  see PRT  see PRT grandpa love  PRT 
Oh >let’s see< let’s see I love you  
37    úi gi:ời sao mà vụt  cháu        tôi thế này há 
oh god   why     spank grandchild   1
st
PP like this PRT 
   oh g:od, what a spank to my granddauter 
 
The grandfather intervenes in the situation by the question “LÀM SAO” (WHAT’S 
WRONG?) in a loud voice (line 12, 15, 17). In doing so, he invites Thảo to clarify the trouble (cf. 
Danby & Baker, 1998). Thảo just cries and does not take her turn. Subsequently, the grandfather 
addresses a candidate for it by a tag question (mẹ đánh hả/mum spank (you) right?). Although Thảo 
does not confirm that incident, the grandfather requests the mother to stop spanking (line 21). In 
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line 23, he even claims that “KHÔNG AI ĐƯỢC ĐÁNH NỮA” (NO ONE IS ALLOWED TO 
SPANK). It means that the grandfather does not support the spanking and he prevents it from 
happening. Also, he is standing by Thảo in dealing with the punishment. After claiming that Thảo is 
now “ngoan” (obedient), the grandfather requests the mother again to stop spanking Thảo. To 
defend Thảo, he even threatens the mother (tao lại vụt cho mẹ mày một trận bây giờ/ I may spank 
you, mum) (line 31). This turn suggests an asymmetrical relationship between family members. 
With regard to the hierarchical order in a family, the grandfather has the highest right to discipline 
other household members (Rydstrøm, 2001). In this case, the grandfather exercises his 
asymmetrical right to intervene through his requests and threat toward the mother in order to protect 
his granddaughter. Also, he terminates the offending situation and starts soothing the child. The 
mother also recognises this asymmetrical right in terminating the offending situation by avoiding 
the topic of offence. In line 36, the grandfather expresses his sentiment to Thảo by saying that he 
loves her. When checking Thảo’s hurt, he also demonstrates his sympathy and compassion to Thảo 
(sao mà vụt cháu tôi thế này/what a spank to my granddaughter). In doing so, he reinstates the 
status of Thảo as a child who should not have suffered such corporal punishment. 
In the process of normalising relationships after offences terminate, adults place children in 
the status of the party that needs comforting. As a result, the roles of the offender, victim and third 
party may be changed. Offenders may become offended after their offence terminates. In converse, 
victims have possibly caused another offence when they deal with the offence. Thus, one offence 
may lead to another offence and the process of constructing and maintaining social order is locally 
continued in the sequential environment of interactions.  
In the following example, the normalisation of a relationship occurs after the father punishes 
his daughter (Tít, a girl about two years old) for her offence: tearing his documents. 
 [6.28] 
29 Father     ra  đây ba  yêu nào 
Out here dad love PRT 
Come here let I love you 
30    (0.5) 
31 Father     ba thương nào đi 
dad love PRT PRT 
Let I love you 
32 Tít        ư (hhh) (.hhh)  ư ((crying)) 
33 Father     ba thương con gái của ba n:ào 
Dad love  daughter   of dad PRT 
Let I love you, my daughter 
34 Tít        ư (hhh) 
35     (0.3) 
36 Father     con gái yêu của ba n:ào 
 Daughter dear of dad PRT 
 My dear daughter 
37 Tít        Ư: (.hhh) 
38    (2.0) 
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39 Mother     thế mẹ bế con nhá 
Then mum hold OSP PRT 
So, can I hold you? 
40    (0.5) 
41 Tít        ư (hhh) 
42    (0.4) 
43 Mother     mẹ  bế  Tít nhá 
Mum hold Tit PRT 
Can I hold you, Tit? 
44 Tít  ((shakes head)) 
45    (0.8) 
46 Mother     chị Mun bế Tít nhá 
OS  Mun hold Tit PRT 
Can Mun hold you? 
47 Tít    ((shakes head)) 
48    ((one unrelated line omitted)) 
49   (1.6) 
50 Mother     thế mình đi ngủ nhá 
So  we   go sleep PRT 
So, let’s go to bed ok? 
51 Tít  ((shakes head)) 
52   (0.4) 
53 Mother     mẹ bế   con đi ngủ nhá 
Mum hold OSP go sleep PRT 
Can you hold you to go to bed? 
54    (10.2) 
55 Mother     tít ơi  mẹ  bế  con đi ngủ nhá 
Tit VOC mum hold OSP  go sleep PRT 
Tit, can I hold you to go to bed? 
56    (0.5) 
57 Tít    ((slightly shakes head)) 
58    (0.7) 
59 Tít        ư ư (hhh) 
60    (12.1) 
((two lines omitted)) 
61   (17.2) 
62 Mother     Nào mẹ bế   nào (1.3) bế em nào 
PRT mum hold PRT  hold YS PRT 
Ok let I hold you darling 
63 Tít        ư ư (hhh) 
64    (3.0) 
65 Father  ((strokes Tít's back)) 
66 Father     thôi ba xin lỗi nhá lần sau  không mắng em nữa nhở 
Stop dad apologise PRT time after not scold OSP more PRT 
Anyway, I am sorry, next time I will not scold you anymore 
67 Tít    ((pushes father's hand away)) 
68 Tít        a ứ (hhh) 
69    (0.2) 
70 Father     sau lần sau ba không   mắng em nữa nhở 
After time after dad not scold YS more PRT 
Since now, I won’t scold you anymore. 
71 Father     thế lần sau    ba không mắng em nữa nh:á 
Then time after dad   not scold YS more PRT 
Then since now, I won’t scold you anymore. 
72    (0.7) 
73 Father     em ngoan lần sau ba không mắng nữa nh:á 
YS obedient time next dad not scold anymore PRT 
You should be obedient then I won’t scold you anymore 
74    (1.5) 
75 Father     nhá lần sau Tít ngoan    ba không mắng Tít nữa nh:á 
         PRT time next Tit obedient dad no    scold Tit more PRT 
  Ok, since now you should be obedient then I don’t scold you anymore 
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76 Father  ((tries to stroke Tít’s back, Tít uses her feet to push  
his hand away and beats her hand to the desk)) 
77 Father     sau   Tít nghe lời   hơn nhở 
After Tit listen speech more PRT 
Next time, you will follow adults’ direction more, right 
78 Father     nào Tít nghe lời ba không mắng Tít nữa nhá 
PRT Tit listen speech dad not slam Tit more PRT 
Ok since now, you are obedient, then I won’t scold you anymore 
79    (1.6) 
80 Father  ((puts forwards his hand to Tít, Tit hits his hand)) 
81 Father     ((coughing)) 
82 Father     thôi thôi thôi ba xin 
Stop stop stiop dad beg 
Ok ok I beg you 
83 Father     ừ ừ ừ ba thương nhá  
Yes yes yes dad love PRT 
Ok ok ok I love you 
 
This extract occurs after the father scolds Tít for her misconduct: tearing his documents. She 
turns her face down on the table. From line 29 to line 36, the father calls her by the term of 
endearment “con gái yêu của ba” (my dear daughter) and offers the “yêu” (love) and “thương” 
(also means love or compassion) from the father. This is a common way to express the sentiment to 
children in Vietnam. However, the goal of normalising the relationship with his daughter is not 
successful. Tít rejects that offer, retaining her uncooperative attitude to her father.   
The talk continues with the intervention of the mother when she also persistently offers to 
hold Tít in the bedroom (line 39, 43, 53, 55). Since the mother is not related directly to the previous 
offence management, her role can be seen as a neutral one. When Tít refuses to comply with this by 
shaking her head, the mother suggests another option: the sister will hold her and play with her (line 
46). Nevertheless, Tít shakes her head one more time, suggesting that all efforts to normalise the 
relationship with her have failed so far.  
In line 66, the father tries to approach Tít, stroke Tít’s back and apologise to her (thôi ba xin 
lỗi nhá lần sau không mắng em nữa nhở/ Anyway, I am sorry, next time I will not scold you 
anymore). By apologising, he officially admits that he has committed an offence and expects a 
remedy from Tít. He also repeats the promise that he will not rebuke her in future (line 70, 71 73, 
75 and 78). In his promises, the father, however, still constantly instructs Tit to abide by a parental 
rule: children must be obedient and follow adults’ instructions. The punishment does not happen 
only when this parental rule is complied with. It means that the father also sees the normalisation 
process as an opportunity to reinforce social rules. Tít rejects the apology by pushing her father’s 
hand away and using the denial token “a ứ” (no) (line 68, 75 and 79). Finally, the normalisation 
process comes to the point where the father condescends to Tit (thôi thôi thôi ba xin/ Ok ok I beg 
you). It means that from the status of a victim, the father now turns himself into an offender who 
needs to ask for forgiveness. In contrast, Tít is promoted to victim status, one who needs comforting 
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and placating. In such ways, parents show that they expect to resume a normal relationship with 
children. Moreover, they reaffirm that the daughter is treated as a child in her own right, who needs 
to receive parental care and love. It can be seen that the status of each participant is something 
interchangeable and the social order is built up within an ongoing process of interaction.  
 
6.5.Chapter summary 
This chapter examines the management of offences from adults’ side. Whether they are 
victims or third parties, adults are assumed to have an asymmetrical right to intervene and deal with 
offences (cf. Speier, 1976). Given that offences are seen as the violation of rules, offending 
situations help to unveil rules and norms that adults expect children to comply with in their social 
interactions. They are also practices where adults can exercise their rights over children and 
socialise them to behave properly according to expected rules and norms.  
In the process of managing children’s offences, children’s social competence is not always 
recognised by adults. Adults may acknowledge or deny children’s competence (cf. Mackay, 1991). 
The scenario of acknowledging children’s competence is demonstrated through strategies where 
adults engage children in the process of framing and resolving offences. Children are treated as 
social agents who are able to understand social rules and remedial work, and make their 
contributions to the management of offences. On that basis, adults lead children to construct the 
concept of an offence as well as point out the ways to remedy offences. However, there are also 
cases where adults deny children’s competence. This scenario of denying children’s competence is 
shown through the practices where adults dominate the process of identifying and resolving 
offences. Children are not assumed to be able to grasp rules and rituals in social interactions. Adults 
do not provide children any chance to express their viewpoints. They deny children’s abilities in 
understanding and resolving offences. They determine the direction of the conversation through 
strategies of punishing, threatening or shaming. However, those two scenarios are not always 
separated. Rather, they may be intertwined as a situated accomplishment in each moment of talks. 
In this data set, cases where adults acknowledge children’s competence occur more 
frequently than cases where adults deny children’s competence, especially when the victims are 
children. This suggests that adults in Vietnam in general respect children’s worlds and their peer 
interactions. They give children opportunities to participate in the process of organising social 
activities and to make sense of their worlds. Nonetheless, the presence of cases where adults deny 
children’s competence and treat them as asocial and irrational individuals is also remarkable. It 
shows that children’s competence is not always recognised by adults especially when a rule-
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breaking incident occurs. The perspectives of acknowledging or disacknowledging children’s 
offences arise locally within a particular context of managing offences.   
However, the denial of children’s competence is just something provisional in the process of 
managing offences. Offending situations and the disrupted social order must come to an end in a 
certain moment of talk. It is adults who determine that termination and the restoration of social 
orders. When adults decide to terminate offending situations, they also initiate a new process of 
normalising the relationships with children. To achieve the normalisation, adults manifest affection 
to children or even apologise to children for their management of children’s offences. This means 
that adults are ready to downgrade their own status and admit that they committed an offence. 
Children are not treated as offenders anymore. Rather, their normal status as “children” is 
reinstated. In such ways, adults show that they overwhelmingly regard children as social actors who 
have their own worlds and values that deserve to be recognised and respected. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION 
 
This study has provided the detailed sequential analysis over a corpus of 123 naturally 
occurring situations collected on YouTube channel featuring Vietnamese children who have been 
framed as offenders. Offending situations were used as a practice to highlight the topic of children’s 
social competence at doing remedial work and restoring social order. Thus, this study started with 
the task of investigating resources that were used to mark the emergence of offences in interaction. 
It then examined children’s social competence within the process of managing offences. Children’s 
competence is approached from both adults and children’s side. For children, the competence is 
displayed through practices they either do or avoid remedial work. For adults, children’s 
competence is evaluated locally through the process they manage children’s offences. 
This chapter is to review the findings of the thesis. Also, it discusses the theoretical, 
methodological and practical contributions drawn from the analysis and further implications for the 
future research. 
 
Key findings of the study 
The identification of offences in interactions 
In this study, resources for the identification of offences were described in Chapter 3 when I 
discussed the process of collecting data. In order to select the suitable videos containing offending 
situations from a series of candidate videos, my work based on the model of remedial interchanges 
(Goffman, 1971; Owen, 1983). Specifically, offences were identified through the presence of 
priming moves or primary remedial moves in remedial interchanges. The priming move was 
performed by a third party or victim, who realised that the remedial work was not forthcoming. In 
this data set, the priming move was not just limited in a “statement of trouble” or a “complaint” as 
described in previous works. Rather, both victim and third party could initiate the remedial 
interchange by stating the rule-breaking incident or behaviour, reporting it to a third party, crying or 
even performing the punishment. The primary remedial move, packaged by an apologetic act, 
followed the priming move to signal offenders acknowledge their offences and remedy them.  
  
Children’s competence in the process of managing offences 
The process of managing offences is a practice for children to display their social 
competence at understanding the violation of rules and doing remedial work. Chapter 4 analysed 
cases where children use remedial strategies to resolve the offences. What was noticeable was that 
children do remedial work without any suggestion from adults. Children could immediately stop 
their offending acts or apologise to victims. They self-initiated remedial work more frequently when 
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there were signals indicating an escalation of offending situations, such as a threat of punishment or 
a possible intervention of adults into their peer incident. In cases of suffering punishment from 
adults, children were able to self-initiate a process of negotiation for forgiveness. They actively 
engaged adults in their negotiation by different ways, such as restoring normal relationships with 
adults or fabricating the reality. However, children still demonstrated that they recognised and 
respected adults’ asymmetrical rights in evaluating their behaviours and dictating remedial actions. 
Even when children managed their offence by complying with adults’ remedial instructions, they 
still showed their ability to make their own choice independently from adults. Specifically, children 
were able to use additional strategies, such as an “arm-folding” gesture, showing their respect and 
compliance with adults, even when they were not elicited by adults. In contrast, children displayed 
the hesitation in complying with remedial instructions when they received some unfair or 
disadvantageous solutions from adults, such as a spanking. The application of remedial work was 
accomplished in situ, suggesting that children had the competence in acknowledging the violation 
of rules, and understanding the ways to resolve offences and restore social orders.  
By contrast, Chapter 5 focused on cases where children avoid remedial work when they 
were treated as offenders. Such cases did not mean that children did not know about social rules and 
the application of social rules in specific situations. Rather, they approached the incidents in 
question in their own viewpoint and did not frame them as offences. Also, children tried to avoid 
adults’ punishment as a consequence of admitting the offences. Thus, instead of doing remedial 
work, children performed different strategies of resistance, including persisting with the offending 
activities, refusing to do the remedial work or organising their own arguments to deny the offences. 
It is worth noting that most of the cases where children resisted acknowledging they had offended 
were those where another child was a victim and an adult was present as a third party. This suggests 
that children’s resistance often occured when adults intervened into their peer incidents. This further 
suggests that children have their own agency and they are constructing their own social world, 
which are not always dependent on adults’ one. They invoke their rules and persistently maintain 
them in their interactions. The resistance indicates that children, within the ages from two to seven, 
do not passively follow the punishment-obedience orientation as described in the perspective of 
developmental psychology. 
 
Adults assess children’s social competence when they manage children’s offences  
In the process of managing children’s offences, the involvement of adults plays an important 
role. As the victim or third party, adults take advantage of offending situations to socialise children 
into appropriate behaviours. Chapter 6 examined practices in which adults managed children’s 
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offences.  In their management, adults may acknowledge or deny children’s social competence at 
understanding the violation of rules and remedying their offences. The scenario of acknowledging 
children’s competence means that adults viewed children as social actors who were able to make 
their contributions to the management of offences. This scenario was evidenced by practices where 
adults allowed children to be a part of the process of identifying and dealing with offences. Instead 
of arbitrarily managing offences, adults led children to figure out what was counted as an offence 
through different types of questions and requests. The concept of offences was thus constructed as 
the contribution of both adults and children. When resolving offences, adults also included children 
to participate in seeking solutions for offences. They did it through instructing children to do 
remedial actions or reconciling with related parties. The social order was reconstructed as a joint 
accomplishment between adults and children (Cromdal, 2001). This acknowledgement of adults 
enabled children to engage in the process of managing their offences as competent individuals.  
The scenario of acknowledging children’s competence prevailed in this data, especially 
when the victims of the offences were children. It suggests that adults commonly recognise the 
status of children as competent actors of their own social worlds. However, there also existed cases 
where adults denied children’s competence in the process of managing children’s offences. The 
scenario of denying children’s competence was shown through strategies of threatening, shaming 
and punishing. Denying children’s competence means that adults discounted children’s ability in 
managing offences. Children were viewed as apprentices who had not yet grasped rules and rituals 
in social interactions. Instead of letting children join the process of managing offences, adults 
showed their authority in controlling children’s actions. They exercised their right in intervening 
and imposing their viewpoints on children. They determined the direction of the conversation, 
steering children into a matrix of fear and embarrassment. By applying those strategies, adults not 
only gave children no chance to express their viewpoint but also treated children as incompetent, 
irrational and even asocial members of the society. Children’s worlds were viewed as something 
that needed not to pay attention to and be respected. In this data set, this scenario occured more 
regularly when victims of offences were adults than when victims of offences were children. Thus, 
it can be argued that when children offend adults, this is commonly used as an opportunity for 
adults to show their rights over children and also to deny children’s status as competent social 
actors.  
 Adults were also the ones who determined to terminate offending situations and restored 
social orders. The termination of offending situations was realised by the fact that adults stopped 
mentioning the offences and/or moved on a new topic or activity. The termination may occur even 
when offences had not been resolved. In this study, I argued that the termination of offending 
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situations was a context for adults to normalise the interpersonal relationships with children. It 
provided chances for adults to demonstrate that offences and the denial of children’s competence at 
managing offences were something temporal. When the social order was restored, adults did not 
treat children as “offenders” or any other negative identities. Rather, they viewed children as 
“children”, who had their own worlds and own values that needed to be recognised and respected. 
In this data set, adults restored their relationships with children through soothing them with terms of 
endearment or even apologising them.  
Contributions of the study 
This study made theoretical, methodological and applied contributions to understandings of 
adult-child interaction.  
In terms of theoretical aspects, this is one of a few studies that has analysed the management 
of offences regarding its sequential structure and participant framework. Offence is not a 
predetermined concept set up by the researcher. Instead, it is a concept constructed in situ by 
participants. The management of offences is not just associated with a single speech act or a pre-
established remedial model with fixed moves. Rather, it goes beyond the analysis of a specific and 
separate speech act. From the interactive perspective, offences and the management of offences are 
seen as a process in which participants jointly organise and make sense of their social worlds. With 
the naturally occurring data from Vietnamese contexts, this study showed that the management of 
offences may lead to many scenarios in which participants make their contribution to the process of 
dealing with offences. In offending situations, a series of acts was sequentially produced as the 
result of the interaction between participants. In that sense, this study offered new insight into the 
issue of managing offences: viewing it as a process determined locally by participants themselves.
 Offending situations in this study were used as a locus for demonstrations of children’s 
social competence and adult’s practice at child socialisation of very young children. In fact, 
traditional approaches to childhood studies were influenced by developmental psychology. 
Accordingly, the development of children was thought to be progressed through pre-
determined stages (Piaget, 1952). This approach implies an assumption that children are not 
competent yet and childhood is just a temporary stage on the process to advance into adult life, which 
is the destination of the developmental process. This position is strongly critiqued by the competence 
paradigm in the sense that it does not recognise children as truly competent social actors.  While not 
“denying that human beings develop over time and in describable ways, nor that appropriate social 
behaviours are learned and not natural” (Hutchby & Moran-Ellis, 1998, p.8), the competence 
paradigm makes a crucial claim that children are social agents. The social competence is a 
“practical accomplishment” (Hutchby & Ellis, 1998, p.22), which is observable in the ordinary 
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activities. As social actors, children co-construct the social order through their interactions with 
peers and other adults. 
Very often, research on children’s competence focuses on children’s situated peer 
interactions to see how they use interactional resources to construct, manage and organise their 
social worlds (Cobb-Moore, 2009; Corsaro, 1985). Peer interactions are used as an archetypal 
environment showing children’s competence in self-constructing their worlds without the 
intervention of adults (Corsaro, 1985; Goodwin, 1990; Goodwin & Kyratzis, 2007; Theobald & 
Danby, 2012). Prior to this study, fewer studies had focused on the topic of children’s competence 
within the context of adult-child interactions (cf. Sterponi, 2009). Indeed, adult-child interactions 
provide another setting for the performance of children’s social competence since children are 
involved in interactions with those who are supposed to have asymmetrical rights over them 
(Speier, 1976). In this study, children’s competence was displayed through the specific practices of 
managing their offences in which children used interactional resources to construct and negotiate 
social orders with adults. Children were not always compliant, even if there was evidence that they 
knew what they should be doing. They put efforts into maintaining their viewpoints while still 
respecting adults’ authority. Also, children’s competence was evaluated through adults’ viewpoints 
and acts when they engaged in the process of managing offences. In this sense, this study made an 
empirical contribution to the studies of children’s competence in managing their offences within 
adult-child interactions. At the same time, this study contributed to debunk claims about the 
egocentricity of young children made by developmental psychologists (Piaget, 1952; Shaffer & 
Kipp, 2007). Practices around the works of managing offences demonstrated that children are 
capable in approaching and evaluating their offences from different angles, depending on each 
particular context.    
In terms of methodology, this study adopted a corpus of naturally occurring data from a 
YouTube channel. This kind of data still receives little attention in previous studies. In a 
Vietnamese context, this is the first study in this area using YouTube videos as its data. Unlike a 
predetermined study of developmental stages, this study deployed Conversation Analysis (CA) as 
the main methodology. The application of CA for analysing offending situations provided insights 
into the way participants sequentially use resources and materials to orient to and construct rules, 
and maintain their social order. CA enables the focus on actions, interactions and contexts rather 
than just the ages of participants. Through the analysis of social interactions, CA focuses on the 
own view of research participants in making sense of their social world. Researchers are required to 
observe social interactions in particular settings in order to describe and evaluate what is exacly 
happening. In this regard, conversation analysis helps to see how young children and adults 
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competently arrange their lives through their interactions with other members of society. While 
relatively few works of childhood are informed by a talk-in-interaction approach (Cobb-Moore, 
2008), this study consolidated the application of CA as an effective method for discovering adult-
child interactions. More importantly, while a number of CA works analysed children’s social 
interactions in different cultures, this is among few studies that adopt CA for Vietnamese data. In 
that sense, it reinforced the application of CA methods to discover universal characteristics of 
interactional phenomena in a specific language.  
This study also contributed to the understanding of interactions and relationships between 
children and adults in Vietnamese contexts. In fact, Vietnamese society has been changed rapidly 
under the impact of globalisation. New cultural elements gradually have been infiltrating 
Vietnamese society and mixed with the traditional and indigenous elements (Hoang C.B., 2008; 
Horton, 2011). Thus, conflicts between old and new cultural elements, and between different 
generations, are something inevitable. Those facts impact on social relationships, including the 
relationship between adults and children in the setting of family, school and society. The analysis of 
adult-child interactions around the practices of managing offences suggested that Vietnamese 
society is still organised on the basis of hierarchy. The crucial principle of such hierarchial society 
is that respecting superiors and yielding to inferiors. Adults dealed with children’s offences from 
the position of superiors or “colonial administrator” (Speier, 1976). They set up expected rules and 
norms and drove children to that orientation. For instance, incidents or behaviours relating to the 
disobedience to adults’ instructions or not using address terms when talking to adults, etc. were 
often framed as something offensive and unacceptable since they violated the principle “kính trên” 
(respect superior). Similarly, adults still allowed the younger child to continue her/his offences 
although it affected the older one. Besides, contexts where adults punished and humiliated children 
are found in several cases of this current data set, especially when adults were victims, reflecting the 
importance of corporal punishment and other harsh disciplines in socialising children. Those 
practices provided a real snapshot of Vietnamese children in their everyday interactions with adults. 
In that sense, this study hopes to inform educators and policy-makers of a distinctive and practical 
view of children and childhood in Vietnam.  
 Also, this study contributed to the assessments of children’s lives in Vietnam. Vietnam is 
among the first countries to sign and ratify the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the 
Child. Vietnam is committed to protecting children’s rights and interests and facilitating children’s 
exercise of those rights. The deep analysis of adult-child interactions in offending situations in this 
study illuminated an authentic picture about children’s lives in Vietnam. In fact, Vietnam has 
gained some remarkable achievements in the field of protecting children’s rights (UNICEF, 2010). 
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Besides, as pointed out by UNICEF (2010), there still exist a number of issues that needs improving 
to ensure children’s rights and benefits. In this study, it can be clearly seen that the large amount of 
YouTube videos about children’s everyday lives raises a question about the rights to privacy in a 
world where any information and stuff can be monitored and displayed in a public forum. While 
children are widely recognised as a social group that needs to protect and care (Sanders, 2004), the 
fact that their everyday activities, including some some harsh practices of discipline and punishment 
existing are publicly posted and shared may be viewed as a token indicating the encroachment of 
their private lives. 
 
Areas for future study 
There are still many directions that can be studied around the topic of children’s competence 
and socialisation. As mentioned before, there are also relatively few studies in this area conducted 
in Vietnamese contexts. Therefore, many aspects of children’s social interactions could be studied 
in further research. This study focuses on the situation in which an offence occurs and is managed 
by related parties. Other ordinary settings could be examined in Vietnamese contexts. For example, 
conversational practices in institutional settings, such as schools and medical appointments could be 
candidates for future studies on children’s social competence. In fact, interactions in institutional 
settings are examined in a number of studies on children’s competence (Danby & Baker, 1998; 
Kyratzis, 2004; Thorne, 1993 among others). Those studies highlight the organisation of children’s 
worlds through a variety of their everyday activities. Therefore, a similar attempt could be conducted 
within Vietnamese contexts. This is a promising perspective for unveiling more interesting aspects of 
children social interactions and also distinctive features of Vietnamese culture and society.  
This study adopts CA as the main methodology to see how talk-in-interaction is sequentially 
produced through structural patterns in turn-taking, repair, sequential organisation and action 
formation. However, it does not use membership categorisation analysis (MCA) to investigate the 
way members of the society that use categories to make sense of their social world. Like CA, MCA 
also pays attention to everyday naturalistic data, examining how participants orient to and produce 
social actions. Nevertheless, the main interest of MCA is about how categories are implemented in 
describing people, events, behaviours and so on in talk, and how this impacts on interaction and 
social organisation (Hester & Eglin, 1997; Sacks, 1995). MCA has also been employed as a fruitful 
method to investigate children’s social interaction (Bateman, 2012; Butler, 2008; Danby & Baker, 
1998, 2000). In fact, offending situations also relate to many works of membership categorisation. 
For example, adults may ascribe one child into the category of “offender” and another child into the 
category of “victim”, while they put themselves into the category of “rule-enforcer” (cf. Hester & 
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Hester, 2012). Those categories are relevant for the organisation of the process of managing 
offences. Therefore, the application MCA in the area of adult-child interactions and management of 
offences could be a promising direction for future research. 
Further research could be focused more on the impacts of contextual factors on the process 
of organising children’s social worlds in general and managing offences in particular. For instance, 
gender is possibly a factor that needs to be considered. In fact, some works on this topic also have 
placed attention on the issue of gender differences in talk (Danby & Baker, 1998; Goodwin, 1990; 
Nguyen T.B.T., 2002). Thus, it can be expected that there are certain differences in the ways boys 
and girls produce their talk to manage offences and the ways adults treat them according to their 
gender. To accomplish this, it is necessary to acquire more data from different sources, for instance, 
the data collected from a group of children’s peers in their play such as Goodwin (1990) did, rather 
merely base the research on third-party data.  
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APPENDIX A: YOUTUBE DATA URL 
Case 
# 
Brief description  URL 
1.  Mun is punished by her mother https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-jKquk76OA 
2.  Brother hits Mít https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4meQxVa5yOo 
3.  Bống drops the cup of water http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQVqgcPUqD0 
4.  Khoai and Kem play in the barn https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DB44yoXYbUo 
5.  The son asks his mother without address term https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9aRXl0k-nQ 
6.  Lâm does not drinks milk properly https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULWNTcERFaw 
7.  Anh and Em play wrestling game https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mBAK3KKG74g 
8.  Kem is punished at the corner of the room https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPD_nd1Dsok 
9.  Bin makes the wing of the wardrobe drop http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VdruJIUaZRs 
10.  Minh is punished by her parents http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EBiqoGGiyBY 
11.  Tôm does not let Bi play the iPad https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJD1Vtl98WQ 
12.  Kem punishes his younger sister, Kẹo https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DiksYuW4SqA 
13.  Linh and Ngọc fight https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJTIddkVTs8 
14.  Grandmother punishes Linh https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyxXfCARRbs 
15.   Bào Ngư is punished by his mother because of 
beating his younger brother 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2m3cI4T1WX0 
16.  Be is punished because of hitting Bơ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjwvJ0wIP20 
17.  Bi is punished by his mother https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7j6IZbqGVcs 
18.  Be forgets to invite her grandma before eating https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BTVAQVjfT8E 
19.  Bim is locked in the bathroom http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Io_0XfkgYlc 
20.  Bin and Tít fight http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvEhk7fUgiA 
21.  Bin pushes Tit in the pool http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7d3lP8LmR8 
22.  Bình snatches Hà’s toy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_VLXtpMwf0 
23.  Two sisters quarrel about father. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50UvPCizkD8 
24.  Lâm is punished because of cursing his 
grandmother.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6B8etyPqys0 
25.  Bống occupies the toy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAxY_xcwGd4 
26.  Brother teases Bống  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t1tE6c3rjIo 
27.  Cún sticks the rod into Chép’s leg https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lX7-8PXWAj4 
28.  Chép damages the small tree https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lX7-8PXWAj4 
29.  Như Ý does not want to sit next to her father https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vC5_FI5cDE 
30.  Tuyền holds her mother’s camera https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vC5_FI5cDE 
31.  Tuyền is punished because of lazy-eating https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vC5_FI5cDE 
32.  The daughter says without address term https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pq29tBe5YRM 
33.  Tí uses his father’s trousers to wipe his hands 
after eating watermelon. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rHb4LTJcy3M 
34.  The son does not greet his father https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5cPBEU0vkXA 
35.  Tuấn and Linh fight https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S4n3UX0mLW4 
36.  Linh says bad word https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pR0AbP7wkqw 
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37.  Tuấn says bad word https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzAam73cvrs 
38.  Linh beats Tuấn https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzAam73cvrs 
39.  Cua asks for wearing skirt although it is still 
cold.  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ruux3N3jXuQ 
40.  Cua pees to the floor https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZL8_rJsCWU 
41.  Nhím takes the toy of Cua https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWTOTqN8QAY 
42.  Mother feeds her children  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFS0dwQ2Amc 
43.  Khánh steps on Nghé’s body http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b0K_oe4YxIY 
44.  Tôm makes Nhi fall down https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E81mVoQWmCI 
45.  Two boys burn the neighbor’s toilet www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntBZq3r-cBs 
46.  Khánh Nguyên damages the cakes https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOZHegc3RUs 
47.  Two children quarrel https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLYgGLzr8b0 
48.  Mother deals with the conflict between two 
children  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNcD1_Mf8Dw 
49.  The boy hits his younger brother. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=imwJAURhU9E 
50.  Minh tries to take the toy from Linh https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gncNxghUNmw 
51.  An spreads water on Hùng’s face https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-Hd5a18PCg 
52.  Hằng reclaims the toy from Hùng (1) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e-Hd5a18PCg 
53.  Older sister teases younger sister https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfxKbbnbHjs 
54.  Sơn wrestles Khánh Nguyên https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZBbDTkc3jA 
55.  Daughter pulls the mother's trousers down https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XI4u7wuKGfg 
56.  The boy is punished because of forgetting to 
take home the chalk box 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swmJ4anROcU 
57.  Phương drops the optical mouse https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U0W0vP7cJwc&li
st=VKOAKg15SMqCHfrq7YtTL1sVEdIwCTRs.FLV 
58.  Phương pushes her cousin https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCBJFp8Xxso 
59.  Grandson says bad word to his grandmother https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efPnt4Mu3LQ 
60.  Tom does not let Jerry to play iPad  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-UY0HwKIICM 
61.  Kẹo puts the dirty cloth to her mouth www.youtube.com/watch?v=96k-6Xjnksw 
62.  Kẹo uses short answer when talking with her 
grandmother 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=96k-6Xjnksw 
63.  Kẹo and Kem hits her mother https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sW5zUQ7-YMc 
64.  Khế pees on the floor http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBymFQFqh64 
65.  Lâm Anh is punished by her mother https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDr69pJbhnA 
66.  Tuấn does not use the address term when 
talking with his uncle 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ul7E_6M-67c 
67.  Minh Tâm does not put the toys away https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=McQB_uk5YcQ 
68.  Miu wants the reclaim the toy from her brother https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWcjJ2jKvX4 
69.  Khánh Nguyên blocks the vision of others https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JF1ysijfIEM 
70.  A group of boys teases Ly http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmgS9c-Mqp8 
71.  Nghé plays with dirt http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mCB-iYzQf08 
72.  Khánh does not allow Nghé to use the stool https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pw0uJsx4zEQ 
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73.  Mít teases Na https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3liYNFevuYk 
74.  Nghé and Bê make noise https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70IlV4mEXbQ 
75.  Nghé teases his mother https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e14giJwRBPI 
76.  Khánh teases Nghé http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gKon7UrUUn8 
77.  Quân chases the chicken https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRfMNqsYsMI 
78.  Nhật does not want to share the toy http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RjltgkcJBEM 
79.  Ni is reprimanded by her mother https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-rTVMhSs0F8 
80.  The daughter throws the almendron fruit to 
father 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5DJu-XsdHA 
81.  Nuni sings wrongly https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AggKTLCJbSg 
82.  Pháo Xanh jumps on the sofa https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3nyBlV9Ku0s 
83.  Phương Linh cries  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUj_RernKl0 
84.  Kem and Kẹo play in the slide https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bTCJHZpens 
85.  Minh Sơn puts the cloth on birthday cake http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PExQwapfv1s&feat
ure=plcp 
86.  Jerry does not say “thank you” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWaSETAcuqw 
87.  Linh does not drink the milk properly https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZvspNOr9-_g 
88.  Nguyên hits his older brother https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jXxEeMKOTpo 
89.  Bống teases Sóc https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b80EUMeHzN8 
90.  Kẹo hurts Sóc with her legs https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1rCS3fwGW8 
91.  Quang moves close to the camera rubs the 
branch to the lens 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgZWLYmETBg 
92.  A group of children fight https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UpungG9Dga4 
93.  Conflict from using bowl https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FbWz44rVd8I 
94.   Thảo is punished by her mother https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TgIGoD2Bztc 
95.  Thảo Nguyên is teased by adults https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GCSvyH9zHs8 
96.  Thu Vy scratches the toy on the floor https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozhSYGH0i_s 
97.  Tí asks Bống for T.V remote control  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JcP4KqEVeNo 
98.  Tít does not wake up https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sGzFAxzL1iM 
99.  Tit is reprimanded by her father https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=evqGS7aKkws 
100.  Mít says bad word https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgiZx2bGRQ8 
101.  Tít damages the sand clock of Mít https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgiZx2bGRQ8 
102.  Tít threatens Mít https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgiZx2bGRQ8 
103.  Mít takes Tít’s mouse toy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgiZx2bGRQ8 
104.  Mít takes all stickers https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fgiZx2bGRQ8 
105.  Tép pokes the spoon on Tôm’s eyes https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LA-nBlKjCw 
106.  The girl pushes Nguyên and occupies her place https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAu3qgAfLGg 
107.  Shin is punished by her mother www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVXhKjSNyZM 
108.  Lâm is punished by his father and grandmother https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkaSCViMocY 
109.  Tùng puts the carton box on his head and 
bumps into Lâm 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghCKZuRlH70 
110.  Linh occupies Ngọc’s place https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHVTEv29m9o 
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111.  Boy1 sticks his fingers on the cake and licks it https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__l5S_OJKIc 
112.  Bi does not greet the grandfather  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3VS4O3n1v4 
113.  Tôm falls down the fan https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_M0e36CFu4s 
114.  Boy falls down upward from his sister’s neck https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MroeNcIAeHs 
115.  Lâm is spanked by his mother https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iGqJZIMcprU 
116.  The granddaughter does not eat properly https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HIm6e0BwiKM 
117.  Two boys do not eat properly https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nYAVZTYeLp4 
118.  Girl steps on the ducklings https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-3wT2Chc0k 
119.  Sin beats her classmate https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GNJ7JfAcFwI 
120.  The boy stands close to TV to watch https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s3-HD_kYpQo 
121.  Xíu complains about her younger brother https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbVcVzDleYE 
122.  Zi takes Bê’s pencil box www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nx-igYqMjwQ 
123.  Hiệp does not want to go home https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lglvOhi8oLw 
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APPENDIX B: TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS 
  Convention      Name 
 
Use 
 
[text] Brackets 
Indicates the start and end points of 
overlapping speech. 
= Equal Sign 
Indicates the break and subsequent 
continuation of a single utterance. 
(# of 
seconds) 
Timed Pause 
A number in parentheses indicates the time, 
in seconds, of a pause in speech. 
(.) Micropause 
A brief pause, usually less that 0.2 
seconds. 
>text< 
Greater than/Less 
than symbols 
Indicates that the enclosed speech was 
delivered more rapidly than usual for the 
speaker. 
<text> 
Less than/Greater 
than symbols 
Indicates that the enclosed speech was 
delivered more slowly than usual for the 
speaker. 
° Degree symbol 
Indicates whisper, reduced volume, or quiet 
speech. 
ALL CAPS Capitalized text 
Indicates shouted or increased volume 
speech. 
underline Underlined text 
Indicates the speaker is emphasizing or 
stressing the speech. 
: Colon(s) Indicates prolongation of a sound. 
(hhh) 
 
Audible exhalation 
•or (.hhh) High Dot Audible inhalation 
(text) Parentheses 
Speech which is unclear or in doubt in the 
transcript. 
((text)) Double Parentheses Annotation of non-verbal actions. 
 
 
 
